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Preface

The second WIT report gives a compilation of the 1998 activities. The global WIT-
constellation with one group in Campinas, one in Hamburg, two in Karlsruhe and
one in Nancy functioned effectively and harmoniously in 1998 with approximately 30
researchers being involved. The WIT research is now strengthened by the fact that
Serge Shapiro (formerly Nancy) has received a full professorship in Berlin, where he
will continue his WIT activities with an improved infrastructure. The WIT research in
1998 was also reinforced by the two visiting professors (Dr. Boris Gelchinsky and Dr.
Mikhail Popov) in Karlsruhe.

As further WIT contributions (in addition to this second report) which appeared in
1998, I would like to mention the book on ”Amplitude-Preserving Seismic Reflection
Imaging” which appeared at Geophysical Press. It is a summary of the EAGE/SEG-
sponsored Karlsruhe workshop, organized by the WIT Consortium in Seeheim, Ger-
many. I also would like to mention the new book available at Springer Verlag ”Seismic
Waves in Random Media” authored by S. Shapiro and myself.

Finally, the WIT consortium also organized the EAGE/SEG sponsored ”Karlsruhe
Workshop on Macro-model-independent Seismic Reflection Imaging” from February
14-15, 1999. All WIT partners are pleased that some of its previous contributions
to the WIT research have been recognized internationally by the J.C. Karcher Award
given by the SEG to our founding member Dr. J¨org Schleicher.

Peter Hubral

Karlsruhe, February 16, 1999
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Wave Inversion Technology, Report No. 2, pages 1-4

Reviews: WIT Report 1998

Responsible for compilation and layout: M. Riede & R. Essenreiter1

Imaging

G. Höcht et al.: The common reflection surface stack is a macro velocity model inde-
pendent method to simulate zero-offset sections. It is based on attributes of wavefronts
associated with hypothetical experiments that are used to describe the kinematic reflec-
tion response of inhomogeneous media. In this context we derive the stacking operator
and with respect to application its more convenient Taylor series expansions.

In the second part of The Common Reflection Surface StackR. Jäger et al.apply the
common reflection surface stack method to synthetic data. In addition to the simulated
zero-offset section we obtain a set of data-derived wavefront attributes. We compare
them to the model-derived attributes exposing a wide agreement. We discuss different
strategies to determine the attributes with respect to accuracy and computional costs.

Jürgen Mann shows that seismic image wave methods allow to transform a seismic
image with respect to a change in an imaging parameter which depends on the imaging
method under consideration. This strategy is dicussed for different imaging problems:
post-stack time migration, post-stack depth migration, dip moveout correction, and
migration to zero-offset. For migration the imaging parameter is the constant migration
velocity, whereas for the latter two imaging problems it is the source/receiver offset.

Vieth et al.: Instead of picking data in in- and cross-line sections the entire wavefield
of the common-shot sections is used for computing dip and strike of a reflector.

Pasasa et al.demonstrate the superior performance of their novel technique of wave
front extrapolation on a computational grid. The approach is used in Prestack Kirch-
hoff Migration of the SEG/EAGE Salt data set and results in unprecedented high-
resolution images.

Tygel et al. introduce a new inverse integral formula to the classical Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz forward modeling integral. The new formula is more natural than the
conventional Kirchhoff migration integral. This new inverse formula consists of an
integration along the reflection traveltime surface, reconstructing the Huygens sources
along the reflector.

1email: mriede@gpiwap3.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de & Robert.Essenreiter@physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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Birgin et al. describe a new algorithm to extract from multicoverage data, the trav-
eltime parameters required for CRS stacking. The algorithm uses a newly developed
spectral projected gradient method combined with a global optimization technique.
First experiments indicate that the method is able to produce accurate results in an
efficient way.

Cruz and Urban derive the weight function and the diffraction stack integral operator
for the two and one half dimensional (2.5-D) seimic models and apply it to a set of
synthetic seismic data in a noisy enviroment. The result shows the accuracy and stabil-
ity of the 2.5-D migration as a tool for obtaining the reflectivity properties of the earth
subsurface, which is of great interest for a AVO or AVA analysis.

Rock Physics and Waves in Random Media

In 1998 we continued to develop the method of the SBRC (Seismicity Based Reservoir
Characterization). The corresponding contribution ofS. A. Shapirowith his coauthors
describes in details an approach to the seismicity-data inversion for the permeability
tensor for the case of poroelastic media with anisotropic fluid transport.

Vieth shows his first results on crack imaging in randomly heterogeneous media. He
suggests to apply a simple post-migration approach to detect fractures embedded in
randomly heterogeneous structures.

For waves in 2-D and 3-D randomly heterogeneous mediaTobias Müller is going to
develop an approximation of the Green Function which takes into account effects of
small-scale heterogeneities. His formalism is similar to the generalized O' Doherty-
Anstey formula valid in multilayered structures. However, one should emphasis the
increased complexity of the problem now. In his contribution Tobias shortly describes
his approach.

In order to understand the wave propagation in fractured structures we have to perform
a modeling in media with high-contrast inclusions.Erik Saenger will present the
modified Finite Difference grid, which permits to model waves in such situations.

Stephan Bojinski reports about his Thesis on seismic characterization of randomly
fractured media.

Serge Shapirogives a short summary of his and Peter Hubral's book on seismic strate-
graphic filtering.

Modeling

Ettrich has developed a 3D Finite Difference eikonal solver for elliptical anisotropic
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media. It allows for arbitrary orientation of the tensor ellipsoid and for strong anisotropy.
It serves as the background medium to compute traveltimes for arbitrary anisotropic
media using a perturbation approach. A second-order approximations of the eikonal
equation results in a high accuracy with relative errors in the order of a few permille.

Falk et al. present a modelling technique for wave propagation simulation based on
the Finite Difference techniques which allows efficient computations of wave fields
even if small scale heterogeneities are present in the model. It is demonstrated on an
cross-well experiment where the influence of the source and receiver well is included.
The scattering of borehole guided waves results in very complex seismogramms.

Gajewski uses the hyperbolic variant of the paraxial approximation to determine the
complete ray propagator from traveltimes. The ray propagator enables the evaluation
of many important properties of seismic waves, like migration weights, divergence
corrections etc. Moreover, the propagator provides a very efficient technique to inter-
polate traveltimes, which is demonstrated on some examples.

A 3-D Finite-Difference eikonal solver for non-cubical grids was developed byLei-
denfrost et al. A carefully chosen set of grid spacings for a non-cubical grid can
reduce the model size and thus save computational time. Moreover, it may even al-
low stronger velocity contrasts in the model without the appearance of acausalities.
Numerical examples demonstrate the functionality of the method.

Ekkehart Tessmer optimizes computational effort in finite-difference seismic mod-
eling by using domain dependent time step sizes. Applications demonstrate the high
accuracy of the method and its efficiency.

Schleicher et al.discuss the Kirchhoff integral for general anisotropic elastic media.
They show hot standard Kirchhoff-Helmholtz approximation can be generalized for
this case. If one elementary seismic wave is considered, a scalar reflection coefficient
describes the amplitude change under specular reflection.

Tygel and Ursin introduce a new representation integral to model scattering from
a weak-contrast interface within a general elastic, anisotropic medium. Asymptotic
evaluation of the integral leads to an appealing description of the total sctattered field
as a sum of individual contributions such as specular reflections, as well as i edge and
edge diffractions.

Santos et al. investigate the seismic imaging process called demigration in greater
detail. They argue that demigration isnot the same as forward modeling and point out
the main differences.

M. Karrenbach shows applications of parallel computing to seismic processing and
full wave form modeling. Seismic processing and modeling show a large degree of
parallelism on various levels that can be exploited in order to speed up computation
and turn around time. A complete parallel processing sequence is applied to the Mo-
bil AVO data set and a parallel 2D modeling run is carried out to produce a complete
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prestack data set from the SEG/EAEG Salt model. Runtime and scalability are mea-
sured on a IBM SP-2.

Goertz et al. use 3D finite difference techniques to perform full wave field modeling
of a complex fault zone. Synthetic benchmark data sets are used to enhance imaging
techniques. Modeling of rock properties within the fault zone enables them to simulate
4D seismic monitoring experiments.

Pohl et al. compute the elastic wave equation solution on a irregular computational
grid in order to reduce unphysical diffractions that can arise from the typical stair-
casing effect when applying conventional finite differences to a regularly gridded model.
Examples of wave propagation in 2 dimensions are shown for a homogeneous medium
using a irregular grid, as well as a 2-layer model, where the layer boundary exhibits
topography.

Other Topics

Popov and Schitovpresent the results for the problem which models wave propagtion
in anisotropic inhomogeneous media when the velocities of two qS waves coincide at
a point. These results allow to anticipate that generally one qS wave being incident at
such a point gives rise to two qS waves behind this point. The ray ansatz becomes sin-
gular in a vicinity of such points and cannot describe the wave phenomenon properly.

Tygel et al. review the basic derivations and results concerning the traveltime moveout
formula of Gelchinsky and coworkers. This formula describes traveltimes of rays lo-
cated around a fixed central ray and it is called multifocus moveout. They also present
a new higher-order multifocus formula and provide an alternative form suitable for
implementation.

M. Karrenbach et al. use the novel programming language Java in a computational
interdisciplinary project between the geophysics and computer science. Basic seismic
processing steps are programmed in Java and High Performance Fortran and their run-
time, scalability measured on a wide variety of parallel high-performance computers
and workstations. The Mobil AVO data set is used a benchmark data set to which some
standard processing steps are applied.

M. Karrenbach reports on large-scale computational and visualization facilities that
are available to conduct research in seismic algorithm development. The High Perfor-
mance Computing Center at Stuttgart offers a variety of highly parallel computers as
well as a 3D immersive virtual reality environment for analyzing seismic data and ve-
locity models. Computational steering of large-scale simulations and processing runs
are possible from within this environment. As oil companies install such environments
more frequently, access of researchers to similar tools is important.
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Wave Inversion Technology, Report No. 2, pages 7-24
The Common Reflection Surface Stack – Part I: Theory

G. Höcht, J. Mann, R. J¨ager1

keywords:model independent imaging, zero-offset simulation

ABSTRACT

The simulation of a zero-offset (ZO) section from multi-coverage reflection data for
2-D media is a widely used seismic reflection imaging method that reduces the amount
of data and enhances the signal-to-noise ratio. The aim of the CRS stack method is
not only to improve the resulting stack section but also to determine parameters that
are useful with respect to a subsequent inversion. The main advantage of the common
reflection surface (CRS) stack is the use of analytical formulae that describe the kine-
matic reflection response of inhomogeneous media with curved interfaces but do not
depend on a macro velocity model.
For the travel time estimation the CRS stack uses circular wavefronts that are asso-
ciated with the local dips and radii of curvatures of the reflectors. The result of this
approach yields a stacking surface in the data set for each point in the simulated ZO
section. These concepts are based on ideas of de Bazelaire (1986), de Bazelaire and
Thore (1987), Gelchinsky (1988), Keydar et al. (1990) and Berkovitch et al. (1994).
However, we give no review of their methods but use a different approach for the
derivation of the formulae involved in the CRS stack.
For constant velocity media we derive exact formulae for the CRS stack. In order to ex-
tend these formulae to inhomogeneous media we use attributes of hypothetical waves
that would be observed at the surface (Hubral (1983)). The resulting formulae depend
on these a priori unknown attributes, which can be determined by a search procedure
involving coherency analysis (Taner and Koehler (1969)).
Besides the stack section, one obtains a coherency section and various attribute sec-
tions. The coherency section is helpful to identify the locations of reflection events.
There, one can subsequently use the attributes to derive the a priori unknown macro
velocity model (Hubral and Krey (1980), Goldin (1986)).
Taylor series expansions of the CRS surface provide explicit formulae. Additionally,
these formulae allow to split the search procedure into separate steps in order to re-
duce the computational costs: e. g., the search of the required attributes can be first
performed in the CMP gathers and afterwards in the resulting CMP stack section, a
concept introduced by de Bazelaire and Thore (1987).
1email: ghoecht@gpiwap4.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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INTRODUCTION

Seismic reflection imaging is the objective of a multitude of methods with a wealth of
illustrations in order to “illuminate” the data. In this context, a “unified approach”
is described by Hubral et al. (1996a) and Tygel et al. (1996). An important seis-
mic reflection imaging process that is widely applied in practice is the simulation of
a ZO section from a set of common-offset (CO) sections. To this category of seis-
mic imaging one counts standard seismic reflection methods such as the well-known
common-midpoint (CMP) stack and the normal moveout/dip moveout (NMO/DMO)
stack (Black et al. (1995), H¨ocht et al. (1997)), which is also called migration to zero-
offset (MZO) (Hubral et al. (1996b)). The resulting stack section can subsequently
be post-stack depth migrated to obtain an image of the subsurface. Another seismic
reflection imaging method is the pre-stack depth migration (PSDM) that directly pro-
vides an image of the subsurface. However, these methods are either model dependent
or based on assumptions that are not appropriate for complex media. Even for the
constant velocity case, processes as the NMO/DMO stack and the PSDM cannot pro-
vide the best reflector illumination as discussed by Hubral et al. (1998). In contrast,
approaches formulated by de Bazelaire and Thore (1987), de Bazelaire and Viallix
(1994) or Berkovitch et al. (1994) are designed to handle complex media and addition-
ally consider the reflectors' curvatures. Based on their ideas, we describe the kinematic
reflection response of inhomogeneous media with curved interfaces through analytic
formulae. These formulae are derived from a kinematic point of view meaning that
neither the amplitudes nor possible phase shifts are considered.

In the following we assume that different CO sections have been acquired for the
same seismic line. Each trace in a CO section shows the measured reflection events,
which are provided by an experiment with a single shot/receiver pair, with respect to
time t. A CO section is defined by the constant offset of a source/receiver pair. Thus,
one can imagine a source/receiver pair to be shifted on the seismic line to provide
different traces and thereby an entire CO section. We assume that each trace is plotted
at the midpointxm between the corresponding shot/receiver pair such that a CO section
describes a (xm-t) domain. A CO section itself we specify by the half-offseth of a
shot/receiver pair. The ZO section is the special case of a CO section with coincident
shot/receiver pairs (h= 0).

For appropriate illustration the CO sections are arranged in a (t-xm-h)-space, where
t denotes the time,xm the midpoint, andh the half-offset. Each point on the (xm-h)-
plane defines one shot/receiver pair and thereby a trace by its coordinates(xm; h). For
the corresponding experiment the source and receiver are located on the seismic line at
xs =xm + h andxg =xm � h, respectively. The CO travel time curves that stem from
the same reflector together define a travel time surface in the (t-xm-h)-space. Figure 3
shows an example of such an illustration in the (t-xm-h)-space. A point in the ZO
section for which the ZO simulation has to be performed is denoted byP0 = (x0; t0).
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The reflection events in the data are the response of the subsurface to propagating
waves that originate and are observed on the surface. However, for our kinematic
approach it is more suitable to consider the associated rays, which we assume to be
normal to the wavefronts. In this manner, one can associate each reflection event with
a ray. This ray takes an appropriate path (determined by the ray parameter) in the
subsurface to provide the (travel) time of the reflection event. In this context we define
the ZO ray to be associated with a primary reflection event in the ZO section. In most
cases this ray is normal to the reflector that generates this reflection event.

The proposed strategies can be applied to complex media but are in the presented
form based on ZO rays with normal incidence on the reflector. Furthermore, the de-
rived formulae that account for inhomogeneous media are, strictly speaking, only valid
in the vicinity of the ZO ray. With regard to ray theory this concerns the paraxial rays
of the (central) ZO ray.

CONSTANT VELOCITY MEDIA

To introduce the CRS stack, we use the constant velocity model shown in fig. 1. Let
us assume that one has chosen the locationP0 = (x0; t0) of a primary reflection event
in the ZO section (see fig. 3). The coordinates of this point denote the location of the
tracex0 and the ZO travel timet0. In addition,x0 defines the location of the coincident
shot/receiver pair. The corresponding ZO ray that connects the seismic line atx0 with
the reflection pointR is shown in dark gray in fig. 2. In the following, we refer to this
ZO ray as central ZO ray. In fig. 2 we have attached an arc segmentCR (shown in dark
gray) to pointR defined by the dip and radius of curvature of the reflector atR.
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Figure 1: Constant velocity model: dome-like reflector. The corresponding ZO rays
are depicted in gray.

Let us firstly determine the ZO traveltime~t0 and the emergence location~x0 of
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Figure 2: Constant velocity model: illumination of point~R and pointR, both located
on the circleCR.

the respective ZO ray for an arbitrary point on the circular reflector specified by the
(emergence) angle~� (see fig. 2). The equations for~t0(~�) and~x0(~�) can be written in
dependency of the coordinates ofP0 and attributes associated with the central ZO ray
toP0:

~x0(~�) = x0 +RN (cos� tan ~�� sin�) ; (1)

~t0(~�) =
2

v
RN

�
cos�

cos ~�
� 1

�
+ t0 ; (2)

with RN = RR +
v

2
t0 : (3)

Here,� denotes the emergence angle of the central ray andRR the radius of the circle
CR, i. e. the radius of curvature of the reflector at the reflection pointR. Thus, knowing
� andRR of the reflector atR one can determine the ZO location~x0 and the ZO travel
time~t0 for another point~R on the circle specified by the angle~�.

A CRP trajectory defines the locations of all primary reflection events in the (t-xm-
h)-space that pertain to the same reflection point on the reflector. The CRP rays for
R and ~R associated with the respective CRP trajectories are depicted in light gray in
fig. 2. To compute the CRP trajectory for a point on the circleCR (see fig. 2) we use
the coordinate of a point (~x0(~�), ~t0(~�)) in the ZO section and the associated angle~�
as initial values (eqs. (1) and (2)). The CRP trajectory for each point~R on the circle
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CR is then given by the following formulae:

xm(~�; h) = ~x0(~�) + ~rT

0@
vuut h2

~rT (~�)2
+ 1� 1

1A ; (4)

t2(~�; h) = 4
h2

v2
+

1

2
~t20(~�)

0@
vuut h2

~r2T (~�)
+ 1 + 1

1A ; (5)

with ~rT (~�) =
v

4

~t0(~�)

sin ~�
:

The CRS surface shown in fig. 3 is the family of all CRP trajectories provided by all
reflection points on the circleCR and can thus be constructed with the parameters~�
andh. Instead of~� one could also directly use a paraxial location~x0 as a parameter
for the CRS surface, which can account for the case ofRN =1 that corresponds to a
planar reflector in constant velocity media.
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Figure 3: 3-D data space: CRS surface constructed with the CRP trajectories (dark
gray) of a circular reflector. The ZO travel time curve for the circleCR is depicted in
black.

The boundariesx0min andx0max of the CRS surface in the ZO section of fig. 4
define the aperture in the ZO section for the CRS surface. They can be determined
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Figure 4: Constant velocity model: ZO ray and two hypothetical wavefronts that
emerge atx0 on the surface.

for instance by specifying a flare angle (~�min<�< ~�max). The location of all traces
in the (xm-h)-plane intersecting the CRS surface define the CRS stack range. In other
words, this range is given by the projection of the CRS-surface onto the (xm-h)-plane,
i. e. by eq. (4).

Another way to provide the CRP trajectory for pointP0 is to place a fictitious point
source atR. In fig. 4, a portion of the resulting circular wavefront that emerges at
x0 with radiusRNIP = v

2
t0 is depicted at different instants of time. We refer to this

wave asNIP wave according to Hubral (1983). By means of this experiment the travel
time for an arbitrary source/receiver pair can be determined by a double square root
expression. Taking into account the dip of the reflector and Snell's law atR provides
the rays and thereby the locations of the source/receiver pairs that illuminate pointR
on the reflector. Hence, location and travel time for a source/receiver pair are strictly
determined by� andRNIP . For constant velocity media the value~RNIP (~�) provided
by other points on the circle is simply given by~RNIP (~�)= 2

v
~t0(~�).

Using the exploding reflector model for circleCR yields the hypothetical circular
wavefront emerging atx0 with radiusRN (fig. 4). According to Hubral (1983) we refer
to such a wave asnormalwave. The purpose of usingRN instead ofRR is to express
eqs. (1) and (2) with attributes (�,RN ) as expected atx0 on the surface.

The advantage of using the attributes�, RNIP andRN will become clear later
on, when we derive approximations that describe the CRS surface for inhomogeneous
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media.

INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIA

Our objective is to derive formulae for the CRS stack in inhomogeneous media with
constant near-surface velocityv0. One will observe that such 2-D media can be re-
placed by an auxiliary homogeneous medium with the velocityv0. Thus, we make use
of the constant-velocity results above.

In order to investigate these formulae and to illustrate our assumptions we use
the inhomogeneous model of fig. 5. It shows an inhomogeneous model with three
constant-velocity layers and the ZO rays reflected by the dome-like structure. This
structure is the same as the one in the constant velocity model, but over-lain by an
additional interface. In the following, we are only interested in the reflection events
of the dome-like structure and refer to it as the reflector. Furthermore, only the travel
times of reflection events that pertain to this reflector are shown in the (t-xm-h)-space.
The upper interface can already be handled with the CRS stack described above.
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Figure 5: Inhomogeneous model: two interfaces between three homogeneous layers.
The ZO rays of the dome are shown in gray.

In the following one has to clearly distinguish between concepts that have the at-
tributes “true” and “auxiliary”. They relate to either the true or auxiliary model defined
below. In fig. 6 we have plotted the true ZO ray as a bold dark gray curve connecting
x0 with R. Now, imagine a point source atR in the true velocity model that explodes
at timet=0. This yields a hypothetical wavefront emerging atx0 with a specific emer-
gence angle� and a specific radius of curvatureRNIP . A part of this wavefront is
shown in dark gray at different instants of time in fig. 6. The emergence angle� of the
NIP wave atx0 coincides with the emergence angle of the ZO ray.
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The attributes� andRNIP observed atx0 are sufficient to construct the circle with
radiusRNIP centred atR� = (x0 � RNIP sin�;RNIP cos�). A part of this circle is
depicted in light gray in fig. 6. In other words, pointR� is defined as the center of
curvature of the hypothetical wavefront that originates at pointR on the true reflec-
tor and emerges atx0 (Hoxha (1994)). The homeomorphic image (HI) of a reflector
(Berkovitch et al. (1994)) is defined by all centers of curvature provided by allNIP
waves and ZO rays of the reflector. Figure 6 shows the homeomorphic image of the
reflector as light gray crosses.

The auxiliary model is defined as a medium with a constant velocity that is equal
to the near-surface velocityv0 of the true model. If one places a point source intoR�

of this auxiliary model one obviously obtains a circular wavefront emerging atx0 with
the same attributes (emergence angle� and radius of curvatureRNIP ) as would be
provided by a point source atR in the true model. Since a constant velocity model is
provided by the auxiliary model one can make use of these formulae by assuming the
trueNIP wave to be circular. This is a reasonable approximation in the vicinity of the
central ZO ray. Replacingt0 by 2

v0
RNIP in eqs. (4) and (5) one immediately obtains

the CRP trajectory forR� in the auxiliary model. However, illuminating pointR� in
the auxiliary model is not to be confused with illuminating a diffraction point: one has
to take into account its dip (defined by the emergence angle� of the ZO ray), i. e. to
consider it as a reflection point.

In order to obtain an appropriate approximation of the travel times for pointR
in the true model, one additionally has to consider that the ZO travel times for point
R in the true model and pointR� in the auxiliary model will in general be different.
Therefore, we make use of a time delay similar to the one introduced by de Bazelaire
(1988). This time delay is simply given by the difference of the true ZO travel timet0
and the auxiliary ZO travel time2

v0
RNIP . One can also explain this time delay with

the one-way travel times provided by the hypothetical experiments. There, one has to
consider that both hypothetical sources atR andR� have to explode at different times
if their wavefronts are expected to arrive simultaneously at pointx0. This implies
that the hypothetical source atR� in the auxiliary velocity model should explode at
t= t0

2
� RNIP

v0
if its counterpart, the hypothetical source in the true velocity model atR,

explodes att= 0.

To construct the CRS surface for pointP0 our aim is again to use CRP trajecto-
ries that pertain to a reflector segment aroundR. For our approximation, each CRP
trajectory requires the initial values~x0, ~t0, ~� and ~RNIP .

Our aim is to derive formulae for these values that are independent of the macro ve-
locity model. Therefore, we use the exploding reflector model (section ) that provides
thenormalwave. The corresponding wavefront at different instants of time is shown
in light gray in fig. 7. Provided that the reflector explodes at timet= 0, the normal
wave emerges at timet0=2 at x0 on the surface with angle� and radius of curvature
RN . Approximating thenormalwavefront that emerges atx0 by a circular wavefront
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Figure 6: Inhomogeneous model: homeomorphic image (dark gray crosses) of the
reflector. The wavefronts of theNIP wave for pointR are shown at different instants
of time in dark gray. The surface's influence on theNIP wave is not considered.
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Figure 7: Inhomogeneous model: wavefronts of thenormalwave (light gray) at dif-
ferent instants of time. The radius of curvature of the corresponding wavefront atx0 is
shown in dark gray. The surface's influence on thenormalwave is not considered.
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with radiusRN , we can use~� as variable to specify a ZO ray and its associated CRP
trajectory.2 Thus, we want to compute the remaining initial values~x0, ~t0 and ~RNIP in
dependency of~�.

For the values of~x0 and~t0 this approach yields the same formulae as in the constant
velocity case (eqs. (1) and (2)). However, the relationship betweenRN andRR (eq. (3))
is no longer valid. Assuming that the values of~RNIP are (as the travel time~t0) constant
along the circularnormalwavefront that emerges atx0, one can use the same approach
providing~t0(~�) to determine~RNIP (~�) for points on the surface. The formulae for~x0,
~t0 and ~RNIP then read:

~x0(~�) = x0 +RN (cos� tan ~� � sin�) ; (6)

~t0(~�) =
2

v0
RN

�
cos�

cos ~�
� 1

�
+ t0 ; (7)

~RNIP (~�) = RN

�
cos�

cos ~�
� 1

�
+RNIP : (8)

These equations provide all initial values needed to construct the CRS surface with
CRP trajectories. As stated above, one has to introduce a time delay for a CRP trajec-
tory that accounts for inhomogeneous media. The time delay for each CRP trajectory
as part of the CRS surface is given by~t0(~�) � 2

v0
~RNIP (~�). Subtracting eq. (7) from

eq. (8) yields~t0(~�)� 2
v0
~RNIP (~�) = t0 � 2

v0
RNIP . Hence, the approximation of~RNIP

yields the same time delay for all CRP trajectories that contribute to a CRS surface.
The (delayed) CRS surface is then given by:

xm(~�; h) = ~x0(~�) + ~rT (~�)

0@
vuut h2

~r2T (~�)
+ 1� 1

1A ; (9)

�
t(~�; h)�

�
t0 � 2

v0
RNIP

��2
= 4

h2

v20
+

2

v20
~R2
NIP (~�)

0@
vuut h2

~r2T (~�)
+ 1 + 1

1A (10)

with ~rT (~�) =
1

2

~RNIP (~�)

sin ~�
:

Note also that these equations reduce to the constant velocity case forRNIP = v0
2
t0.

In fig. 9 we have chosen a flare angle to determine the aperture in the ZO section
(and thereby the CRS stack range). The segment of the reflector that provides ZO rays
emerging in this aperture is plotted in bold black. Figure 8 shows the CRS surface
constructed by means of the attributes�, RNIP andRN for pointP0.

The homeomorphic image of the reflector segment aroundR is marked by black
crosses in fig. 9. With eq. (8) one can compute the kind of homeomorphic image
that is assumed for the reflector segment aroundR. It is given by the circular arc
segment (light gray crosses in fig. 9) with radiusRN � RNIP centered at (x0 �
RN sin�;RN cos�). Assuming thenormalwavefront to be circular in the vicinity of
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x0 is a reasonable approach and is for this example confirmed by fig. 7. Consequently,
the emergence angles of the truenormal wave are well approximated by the emer-
gence angles~� of the circular wavefront. The strong deviation between the true and
the assumed HI is therefore mainly due to the approximation of the values of~RNIP

(eq. 8).

Even if for this example eq. (8) does not provide a good approximation of the true
values of ~RNIP , some comparisons later on will show that for paraxial locations and
not too large offsets the CRS surfaces provides a good approximation of the theoretical
travel times.

TAYLOR-SERIES EXPANSION OF THE CRS SURFACE

In the following we provide two different Taylor expansions of the CRS surface in
the (t-xm-h)-space: one with respect tot, the other with respect tot2. A justification
for the expansion oft2 is given by Ursin (1982), who concluded that a hyperbolic
approximation is more suitable than the parabolic form. These expansions will only be
performed for the CRS surface given by eqs. (9), (10) that account for inhomogeneous
media. However, for the constant velocity case they reduce to the approximations of
eqs. (4), (5) by substitutingv0

2
t0 for RNIP . The second order expansions are given by

t(xm; h) = t0 +
2 sin�

v0
(xm � x0) +

cos2 �

v0

 
(xm � x0)

2

RN

+
h2

RNIP

!
; (11)

t2(xm; h) =
�
t0 +

2 sin�

v0
(xm � x0)

�2
+

2 t0 cos2 �

v0

 
(xm � x0)

2

RN
+

h2

RNIP

!
(12)

These equations were already derived by means of paraxial ray theory and for instance
formulated by Schleicher et al. (1993). In the following we will use their terminology
and refer to eqs. (11) and (12) as parabolic and hyperbolic approximation, respectively.
The region of convergence of these approximations depends on the chosen attributes.
Later on, we will show some comparisons with the parametric CRS surface and theo-
retical travel times for the inhomogeneous model.

Let us now investigate formulae (11) and (12) in the CMP gather forx0 and in the
ZO section. The CMP gather is defined by the relationxm =x0. Equations (11) and
(12) here reduce to

t(h) = t0 +
cos2 �

v0

h2

RNIP
; (13)

t2(h) = t20 +
2 t0 cos2 �

v0

h2

RNIP
: (14)

2For a planarnormalwave one has to use~x0 as variable.
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Introducingq = cos2�
RNIP

shows that only one parameterq is required in the CMP gather
(instead of the two attributes� andRNIP ).3 The hyperbolic approximation in the CMP
gather is commonly formulated by substitutingv2NMO for 2v0RNIP

t0 cos2 �
.

In the ZO section, which is specified byh= 0, eqs. (11) and (12) read

t(xm) = t0 +
2 sin�

v0
(xm � x0) +

cos2 �

v0

(xm � x0)
2

RN
; (15)

t2(xm) =
�
t0 +

2 sin�

v0
(xm � x0)

�2
+

2 t0 cos2 �

v0

(xm � x0)
2

RN

: (16)

As expected, eqs. (11) and (12) do not depend onRNIP in the ZO section. This
confines the search to attributes� andRN in this section.4

The HIs that correspond to the parabolic and the hyperbolic approximations (eqs. (11)
and (12)) in the range~x0min< ~x0< ~x0max are shown in fig. 10. The HI of the parabolic
approximation (light gray circles) yields the worst result whereas the HI of the hy-
perbolic approximation (light gray diamonds) is close to the HI of the CRS surface.

COMPARISONS

To get an idea of the accuracy of the CRS formulae and their second order Taylor ex-
pansions, we investigate their stacking surfaces constructed for pointR on the reflector
in different CO sections (figs. 11 - 12). For the comparison of travel times in gathers
and sections we have centred a wavelet at the theoretical travel time on each trace. The
chosen wavelet is a lobe of a delayed cosine with its length equal to10 ms. Traces that
are shown in the CO sections are determined by the CRS stack range of fig. 8. The
dashed light gray curve denotes the intersection of the respective CO section with the
CMP gather.

Provided the circular approximations hold, one observes that the CRS surface as
well as its hyperbolic and parabolic approximations show good agreements with the
theoretical traveltime curves.

3The third order Taylor expansion reduces to the second order Taylor expansion in the CMP gather.
A fourth order Taylor expansion would not reduce the number of search parameters. The influence of
the fourth-order term, however, may be too small to allow a search with all parameters in the CMP
gather.

4This already applies to the CRS surface so that there is actually no need to use a Taylor expansion
in the ZO section. Here, the CRS surface can be brought into an explicit form by using~x0 instead of~�
as variable.
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Figure 10: Inhomogeneous model: HI of the CRS surface (light gray crosses), the
hyperbolic (light gray diamonds), the parabolic (light gray circles) approximations
and the true HI of the reflector segment (black crosses).
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Figure 11: ZO section: the CRS surface (solid) compared to its parabolic (long dashed)
and hyperbolic (short dashed) expansions in the ZO section.
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CONCLUSION

The CRS stack is a model independent seismic imaging method and thereby can be
performed without any ray tracing and macro velocity model estimation. As a result
of a CRS stack one obtains in addition to each simulated ZO reflection time important
wave-field attributes: the angle of emergence and the radii of curvature of theNIP and
thenormalwave. These attributes can subsequently be used to derive an approximation
of the inhomogeneous 2-D macro velocity model (Hubral and Krey (1980), Goldin
(1986)) which allows to determine an image in the depth domain.

By means of the Taylor series expansions, the CRS stack can be applied to traces on
an arbitrarily irregluar grid without the need to interpolate. Additionally, the simulated
ZO section and the attribute sections are not restricted to the (possibly irregular) input
data geometry.
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ABSTRACT

In this part we apply the CRS stack to a synthetic dataset. We show that the CRS
stack not only improves the resulting simulated zero-offset(ZO) section but also pro-
vides important wavefield attributes, which can be used to derive a macro-velocity
model. We compare the data-derived attributes determined by the CRS stack with
the model-derived (forward calculated) attributes and thus confirm the correctness of
these parameters.
The CRS stacking surface depends on three parameters, which are the emergence an-
gle � of the ZO ray, as well as two wavefront curvaturesRN andRNIP associated
with the ZO ray, namely the normal wave and the normal-incidence-point (NIP) wave.
We also address the problem of determining an optimal parameter triple for each ZO
sample to be simulated. This triple is expected to fit a CRS traveltime surface best to
the reflection events. To make the CRS stack more attractive regarding computational
costs much effort has to be put on a strategy to find these optimal parameter triples for
all ZO samples. This leads us to the concept of global optimization.
For the implementation of the CRS procedure we make use of the hyperbolic second
order Taylor expansion of the CRS stacking surface since this representation is more
suitable to handle irregular acquisition geometries. In addition, the hyperbolic trav-
eltime expansion formula can be simplified in specific gathers and thereby enables
different search strategies.
INTRODUCTION

Although we have already successfully applied the CRS stack to real datasets we de-
cided to show here an application of the CRS stack to a synthetic dataset only. The
reason for this is that we want to compare the data-derived attributes,�,RNIP andRN ,
determined by the CRS stack, with the model-derived (forward calculated) attributes
of the used synthetic model. For real datasets we could show you the experimental

1email: rjaeger@gpiwap4.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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attribute sections but we would not be able to convince you of the correctness and ex-
cellent quality of these attribute sections as this can only be done by a comparison with
model-derived attributes.

For the implementation of the CRS stack we make use of the hyperbolic second
order Taylor expansion of the CRS stacking surface. This is due to the fact that in real
datasets the seismic traces are usually not located on a regular grid. Therefore, the
parametric CRS traveltime formula given in part I would require trace interpolation.
On the contrary, using the hyperbolic traveltime approximation saves computational
time, since no trace interpolation is needed at all.

MODEL

To test the CRS stack we created a synthetic common-offset data set for the inhomo-
geneous model shown in fig. 1 consisting of five dome-like interfaces. We simulated
multi-coverage primary reflection data from all interfaces using the ray method for
half-offsetsh = 0 m to h = 1250 m in increments of�h = 25 m and at midpoint
intervals of�xm = 25 m in the range�1000 m � xm � 11000 m. As seismic sig-
nal we used a Ricker wavelet of30 Hz peak-frequency and a sampling interval of 4
ms. Finally, random noise was added to the synthetic reflection data. It is important
to remark that, for the above synthetic noisy data example, we chose the signal(peak
amplitude)/noise(variance) ratio of 4. This implies that reflection events of deeper
interfaces can hardly be visually identified in neither the CO sections nor the CMP
gathers. A subset of the synthetic ZO section is shown in fig. 2.

R

Figure 1: Model consisting of five dome-like interfaces.
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Figure 2: ZO section of synthetic dataset.

GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION

As shown in Part I the hyperbolic traveltime approximation of the CRS surface in
midpointxm and half-offseth coordinates is given by

t2 (xm) =
�
t0 +

2 sin �

v0
(xm � x0)

�2
+

2 t0 cos2 �

v0

 
(xm � x0)

2

RN
+

h2

RNIP

!
: (1)

Another approach to obtain this equation can be found in Schleicher et al. (1993).
There, it is derived by means of the paraxial ray theory. For each pointP0 = (x0; t0)
in the ZO section we have to determine the optimum parameter triple�, RNIP , RN ,
i.e., the triple for which the above traveltime surface fits best to the reflection events.
One possible approach to find these parameters would be to test all parameter triples
and select the triple which leads to the highest coherency value. Of course this infinity
number of test triples must be restricted to a finite three dimensional grid. However,
from a practical point of view this would still be computationally much too expensive.
Therefore, we have to look for a more efficient method to find the optimum parameter
triple.

The problem states as follows:
Find the absolute maximum of the coherency value which is a function of the three
independent variables�, RNIP andRN in a minimum computation time.
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This is a typical problem of global optimization and quite a lot of algorithms exist
to handle such a problem. But finding the global extremum is, in general, a very diffi-
cult problem and the success of all these optimization algorithms strongly depends on
the behaviour of the considered function. To give you a better idea of the problem we
have calculated the coherency values along the traveltime surfaces defined by eq. (1)
for a cube of parameter triples(�;RNIP ; RN) for subsurface pointR = (x=6300m,
z=-1850m) located on the4th layer of the synthetic model shown in fig. 1. The cube of
coherency values for pointR is shown in fig. 3. We have excavated a brick in this cube
to allow you to view the point where the coherency function has its maximum. The
point of maximum coherency is located at� = 8:9�,RN = 4043m andRNIP = 2161
m. In fig. 4 we show cross-sections of the cube in fig. 3, orthogonal to the coordinate

Figure 3: Cube of coherency values. The maximum coherency value is located at
� = 8:9�, RN = 4043 m andRNIP = 2161 m.

axes through the point of maximum coherency.

What we need is a multidimensional maximization algorithm which is capable to
find the global maximum of the coherency function in such a cube. In multidimen-
sional maximization algorithms, the best one can do is to give the algorithm a starting
guess, that is, in this particular case, a specific parameter triple as a first point to try.
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b) c)a)

Figure 4: Sectional planes through the maximum coherency value of the coherency-
cube: a)RN -RNIP section for� = 8:9�, b)�-RN section forRNIP = 2161 m and c)
�-RNIP section forRN = 4043 m.

The algorithm is then supposed to make its own way until it encounters a maximum.
The main problem with all efficient multidimensional maximization algorithms is that
one can never be sure that the found maximum is the global maximum rather than a
local one. The probability to determine the global maximum is the higher the less local
extrema exist and the smoother the functional behaviour is.

At a first glance, the coherency function seems to possess a quite good behaviour
with respect to the optimization algorithms, i.e., the function looks smooth and has a
broad, distinct maximum. Especially, if we look at the (�, RN ) section in fig. 4b) one
gets the impression that it should not be too difficult for an optimization algorithm to
find the global maximum.

However, clipping coherency values exceeding 30 % of the maximum coherency
value reveals that a lot of local extrema are present in this cube. Each of these local
extrema serves as a potential trap for any optimization algorithm. The clipped version
of the coherency cube is shown in fig. 5, the clipped slices are shown in fig. 6.

From these figures we see that, in general, an optimization will only be successful
if we start with a parameter triple that is sufficiently close to the optimal parameter
triple. Otherwise the optimization algorithm will probably run into a local maximum.
This will become even clearer if you have a look at fig. 7: there we show cross sections
orthogonal to the coordinate axes that do not intersect the point of maximum coherency
but are shifted slightly along the coordinate axes. In this off-maximum sections things
become even worse.

We can conclude that to use any optimization algorithm we need to determine an
initial triple (�0; R0

NIP ; R
0
N ) as starting point for the optimization.
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Figure 5: Same cube as in fig. 3 clipped to reveal local maxima.

a) b) c)

Figure 6: Sectional planes through the maximum coherency value of the cube in fig. 5:
a) RN -RNIP section for� = 8:9�, b) �-RN section forRNIP = 2161 m and c)�-
RNIP section forRN = 4043 m.
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b) c)a)

Figure 7: Slices through the cube in fig. 5 that do not intersect the point of maximum
but are slightly shifted along the coordinate axes: a)RN -RNIP section for� = 14:9�,
b) �-RN section forRNIP = 2637 m and c)�-RNIP section forRN = 1022 m.

STRATEGIES

In this section we introduce two methods to determine initial attributes�0, R0
NIP , and

R0
N suitable as starting points for the optimization algorithm.

One can easily verify that eq. (1) simplifies in the CMP gather forx0 and in the ZO
section. In the CMP gather (xm = x0) it reduces to

t2 (xm) = t20 +
2 t0 cos2 �

v0

h2

RNIP

; (2)

and in the ZO section (h = 0) we get

t2 (xm) =
�
t0 +

2 sin �

v0
(xm � x0)

�2
+

2 t0 cos2 �

v0

(xm � x0)
2

RN
: (3)

This allows us to split the CRS stack into several steps. In this way we can quickly
find a reasonable parameter triple as starting point for the optimization algorithm.

Method A

Step I : CMP Stack

The first step common to both search strategies described below is to use eq. (2) in the
CMP gathers. There the traveltime curves only depend on the combined parameter

q =
cos2 �

RNIP
: (4)
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Hence, for each pointP0 in the ZO section to be simulated we have to perform a one-
parametric search for the combined parameterq in the CMP gather, i.e., for each point
P0 we have to calculate the coherency value along the traveltime curves given by eq. (2)
for a whole range ofq values and select the one which provides the highest coherency
value. For each pointP0 we subsequently perform a stack along the traveltime curve
by means of the respectiveq parameter. In the following we refer to this first step as the
CMP stack as we only use traveltime curves which are defined in the CMP gathers. As
a result from the CMP stack we get three sections, namely: a) simulated ZO section,
b) coherency section and c)q-parameter section.

Step II : ZO Stack

In the second step we use the simulated ZO section of the CMP stack together with
eq. (3). In the ZO section the traveltime curves only depend on� andRN . Thus, for
each point (x0; t0) we have to find optimal parameters� andRN in the ZO section.
This can be done in two ways.

We can perform a two-dimensional search for the parameters by calculating the
coherency values along the traveltime curve given by eq. (3) on a two-dimensional
grid of parameter pairs (�;RN ). Thereafter we select the parameter pair which yields
the highest coherency value.

Alternatively, we can perform two one-dimensional searches by first settingRN =
1 in eq. (3) and determining� in

t (xm) = t0 +
2 sin �

v0
(xm � x0) : (5)

Having found� we can substitute it into eq. (3) and perform a second one-dimensional
search forRN .

With the knowledge of attribute� we can then invert the parameterq gained by
the CMP stack in step I in order to determineRNIP . For each pointP0 we can subse-
quently perform a stack along the ZO traveltime curve for the found attributes� and
RN in the same way as for the CMP stack. But in contrary to the CMP stack the simu-
lated ZO stack of step II is not really needed but can be considered as a quality check.
In the following we refer to this second step as ZO stack because we use traveltime
curves defined in the ZO gather. As another intermediate result from the ZO stack
we obtain five sections, namely: a) simulated ZO section, b) coherency section, c)�-
section, d)RNIP -section and e)RN -section.
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Step III : CRS Stack

In the final step we make use of the traveltime surface given by eq. (1) and apply it
to the original dataset using the attributes found in step II as starting points for the
optimization algorithm.

In the following we refer to this third step as CRS stack since we make use of the
entire CRS stacking surface in the (x-h-t) space. As results from the CRS stack we
obtain five sections: a) final simulated ZO section, b) coherency section, c) optimized
�-section, d) optimizedRNIP -section and e) optimizedRN -section.

Comments on method A

Please note that the motivation of step I (CMP stack) and step II (ZO stack) is solely
to provide suitable initial parameter triples for the optimization algorithm in step III
(CRS stack). Yet, to exploit the full advantage of the CRS stack we have to use not
only traveltime curves confined to the CMP gather and the ZO section but traveltime
surfaces in the (x-h-t) space. The whole sequence of steps is visualized in fig. 8 as
flowchart.

However, the search-strategy presented above has a disadvantage: in the second
step we do not use the original dataset but the simulated ZO section of the CMP stack
as input. The CMP stack is, of course, far from being optimal and using this stack as
the input section for the next step may be dangerous as errors made in the first step
may accumulate in the following steps. At least, by using the simulated ZO section in
step II instead of the original dataset, we do not make use of all the information given
by a multi-coverage reflection dataset. Nevertheless, with a minor modification in step
II, presented above, we can easily overcome this drawback:

Method B

Step I : CMP Stack

This step is the same as in method A described above. For the sake of clearness and
to make the next step more comprehensible we briefly explain the connection of the
q-parameter found for a specific pointP0 and the coherency cube for this point. For
every pointP0 in the ZO section to be simulated, we could calculate a coherency-cube
similar to the one depicted in fig. 3. With the knowledge ofq,RNIP is given by

RNIP =
cos2 �

q
: (6)
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Figure 8: Flowchart for method A.
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As this equation holds for allRN , the q-parameter found in the CMP stack defines
a surface in the cube of coherency values. Theq-surface for pointR is displayed in
fig. 9. In case pointP0 is located on a ZO reflection event a clear distinct maximum
will be present. If we assume theq-parameter to be optimal, the surface will obviously
pass through the maximum coherency value of the cube.

Figure 9: Surface in the coherency-cube defined by theq-parameter.

Step II : Restricted CRS Stack

In the second step of method A we needed theq-attribute section only to invert for
the last parameterRNIP after having found� andRN . During the search neither the
determinedq-parameter norRNIP are involved because the ZO traveltime curve does
not depend onq orRNIP .

However, to search� andRN in the original dataset and not confine the search to
the simulated ZO section of step I we can use eq. (1) even if this equation depends
uponRNIP . This is possible as for every parameter pair (�;RN ) RNIP is determined
by theq-surface in the (�;RN ,RNIP ) search space. Thus, for every parameter pair
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(�;RN ) we determineRNIP by means of eq. (6) and calculate the coherency value for
the resulting parameter triple along the traveltime surface given by eq. (1). Note that
although we use all three parameters�, RNIP andRN in eq. (1) for the calculation of
the coherency value, we still perform a two-dimensional search only, becauseRNIP

is related to� by theq-attribute already determined. Again, we have two possibilities
to find� andRN : on the one hand, we can make a two-dimensional search for� and
RN on a grid as described in method A but using eq. (1) instead of eq. (3). On the
other hand, we can perform two separate one-dimensional searches by firstly setting
RN =1 in eq. (1) and looking for� in

t2 (xm) =
�
t0 +

2 sin �

v0
(xm � x0)

�2
+

2 t0 cos2 �

v0

h2

RNIP
: (7)

Having found� we can substitute it into eq. (1) and perform a second one-parametric
search forRN .

In the following we will refer to this process as the “restricted CRS stack” because,
firstly, we use the full CRS traveltime surface in the (x-h-t) space, and secondly, we
test only for parameter triples restricted to theq-surface in the (�;RN ; RNIP ) search
space.

Step III : CRS Stack

This step is the same as in method A described above. The attribute sections of step II
are used as initial points for the optimization algorithm.

Comments on method B

The motivation of step I (CMP stack) and step II (restricted CRS stack) is to provide
suitable initial parameter triples for the optimization algorithm in step III (CRS stack).
This method has the advantage that all search procedures are carried out directly in the
original dataset. No simulated ZO section is needed as input for step II anymore. This
is achieved by already making use of theq-parameter during the search for� andRN ,
whereas in method Aq is only used to invert forRNIP after� andRN are determined.
The disadvantage of this method is that step II is computationally more expensive than
in the first method: for every parameter pair (�;RN ) we have to calculate the coherency
value along a surface in the (x-h-t) space, whereas in the first method we determined
the coherency value along traveltime curves in the ZO section only.

The whole sequence of method B is visualized in fig. 10 as flowchart.
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Figure 10: Flowchart for method B.
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RESULTS

To demonstrate the power of the CRS stack we apply method B to the synthetic dataset
described in section . As coherency criterion in all steps we use semblance (Taner and
Koehler (1969)).

As results of step I we get the simulated ZO section shown in fig. 11 together
with the semblance section shown in fig. 12. The correspondingq-section is shown in
fig. 13.

From step II we obtain initial attribute sections�0, R0
N , andR0

NIP . As these sec-
tions are intermediate results we do not show them here. We determined these results
by a two-parametric search for� andRN on theq-surface as described in section .

In step III we use the initial attribute sections of step II as initial points for the op-
timization algorithm. We use the so-called downhill simplex method in multi dimen-
sions (Press et al. (1986)) to optimize the attributes. The CRS stack and the semblance
section are shown in figs. 14 and 15. Compared to the CMP stack the CRS stack
reveals a much better signal/noise ratio, since the CRS stack uses stacking surfaces,
whereas the CMP stack only involves stacking curves. Therefore, more traces are used
to simulate a point in the ZO section and thus noise is suppressed more successfully.

Figure 16 shows the optimized�-section in a gray-scale representation. In order to
compare the data-derived attributes with the model-derived attributes we switch to the
3D representation shown in fig. 17. There, we only show the�-attribute for the points
in the ZO section that correspond to reflection events. Each point in the ZO section
is represented by a point in three dimensions, where the third dimension corresponds
to the attribute's value. The data-derived�-attributes are shown as thin black lines,
the model-derived attributes as gray points. To further facilitate a comparison between
data-derived and model-derived attributes we perform a projection along the time axis
onto the (midpoint,�) plane shown in fig. 18. Again, the data-derived attributes are
represented by black lines, whereas the model-derived attributes are depicted in gray.

There is no need to emphasize the good accordance of the data-derived with the
forward-calculated attributes.

The optimizedRNIP -section is shown in fig. 19. For comparison to the model-
derivedRNIP -attributes we refer to fig. 20. The optimizedRN -section is depicted in
fig. 21. For clearness the model-derivedRN -attributes are compared separately for
each interface in fig. 22.
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Figure 13: Combinedq-parameter of CMP stack [1/m].
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Figure 17: 3D view of data-derived (thin black lines) and model-derived (gray points)
�-attributes.
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Figure 18: Comparison of data-derived (black) and model-derived (gray)�-attributes
for all interfaces.
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Figure 19: OptimizedRNIP -attribute [m].
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Figure 20: Comparison of data-derived (black) and model-derived (gray)RNIP -
attributes for all interfaces.
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a)

b)

c)

e)

d)

Figure 22: Comparison of data-derived (black) and model-derived (gray)RN -
attributes. The attributes for each layer are plotted separately: a) first, b) second,
c) third, d) forth and e) fifth layer.
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CONCLUSIONS

A macro velocity independent ZO simulation, which only requires the knowledge of
the near surface velocity, has been proposed and applied to a synthetic dataset. Its
results are beneath the stack section various attribute sections and a coherency section
that can be used for a subsequent inversion.

For the determination of the required attributes different search strategies have been
introduced. These strategies permit to save computation time and the use of a global
optimization algorithm.

The application to a synthetic dataset showed noteworthy results with respect to
the stack section and the determined attributes. In view of the authors, the proposed
strategies offer an exciting approach to improve the stack section and to allow for a
subsequent inversion.

The fact that the hyperbolic traveltime approximation (Schleicher et al. (1993))
of the CRS stacking surface can be simplified in specific gathers offers a strategy to
quickly determine initial attributes for an optimization algorithm.
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Derivation and Implementation of the Seismic Image
Wave Theory and its Application to Seismic Reflection

Data

Jürgen Mann1

keywords:imaging, image waves, migration

ABSTRACT

Results of imaging methods like migration depend on estimated parameters like the
velocity model which have to be determined iteratively to obtain appropriate images.
In my diploma thesis summarized below I deal with a new approach to calculate up-
dated images for new parameter values without the need to perform the entire imaging
process over and over again. The approach is based on the description of imaging
methods as generalized wave propagation phenomena.

SUMMARY

This thesis is concerned with the derivation, implementation and application of the
seismic image wave theory by Hubral et al. (1996b). In this theory, well-known imag-
ing problems are taken as wave propagation phenomena with appropriate propagation
variables. The theory is partly generalized to 3D in this thesis. The seismic image
wave theory is based on the method of discontinuities by Goldin (1989, 1990).

Based on straightforward geometrical approaches, image wave equations are de-
rived for four different imaging problems: post-stack remigration in the time domain,
post-stack remigration in the depth domain, migration to zero-offset (MZO, and dip
moveout (DMO). The latter two problems are self-explanatory and are also called con-
figuration transforms by Hubral et al. (1996a) and Tygel et al. (1996). Post-stack rem-
igration means transforming images migrated with a (possibly wrong) velocity model

to a new image corresponding to another (updated) velocity model.

In the present thesis, the derivations are restricted to constant velocity models and
the kinematical aspects of the imaging problems. The basic idea is to chain migration
and demigration methods to obtain so-called Huygens image waves for the respective

1email: jmann@gpirs1.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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imaging problem. This is closely related to the unified approach to 3D seismic reflec-
tion imaging by Hubral et al. (1996a) and Tygel et al. (1996), where Kirchhoff-type
operators are introduced for the mentioned imaging problems.

Using the Huygens image waves, corresponding image wave eikonal equations are
derived. I propose four seismic image wave equations which can be shown to yield
the mentioned image wave eikonal equations by using ansatzes similar to the well-
known zero-order ray approximation. While the proposed MZO and DMO image wave
equations are restricted to 2D and were already presented by Hubral et al. (1996b), the
image wave equations for the remigration problems are generalized to 3D.

The imaging problems may now be reformulated as initial value problems (IVP).
In the framework of this thesis, these IVP are solved by using semi-explicit finite dif-
ference (FD) schemes. The FD schemes and some additional features are implemented
and provide the following range of possibilities:

� 2D and 3D remigration in the time and depth domain applied towards higher or
lower velocities.

� Normal moveout for constant velocity models.

� DMO and MZO for an arbitrary number of common-offset gathers.

� Stacking of DMO or MZO results.

The FD schemes are applied to various synthetic and real data sets. Apart from the
MZO, which has not yet produced useful results, all imaging problems are successfully
solved by this implementation. In particular the remigration in the time domain and
the DMO proved very stable.

These methods allow one to see the seismic images propagating through the respec-
tive domain when changing the respective propagation variable, i. e. offset or velocity.
Thus the sensitivity of the images to parameter changes may be observed. Please note
that the propagation takes place in fictitious domains and does not correspond to any
physical propagation processes. For obvious reasons, these methods are also called
velocity and offset continuation, respectively.

With remigration, the best image can be selected out of a sequence of many by ob-
serving the changes of significant structures in the images, like bow ties or diffraction
patterns. Structures of this kind are used to determine an optimum constant migration
velocity, i. e. to obtain information on the macro velocity model. Although derived for
a constant velocity model, remigration in the time domain also proves applicable to
weakly inhomogeneous models with certain restrictions, as is shown for the Marmousi
3D overthrust model.
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As remigration in time domain accepts (simulated) zero-offset data associated with
the migration velocityv = 0, the implemented methods may be chained in order to
obtain time-migrated images from pre-stack data by subsequently using NMO, DMO,
stack and remigration in the time domain.

The complete translation into English as well as the original version of the thesis
in German is available under
http://www.uni-karlsruhe.de/ �nf25/diplom/diplom.html
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Spatial Positioning of Reflectors Using the� -p
Transform (Cross-Section Processing)

Kai-Uwe Vieth1
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ABSTRACT

In 2.5D seismic it is possible to calculate dip and strike if the same event has been
picked in in- and cross-line sections. In my diploma thesis I use the entire wave field of
common-shot gathers to calculate the correct position of a reflector in 3D space. This
knowledge is of interest when migrating 2D data as errors occur but are not recognized
if side-swipes have been recorded.

SUMMARY

One aim in reflection seismic is, of course, to create an image where all reflectors are in
the correct position in 3D space. In principle, it is no problem to reach this goal if one
has 3D data. But for 2D data one has to consider that migration is fulfilled correctly
only if the line is in dip direction. Outcrops and geologic knowledge help to avoid
deviations of this restriction at least for flat interfaces but their geometry might change
dramatically with depth. Therefore, so-called side-swipes are recorded and make the
reflector appear at the wrong position.

This master thesis focuses on in-line registration accompanied by cross-line regis-
tration, i.e. 2.5D data are provided. Identifying and picking on both datasets an event,
it is possible to calculate its dip and strike. The new feature in this thesis is not to use
only picked values but to make use of the complete wave field!

The spatial location of a reflector is determined uniquely if two angles, dip and
strike, and one point of it is known. For that purpose, common shot gathers of both
lines, corresponding to the same shot, are transformed into the well known (� ,p)-space,
where every ray parameter is associated with plane waves (Phinney et al. (1981)). The
coherency measure semblance (Neidell and Taner (1971)) is an appropriate tool to
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discriminate between significant and insignificant data in slant stacks accompanied
by a threshold (Stoffa et al. (1981)). For synthetic and real data it is shown in the
thesis that an event does not have to be continuous along the complete aperture in
order to be detected and therefore is taken into account for further processing. The
synthetic datasets have been successfully processed, i.e. the results coincide very well
with the model input. For signal-to-noise ratios of 0 dB the results are excellent and
it is very easy to handle the small amount of noise. For�10 dB the noise cannot be
suppressed as good as for 0 dB, therefore the results are of more interest concerning
applicability hence an example is shown below. Because it is intended to use the
results for interpreting migrated or to be migrated data, respectively, it is necessary
to display them in a zero-offset section. Geometric considerations yield that the zero-
offset section is bounded by the shot position and the location of the common geophone
of in- and cross-line.
One example is presented in this summary. In Figure 1 the model used for generating
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Figure 1:Both reflectors strike with135o corresponding to in-line. The upper one has
got a dip of20o , the lower one a dip of40o.

synthetic data is shown. Corresponding to the in-line both reflectors have a strike of
135o. The upper interface dips with20o, the lower one with40o. The zero-offset
time at source location is 2 s and 4 s for the interfaces, respectively. The synthetic
seismograms are not displayed here, as the events cannot be observed by eye because
of the signal-to-noise ratio of�10 dB. But in Figure 2� -p transforms of both lines
(left: in-line, right: cross-line) are shown. The events are represented by a small range
of ray parameters. The incident angle is different for both lines, hence the events
appear in different (� ,p)-regions.

Grey-scale values represent average values as a lot of data of the slant stack con-
tribute to each sample in the zero-offset section. Hence, `events` in the zero-offset
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Figure 2:� -p transform of shot-gather of in-line at the left and of cross-line at the right
side.

section which have high standard deviation values are considered as a product of noisy
(� ,p)-data, whereas real events have low values. In my diploma thesis I extensively
used colormaps for displaying attributes which makes interpretation easier than in
grey-scaled mode. Despite the low signal-to-noise ratio the strike of the reflector at
2 and 4 s two-way-traveltime (TWT) at an offset of 2.5 km is reconstructed exactly.
The dip of the upper reflector is about10o bigger than in the model whereas the dip of
the lower interface coincides with the model.

Figure 3:Zero-offset section overlain by the attribute strike. Observe the good corre-
lation with the model for the reflectors which are at 2 and 4 s TWT at 2.5 km offset.
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Figure 4:Zero-offset section overlain by the dip attribute. The dip of the upper reflector
is about10o higher compared to the model. For the lower interface the correct dip has
been evaluated.

It is notifiable that the results for a symmetric, i.e. an X-shaped, array is much
better than for an asymmetric, i.e. a T-shaped, array. In Fig. 3 it is depicted that not
only the half but the whole first Fresnel-zone contributes constructively to that certain
(� ,p)-value if the arrays cross half-way at pointC. If the configuration is asymmetric
the region of tangency with a diameter of the first Fresnel-zone shifts to higher ray
parameters which results in increasing dips.

Although not displayed here, the processing scheme has been applied successfully
to real data recorded during the URSEIS' 95-project.
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Figure 5:For the symmetric arrangement (right side) the main contribution for (� ,p)-
values stems from both sides of the crossing point.

CONCLUSION

Not only picked data but the whole wave field is processed succesfully in order to find
the correct spatial position of interfaces. Whenever possible the lines should cross
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half-way. Even for bad signal-to-noise ratios the algorithm yields good results. This
important knowledge has to be considered when 2D migrated data are interpreted as
the migration might be incorrect because of side-swipes.
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ABSTRACT

Prestack Kirchhoff depth migration using dynamic wavefronts Pasasa et al. (1997a) is
applied to the slice A-A' of SEG/EAGE Salt dataset to test the accuracy and stability
of the method. The migrated image created using dynamic wavefronts is superior to
one created using Fermat wavefronts. Not only most of the subsalt structure is clearly
imaged, but also the near vertical reflectors, including steeply dipping interfaces and
reflecting faults which are missing in the Fermat image, are correctly imaged.

INTRODUCTION

Imaging of subsalt structures is important for oil and gas exploration in some areas,
such as the Gulf of Mexico and North Sea. The recently developed SEG/EAGE Salt
model O' Brien and Gray (1996) and the related synthetic data presents technical chal-
lenges to imaging methods. Strong velocity contrasts between the salt body and the
surrounding medium, irregular surfaces of the salt body, steep salt flanks and steep
faults, are causing difficulties in subsalt imaging when using Fermat wavefronts in
prestack Kirchhoff migration. In complex velocity fields, Fermat wavefronts may be
non-energetic energy headwaves and are thus inappropriate for use in migration.

The traveltime field in complex velocity media is generally a multi-valued function
of subsurface positions because of possible multiple arrivals. Whereas some arrivals
are identifiable by kinematic properties of seismic waves (Fermat wavefronts), others
have to be identified by dynamic properties (dynamic wavefronts) Pasasa et al. (1997a)
which are consistent with the dominant (energetic) events in the data. The energy
carried by Fermat wavefronts may become considerably weaker than that carried by
dynamic wavefronts. In such situations, dynamic wavefronts are needed in order to
maximize the imaging capability of Kirchhoff migration.

1email: lpasasa@gpiwap5.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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We applied prestack Kirchhoff depth migration using dynamic wavefronts to the
slice A-A' of SEG/EAGE Salt dataset and show that a superior image can be achieved
that contain not just subtle improvements but a qualitative step forward in resolution
and signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure 1: Profile A-A' of the SEG/EAGE Salt dome model crosses many of the more
difficult structural elements in the model.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TRAVELTIME CALCULATION

Traveltime calculation is a crucial part of prestack Kirchhoff migration schemes. Pasasa
et al. (?) present an effective method to calculate the maximum energy traveltimes.
Our new criterion is to modify the traveltime calculation that does not comply with
Fermat's principle of least times. By ignoring the contribution of the refracted waves,
we are able to calculate wavefronts which are consistent with the dominant (energetic)
events in the data. The output wavefronts, which we name dynamic wavefronts, can
then be used for Kirchhoff migration. This method has the following properties:

� The dynamic wavefront criterion generally tracks a high amplitude arrival.

� It almost never chooses a low amplitude Fermat wavefront associated with re-
fracted energy in a complex velocity environment.
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Figure 2: Several synthetic shot records acquired across the model, with free surface
multiples suppressed.

� Since the wavefront can be calculated in any velocity model, there is no smooth-
ness constraint.

� It is much more stable with respect to irregularities or changes in the velocity
model.

� It performs even better computationally than Fermat wavefront calculation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SEG/EAGE SALT DATASET

A 2-D profile (slice A-A0) of the SEG/EAGE Salt model (Figure 1), which crosses
many of the difficult structural elements in the model, steep, shallow salt flanks, diver-
gence between the top and base of salt, and abrupt dip changes where the faults are
located, poses challenges to the imaging methods.

The synthetic seismic data consist of 325 shot records with 174 traces per shot
moving from left to right through the model. The first shot is atx=0, and the receiver
line belonging to this first shot starts atx=-4267 m and ends atx=0. The shot interval is
48.8 m, the receiver interval is 24.4 m. Record length was 4800 ms with a 8 ms sample
rate and the maximum frequency present in the data is about 25 Hz. The dataset does
not have the surface-related multiples. Figure 2 shows several shot records from the
synthetic dataset. The shots contain complicated non-hyperbolic moveout and back-
scattered energy.
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Figure 3: Synthetic reflectivity section for profile A-A' of the SEG/EAGE Salt model.
This section is obtained by combining the velocity and density models and convolving
with a wavelet.

Since the SEG/EAGE Salt model is synthetic, the image can be compared with
the velocity model to determine the accuracy of the migration algorithm. Figure 3
shows a synthetic reflectivity section. The velocity and density models were combined
and then convolved with a wavelet to produce this section. This type of resolution
cannot be expected from migration, but ideally, the migration results should provide a
comparable structural image.

Figure 4 shows contour traveltimes superimposed on the velocity model. The point
source is situated at the surface (x=6200 m). The solid curve represents Fermat wave-
fronts and the dashed curve stands for dynamic wavefronts. Comparing these dynamic
wavefronts with Fermat wavefronts, we generally see good agreement in the sediment
layers and steeply dipping near-surface faults. However, the rugose top of salt has cre-
ated refracted arrivals through the salt that carry little energy at the bottom salt. The
steep subsalt structures are similarly affected.

Figure 5 displays the distribution of relative delay between Fermat wavefront and
dynamic wavefront. Figure 6 shows the curves of relative delay at offsetx=6000 m,
7000 m, and 12000 m. There is no delay in the sediment layers. The relative de-
lay, however, is larger than -4 percent in the subsalt structures, where the difference
between direct waves and head waves in the model becomes apparent.

The maximum misfit of approximately 4.5 wavelength between Fermat wavefront
and dynamic wavefront is caused by refractions. Based on the criterion, that two seis-
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Figure 4: Traveltime contours of the SEG/EAGE Salt model caused by a point source
placed on the surface atx=6200 m. The large difference of approximately 4.5 wave-
length between Fermat wavefront (solid curve) and dynamic wavefront (dashed curve)
is caused by refractions.

mic events can be resolved if they are separated at least by a half wavelength, this
misfit can cause a significant difference image result in the subsalt structure between
migration using Fermat wavefront and dynamic wavefront. The result is verified in
Figure 7, which shows the result of finite difference wave-equation modeling. The
figure displays a snapshot of the wavefield at time 2 s. It represents the full two-way
Green's function at 2 s. The waveform source is a 25 Hz wavelet. The dynamic wave-
front is a much closer fit to the major events in the full Green's function. We note
here that the comparison with the wavefield confirms the accuracy of the method in
calculating larger energy traveltimes.

IMAGING WITH FERMAT WAVEFRONT

The result of prestack Kirchhoff depth migration using Fermat wavefronts is shown in
Figure 8. We use the true velocity model; no smoothing was done. It does a fairly
good job for this difficult case. Most of the top of salt structures are imaged quite well.
However, the sudden dip changes in the top of salt caused significant diffractions at
the bottom of the salt. Since the method used Fermat wavefronts, it seems that the
rugose top of salt has created refracted arrivals through the salt that carry little energy
at the bottom salt. The steep subsalt structures are similarly affected. Reflecting fault
planes at pointsA andB, as well as the dipping reflector at pointC are not well
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Figure 5: Relative difference between Fermat wavefront and dynamic wavefront. Val-
ues range from -12% to 0%.

imaged or missing. Coherent noise from incorrectly migrated fields are strong under
the salt body. Furthermore, some false faults appeared due to the possible interference
of coherent noise phases, such as a false fault on the left of the faultB is presented but
the fault itself is missing. Despite this, migration with the Fermat wavefronts was able
to image the sediment layers and steeply dipping near-surface faults.

IMAGING WITH DYNAMIC WAVEFRONT

The result of prestack Kirchhoff depth migration using dynamic wavefronts is shown
in Figure 9. Improvements can be seen when it is compared to the one obtained by us-
ing Fermat wavefronts, particularly under the rugose top of salt. Not only most of the
subsalt structure is reconstructed clearly, but also the near vertical reflectors, including
steeply dipping interfaces and reflecting faults, some of which are missing even in the
Fermat image, are correctly imaged. ReflectorsA,B andC, all showed up. Especially
the faultB appeared clearly and in the correct position. Because of the accurate image
of the faultB, the coherent noise around that fault is much reduced and therefore the
curved reflecting interface betweenB andC is also correctly imaged. This demon-
strates the applicability of the Kirchhoff migration method using dynamic wavefronts
to subsalt structured imaging and structured imaging in other strong-contrast complex
situations.
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Figure 6: Plot of relative delays corresponding to traveltimes of Figure 4 at offset
x=6000 m, 7000 m and 12000 m.

SUMMARY

Prestack Kirchhoff depth migration with dynamic wavefronts is tested using the slice
A-A' of SEG/EAGE Salt dataset. The migrated image created using dynamic wave-
fronts is superior to one created using Fermat wavefronts. Not only most of the subsalt
structure is clearly imaged, but also the near vertical reflectors, including steeply dip-
ping interfaces and reflecting faults which are missing in the Fermat image, are cor-
rectly imaged. The Fermat image missed almost all the near vertical subsalt structures
and has distorted images especially for flat subsalt interfaces. The dynamic image has
much less migration noise than the Fermat image. This demonstrates the applicabil-
ity of the Kirchhoff migration method using dynamic wavefronts to mapping subsalt
structure.
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Figure 7: Acoustic wavefield modeling overlaid by contours of Fermat (solid white
line) and dynamic (dashed line) wavefronts superimposed on a snapshot of the acoustic
wavefield at 2 s. The point source is positioned atx=6200 m.

non-Fermat arrival traveltimes: 68th Ann. Internat. Mtg., Soc. Expl. Geophys., Ex-
panded Abstract, Traveltimes II: Eikonal and Huygens.
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Figure 8: Imaged depth section using Fermat wavefronts. Reflecting fault planes at
pointA andB, as well as the steeply dipping interfaces at pointC are not well recon-
structed or totally missing. Coherent noise from incorrectly migrated fields are strong
under the salt body.

Figure 9: Imaged depth section using dynamic wavefronts. Not only most of the
subsalt structure is reconstructed clearly, but also the near vertical reflectors, including
steeply dipping interfaces and reflecting faults, some of which are missing even in the
Fermat migrated image, are correctly imaged.
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ABSTRACT

Modeling a reflected wave by the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral consists of an integra-
tion along the reflector. By this, one sums up the Huygens secondary-source contribu-
tions to the wavefield attatched to the reflector at the observation point. The proposed
asymptotic inverse Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral, by which this well-known modeling
process is inverted, works in a completely analogous way. It consists of an integral
along the reflection traveltime surface of the reflector. For a point on the reflector,
one sums up (integrates) the reflected-wave contributions attached to the respective
reflection-traveltime surface associated with the related source-receiver pair. In this
way, the new integral is a more natural inverse to Kirchhoff-Helmholtz forward mod-
eling integral than the conventional Kirchhoff migration integral. Like the latter, the
new inverse integral reconstructs the Huygens sources along the reflector, thus provid-
ing their positions and amplitudes. This enables the realization of important aspects
of wave inversion closely related to, but nevertheless quite different from, the conven-
tional Kirchhoff migration process well-known in seismic reflection imaging.

INTRODUCTION

The classical Kirchhoff integral solution of the acoustic wave equation describes the
response of a given wavefield (e.g. originating from a well-specified source), mea-
sured upon a closed surface, at a given observation point within the volume enclosed
by that surface (see, e.g., Bleistein, 1984). In different approximations, the Kirchhoff
integral provides a well-known useful tool to numerically simulate the wave propa-
gation. For instance, the wavefield originating from a point source and primarily re-
flected from a smooth reflector overlain by a smooth inhomogeneous acoustic medium
can be described by the Kirchhoff integral in the so-called single-scattering, high-
frequency approximation (see, e.g., Bleistein, 1984; Frazer and Sen, 1985). The re-
sulting Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral describes then the reflected elementary waves as
a superposition of Huygens secondary point sources distributed along the reflector. A

1email: tygel@ime.unicamp.br
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useful picture of this process is to imagine that the reflector is made up by point-source
diffractors that are idividualy excited by the incoming of the incident wavefield. The
intensity of each of these point diffractors along the reflector, regarded a weight in the
integral, is specified by the so-called Kirchhoff-Helmholtz approximation. It are given
by the product of the incident field and the plane-wave reflection coefficient relative to
the incident ray that connects the source to the diffraction point, all these quantities be-
ing computed at this point. The weavefields radiated by all Huygens, point-diffraction
sources contribute in form of a constructive interference to the wave measured at the
receiver. The asymptotic evaluation of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral leads to the
familiar zero-order ray theory approximation (or geometrical optics solution) of the
reflected wavefield at the receiver (Tygel et al., 1994, see also references there). Upon
proper modification of the weight function along the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral, a
similar representation integral can be constructed to account for the propagation of
diffraction waves at edges and corners at the reflector (see, e.g, Klem-Musatov and
Aizenberg, 1984; Tygel and Ursin, 1998). By variation of the locations of the sources
and receivers according to a chosen measurement configuration, a seismic multicov-
erage experiment can be simulated. The primary reflections due to the given reflector,
align along the corresponding, so-called reflection-traveltime surface. This surface can
be interpreted as the kinematic image of the reflector in the seismic record section as-
sociated with the chosen configuration. In other words, we can say that this surface
implicitly results from the evaluation of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral. In the same
way, the wave observed along this surface dynamically images the Huygens sources.

The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral is largely used to accurately model primary re-
flections in smoth layered models bounded by smooth interfaces (reflectors). A natural
question that arises is whether a transformation exists that performs the opposite task of
the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral. In other words, this inverse would have tokinemati-
cally and dynamically reconstructthe reflector. This would have to involve a weighted
superposition of the observed elementary wave along the reflection traveltime surface
of the searched-for reflector. To kinematically and dynamically reconstruct the reflec-
tor means to asymptotically recover the reflector location together with the plane-wave
reflection coefficient and each point of the reflector. In the seismic literature, this is
commonly called thetrue amplitudeat all reflector points.

The problem of reonstructing a subsurface reflector out of seismic reflection records
on a given configuration is called in the seismic literature thedepth-migration problem
(see, e.g. Stolt and Benson, 1986). The depth migration method that is traditionally
accepted as an inverse to the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral is the Kirchhoff depth mi-
gration (Schneider, 1978, Stolt and Benson, 1986). The Kirchhoff depth migration
is realized upon summing up contributions of the reflection data along auxiliary dif-
fraction surfaces constructed on an a priori, given reference model. The basic idea
of the Kirchhoff depth migration is that points on the reflector give rise to consructed
diffraction traveltime surfaces that are tangent to the corresponding observed primary
reflection traveltime surfaces. Because of phase coherence along the tangential region,
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the summation process accumulates constructively interfering signals to provide a sig-
nificantly larger amplitude than the counterpart amplitudes obtained when the summa-
tion process is carried out for point-diffraction surfaces away from the reflectors. Each
difference diffraction traveltime surface refers to a specific point in depth, on which
the resulting summed amplitude is assigned. Performing the above procedure to a fine
grid on depth provides the subsurface depth-migration image.

From the above descriptions of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral and the Kirch-
hoff depth migration, we readily realize that both methods are structurely very differ-
ent. The former is amodeling processthat uses the actual reflector as a superposition
integral. The latter is animaging processthat superposes the data along prescribed sur-
faces constructed on a reference model. As shown in Hubral et al. (1996) and Tygel
et al. (1996), the Kirchhoff depth migration is the (asymptotic) inverse of a differ-
ent operation calleddemigration, realized upon summation on depth-domain surfaces
(isochrones) constructed on the same reference model.

So far, the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral, a summation operator along a given re-
flector, lacks a structurely similar (asymptotic) inverse operation. This should have
the form of a summation operation along the reflection traveltime corresponding the
reflector, assuming, of course, the same configuration of source- and -receivers pairs.

This is being set up in this paper by exploring the dual properties between the
given reflector and its corresponding traveltime surface. The resulting new inverse
Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral is then completely analogous to the well-known, forward-
modeling, Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

To formulate the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral transformation pair, we make the fol-
lowing assumptions about the model and the 3-D wave-propagation:

� We assume the model of a smoothly varying inhomogeneous acoustic medium,
bounded above and below by two smooth surfaces. The upper one is the mea-
surement surface�M and the lower one is the target reflector�. The target
reflector� is parameterized asz = �(x), in which x is the two-dimensional
horizontal coordinate vector varying on the spatial aperture setE. Points on
the reflector� will be generally denoted byM = M(x) = (x; z = �(x)),
parameterized byx in E.

� A dense distribution of sources and receivers is specified in a certain area of
the measurement surface�M parametrized asz = �M (x). The sources and
receivers are grouped in pairs as described by the measurement configuration
involved. The locations of the source-receiver pairs are given as a function of
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a two-dimensional vector parameter� that varies on a given configuration aper-
ture setA. In other words, each source at pointS = S(�) = (xS(�); zS(�) =
�M (xS(�))) corresponds to exactly one receiver at positionG = G(�) = (xG(�); zG(�) =
�M (xG(�))), with � in A.

� For each source-receiver pair, there exists one and only one pointMR = M(xR) =

(xR; z = �(xR)) on the reflector�, for which the composite raySMRG describes

a specular primary reflection. The dependencyxR = xR(�) implies that the lo-
cation of the specular reflection pointMR is determined by the location of the
source-receiver pair(S;G), which in turn is specified by�. We will denote the
plane-wave reflection coefficient for the raySMRG atMR byR(MR).

� The functiont = �(�), for varying� in A, describes the reflection traveltime
from the sourceS(�) to the receiverG(�) along along the primary-reflection ray
SMRG. This function is called the reflection-traveltime surface� of the target
reflector�. Both surfaces are said to be duals of each other. Points on the
traveltime surface� will be denoted byN = N(�) = (�; t = �(�)).

� For each pointM on the target reflector�, there exists one and only one source-
receiver pair(SR; GR) for which the composite raySRMGR pertains to a specular
primary reflection atM . This pair(SR; GR) is parameterized by a fixed value of
�R = �R(x) depending on the horizontal coordinatex of M . Note that this co-
ordinate definesM as a point on the reflector�. We will denote the plane-wave
reflection coefficient for the raySRMGR at M by R(M). Also, the notation
NR = (�R; t = �(�R)) will be used for a point on� pertaining to�R, i.e., to the
fixed source-receiver pair(SR; GR).

� At any specified pointS, on the measurement surface�M , explodes a point
source with a certain source signal. Its time dependence can be described by
the analytic delta function�(t) (REF??). In practice, of course, the analytic
delta function has to be replaced by its high-frequency part convolved with some
real source pulse that may have a limited bandwidth. The effects of limited
bandwidth, however, do not influence the analysis carried out in this paper and
need not be considered here.

� Moreover, we assume reproducible point sources of unit strength and an omni-
directional radiation pattern. We also neglect the transmission loss due to in-
terfaces in the overburden. In addition, all other factors affecting the seismic
amplitudes apart from geometrical spreading are assumed to be negligible or
have been corrected for.
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Under the above assumptions, zero-order ray-theory form provides the following
description of a primary reflected elementary wave. For every source-receiver pair
(S;G), with � in A, the reflection event at the receiver is described in analytic form by

K�(�; t) =
R(MR)

L �(t� �(�)) : (1)

In the above formula, the amplitude factorsR(MR) andL are the plane-wave reflec-
tion coefficient atMR and the geometrical-spreading factor pertaining to the specular
reflection raySMRG. Note again that each pointN on� defines exactly one pointMR

on�.

We see thatK�(�; t) is aligned along the reflection-traveltime surface� as defined
above. We may say thatK�(�; t) is the image of the reflector� at the reflection-
traveltime surface� in the time domain. In other words, the imageK�(�; t) describes
what we can observe about the reflector in the recorded reflected wavefield.

We next introduce the functionI�(x; z), which is aligned along the target reflector
�. For eachx in E and all realz, the functionI�(x; z) is defined by

I�(x; z) = R(M)�(z � �(x)) ; (2)

The functionI�(x; z) can be conceived as the result of a true-amplitude depth migra-
tion (Schleicher et al., 1993) of the time-domain reflector imageK�(�; t). In other
words, the functionI�(x; z) describes the depth-domain true-amplitude reflector im-
age of the target reflector� in the depth domain. Analogously, the functionK�(�; t)
can be conceived as the result of a true-amplitude demigration (Hubral et al., 1996) of
the depth-domain reflector imageI�(x; t).

Note that the functionI�(x; z) is the complex version of thesingular function of
the reflectoras introduced by Bleistein (1987). It is defined here, however, in a true-
amplitude sense, i.e., with the varying reflection coefficient along the reflector as its
amplitude. Moreover, in the same way as expression (2) is referred to as the analytic
singular function of the reflector, we can interpret (1) as the analytic singular function
of the reflection traveltime surface.

Due to the above observations, we may state that each pointN on� is associated to
a single pointMR on� and each pointM on� is associated to a single pointNR on�.
The relation between these points is established by the respective specular reflection
raysSMRG andSRMGR. Thus, the points on� and� enjoy aduality relationship.
The two fundamental singular functionsI�(x; t) andK�(�; t) can, correspondingly, be
calleddual functions of each other. Tygel et al. (1995) have shown that there exists
an even closer relationship in mathematical terms between both functions involving
various dualities.
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DIFFRACTION TRAVELTIMES AND SPATIAL ISOCHRONES

For arbitrary vector parameters� in A and arbitrary subsurface pointsM = (x; z), we
introduce thediffraction traveltimesurface

t = TD(�;x; z) = T (S(�);M) + T (G(�);M) ; (3)

namely the sum of traveltimes from the source and receiver pair specified by� to the
subsurface pointM . For a fixed pointM , the above formula expresses the traveltimes
from thediffractor pointM to the source- and -receiver pairs specified by varying�.
This explains the adopted terminology.

It is also useful to consider the restriction of the diffraction traveltime function to
diffraction points on the reflector�. We then introduce the traveltime surface

t = TDR(�;x) = TD(�;x;�(x)) : (4)

In view of the above definitions, the reflection traveltime surfacet = �(�) of the
given refletor� can be recast as

t = �(�) = TDR(�;xR(�)) = TD(�; �R;�(xR)) ; (5)

where the horizontal vector coordinatexR = xR(�) locates the the reflection point
MR = (xR;�(xR) on� determined by the source- and -recever pair specified by�.

We next consider the spatial counterparts of the traveltime functions defined above.
For anyx oin E and arbitrary pointsN = (�; t) in record space, we introduce the
isochronefunctionz = ZI(x; �; t). For any fixed pointN = (�; t), this surface is the
locus of pointsMI for which the diffraction traveltimes to the source- and -receiver
pairs specified by varying� equal the given traveltimet. This is the reason for the
terminology isochrone (equal time) function. In symbols, pointsMI = (x;ZI(x; �; t)
on the isochrone are implicitly defined by the condition2

TD(�;MI) = T (S(�);MI) + T (G(�);MI) = t : (6)

Analogously as before, we find it useful to consider the restriction of the above-
defined isochrone function to pointsN on the traveltime surface� of the reflector�.
This gives rise to the function

z = ZIR(x; �) = ZI(x; �; t = �(�)) : (7)

2We assume, throughout this paper, that for allx inE, for all � inA and for allt under consideration,
isochronesz = ZI(x; �; t)) defined by condition (6) exist asunique, smooth functions. This, of course
should impose restrictions on the shape of the reflector, as well as on the measuring configuration. These
matters will not be addressed in the present work.
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PointsMI = (x; z = ZIR(x; �)) on the above surface are implicitly defined by the
condition

TD(�;MI) = T (S(�);MI) + T (G(�);MI) = �(�) ; (8)

A final observation is that the reflector functionz = �(x) can be recast as a re-
striction of the above isochrone functions, namely

z = �(x) = ZIR(x; �R) = ZI(x; �R;�(�R)) ; (9)

where�R = �R(x) is the vector parameter that specifies the source- and -receiver pair
SR andGR for which the two ray segmentsSRMandMGR), with M = (x;�(x)
constitute a reflection ray.

As described in Tygel et al. (1995) and briefly reviewed below, diffraction travel-
timest = TDR(�;x), for fixedx, and isochrone surfacesz = ZIR(x; �) for fixed�are
connected by duality relationships. The diffraction-traveltime surface for a pointM
on� is tangent to� at a pointN (supposed unique). Correspondingly, the isochrone
surface forN on� is tangent to� atM . Also, further relationships between the dips
and curvatures of� and� in M andN , respectively, can be established.

DUALITY THEOREMS

For a given configuration of source- and -receiver pairs distributed along a measure-
ment surface, the first and second duality theorems of Tygel et al. (1995) provide
fundamental geometrical relationships between a reflector� and its corresponding pri-
mary reflection traveltime surface�. As these relationships are crucial to the derivation
of practically all the results presented in this paper, we find it convenient to briefly state
and comment them in this section.

The duality theorems to be stated below relate tangents and normals (first-order
derivative) and curvatures (second-order derivative) properties concerning thereflector
� : z = �(x), with x in E and itsreflection traveltime surface� : t = �(�), with �
in A, called throughout thefundamental dual surfaces. The relationships between
the fundamenal dual surfaces are given in terms ofauxiliary surfaces, namely the
isochrones�N : z = ZI(x; N) with N in � and thediffraction traveltimes�M : t =
TD(�;M) with M in �.

To state the duality theorems, we make use of all traveltime and spatial functions
introduced in the text. The traveltime surfaces were (a) the diffraction traveltime func-
tion t = TD(�;x; z), defined for arbitrary vector paramters�and points(x; z); (b) its
restrictiont = TDR(�;x) = TD(�;x;�(x) to points on the reflector(x; z = �(x)) and
(c) the traveltimet = �(�) of the reflector�. As explained in the text, this function
could also be interpreted as a restriction of the of the previous traveltime functions.
The spatial counterparts of the preceding traveltime functions were (a) the isochrone
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function z = ZI(x; �; t), defined for arbitrary horizontal vectorsx and points(�; t);
(b) its restrictionz = ZIR(x; �) = ZI(x; �;�(�)) to points on the reflection traveltime
surface(�;�(�)) and (c) the reflectorz = �(x), which could also be iterpreted as a
further restriction of the preceding spatial functions. With the above definitions, we
are ready to state the duality theorems.

First duality theorem:

(a) For any given pointM at the reflector�, its corresponding diffraction traveltime
surface�M is tangentto the reflection traveltime� at a unique pointN , called thedual
pointof M ;

(b) For any given pointN at the reflection traveltime�, its corresponding isochrone
surface�N is tangentto the reflector� at a unique pointM , called thedual pointof
N . The pointsM andN in (a) and (b) are calleddualof each other;

(c) For fixed� in A and varying pointsM = (x; z), as well as for fixedx in E and
varying pointsN = (�; t), define the partial-derivative functions

mD(�;M) = @zTD(�;x; z) and nI(x;N) = @tZI(x; �; t) : (10)

For any dual pointsM = M(xM) in � andN = N(�N) in �, we have

mD(�N ;M) � nI(xM ; N) = 1 : (11)

(d) For the dual pointsM = M(xM) in � nadN = N(�N) in �. Let SN andGN

denote the source and receiver points specified by�N . Considering the reflection ray
SNMGN , let �R be the the angle the incident raySNM makes with the normal of�
atM , let be the ange between the tangent to� atM and thez-axis and letvR be the
velocity of the medium just aboveM . Finally, let�R denote the angle the normal to
� makes with thet-axis atN . Using the same notation as above, the following results
are valid

mD =
2cos�R cos�R

vR
; (12)

@�TD(�N ;M) =
mD

cos�R
=

2cos�R
vR

; (13)

and
@�ZI(xM ; N) =

nI
cos �R

=
vR

2 cos�R cos�R cos �R
: (14)
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Second duality theorem:

For arbitrary�andM = (x; z) introduce the�-Hessian matrices

H
�

D(�;x; z) =

 
@2TD(�;x; z)

@�i@�j

!
; �
�
(�) =

 
@2�(�)

@�i@�j

!
and H

�
DR(�;x) =

 
@2TDR(�;x)
@�i@�j

!
:

(15)
In the same way, for arbitraryx andN = (�; t), introduce thex-Hessian matrices
matrices

Z
�

I(x; �; t) =

 
@2ZI(x; �; t)

@xi@xj

!
; �
�
(x) =

 
@2�(x)

@xi@xj

!
and ZIR(x; �) =

 
@2ZIR(�;x)

@xi@xj

!
:

(16)
Introduce finally the mixed-derivative matrices

�
�DR(�;x; z) =

 
@2TDR(�;x)
@�i@xj

!
and H

�B(�;x; z) =

0B@ rxTD(�;x; z)
@�1rTD(�;x; z)
@�2rTD)�;x; z)

1CA : (17)

For any pair of dual pointsM = (x; z) in � andN = (�; t) in �, let the above
matrices be evaluated at the respective coordinates and points. Introduce further the
simplifying notations for the obtained matrices by leaving out their arguments. Then
the following relationships are valid

H
�D � �

�
= �
�DR H�

�1
DR ��

T
DR ; (18)

mD (Z
�I � �

�
) = �H

�DR ; (19)

and
mD Z
�IR = �

�DR H�DR ��
T
DR : (20)

A useful relationship can also be obtained after elimination ofH
�DR in equations (18)

and (19), namely

mD (H
�D � �

�
) = � �

�DR (Z
�I � �

�
)�1 �
�

T
DR ; (21)

Moreover, we have the additional relationship

det�
�DR =

hB
mD

; (22)

where
hB = detH

�B (23)

is the so-called Beylkin determinant (Beylkin, 1985, Bleistein, 1987).

It is to be reminded that the first duality theorem and equations (18), (19) and (21)
have been proved in Tygel et al. (1995). The new equation (21) is proved in Appendix
A. With the inclusion of the this last equation, we call the above results the duality
theorems in their complete form.
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THE KIRCHHOFF-HELMHOLTZ INTEGRAL PAIR

The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz (KH) modeling integral, called from now on the forward
KH integral, asymptotically computes the singular functionK�(�; t) of the reflection-
traveltime surface�. Input to this calculation is the location of the reflector�, the
velocity distribution in the depth domain, and the values of the reflection coefficient
R(M) along�.

In a completely analogous way, the inverse KH integral to be defined below, as-
ymptotically computes the singular functionI�(x; z) of the reflector�. Input to this
calculation is the location of the reflection-traveltime surface�, the velocity distribu-
tion in the depth domain, and the wavefield amplitudeR(MR)=L along�.

In this section, we discuss both the forward and inverse KH integrals as well as
their basic dual properties. The weight functions, which are also presented here, will
be derived in the next section.

Under the assumptions stated in the previous section, the forward KH integral can
be written as an integral along the reflector� in the form (Frazer and Sen, 1985)

K(�; t) =
1

4�

Z
d� WK(�;M) R(M) @��(t� TD(�;M)) ; (24)

whereK(�; t) is the modeled elementary wave at the receiverG(�). Also, @� denotes
the partial derivative in the direction of the normal to the surface� at M . Under
the above-mentioned assumption that transmission losses in the overburden can be
neglected, the weight function is given by

WK(�;M) =
1

LS LG ; (25)

whereLS andLG denote the geometrical-spreading factors along the two ray branches
from the sourceS to the pointM and from there to the receiverG (see Figure 1).

Let us now investigate integral (24) more closely in order to better understand it
geometrically. This will help us to set up an analogous integral for its inversion. For
the following discussion, we refer to Figure 1.

We start by considering a certain, fixed value�, where we want to compute the
reflected wave as a function of time. We recall that� defines a certain, fixed source-
receiver pair, which we denote by(S;G). We denote byMR the (supposedly unique)
reflection point on� which correspond to the source-receiver pair(S;G). The point
MR, on its turn, defines a diffractin traveltime surface that is tangent to the reflection
traveltime surface� on a (supposedly unique) point. This point, denoted byN is called
the dual to pointMR. We observe that for each pointM on the reflector, integral (24)
contributes to the final responseK(�; t) at a single pointQ = (�; t = TD(�;M)),
whereTD is defined in equation (3) as the sum of traveltimes along the raysSM
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andMG. In other words,Q is the point where the diffraction traveltime surface for
point M , t = TD(�;M), cuts the vertical line at� (see Figure 1). We remind that
the surfacet = TD(�;M) is given by all traveltimes along the rays from any source-
receiver pair(S;G) to pointM (dashed rays in Figure 1). The pointQ will fall onto
�, i.e., it will coincide with pointN , the dual point toN , whenM coincides with
MR. At N , the diffraction traveltime surface ofMR, t = TD(�;MR), is tangent to�.
Due to our assumption that the reflector� is continuous and smooth, we thus have a
stationary situation atN , which means that the main contribution of integral (24) will
be observed at that point. In other words, the forward KH integral (24) transforms the
singular function of reflector� into its image at�. The weight functionWK(�;M)
serves to perform this transformation in a dynamically correct way, i.e., yielding the
correct wave amplitude atN .

To set up a completely analogous integral that achieves exactly the inverse task,
namely to reconstruct the singular function of the reflector� from its image at�, we
only have to substitute in the above integral all points and surfaces by their respective
duals. This is geometrically described with the help of Figure 2.

The new integral to be set up has to consist of an integration along the reflection-
traveltime surface� instead of the reflector�. As before, we consider the integration
result at a certain, fixed coordinatexwhich defines a pointM on the reflector�. The
pointMM determines a (supposedly unique) dual pointNR = NR on the reflection
traveltime surface�. The isochrone specified by the pointNR will be tangent to the
reflector� at the (supposedly unique) pointM . The pointsM andNR are said to be
dual points. For each pointN on�, the new integral has to contribute to the final result
I(x; z) at a certain pointP . This pointP must be located at the position where the
isochrone ofN , z = Z(x; N) cuts the vertical line atx. In symbols,P = (x; z =
Z(x; N)). The pointP will fall ont �, i.e., it will coincide withM , whenN coincides
with NR, the dual point ofM . At M , the isochronez = Z(x; NR) is be tangent
to �. Due to our above assumption of a smooth reflector and uniqueness of dual
points, we have again the situation of an isolated singularity atM , which means that
the main contribution of the new integral will be observed atM . In this way, we
have geometrically constructed a transformation of the reflection-traveltime function
� into the reflector�. A free weight function will be included into the integral in
order to assure that also this inverse transformation can be performed in a dynamically
correct way, too, i.e., to correctly reconstruct the varying reflection coefficient along
the reflector�.

Transforming the above observations into mathematical terminology in full corre-
spondence to the forward KH integral, we can now set up the following inverse KH
integral,

I(x; z) = � 1

4�

Z
d�WI(x; N)

R(MR)

L @��(z �ZI(x; N)) : (26)

whereI(x; z) is the final imaging result. In this formula,@� denotes, correspondingly
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to@� above, the partial derivative in the direction of the normal to the traveltime surface
� atN . We recall thatMR is the specular reflection point on the reflector pertaining to
the source-receiver pair(S;G) defined by�. From the analysis to be carried out below,
it will become clear that the weight function can be represented as

WI(x; N) =
hB v2 cos2 �

cos2 �
LSLG ; (27)

where� represents the “local dip angle” of the reflection-traveltime surface� (i.e., the
angle the normal to� atN makes with the verticalt-axis), and� denotes the incidence
angle the incoming ray-branch slowness vector makes with the isochrone normal atP
(see Figure 2). Moreover,hB is the modulus of the Beylkin determinant (Beylkin,
1985; Bleistein, 1987). All these quantities are computed for the actual pointN on�.

In mathematical terms, the two stationary situations mentioned above relate to the
following statements for the asymptotic integral results. As is well known (see, for
example, Bleistein, 1984); Tygel et al., 1994) the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral (24)
can be evaluated in the high-frequency approximation, such that, in an asymptotic
sense, it equals the zero-order ray-theoretical expression, viz.,

K(�; t) � K�(�; t) =
R(MR)

L(�) �(t� �(�)) : (28)

As indicated above, we shall show that correspondingly, the evaluation of integral (26)
in high-frequency approximation yields, in an asymptotic sense,

I(x; z) � I�(x; z) = R(M) �(z � �(x)) ; (29)

i.e., the (complex) singular function of the reflector as defined above. This means that
integral (26) is the inverse to the forward KH integral (24), or, in other words, integrals
(24) and (26) form a transform pair between the depth-domain imageI�(x; z) of the
target reflector and its time-domain imageK�(�; t) in multi-coverage reflection data.

ASYMPTOTIC EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS

In the same way as the forward KH integral, also its inverse defined above admits
simple asymptotic evaluation, irrespective of the specific form of the weight function,
which will, for the time being, be left unspecified. In the following section, we will
compare the asymptotic evaluations of both KH integrals to confirm the correct duality
of the transformation pair given by equations (24) and (26). The kinematic part of the
analysis will show that an inverse KH integral of the form defined in equation (26)
exists, and the dynamics of both integrals will, in fact, determine the adequate form of
the necessary weight function in integral (26).
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Asymptotic evaluation of the forward KH integral

In high-frequency approximation, the leading term of the asymptotic evaluation of the
forward KH integral (24) is given by

Kas(�; t) =
R(MR)

2LS LG cos�R

ei� (2��)=4q
jHj

@�TD(�;MR)�(t� �(�)) ; (30)

whereMR = M(xR) is the (unique) specular reflection point on the target reflector
�. It pertains to the source-receiver pair specified by the given configuration vector

parameter�. Here,xR = xR(�) is the stationary point of integral (24). Also,�R is the
reflector dip atMR. Finally, � andH are the signature and the determinant, respec-
tively, of the Hessian matrix of the traveltime,

H
�DR(�;x) =

 
@2TDR(�;x)
@xi@xj

;

!
(31)

evaluated at(�;xR). The projection of this matrix into the tangent plane to the reflector
� at MR is referred to as the Fresnel matrix, because it was shown in Hubral et al.
(1992) that it is this projected matrix which defines the size of the Fresnel zone atMR.

Using the well-known fact that the high-frequency evaluation of the forward KH
integral (24) yields the zero-order ray-theoretical expression (1) (Bleistein, 1984), one
obtains the following decomposition formula for the geometrical-spreading factorL
along raySMRG

L =
LS LGvR cos�R

cos�R
ei� (��2)=4

q
jHj ; (32)

where we have used that, at the stationary pointMR,

@zTD(�;MR) =
2 cos�R cos�R

vR
; (33)

from which

@�TD(�;MR) =
1

cos�R
@zTD(�;MR) =

2 cos�R
vR

: (34)

Here,vR is the local velocity and�R is the specular reflection angle atMR. Introducing
theFresnel geometrical-spreading factor(Tygel et al., 1994)

LF =
cos�R

vR cos�R

ei� (2��)=4q
jHj

; (35)

we find the following formula for the geometrical-spreading decomposition

L =
LS LG
LF : (36)

This formula will be of further use in the evaluation of the inverse KH integral (26).
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Asymptotic evaluation of the inverse KH integral

In the same way, the asymptotic evaluation of the inverse KH integral (26) yields

Ias(x; z) =
R(M)

L
WI(x; NR)

2 cos �R

e�i� (2+)=4q
jZj

@�ZI(x; NR)�(z � �(x)) ; (37)

whereNR = N(�R) specifies the source-receiver pair(SR; GR) for which the reflector
pointM(x) is a specular reflection (stationary) point. Here,�R = �R(x) is the station-
ary point of integral (26). In other words,NR, on the reflection-traveltime surface�,
is the dual point to the pointM(x) on the target reflector� in the vicinity of which
the integral (26) is calculated. Finally, andZ are the signature and the determinant,
respectively, of the isochrone Hessian matrix

Z
�IR(x; �) =

 
@2ZIR(x; �)

@�i@�j

!
; (38)

evaluated at(x; �R), and�R is the local reflection-traveltime dip atNR.

As shown in the Appendix, we have that

@�ZI (�; NR) =
vR

2 cos�R cos�R cos �R
; (39)

and also
e�i� (2+)=4q

jZj
=

4cos3 �R cos�R
v3RhBLF

: (40)

Substitutution of the above expressions into equation (37) together with the use of the
geometrical-spreading decomposition formula (32), leads to

Ias(x; z) = R(M) WI(x; NR)
cos2 �R

hB v2R cos2 �RLS LG �(z � �(x)) : (41)

We observe that equation (38) kinematically reconstructs the singular function (29)
of the reflector�. To also achieve correct dynamic reconstruction, we have to choose
the weight functionWI(x; NR) such that the amplitude factor in equation (41) equals
R(M). This determines the sought-for weight function as

WI(x; NR) =
hB v2R cos2 �R

cos2 �R
LSLG ; (42)

Observing that there is no quantity involved that depends on the reflector, we can
generalize this weight function to any arbitrary pointN . This final weight function of
the inverse Kirchhoff integral (26) is the one stated in equation (27).
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a completely analogous inverse to the well-known forward Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz integral. Just as the forward Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral can be conceived
as a superposition of the elementary responses of all Huygens secondary sources along
the reflector, we can conceive its inverse as a superposition of “elementary reflection
images” along the reflection-traveltime surface. The new inverse Kirchhoff-Helmholtz
integral was constructed using the fundamental dual properties that relate the points
and surfaces of the time-domain data space and the depth-domain model space. For
instance, in the same way as the Huygens secondary sources can be interpreted math-
ematically as the source pulse multiplied with the local reflection coefficient at any
point on the reflector, the elementary reflection images can be represented by the local
pulse of an elementary reflected wave at any point on the reflection-traveltime surface.

The inverse Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral fills a recently discovered gap which
originates from the observation that the conventional Kirchhoff migration integral
(Schneider, 1978) is not an inverse to the forward Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral. In
fact, there exists another inverse to migration, namely the Kirchhoff demigration in-
tegral (Hubral et al., 1996; Tygel et al., 1996). Although the latter can be used for
modeling purposes (Santos et al., 1998), it is not identical to the forward Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz integral. Therefore, the Kirchhoff migration integral cannot be the inverse
to forward modeling by the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral as is conventional wisdom.
In this paper, we have shown that there is indeed a different, although related, inverse
Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral.

The proposed inverse Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral enables the design of a new
seismic migration technique that would deserve the name Kirchhoff migration much
more than what is up to now associated with this name. The construction of true-
amplitude migrated reflector images by the new migration technique can be achieved
by the superposition of their elementary reflection images along the reflection-traveltime
surface. In this way, the migration can be realized as a weighted stack along the (iden-
tified and picked) reflection-time surface instead of the conventional diffraction-time
surfaces (that have to be calculated in a macro-velocity model). Of course, to recover
the correct reflector position as well as to calculate the weight function, also the new
migration technique needs a macro-velocity model.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix, we provide a derivation of equations (39) and (40), which were cru-
cial for obtaining the weight function (42) of the inverse Kirchhoff-Helmholtz trans-
form. These derivations rely on the use of the duality theorems presented in the text.
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A proof of the new result (20) of the second duality theorem will be given in the
derivation. Proofs of the remaining duality theorem results can be found in Tygel et al.
(1995). To derive equation (39), we first observe that

@�ZI(x;MR) =
1

cos �R
@tZI(x;MR) =

nI
cos �R

; : (A-1)

In view of equation (11) of the first duality theorem and also upon the use equation
(A-8), we readily find

@� ZI(x;MR) =
1

mD cos �R
=

vR
2 cos�R cos�R cos �R

; (A-2)

which is equation (39), as required.

We now proceed to prove equation (40), as well as equation (20) of the second
duality theorem. Recalling thatMI(x; �) = (x;Z(x; N(�))) is a point on the isochrone
defined byN , we start from the identity (6), which can be alternatively represented as

TD(�;MI(x; �)) = �(�) : (A-3)

Differentiate both sides with respect to�j (j = 1; 2) using the chain rule to obtain

@TD
@�j

+ @zTD(�;MI)
@Z
@�j

=
@�

@�j
: (A-4)

At the stationary pointNR, we have

@Z=@�j = 0 : (A-5)

Therefore, we find the well-known tangency property

@TD
@�j

=
@�

@�j
: (A-6)

We next differentiate both sides of equation (A-4) with respect to�i again using the
chain rule. At the stationary pointNR, we find upon the use of the stationary condition
(A-5)

@2TD
@�i@�j

+ @zTD(�;MR)
@2Z
@�i@�j

=
@2�

@�i@�j
: (A-7)

Dividing by
mD = @zTD(�;MR) ; (A-8)

we obtain
@2Z
@�i@�j

= � 1

mD

"
@2TD
@�i@�j

� @2�

@�i@�j

#
; (A-9)
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which, in the notation as introduced before, recovers equation (20)

Z
�

= � 1

mD

�
H
�D � �

�

�
; (A-10)

as desired. To find an expression for the determinant ofZ
�

, we take the determinant of
both sides of equation (A-10). In view of the second duality theorem, equations (18)
and (22), we find

Z = detZ
�

=
h2B
m4

D

1

detH
�

=
h2B

m4
DH

(A-11)

and
 = SgnZ

�
= � SgnH

�
= �� : (A-12)

These two equations can be combined into

e�i� (2+)=4q
jZj

=
m2

D

q
jHj

hB
e�i�(2��)=4 : (A-13)

Using the Fresnel geometrical-spreading formula (35), we find

e�i� (2+)=4q
jZj

=
cos�R

vR cos�R

m2
D

hB
LF : (A-14)

Use of equation (33)

mD = @zTD(�;MR) =
2 cos�R cos�R

vR
; (A-15)

yields the desired equation (40).
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t = T (�;MR)

t = T (�;M�)

t = �(�)
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z = �(x)
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x

Figure 1: The forward Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral understood geometrically. For
each pointM on�, the integration contributes to the reflection response computed for
�at the corresponding pointQ = (�; t = TD(�;M)). For details see text.
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z = �(x)

z = Z(x;NR)

z = Z(x;N�)

Figure 2: The inverse Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral understood geometrically. For
each pointN on �, the integration contibutes to the reflector depth image computed
for xat the corresponding pointP = (x; t = Z(x; N)). For details see text.
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ABSTRACT

For a fixed, central ray in anisotropic elastic or acoustic media, traveltime moveouts
of corresponding rays in its viciniy can be well described in terms of a certain number
of parameters that refer to the central ray only. The determination of these parame-
ters out of multicoverage data leads to very powerful stacking algorithms to produce,
e.g., simulated zero-offset sections, very often with better quality as the ones obtained
by conventional common mid-point stack. Assuming two-dimensional propagation,
so that sources and receivers are distributed on a single seismic line, the multipara-
metric traveltime expressions depend on three parameters. By a combination of just
introduced spectral projected gradients and global optimization methods, a new algo-
rithm has been obtained to directly extract the traveltime parameters out of coherency
analysis applied directly on the data. Numerical results obtained in synthetic examples
show an excellent performance of the method, both in accuracy and computational ef-
fort. The results obtained so far indicate that the algorithm may be a feasible option
to solve the corresponding, harder, full three-dimensional problem.

INTRODUCTION

In the framework of zero-order ray theory, traveltimes of rays in the vicinity (paraxial)
of a fixed (central) ray can be described by a certain number of parameters which refer
only to the central ray. The approximations are correct up to the second order of the
distances between the paraxial and central ray at the corresponding initial and end
points. They are, thus, valid independently of any seismic configuration.

Assuming the central ray to be the primary zero-offset or normal reflection ray,
the number of parameters (emergence angles and curvatures of certain wavefronts)
are three and eight, for two- and thre-dimensional propagation, respectively. Deter-
mination of these parameters by coherency analysis directly applied to multicoverage
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data leads to very powerful stacking algorithms to produce, e.g., simulated zero-offset
sections of superior quality.

For two-dimensional propagation, in which sources and receivers are distributed on
a single seismic line, simple multiparametric traveltime expressions are available. The
parameters are the emergence angle of the normal ray and the wavefront curvatures
of the normal and normal-incident-point waves. All these quantities are defined at the
central point, where the normal, primary reflection ray hits the measurement surface.
For a given selection of the three parameters that refer to a fixed normal ray, each
of the traveltime expressions explicitly describes the moveout of any reflection ray in
terms of its arbitrary source and receiver locations with respect to the central point
of the normal ray. Assuming different geometries of acquisition, the three-parameter
formula can be reduced to different ones depending on two or one parameter.

To actually find the traveltime parameters by means of coherency analysis applied
to the multicoverage data in a a stable and feasible way is the crucial problem that
has to be solved to enable the application of the multiparameter stacking. In this work
we present a new method, based on global optimization techniques, for the estimation
of the parameters for two-dimensional multicoverage data. It uses a recently intro-
duced nonmonotone, spectral projected gradient (SPG) optimization algorithm (Birgin
et al., 1997). The method uses classical projected gradient together with nonmonotone
line-search and spectral-steplength. The method is applied to find local maxima of a
multiparametric semblance function. A further combination with global optimization
techniques is then applied to obtain the corresponding global maximum.

Although the proposed strategy can be applied to find the three parameters simul-
taneously, we present in this paper only the results for the application of the method
to the data originated by a particular arrangement of sources and receivers, namely the
common shot configuration. In this situation, the number of parameters is reduced to
two, which simplifies the search for the global maximum.

Note that the full solution can be obtained if another experiment is carried out. Us-
ing the data originated from the common mid-point configuration, we find the optimal
value of a single quantitie, which is a combination of the original parameters. Col-
lecting the results coming from both configurations, it is possible to find the optimal
values of the three parameters.

HYPERBOLIC TRAVELTIME EXPANSION

We assume the subsurface to be described by a 2-D laterally inhomogeneous isotropic
layered earth model, for which body-wave traveltimes can be adequately approximated
by zero-order ray theory (see, e.g., Cerven´y, 1985). We suppose that a dense multi-
coverage seismic experiment has been carried out on a single seismic line along a
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horizontalx-axis. This implies that each point of the seismic line is surrounded by a
set of shot-receiver pairs (within a certain range of offsets). In practice, this implicitly
requires some trace interpolation to replace eventual missing traces.

As shown in Figure 1, we consider a fixed target reflector� in depth, as well as a
fixedcentralpointX0 on the seismic line, considered to be the location of a coincident
source- and -receiver pairS0 = G0 = X0. Also shown in Figure 1 is the two-way nor-
mal, zero-offset reflection ray,X0R0X), called from now on thecentral ray. It hits the
reflector at pointR0, known as the normal-incident-point (NIP). For a source- and re-
ceiver pair(S;G) in the vicinity of the central point, we consider the primary reflected
ray SRG relative to the same reflector�. We use the horizontal coordinatesx0, xS
andxG to specify the location of the central pointX0, the sourceS and the receiverG.
It is convenient to introduce the midpoint and half-offset coordinates

xm =
xG + xS

2
� x0 and h =

xG � xS
2

(1)

The simplest traveltime approximation for a two-dimensional primary reflected
ray in the vicinity of a zero-offset, central ray, is probably the classicalhyperbolic
traveltime (see, e.g., Cerven´y, 1985; Ursin, 1982; Schleicher et al., 1993). For our
purposes, we adopt the hyperbolic traveltime expression as described in Tygel et al.
(1997), namely

T 2(xm; h; �0;KN ;KNIP ) =

 
t0 +

2xm sin�0
v0

!2

+
2t0 cos2 �0

v0
(KN x2m+KNIP h2) ;

(2)
wheret0 is the zero-offset traveltime and�0 is the emergence angle the zero-offset ray
make with the surface normal at the central point (see Figure 1). The quantitiesKN

andKNIP are the wavefront curvatures of thenormalN - andnormal-incident-point
NIP -waves, respectively, both measured at the central point.

TheN - andNIP - waves are fictitious eigenwaves introduced by Hubral (1983)
for the analysis of the actual propagation of the zero-offset ray, as well as for its cor-
responding paraxial rays. Their wavefront curvatures at the central point carry impor-
tant information about the velocity model in which the wave propagation takes place.
TheN -wave can be conceptually visualized such that its wavefront at zero time co-
incides with the reflector, and travels to the surface with half the medium velocity. It
arrives at the central point at the same time as the zero-offset ray. TheNIP -wave can
be visualized as starting as a point source at the reflection point (R0) of the zero-offset
reflection ray and progresses upwards with half velocity of the medium. It also arrives
at the central point at the same time as the zero-offset ray.
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FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The data obtained by a multicoverage seismic experiment performed on the seismic
line consists of a multitude of seismic tracesU(xm; h; t) corresponding to source-
receiver pairs located by varying coordinate pairs(xm; h) and recording time0 < t <
T . The basic problem we have to solve is the following:

Consider a dense grid of points(x0; t0), wherex0 locates a central pointX0 on
the seismic line andt0 is the zero-offset traveltime. For each central pointX0

let the medium velocityv0 = v(x0) be known. From the given multicoverage
data, determine, for any given point(x0; t0) and velocityv0, the corresponding
parameters�0, KN andKNIP .

The general approach to solve this problem is to apply a multiparameter coherency
analysis (semblance) to the data, using the traveltime formula (2) to a number of
tracesU(xm; h; t) in the vicinity of the central rayX0 and for a suitable time win-
dow around the timet0. The desired values of sought-for parameters will be the ones
for which one achieves maximum coherence when applying the traveltime (2) to the
data.

From the above considerations, it should be expected, right from the start, that
points(x0; t0) in the vicinity of a zero-offset primary reflection arrival should produce,
for the correct parameters, a large coherency measure. On the other hand, one is ex-
pected to find small coherency at points where no such arrival occurs. Assigning at
each point(x0; t0) its corresponding semblance, one obtains a seismic sectionsem-
blancegram(Gelchinsky at al., 1987), which can be seen as a simulated or stacked
zero-offset section that pertains to the multicoverage data. In the same way, similar
sections can be obtained using the parameters�0, KN andKNIP , respectively.

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE

For each pair (x0; t0) the objective is to find the global maximum of thesemblance
function, which depends on the parameters�0, KN andKNIP . These parameters
are restricted to the ranges��=2 < �0 < �=2 and�1 < KN ;KNIP < 1. For
simplicity, we shall omit the dependency onx0 andt0 in all functions described below.

Given the seismic tracesU(xm; h; t), and the vector of parametersP = (�0;KN ;KNIP ),
the semblance functionS is given by

S =
[
P
U(xm; h; T (P ))]2

M
P
[U(xm; h; T (P ))]2

(3)
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whereT (xm; h; P ) is given by equation (2),M is the total number of traces, and the
summing is performed over all traces.

In order to obtain a differentiable function which allows us to use a gradient-type
method for the optimization of the semblance functionS, we apply a differentiable
interpolation strategy, namelyB-splines, for the computation ofU(xm; h; t) at t =
T (P ).

The strategy for computing the global maximum of the semblance function is as
follows. We begin by running a local method, theSpectral Projected Gradient(SPG)
method from different initial points. As usual, these type of methods guarantee con-
vergence to stationary (minima, maxima or saddle) points only. For this reason, we
define a mesh of initial points and take as the global maximum, the obtained solution
with maximum value.

The SPG method takes in each iteration the spectral scaled projected gradient as
a feasible ascent direction, and performes a nonmonotone line search to guarantee
sufficient increase of the semblance function. The idea of the nonmonotone strategy
is to look for a point which gives a greater function value with respect to the last
ten function values obtained. The main advantage of this method is that it uses first-
order (gradients) information only, which reduces both the computational efforts and
storage requirements. For complete details about the SPG method, we refer the reader
to Birgin et al. (1997).

COMMON SHOT CONFIGURATION

As it is common practice in seismic processing, we will make use of a specialsource-
receiver gather, namely particular arrangement of source-receiver pairs, according to
certain pre-assigned configuration. In theCommon-Shotconfiguration (CS), the cen-
tral point is a fixed source and the receivers vary. The location of the source-receiver
pairs in the CS configuration are specified in midpoint and half-offset coordinates by
the conditionxm = h. Substituting into the traveltime formula (2) yields the CS trav-
eltime formula

t2CS(h) =

 
t0 +

2h sin�0
v0

!2

+
2h2t0 cos2 �0

v0
(KN +KNIP ) : (4)

By restricting the traces to conform to the particular arrangement of sources and
receivers, the CS configuration, one can accordingly reduce the number of parameters
in the corresponding traveltime expression. In the CS configuration, we easily see that
the search is restricted to the two parameters�0 andKN +KNIP (see formula (4)).

The strategy of using particular configurations to reduce the number of parameters
to be estimated has advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is the some-
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times significant reduction of computational effort. As a disadvantage, less redundancy
is made use for, as many traces that do not conform to the selected configuration have
to left out.

In the next section, we will make use of the CS traveltimes as a strategy to derive
the parameters�0 andKN +KNIP from the multicoverage data.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We consider the model of a single smooth reflector between two homogeneous half-
spaces (see Figure 2). The constant velocities above and below the reflector arev1 =2.5
km/s andv2 =2.6 km/s, respectively. The input data for our experiment is a colection
of 61 common-shot seismic sections with 30 traces each one, where the source (x0) is
in the range from 0 km to 0.6 km and the time window is [0.4s,9.11s]. To simulate real
situations we have added a colored noise of 20%. This was obtained uppon the con-
volution of white noise with the wavelet used to construct the seismograms. Figure 3
shows the corresponding seismic section for the casex0 =0.35 km.

Figure 4 shows the maximum semblance function value obtained for each pair(x0; t0).
These values were computed using the global optimization technique described in the
previous sections. Note the very good agreement with the real zero-offset seismic
section depicted in Figure 5, generated by forward modeling.

All the experiments were run in an ORIGIN2000, with FOUR processors R1000
of 195MHz, 4MB of cache memory, and 1024MB of RAM memory. We used the lan-
guage C++ with the MIPSpro Compilers: version 7.20 and the optimization compiler
option -Ofast. In spite of the great number of runnings of the SPG algorithm (� 2:106),
the total CPU time used under the mentioned computer environment did not exceed 20
minutes.

FINAL REMARKS

The results obtained here are encouraging. We have made a first attempt to apply
optimization techniques to the traveltime multiparameter estimation. Experiments for
the estimation of all parameters without using particular configurations are needed to
confirm the efficiency of our strategy. This is subject of current research.
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ABSTRACT

By considering arbitrary source-receiver configurations the compressional primary
reflections can be imaged into time or depth-migrated reflections so that the migrated
wavefield amplitudes are a measured of angle-dependent reflection coeffients. In or-
der to do this various migration algorithms were proposed in the recent past years
based on Born or Kirchhoff approach. Both of them treats of a weighted diffraction
stack integral operator that is applied to the input seismic data. As result we have a
migrated seismic section where at each reflector point there is the source wavelet with
the amplitude proportinal to the reflection coefficient at that point. Based on Kirchhoff
approach, in this paper we derive the weight function and the diffraction stack integral
operator for the two and one half (2.5-D) seimic model and apply it to a set of synthetic
seismic data in noise enviroment. The result shows the accuracy and stability of the
2.5-D migration method as a tool for obtaining important informations about the re-
flectivity properties of the earth subsurface, which is of great interest for the amplitude
versus offset (angle) analysis.

INTRODUCTION

In the recent past years we have seen through various published papers an increasing
interest in true amplitude migration methods, in order to obtain more informations
about the reflectivity properties of the earth subsurface. The most part of these works
has treated of this thema either based on Born approximation as given by Bleistein
(1987) and Bleistein et al. (1987), or on ray theoretical wavefield approximation as
given by Hubral et al. (1991), Schleicher et al. (1993) and Martins et al. (1997).

This paper follows the alternative of working the seismic migration problem by
using the ray theoretical approximation for the acoustic wavefield, and considering a
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seismic model where the velocity does not vary along one of the directions of coordi-
nate axes, the so-called 2.5-D seismic model.

Starting from the three dimensional weighted modified diffraction stack operator
as presented by Schleicher et al. (1993), we derive the appropriated method to perform
a 2.5-D true-amplitude seismic migration, finding a necessary weight function to be
applied to the amplitude of the 2.5-D seismic data.

In summary, the paper concists of theoretical development by which we present an
expression for the 2.5-D weight as a function of parameters along each ray branch of
the in-plane trajectory. Moreover, we show examples of application of the 2.5-D depth
true-amplitude migration algorithm to 2.5-D synthetic seismic data in noise enviro-
ment, in order to make a numerical analysis and to verify the stability and accuracy of
the algorithm.

REVIEW OF 2.5-D RAY THEORY

The Seismic Model

In this paper we use the general Cartesian coordinate system being the position vector
x = (x; y; z). Because one of the main concerns of this paper is to apply the ray
field properties in a 2.5-D seismic model in order to study a true-amplitude seismic
migration method, we think of the earth as a system of isotropic layers, where each
layer is constituted by a velocity fieldv = v(x), whose the first derivative with respect
to the second componenty vanishes, having smoothly curved surfaces as upper and
lower bounds, where the upper bound surface�o is the earth surface. Furthermore, we
assume the curvature of each surface is zero along the second componenty-axis. The
intersection between the plane of symmetryy = 0 and the earth surface�o defines the
seismic line.

At our seismic experiment carried out on�o, we consider to be registered only
P � P primary reflections at the source-receiver pairs(S;G) having position vectors
denoted by

xs = xs(�) and xg = xg(�); (1)

where� = (�1; �2) is a vector of parameters on�o.

The high frequency primary reflection wavefield trajectory is then described by a
ray that starts at the source pointS on �o, reaches the reflector�r at the reflection
pointR, defined by a vectorxr = xr(�), � = (�1; �2) being a vector of parameters
within �r, and returns to the earth surface atG, the ray pathSRG. By considering the
2.5-D case, the ray pathSRG is assumed to be totally contained into the planey = 0.
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We introduce other three local Cartesian coordinate systems with the first two hav-
ing origins at the pointsS andG with components(x1s; x2s; x3s) and(x1g; x2g; x3g),
respectively. The third coordinate system has origin at the pointR with components
(x1r; x2r; x3r). The axesx1s andx1g are tangents to the seismic line, whilex3s andx3g
are downward normal to the�o. The components(x1r) and(x3r) are defined in such
way that the former is tangent to the reflector�r within the symmetry planey = 0,
while the latter is upward normal to the reflector. The second componentsx2s, x2g and
x2r have the same direction of they component in the general Cartesian coordinate
system.

The Ray Theory

By considering only the 2.5-D wavefield propagation within the symmetry planey =
0, we assume�2 = �2 = 0, �1 = � and�1 = �, simplifying the notation, so that we have
xs = xs(�), xg = xg(�) andxr = xr(�). The principal component primary reflection
of the acoustic seismic wavefield generated by a compressional point source located at
xs and registered atxg is expressed in the zero-order (ZOr) ray approximation as given
by Cerveny and Jech (1982)

U(�; t) = UoW (t� � (�)): (2)

The above cited principal component primary reflection describes the particle displace-
ment into direction of the ray at the receiver pointG. In equation (2),W (t) represents
the analytic point-source wavelet, i.e. this is a complex valued function whose the
imaginary part is the Hilbert transform of the real source wavelet, and the real part is
the wavelet itself. At the receiver positionxg within the surface�o, the seismic trace
is the superposition of the principal component primary reflections.

By taking into account the ray wavefield approximation within the planey = 0,
the reflection traveltime function� = � (x) with x = (x; z), is proved by Cerveny and
Jech (1982) to satisfy the eikonal equation

r� � r� = 1=v2(x); (3)

where the traveltime� (x) is a continuous in-plane function. It is also proved that the
amplitude factorUo satisfies the ZOr transport equation

2r� � rUo + Uor2� = 0: (4)

At this time, we need to introduce the fundamentalin-plane slowness vector

p = (p; q) =
t

v(x)
= r� (x); (5)
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where the unitary vectort =
dx

ds
is tangent to the ray trajectory, ands is the arclength

of ray. In equation (??) the componentsp andq are the so-called horizontal and vertical
slowness, respectively, which are related with each other by the expression

p = �
s

1

v2
� q2: (6)

The in-plane ray equations are alternatively described by, whered� = vds,

dx

d�
= p; (7)

dz

d�
= q; (8)

dp

d�
= �@lnv(x; z)

@x
; (9)

dq

d�
= �@lnv(x; z)

@z
: (10)

In the 2.5-D case the slowness vector is orthogonal to the axisy, remaining in-plane.
This means that the initial slowness vectorpo = (po; qo) is reduced to the two compo-
nents

po =
sin �o
vo

; qo =
cos�o
vo

; (11)

where�o andvo are, respectively, the start angle of the ray and the velocity at the
source pointS.

The solution of the transport equation (4) is the ZOr ray approximation of the
principal component of the reflection wavefield given by Cerveny and Jech (1982),
that corresponds to the displacement observed at the receiver pointG after to have
been reflected at the reflection pointR in �r, computed by

Uo =
RcA
L : (12)

In the formula (12),Rc is the geometrical-optics reflection coefficient at the reflection
pointR as presented by Bleistein (1984). The factorA corresponds to the total loss
energy dues to transmissions across all interfaces along the whole ray. In general this
factor is considered to be equal one, what means that there is no loss. Finally, the
amplitude factorL is the so-called divergence factor orgeometrical spreading, whose
expression will be given in the next section.

The Paraxial Ray Approximation

The paraxial ray approximation is based on the a priori knowledge of a ray trajectory
also known as thecentral ray, which in our example is the ray that starts at the source
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pointS(�), reaches the reflector at the reflection pointR(�), and arrives at the receiver
pointG(�). Thus, theparaxial ray is so defined as each ray that starts in the vicinity
of S, at the pointS 0(�0), reflects at the pointR0(�0) nearby the pointR, and reaches the
receiver pointG0(�0) in the vicinity ofG.

By applying the concept of paraxial ray, Cerveny and Jech (1982) derived the
paraxial eikonal equation having as solution the two-point paraxial reflection travel-
time from pointS 0 at x0s = xs(�0) to the pointG0 at x0g = xg(�0) in the vicinity of
pointsS andG, respectively. An equivalent second-order approximation solution was
found also by Ursin (1982) and by Bortfeld (1989). At this paper we write using the
same formalism as given by Schleicher et al. (1993), that is tailored for the in-plane
ray trajectory, given by

�R(s; g) = �R(s = 0; g = 0) + pGg � pSs� sNSGg +
1

2
NG
S s

2 +
1

2
NS
Gg

2: (13)

In the equation (13) the function�R(s = 0; g = 0) denotes the traveltime along the
central raySG, whiles andg are linear distances in the axesx1s andx1g, the so-called
paraxial distances. These distances are obtained using the following two-steps: (1) At
the source/receiver pointsS 0 andG0, the vectorsx0s andx0g are orthogonally projected
onto the respective axisx1s andx1g; (2) the distancess andg are then defined as having
origin at the source/receiver pointsS andG with end at the projections ofx0s andx0g,
respectively. In the other hand, the so-calledlocal horizontal slownesspS andpG are
obtained as the orthogonal projections of the initial and final in-plane slowness vectors
at source/receiver pointsS andG onto the respective axesx1s andx1g.

The quantitiesNG
S andNS

G are second-derivatives of the traveltime function (13)
with respect to the source and receiver coordinates evaluated ats = 0 andg = 0,
respectively. The other quantityNSG is the second-order mixed-derivative of the same
traveltime function (13) evaluated ats = g = 0.

In the next section of this paper we will perform the 2.5-D true-amplutide migration
by using a proper weighted modified diffraction stack. For that, we define for all points
of parameters� on the earth surface for each pointM within a specified volume of the
macro-velocity model, the diffraction in-plane traveltime curve

�D(�) = � (S;M) + � (M;G) = �S + �G: (14)

Following Schleicher et al. (1993), we will refer to this curve as theHuygens travel-
time. The traveltimes�S and�G denote, respectively, the traveltimes from the source
pointS to some arbitrary pointM within the model, and fromM to the receiver point
G.

For obtaining the Huygens paraxial traveltime at a reflection point within�r in the
vicinity of R at xr = xr(�), M = R0 in (14), with position vectorx0r = xr(�0), we
consider two equations of type (13) for the paraxial traveltime fromS 0 toR0

� (s; r) = � (s = 0; r = 0)� pSs+ prr � sNSRr +
1

2
NR
S s

2 +
1

2
NS
Rr

2: (15)
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And fromR0 toG0 we have

� (r; g) = � (r = 0; g = 0)� prr + pGg � rNRGg +
1

2
NG
R r

2 +
1

2
NR
G g

2: (16)

In the both formulas (15) and (16), the quantityr is the distance betweenxr and the
orthogonal projection ofx0r onto the axisx1r tangent to the reflector at pointR. The
local horizontal slownesspr is built by the projection of the in-plane slowness vector
atxr onto thex1r axis.

The quantitiesNSR andNRG are second order mixed-derivatives respective the
traveltimes (15) and (16) calculated ats = g = r = 0, while NR

S andNS
R are the

second-order derivatives of the traveltime function (15) on relation tos and r, re-
spectively. Finally, the quantitiesNG

R andNR
G are the second-order derivatives of the

traveltime function (16) on relation tor andg.

Following the authors Bleistein (1986), Liner (1991), Stockwell (1995) and Han-
itzsch (1997), the expression of the geometrical spreading factor, when tailored for the
2.5-D ZOr ray approximation of the seismic wavefield is given by

L2:5 =

p
cos�S cos�G

vs

p
�S + �Gq
jN j

� exp[�i�
2
�]: (17)

In the above formula (17), we have that�S and�G are the start and emergence angles
of the central ray measured on relation to the normal at S and G on the earth surface,
while vs is the velocity at the source pointS. The termN in the denominator is given
by the ratio

N =
NSRNGR

NS
R +NG

R

: (18)

In the other side, we have that�S and�G are two quantities related with each branch
of the central raySR andRG, and calculated by the expressions

�S =
Z R

S
v(x)ds and �G =

Z G

R
v(x)ds: (19)

The exponential term in (17) represents the phase shitf dues to the caustics along each
branch of the central ray.

The 2.5-D spreading factorL2:5 can be expressed then as function of the 2-D
spreading factorL2, given by

L2:5 = L2F2:5; F2:5 =
p
�S + �G; (20)

whereF2:5 is called the out-of-plane factor.

Finally, the 2.5-D amplitude factor of the ZOr ray approximation is then rewrited
as

(Uo)2:5 =
RcA
L2:5

: (21)
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As result of the expression (20), the amplitude factor (21) can be alternatively written
as

(Uo)2:5 =
(Uo)2
F2:5

: (22)

In the expression (22) we have that(Uo)2 denotes the two-dimensional wavefield am-
plitude calculated in-plane. An equivalent relationship between 2-D and 2.5-D am-
plitude factors was found by Bleistein (1986). This means that if we know the 2-D
amplitude factor, we need only to divide it by the out-of-plane factorF2:5 in order to
obtain the 2.5-D amplitude.

THE 2.5-D RAY MIGRATION THEORY

By assumings andg are linear function of�, we can write

s = (s = 0) + �S� and g = (g = 0) + �G�; (23)

where�S =
@s

@�
and�G =

@g

@�
, which are calculated at� = 0. In the same way, we

considerr is a linear function of� so that

r = (r = 0) + �r�; where �r =
@r

@�
: (24)

As a consequence of the above relations (23) and (24), we can express the travel-
time functions�R = �R(�) and�D = �D(�;R). Moreover, we can define the function
�F (�;R) = �D(�;R) � �R(�).

Starting from the result obtained in the Appendix by equation (A-9), we have the
2.5-D modified diffraction stack integral given by the stationary phase solution

V̂ (R;!) �
p�i!p

2�

Z
A
d�[w(�;R)]2:5[Û(�; !)]2:5exp[i!�D(�;R)]: (25)

By considering that the observed wavefield is in-plane confined then we can insert the
2.5-D ZOr approximation of the primary reflection into the integral (25) rewriting

V̂ (R;!) �
p�i!p

2�

Z
A
d�[w(�;R)]2:5

RcA
L2:5

Ŵ (!)exp[i!�F (�;R)]: (26)

The above integral (26) that represents the 2.5-D diffraction stack migration opera-
tor, is one more time calculated approximately by the stationary phase method. At this
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time we apply the stationary phase condition
@�F
@�
j�=�� = 0. Thus we have

V̂ (R;!) � Ŵ (!)
[w(��; R)]2:5q
� 00F (�

�; R)

� RcA
L2:5

exp[i!�F (�
�; R)� i�

4
(1�Sgn(� 00F (�

�; R))]: (27)

Where� 00F (�
�; R) =

@2�F (�;R)

@�2

���
�=��

is the second-order derivative of the Taylor ex-

pansion

�F (�;R) = �F (�
�; R) +

1

2
� 00F (�

�; R)(� � ��)2: (28)

After some algebric manipulations involving the formulas (13), (15) and (16) we can
express the second-order order derivative term by

� 00F =
(�SNSR + �GNGR)2

(NS
R +NG

R )
: (29)

The Weight Function

The 2.5-D weight function[w(�;M)]2:5 for an arbitrary pointM inside the macrov-
elocity model in the integral operator (26) is defined such that the high frequency
solution approximation of the diffraction stack integral, for a critical point�� within
the migration apperture A, equals the spectrum of the true-amplitude migration source
wavelet multiplied with a phase shift operator, that represents the difference between
the in-plane reflection and diffraction traveltime curves at the stationary point. Thus
we have

V̂ (M;!) �
(
RcAŴ (!)exp[i!�F (��;M)] : �� 2 A
0 : �� 62 A

(30)

The 2.5-D weight function is then defined as

w(��;M)2:5 = L2:5

q
� 00F (�

�;M)exp[
i�

4
(1� Sgn(� 00F (�

�;M))]: (31)

After replacing the appropriate definition ofL2 as given by (17) and including the
evaluation of� 00F from the expression (29) we have the result

w(��;M)2:5 = F2:5

p
cos�S cos�G

vs

0@�SNSM + �GNGMq
(NSM )(NGM )

1A exp
�i�
2

[�1 + �2]:(32)

The above weight function is to be applied to the amplitude of the 2.5-D seismic
data, that is generated when we have a situation of a point source lined up to a set of
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receivers in the plane�2 = 0, by considering a seismic model where the velocity field
does not depend on the second coordinate�2. If the chosen pointM inside the model
coincides with a real reflection pointR and� = ��, the result of applying the difrac-
tion stack migration operator (26) to the seismic data is proportional to the reflection
coefficient, and if it is put into the pointR we have the so-called true amplitude depth
migrated reflection data.

In case of special configurations we can apply the weight function (32) as follow:
(1) Common-offset:�G=�S = 1 for S 6= G; (2) Common-shot:�S = 0 and�G = 1
when the source pointS is fixed; (3) Common-receiver:�S = 1 and�G = 0 when
the receiver pointG is fixed; and (4) Zero-offset:�S = �G = 1 for S � G, and then
�S = �G, �1 = �2 and�S = �G. In the common-midpoint configuration the weight
function is not appropriated, because in this case the stationary phase solution is not
valid.

EXAMPLES

In order to make a numerical analysis of the true-amplitude migration method, we
have generated a set of synthetic seismic traces by using the ray theoretical modeling
algorithm SEIS88. For that we use a seismic model constituted of two layers separated
by a horizontal plane interface, with velocities 5 and 6 Km/s. The seismic line is
considered to be coincident with thex axis. For calculating the data a common-shot
configuration was considered with a point source positioned atx = 0:1 Km in the
seismic line, while the 75 receivers are in-line within the interval 1.0 e 4.7 Km. The
point-source wavelet is represented by a Gabor function with frequency of 40 Hz. The
seismic trace has a sample interval of 1.0 ms. The free surface is not considered in
this example. In order to simulate a noise enviroment, we add to the amplitude at
each sample of the seismic traces a random number with a rate of 0.2 of the maximum
amplitude observed in the seismic data as we can see in Figure (1).

The result of our expriment is observed by the Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. In contrast
with the test presented by Urban and Cruz (1998) in this volume, as a consequence
of the addition of noise in the input data, the seismic migration algorithm does not
correctly recover the original source wavelet. But even in noise enviroment we can see
that the obtained seismic image represents the true reflector very good. The reflection
coefficient determination comes to the samething when we have both the real and
imaginary parts oscilating around and near the exact value. In case of noise in the data
it is not so easy to determine where the so-called boundary effects begin to influence
the migrated data.
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Figure 1: Synthetic seismic data used as input in the 2.5-D true-amplitude depth mi-
gration algorithm, with the signal to noise ratio equals to 1:0.2.

CONCLUSION

From the results obtained in this paper, we can affirm that the presented 2.5-D weight
function when applied to the 2.5-D seismic data is abble to recover the reflection co-
eficeint even in noise enviroment. The 2.5-D true-amplitude migration algorithm is
stable, when we have that small perturbation in the input data provides only slight
deviation in the output migrated data.

APPENDIX A

The true-amplitude is here defined as the analytic primaryP�wave reflection multi-
plied byL and shifted tot = 0. Thus, we can write

UTA(t) = LU(�; t+ �R(�)) = RcAW (t): (A-1)

Following Schleicher et al. (1993) the weighted modified diffraction stack is con-
sidered the appropriated method to perform a true-amplitude migration. For each point
M in the macro-velocity model and all points(�1; �2) in the migration apertureA,
the diffraction stacks are then performed by summation along the Huygens surface
�D(�1; �2;M) for all pointsM into a region of the model. The true-amplitude mi-
gration is reached by summation using certainly Huygens surface and derived weight
function, such that the stack output is proportional to the desired reflection coefficient.
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Figure 2: Migrated seismic data, real part.

Mathematically this operation is described by the two-dimensional integral

V (M; t) =
�1
2�

Z Z
A
d�1d�2w(�;M)� _U(�; t+ �D(�;M)); (A-2)

where the symbol(�) means the first derivative with respect to time, andw(�;M) is the
weight function used to stack.

By transforming the expression (A-2) into the frequency domain

V̂ (M;!) =
�i!
2�

Z Z
A
d�1d�2w(�;M)Û(�)exp[i!�D(�;M)]: (A-3)

In order to specialize the 3-D formula (A-3) to the 2.5-D geometry, we start con-
sideringM = R, i.e. the reflection point itself. The migration integral needs solving
asymptoticaly by the stationary phase method as found in Bleistein (1984) on relation
to the coordinate�2, by making use of the stationary condition as showed in Bleistein
et al. (1987)

@�D
@�2

=
@� (S(�); R)

@�2
+
@� (R;G(�))

@�2

���
�o

= 0; (A-4)

which can be expressed through the identity

@

@�2

h
� (S;M) + � (M;G)

i���
�o

= p2s + p2g
���
�o

= 0: (A-5)

By applying the in-plane ray conditionp2 = p2o into the 3-D ray equation as given by
Cerveny and Jech (1982) we have

x2s = �sp2s
���
�o

and x2g = �gp2g
���
�o

; (A-6)
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Figure 3: Migrated seismic data, imaginary part.

with �s and�g calculated along the ray pathsSM andMG, respectively. By consid-
ering the 2.5-D geometry,x2s = x2g = �2, we have finally the result

p2s + p2g
���
�o

=
� 1

�s
+

1

�g

����
�o

�2 = 0: (A-7)

From equation (A-7) we conclude that the stationary phase condition is�2 = 0. For
completeness of our asymptotic analysis, we calculate the second derivative of the
phase at�2 = 0

@2

@�22

h
� (S;R) + � (R;G)

i���
�2=0

=
1

�oS
+

1

�oG
: (A-8)

Being�oS and�oG the ray parameters for the ray branchesRS andRG, when calculated
on the earth surface�o.

The above results yield the stationary phase solution

V̂ (R;!) �
p�i!p

2�

Z
A
d�w(�;R)

 
1

�oS
+

1

�oG

!�1=2
Û (�; !)exp[i!�D(�;R)]: (A-9)

As a consequence of the fact thatÛ (�; !) is the in-plane observed point source wave-
field amplitude factor, the 2.5-D weight function is defined as

[w(�;R)]2:5 = w(�;R)

 
1

�oS
+

1

�oG

!�1=2
; (A-10)

wherew(�;R) is the in-plane version of the three dimensional weight function of the
3-D modified diffraction stack Schleicher et al. (1993).
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Figure 4: Reflection coefficients picked from the reflector position in the real part of
the migrated data. The interrupted line corresponds to the exact value of the reflection
coefficient.
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Thedynamicsof velocity independent partia l and full
prestack timemigration

M. Bader1

keywords: prestack timemigration, amplitudepreservation

ABSTRACT

Velocity analysisperformed beforetheDMO correction yieldsthedip dependent stack-
ing velocities. However, the migration, which is done to obtain a close image of the
subsurfacestructure, requiresmigration velocities. There isyet no simpleand efficient
techniqueto derivethesevelocities. Thiswasthemotivation to develop avelocity inde-
pendent dip moveout correction (Gardner'sdip moveout, Gardner (1986)) aswell asa
velocity independent prestack time migration method (Ferber's migration to multiple
offset, Ferber (1994)). On output of both methods, the input amplitudes are altered
due to a summation procedure. This thesis addresses the dynamics of Gardner's dip
moveout and of Ferber's full prestack time migration method, in order to provide am-
plitudepreservation factors, which account for theunwanted changesin amplitudesof
both methods, so that the input amplitudesare preserved.

INT RODUCTION

The amplitude preservation factors, derived in this thesis, do not consider spatial
spreading or phase shift distortions as these issues can be addressed separately. The
knowledge of the shape of the zone of constructive interference is necessary to com-
pute the amplitude preservation factors. Basically, the amplitude correction factor is
inversely proportional to the number of traces within this zone. For the computation
of the zone of constructive interference, it is necessary to assume a subsurfacemodel,
which is adipping, planereflector.

1email: bader@gpiwap4.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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GARDNER'S DIP MOVEOUT (GDMO)

For Gardner's dip moveout the zone of constructive interference (Figure 1) has shown
to be one dimensional. Only wavelets within a certain time delay�t from the apex
time contribute to the resulting output wavelet. The widthL can be found as

Lgdmo(t0; p) =
2h
p
2�t

p
t0q

t20 + 4p2h2
: (1)

where

t0 = zero offset traveltime;

p = zero offset time dip;

h = half offset;

�t =
1

2f
;

f = dominant wavelet frequency:

The weighting factor then becomes

W =
�x

Lgdmo
; (2)

where�x is the spatial increment of the traces.

Figure 1: The lengthL of the zone of constructive interference in a GDMO-panel.

MIGRATION TO MULTIPLE OFFSET (MMO)

In contrast to Gardner's dip moveout, here the zone of constructive interference is
two dimensional. Figure 2 shows that the isochrons of the MMO cube—spanned by
migration distancer, DMO excursionb and traveltime—look like ellipses. All the
traces in this cube are summed up to get one output trace. The isochrons indicate the
extension of the zone of constructive interference, which is approximated by an ellipse
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with the two half axesLb andLr. The red ellipse in the inner part of Figure 2 indicates
the quality of this approximation. Figure 3 shows a sketch of the zone of constructive
interference as well as the position of the two half axes, which are defined byb1, b2
andr1, r2. Then, the length of these axes can be found as

Lb(t0; p; v; r0; h) =
2h
p
2
p
�t

�
(t0 + pr0)

2 � 4 r02

v2

� 1

4q
(t0 + pr0)

2 + 4h2p2
(3)

and

Lr(t0; p; v) = �2
v

r
�t

�
�4�t+�t p2v2 + 4 t0

p
4� p2v2

�
(pv � 2) (pv + 2)

: (4)

Here, the weighting factor is composed of the areaA of the ellipse and the spatial
increment�x:

W =
(�x)2

A
: (5)
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Figure 2: Isochrons of the MMO cube. The inner red ellipse indicates the quality of
the approximation.r = migration aperture,b = DMO excursion

CONCLUSION

The objective of this thesis was to study amplitude distortions of the output of velocity
independent partial (GDMO) and full (MMO) prestack time migration methods and to
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Figure 3: Sketch, how the ellipse can be derived by computing the two half axesLb

andLr.

provide analytical descriptions of the zones of constructive interference.

For GDMO a simple equation for this one dimensional zone could be derived and
an amplitude preservation factor could be found. The zone of constructive interference
of MMO is two dimensional, which complicated the equations so that an approxima-
tion was necessary. I was able to show that this zone of constructive interference can be
well approximated by an ellipse within the two dimensional space spanned by migra-
tion distance and DMO excursion. The formulas to compute both axes of this ellipse
were derived as well. Unfortunately, these formulas still depend on zero offset time
and – even more disturbing – on dip. The objective of the analytical description of the
zone of constructive interference could be accomplished and closes this thesis.
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Reservoir-scale In-situ Permeability Tensor from
Induced Microseismicity

Serge A. Shapiro, Pascal Audigane, and Jean-Jacques Royer1
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ABSTRACT

We propose an approach for estimating the permeability tensor using seismic emis-
sion induced by borehole hydraulic tests or by a fluid injection of an arbitrary nature.
This approach provides a single estimation of the permeability tensor for the complete
heterogeneous rock volume, where the seismic emission was recorded. The approach
is an extension of the method proposed by Shapiro et al, (1997) for isotropic case.
It is based on the hypothesis, that the triggering front of the hydraulic-induced mi-
croseismicity propagates like the low-frequency second-type compressional Biot wave
(corresponding to the process of the pore-pressure relaxation) in an effective homoge-
neous anisotropic poroelastic fluid-saturated medium. The permeability tensor of this
effective medium is the permeability tensor of the heterogeneous rock volume upscaled
to the characteristic size of the seismic-active region. We demonstrate the method
using the microseismic data collected during the Hot-Dry-Rock Soultz-sous-Forˆets ex-
periment (Dyer et al., 1994). These data show that the corresponding rock volume is
characterized by a significant permeability anisotropy caused by oriented crack sys-
tems. The maximal principal component of the permeability tensor has a subvertical
orientation. It is about seven times larger than the minimal subhorizontal principal
component.

INTRODUCTION

Fluid-injection tests in boreholes as well as perturbations of the pore pressure of a nat-
ural origin (e.g., rainfalls, water-level fluctuations in artificial lakes etc.) can generate
a spontaneous seismic emission in rocks. In some locations the crust is in a failure
equilibrium so that small perturbations of the pore pressure can modify the effective
normal stress as well as the friction coefficients of the rock mass. This can lead to
microearthquakes triggering.

1email: shapiro@ensg.u-nancy.fr
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Recently, Shapiro et al. (1997) proposed to interpret the spatio-temporal evolution
of the clouds of such microseismic events in terms of propagation of the so-called slow
(second-type) Biot wave. In their approach, the real configuration of the fluid injec-
tion is assumed to be a point source of the pore pressure in an infinite homogeneous
isotropic poroelastic saturated medium. In the low-frequency limit of the Biot equa-
tions (Biot 1962) the pore-pressure perturbationp can be approximately described by
the following differential equation of diffusion:

@p

@t
= Dr2p; (1)

whereD is the hydraulic diffusivity, andt is the time. This equation corresponds to the
second-types Biot waves (the slow P-waves) in the low frequency limit and describes
linear relaxation of pore-pressure perturbations.

It is important to note, that linear equation (1) was implicitly or explicitly used in
many other works on the hydraulically induced seismicity (see, e.g., Nur and Booker,
1972, Ferreira et al, 1995, Fletcher and Sykes, 1977, Ohtake, 1974, and Talwani and
Acree 1985).

In some situations (e.g., some hydrofracturing experiments) the hydraulic diffusiv-
ity can be changed considerably by the fluid injection. This means, that in equation
(1) the quantityD must become pore-pressure dependent. Therefore, this equation
becomes non-linear. Such changes of the diffusivity take place in restricted regions
around boreholes. For instance, Cornet et al, 1997, proposed that in the Soultz bore-
hole GPK1, which we discuss below, the opening of fractures due to the ' aseismic
slip' can occur on distances of the order of 0.15km from the borehole. Due to such
' near-zone' effects also significant fluctuations of the fluid-flow rate can be observed
(e.g, see Figure 2 from Cornet et al, 1997). However, our method is aimed to estimate
the effective permeability in a large rock volume of the spatial scale of the complete
reservoir. For example, in the case of Soultz, which we will refer to below this rock
volume has the spatial characteristic size of the order of 1km.

Moreover, in a given elementary volume of the medium, the triggering of the ear-
liest microseismic events starts already before the substantial relaxation of the pore-
pressure occurs. This means, that even in the ' near zone' very earlier events occur in
the practically unchanged medium. In other words, the front of significant changes
of the medium propagates behind the quicker triggering front of earlier microseismic
events. However, it is precisely these events that are important for our approach to es-
timating the permeability. Thus, the corresponding estimate should be approximately
equal to the permeability of the unchanged medium even in such situations, where the
permeability was strongly enhanced by the hydraulic fracturing.

Because of this reason we assume that changes of the diffusivity can be neglected.
Thus, in eq. (1)D is assumed to be pressure independent.
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Moreover,D is assumed to be homogeneously distributed in the medium. When
estimating the diffusivity in such a way we replace the complete heterogeneous seismic-
active rock volume by an effective homogeneous anisotropic poroelastic fluid saturated
medium. The permeability tensor of this effective medium is the permeability tensor of
the heterogeneous rock upscaled to the characteristic size of the seismic-active region.
One can also call this effective-medium permeability tensor a ' global' permeability
tensor or an ' apparent' permeability tensor. However, its physical meaning is well
defined: it is the permeability tensor, which ensure that under an arbitrary pressure
gradient in a homogeneous medium the vectors of the fluid-flow rate will coincide
with the corresponding spatially averaged vectors of the flow rate caused by the same
pressure gradient applied now to the actual heterogeneous seismic-active rock volume.

Let us now consider a step-function-like perturbation of the pore pressure at the
injection source. For instance, this can be a rough approximation for the cases of a
borehole-hydraulic fracturing (see, e.g., Figure 2 from Cornet et al, 1997) or rainfall-
induced microseismicity. Shapiro et al. (1997) assumed that in a given elementary
volume of the medium located at the distancer from the injection source, the triggering
of microseismic events starts just before the substantial relaxation of the pore pressure
has been reached. Taking into account that the high-frequency components of the pore-
pressure perturbation (these components are characterized by a low energy) propagate
quicker than the low-frequency components (these components are characterized by a
high energy) they derived the following equation for the triggering front in an effective
isotropic homogeneous poroelastic medium:

r =
p
4�Dt: (2)

This equation describes a spatial sphere, in the interior of which a substantial re-
laxation of the pore-pressure perturbation occurred to a given timet. Thus, with a
correctly selected value of the hydraulic diffusivity, equation (2) corresponds to the
upper bound of the cloud of events in the plot of their spatio-temporal distribution
(i.e., the plot ofr versust).

Shapiro et al, (1997) used this approach for estimating the isotropic-effective-
medium hydraulic diffusivity at KTB site. In Figure 1 such a spatio-temporal distrib-
ution of the microseismicity is shown for the the microseismic data collected during
the Hot-Dry-Rock Soultz-sous-Forˆets experiment in 1993 (see Dyer et al., 1994). In
this figure the distances of hypocenters of about 9000 events from the source of the
borehole-fluid injection (which was assumed to be located approximately at the depth
2920m of the borehole GPK1; for justification of this assumption see Section 5) are
plotted as function of their occurrence times (see the more detailed description of the
data below). In addition, two curves corresponding to equation (2) withD = 0:05m2=s
andD = 0:5m2=s have been shown. It is clear that the curve withD = 0:05m2=s
is in excellent agreement with the absolute majority of microseismic events. Such
a remarkable agreement support the above concept of the triggering microseismicity.
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However, the corresponding estimate ofD is still a scalar.

In this paper, an extension of the method is developed in a way to consider the
seismic-active rock volume as an effective homogeneous fluid-saturated poroelastic
medium with an anisotropic permeability.

ANISOTROPIC PRESSURE RELAXATION

Assuming a homogeneous anisotropic medium, the equation of diffusion can be writ-
ten in the principal axis:

@p

@t
=

3X
i=1

Dii
@2p

@xi2
; (3)

whereDii are the principal components of the diffusivity tensor, andxi are the spatial
coordinates of points in the corresponding cartesian system.

Let us consider the following new system of coordinates,Xi:

Xi =
xip
"i
; (4)

where"i = 3Dii=tr(D), tr(D)=D11 +D22 +D33 andD is the hydraulic-diffusivity
tensor. In this system, equation (3) becomes:

@p

@t
=

tr(D)

3

3X
i=1

@2p

@Xi
2 : (5)

This equation is now equivalent to equation (1), i.e., it describes the isotropic relaxation

of the pore pressure with the isotropic hydraulic diffusivitytr(D)
3

. Thus, in the new
coordinate systemXi, equation (2) keeps its form:vuut 3X

i=1

Xi
2 =

s
4�

tr(D)

3
t; (6)

where the left hand part of this equation is the radius in the new coordinate system.
Taking the square of the radius and returning back to the principal coordinate system
we obtain:

3X
i=1

xi
2

Dii
= 4�t: (7)

However, it is easy to see that in the principal coordinate system the following rela-
tionship is valid:

3X
i=1

xi
2

Dii

= r2nTD�1n; (8)
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wherer2 = x21 + x22 + x23 is the radius in the principal coordinate system;n= r=jrj,
r = (x1; x2; x3)T , T denotes that the matrix (vector) is transposed, andD�1 is the
inverse matrix ofD. Therefore, the triggering front is now represented as follows:

r =

s
4�t

nTD�1n
: (9)

Note that this equation holds its form in an arbitrary rotated (i.e., not necessary princi-
pal) coordinate system. Written in a simpler, characteristic for the principal coordinate
system, form (see equation (7)) it shows that the triggering front is an ellipsoidal sur-
face. Neglecting the elastic anisotropy in comparison with the flow anisotropy one
can show that this surface has the same form as the group-velocity surface of the
anisotropic slow (second-type Biot) wave.

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

To estimate the diffusivity tensor the entire space is divided inM directional sectors (in
our caseM = 32) centered at the injection point (see Figure 2). Each sector is defined
by its maximal and minimal dips and its maximal and minimal azimuths. We define
the azimuth and the dip to be comprised between0� and360� and between�90� and
90�, respectively. The dip is positive in the half space above the injection source. In
each spatial sector the hydraulic diffusivity is estimated using the isotropic approach
of Shapiro et al, (1997), i.e., using equation (2). Thus,M values of the hydraulic
diffusivity are estimated forM different sectors of the space. We call themdirectional
diffusivitiesDi. The directional diffusivityDi approximately characterizes the process
of the pore-pressure relaxation along the directionni, given by the dip and the azimuth
of the central ray ofi-th sector. On the other hand, the triggering front in an anisotropic
medium is described by equation (9). Thus, the following system of matrix equations
can be obtained from equations (2) and (9):

ni
TD�1ni= 1=Di; for (i = 1; :::;M): (10)

Taking into account the symmetry of the matrixD, system (10) can be further
transformed to the following large matrix equation:

AX= B; (11)

whereX = (D�
11;D

�
22;D

�
33;D

�
12;D

�
13;D

�
23)

T ; B = (1=D1; :::; 1=DM)T ; D�
ij are the

terms of the inverse matrixD�1 andA is a rectangular6�M -matrix, whosei-th row
is

n21i; n
2
2i; n

2
3i; 2n1in2i; 2n1in3i; 2n2in3i; (12)

wherenji is thejth coordinate of the vectorni.
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Equation (11) provides each term of the hydraulic diffusivity tensor. For instance,
the least-square method can be applied:

X�= (ATA)�1ATB; (13)

whereX� is the least-square estimate of the vectorX. The6�6 covariance matrix for
the estimated components of matrixD�1 can be found as follows:

�2
D�

= �2R(A
TA)�1; (14)

where

�2R =
jjB�AX�jj2

M � 6
: (15)

In order to estimate the diffusivity tensor the estimated matrixD�1 should be in-
verted and diagonalized. In order to estimate the uncertainties of the diffusivity tensor
we should twice repeat this procedure, but now the components of matrixD�1 should
be reduced and increased to the amount of square roots of corresponding diagonal com-
ponents of matrix�2

D�
. In the following section we show results of this computations

for the Soultz example.

CASE STUDY: SOULTZ-SOUS-FORETS

Before to proceed further with a particular example we would like to emphasize that
the approach elaborated above is rather general and can be applied to many situations,
where a fluid injection of an artificial or a natural origin induces the seismic emission.

Let us now illustrate the approach by applying it to one of the hydrofracturing
experiments performed by SOCOMINE (France) and CSMA (UK) in Soultz-sous-
Forêt (Alsace, France).

The Hot-Dry-Rock project in Soultz-sous-Forˆet uses the geothermal anomaly of
the Rhine Graben to produce geothermal energy (G´erard et al, 1994; Baria et al, 1995;
Kappelmeyer et al, 1991). To elaborate this project, two wells, GPK1 and GPK2
were drilled to the depth of3600m and3800 m, respectively. In order to stimulate the
fracture network in the granite environment different phases of the hydraulic fracturing
were performed. During these hydraulic tests, a seismic monitoring was carried out
(Dyer et al, 1994; Beauce at al, 1995). A large-scale cloud of microevents has been
observed.

Here, we consider the GPK1 fracturing experiment conducted from 1 to 22 Sep-
tember 1993. During this test25000m3 of water was injected. More than 9300 mi-
croseismic events were localized during the injection phase (1 to 17 September; these
events are shown in Figure 1). Microseismicity was activated by the injection pressure
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of around 60 bars (6 MPa). The cloud of the microseismic events was extended from
the casing shoe (2800-3000 m) to the depth of 3400 m. The major orientation tenden-
cies of the cloud are close to the stress tensor orientation, that is, subvertical NW/SE,
in the upper part, and subvertical N/S at the bottom (see Dyer et al, 1993; further ref-
erences and data on stress can be found in Klee & Rummel, 1993 and Cornet et al,
1997). First hydraulic-based calculations provided an estimate of the permeability of
the order1017� 10�16m2 (see e.g., Jung et al, 1996 and Jung et al, 1995).

If we consider the process of the pore-pressure relaxation in this experiment as
isotropic one, Figure 1 will provide the following estimate of the permeability:5 �
10�17m2 (see below for explanations how to estimate the permeability from the hy-
draulic diffusivity). However, it is easy to see that this process is not isotropic. Indeed,
Figures 3 nad 4 show the cloud of the microearthquakes in the top- and North view for
the time intervals of 100, 200, 300 and 400 hours after the start of the injection. Tak-
ing into account the scales of these Figures (approximately, the vertical and horizontal
sizes of the boxes in the top view are 1130m and 620m, respectively; these of the North
view are 1430m and 800m, respectively) we can see that the growth velocities of the
cloud are different in different directions. Moreover, very roughly we can describe the
process by a growing ellipsoid.

Further, by extrapolation to the time 0 this representation allows to roughly localize
the injection point on the well at the depth approximately equal to2920 m. This depth
approximately corresponds to the center of the depth interval2850� 3000m, where
flow logs show a major part of the fluid loss (60%, see for detailed references Cornet
et al, 1997) from the borehole to the surrounding rocks. Thus, we approximate the real
configuration of the injection test by the point injection at the depth of2920 m. This
point was used to compute the distances from the injection source to the seismic events
(see Figures 1, 5 and 6).

After subdivision of the space intoM = 32 sectors we applied the inversion de-
scribed in the previous section. For example, Figures 5 and?? show spatio-temporal
distribution of microseismic events included in two different spatial sectors. For the
sector 1, the azimuth is comprised between315� and270� and the dip between�90�
and�45�. In the sector 2, the azimuth is comprised between225� and180� and the dip
between�90� and�45�. These two sets of points allow to estimate two directional
diffusivities of the order of0:01m2s�1 and0:035m2s�1 respectively. This illustrates
the anisotropy of the hydraulic diffusivity.

It is important to note here, that the only objective criterion to finding upper bound-
aries of point sets of the spatio-temporal distributions of events is that the parabolic
curve should be an envelope for the absolute majority of the points. A formal criterion
for this is a question of a mainly heuristic choice. For example in Soultz we looked for
parabolic curves98% of points were below of them. We return to this issue once more
in the Discussion.
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Having the directional diffusivities estimated as described above equations (13)-
(15) provide the following principal components of the hydraulic-diffusivity tensor
along with the estimates of their�-order confident intervals:

D =

0B@ 0:6� 0:2 0 0
0 1:7� 0:3 0
0 0 4:6� 2:4

1CA 10�2m2s�1 (16)

To compare the anisotropy of the permeability with the geometrical features of the
cloud we computed the covariance matrixC= fCijg centered at the injection point:

Cij =
1

n

nX
k=1

(xi(k)�mi)(xj(k)�mj); (17)

wheren is the total number of events,xi(k) are coordinates of thek-th event andmi

are the coordinates of the injection source. Note, that the matrixC is directly related
to the inertia tensor. Its principal directions show the principal-rotation axes of the
seismicity cloud.

The computations show that orientations of the principal components of the two
tensors are slightly different. They have a similar subvertical maximum-value direc-
tions, with the dip close toE75� for the matrixC andW80� for the diffusivity tensor.
The azimuth of the second-large (quasi horizontal) principal component for the diffu-
sivity tensor is close toN130�. At the same time, the cloud of microevents is prefer-
ably oriented alongN170�. However, the directional resolution of our computations
(the angular size of each sector is about40�) does not permit to confidently distinguish
between these two directions. We can state only that the both tensors show subvertical
orientation of the maximal principal components and NW/SE to N/S orientation of the
largest subhorizontal principal component.

The relationship between the tensor of the hydraulic diffusivity and the tensor of
permeability can be derived from the Biot equations (Biot, 1962). The tensorial form
of the corresponding equation of Shapiro et al., (1997) is as follows:

D = NK=�; (18)

whereK is the permeability tensor,� is the pore-fluid dynamic viscosity andN is a
poroelastic modulus which for the case of low-porosity crystalline rocks can be ap-
proximated as follows:

N =

"
�

Kf
+

�

Kg

#�1
; (19)

where� = 1 � Kd=Kg, � is the porosity , andKd;Kg;Kf , are, respectively, bulk
modules of the dry frame, of the grain material and of the fluid. Note, that we neglected
here the elastic anisotropy in comparison with the anisotropy of the permeability.
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According to the log measurements and literature data, we accepted the following
estimates:� = 0:003, � = 1:9 10�4 Pa.sec.(dynamic viscosity of a salt water at150�,
Haar et al., 1984),Kd = 49 GPa,Kg = 75 GPa andKf = 2:2 GPa. ThusN � 1:68
1011 Pa and the permeability tensor is:

K =

0B@ 0:7� 0:2 0 0
0 1:9� 0:3 0
0 0 5:2� 2:6

1CA 10�17m2 (20)

DISCUSSION

The first aspect we should discuss is the relationship between the orientation of the
microseismicity cloud and the orientation of the permeability tensor. The permeability
tensor characterizes the magnitude and the orientation of the growth rate of the seismic-
ity cloud. Generally, the symmetry of the growth rate can differ from the symmetry of
the cloud itself. Therefore, in principle, the inertia tensor of the microseismicity cloud
can have a different orientation than the permeability tensor.

The approach described here requires a very large number of events for a reliable
estimation of the orientation of the permeability tensor. In the particular case of Soultz
considered here we cannot confidently distinguish between the orientations of the per-
meability and the inertia tensors. However, there may exist natural reasons for this.
For instance, it is probable that in fractured reservoirs the symmetry of microseismic-
ity clouds coincides with the symmetry of filtration-path distributions.

Studies on cores collected on the wells at Soultz have revealed a high density frac-
turing systems associated toN0� andN170� direction at the core-scale (Genter et al,
1997; Dezayes et al, 1995; Led´esert et al, 1993; Tenzer et al, 1991), and toN130�

andN40� at the micro-scale (Schild et al., 1998). Hence, the obtained orientation
of the permeability tensor, in principle, is in agreement with the observed fracturing
orientation.

Let us discuss another facet of the method. The isotropic method of Shapiro et al.
(1997) tends to provide the upper limit of the hydraulic-diffusivity estimates mainly
due to the two reasons. The first one is that in the case of the hydraulic fracturing, we
cannot completely exclude the injection caused permeability enhancement in the bore-
hole adjacent domain. However, we think that this enhancement is of a very restricted
significance because the estimates of the hydraulic diffusivity are based on parame-
ters of the outer parabolic boundary of the spatio-temporal distribution of microevents.
Thus, the permeability estimates are related to an early low-energetic triggering front
propagating in the as yet practically unchanged medium (see also the Introduction). In-
deed, the prior to hydrofracturing hydraulic-based determinations of the apparent per-
meability for the GPK1 depth interval2850�3400mprovided value of2:5�10�17m2
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(Jung et al, 1996). This is in a good agreement with the above results for the perme-
ability tensor. Thus, the method indeed provides a pre-hydrofracturing permeability.
This is also indirectly confirmed by new calculations (Shapiro et al, 1998) which we
have performed for the microseismic activity induced by later injection tests (1995-
1996) in GPK2. The corresponding (isotropic) estimates of the diffusivity prior to the
stimulation were of the same order as shown here. After the stimulation they became
five to ten times higher than those obtained here. Therefore, we were able to estimate
these changes, i.e., the method allows to quantify and to monitor the hydrofracturing
impact on rock masses.

The second (more general) reason, why the method tends to provide the upper
bound of the permeability is hidden in the very nature of the approach. We are looking
for the upper bound of the point multitude on the plot of the spatio-temporal distribu-
tion of events. Following this principle, our calculations also give the upper-bound for
the permeability tensor. It is clear now, that the plot of the complete spatio-temporal
distribution of microevents provides an estimate, which should be close to the largest
principal component of the permeability tensor. This is also the case for the considered
example of Soultz (see Figure 1).

Note also, that the criteria for fitting the upper parabolic boundaries to spatio-
temporal distributions of events are of partially heuristic character. These curves
should be envelopes for the absolute majority of events. In the case of Soultz we
looked for envelopes of98% of all points. In fact, very similar semi-heuristic char-
acter has the numerical coefficient under square root of equation (2). Considering the
characteristic frequencies of pore-pressure perturbations Shapiro et al (1997) proposed
that this coefficient should be approximately equal to4�. However, this coefficient,
as well as the fitting criteria can be improved by a calibration of the diffusivity esti-
mates with available results of large-scale hydraulic tests. It is interesting to note, that
the good agreement between the estimated here permeability tensor and the previous
hydraulic-based estimates was obtained without any calibration. Thus, the criteria and
coefficients used here are appropriate. Moreover, it is important to understand that the
results the method provides onthe spatial orientation of the permeability tensor and its
anisotropy (i.e., principal-component proportions) are completely objective and does
not require any calibration.

Before to conclude the discussion, we should once more point out the upscaling
(i.e., effective-medium) character of the permeability-tensor estimates providing by the
method (see Introduction). This means that all, the values of the principal components
of the permeability, as well as their orientation and proportions (i.e., the permeability
anisotropy), is influenced by smaller-scale local heterogeneities.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the characteristic, parabolic-bounded-domain
behavior of the spatio-temporal distributions of the injection-induced seismic emission
can be widely observed (see for example Figure 2 from Fehler et al, 1998). An appro-
priate interpretation of such data can provide hydraulic properties of rocks in-situ.
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CONCLUSIONS

A new method for estimating the in-situ reservoir-scale permeability tensor using the
microseismic emission induced during a fluid injection has been developed. According
to the data provided by the Hot-Dry-Rock site of Soultz-sous-Forˆets, the permeability
tensor obtained is in a good agreement with the previous hydraulic estimations. Its
orientations and principal components reveal a significant subvertical tendency for a
maximal permeability of(5:2�2:6)10�17m2. This corresponds to the fractured granite
permeability of Soultz-sous-Forˆets before hydrofracturing.
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Figure 1: Distances of the events from the injection source versus their occurrence
time for the Soultz-Sous-Forets experiment: Borehole GPK1, September 1-22, 1993.
For this figure the complete cloud of the microseismicity recorded during the injection
time (1-17 Sept.) was used.

Figure 2: Scheme of the space decomposition in 32 sectors.
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Figure 3: The top view of the microseismic cloud a)100 h, b)200 h, c)300 h, d)400 h
after the start of the injection.
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Figure 4: The the North view of the microseismic cloud a)100 h, b)200 h, c)300 h,
d)400 h after the start of the injection.
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Crack imaging in randomly heterogeneous media

Kai-Uwe Vieth, Sergei A. Shapiro1
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ABSTRACT

In reservoir characterization or non destructive testing it is necessary to get a better
understanding of the effect of fractures on the wave field and to be able to image cracks,
respectively. Here, the crack is within a randomly heterogeneous media. The Kirchhoff
migration is applied followed by computing the envelope which emphasizes the crack.
Additionally, using coherence analysis increases resolution.

INTRODUCTION

A reservoir is characterized rather by an ensemble of cracks or fractures than by one
single crack. Hence, the extend of the extensive fractured region is of interest and their
effect on seismograms which have to be analyzed. At the beginning of our work we
concentrate on imaging one crack surrounded by a randomly heterogeneous media.
We use the well known Kirchhoff migration and compute afterwards the envelope
which improves the image, i.e. it is easier to localize the crack. During the Kirchhoff
migration we supplementarily do coherence computations which help us to interpret
or verify the result. As we focus on a single crack the work is attractive for non
destructive testing where damaged material, e.g. concrete, often has prominent cracks
but not necessarily a cluster of it.

GENERATING THE MODEL

Before we start producing some synthetic data we have to generate somehow a ran-
domly heterogeneous medium. In the following we describe the parameters of the
slightly modified program MEDIUM2D (Burr (1996)) which produces the model needed.

The synthetic model is bounded by a thin layer of air. The width and height of the
model is 0.1 m. The ellipses which represent gravel of different sizes make up 50 % of

1email: kuvieth@gpirs1.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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the overall area. The gravel has a P-velocity of 4.03 km/s, a density of 2.59 g/cm3 and
a standard P/S-ratio of

p
3. The background material, i.e. the cement, has a P-velocity

of 3.95 km/s, a density of 2.17 g/cm3 and also a P/S-ratio of
p
3. The little white spots

in Figure 1 indicate air inclusions. Their content amounts to 4 %. The area of the crack
is about 8 mm2.
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Figure 1: On theleft side is a heterogeneous concrete model with a defect, i.e. the
crack. The ellipses represent gravel within cement. Theright side shows the plane-
wave response calculated with the Finite Difference programULTIMOD using a ro-
tated staggered grid.

GENERATING AND IMAGING SYNTHETIC DATA

The Finite Difference program ULTIMOD (Karrenbach (1995)) is used to compute the
propagation of a plane/wave through the model. In order to handle high contrasts the
computations in ULTIMOD are performed on a rotated staggered grid. For more details
concerning this modification please refer to Saenger and Shapiro (1998) (this issue).
A Ricker1 wavelet (first derivative of the Gaussian distribution curve) is propagated.
Its fundamental frequency is 300 kHz, whereas the maximum frequency is 500 kHz.
The plane-wave response is depicted on the right in Figure 1. Different observations
can be made:

� the seismogram looks wavy, frayed and changes smoothly

� the amplitude of the back-echo is about as strong as the reflection of the crack

� lots of diagonal reflections possessing slopes of opposite sign occur.
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As we do not have a layered medium or a different medium where it makes sense to
use a velocity function for migration, we have to use an effective velocity. This ve-
locity cannot just be an average P- or S-velocity but also has to take the lengthened
ray path due to multiple scattering into account. We pick along the receiver line a few
traveltimes of the back-echo in order to calculate the effective velocity of the medium.
In Figure 1 it can be seen clearly that the reflection of the bottom of the model varies
along the modelwidth because the plane-wave is scattered. Thereafter, this velocity is
the migration velocity. Notice the wavefront healing that occurs after the plane-wave
passes the crack which is noticeable by the fact that the back-echo is a continuous re-
flection.

Figure 2 shows the Kirchhoff migration of the plane-wave response on the left.
It is quite surprising that the crack is imaged with such a good quality although the
unmigrated data do look very complicated. No further processing steps are applied
before the migration. We tried to improve the image by suppressing the slanted events
in the (� ,p)-domain. This effort did not yield better results.
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Figure 2:The migration of the plane-wave response is on theleft. On theright is the
envelope of the migrated section.

Another processing step was much more successful. We computed after the migra-
tion the envelope or instantaneous amplitude, respectively. Now, the image becomes
much more distinct as one can see and compare in Figure 2. Areas of high amplitude
which do not correspond to the crack fade out after the envelope has been calculated.
Only the reflection of the crack is left over. Unfortunately, these benefits have to be
paid by decreasing resolution.

Using coherence analysis during the migration process we tried to improve the ex-
pressiveness of the image. The semblance (Neidell and Taner (1971)) is calculated
along the diffraction parabola while simultaneously summing along it for the migra-
tion. The output is shown on the left in Figure 3. The semblance values are in the
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Figure 3:On theleft the semblance is depicted which is calculated during the Kirch-
hoff migration. Theright figure is the result of the migrated seismogram multiplied by
the semblance section.

interval of one and zero. One means maximal coherency, whereas zero is associated
with minimal coherency. The reflection of the crack is displayed by high semblance
values. On the right side in Figure 3 the output of the multiplication of the migrated
section with the semblance is displayed. Comparing this weighted image with the
original one of Figure 2 makes the improvement obvious. The reflection of the crack
is more pronounced. Nevertheless, the width of the reflection suggests the crack to be
nearly twice as big as it is actually in the model.

Obviously, this is not the case for the semblance of the image on the left in Figure
3. To have a closer look at it, Figure 4 depicts a zoom of the crack in the concrete
model and the corresponding part of the semblance data. Figure 4 demonstrates nicely
that the crack is associated with the top boundary of the first region of high coherence
values. The regions of high amplitudes or high coherence values being on top of
each other appear due to the input wavelet which has a positive and a negative peak.
The extension of the upper coherence region matches the crack perfectly. Thus, the
semblance plot yields excellent results concerning detection and resolution.

CONCLUSION

We gained good results in imaging a crack in a randomly heterogeneous medium.
It has been shown that the semblance, computed simultaneously, and the envelope,
computed after Kirchhoff migration, complement one another, very well. The envelope
pronounces the existence of a crack and the semblance provides good resolution in the
corresponding area.
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Figure 4: The left figure shows a zoom of the concrete and theright figure is the
corresponding zoom of the semblance.
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ABSTRACT

Applying well-known techniques from scattering theory, we present a description of
the wavefield of an initial plane wave vertically propagating in 2-D and 3-D random
media. This proceeding enables us to construct the Green's function dependent on the
second order statistics of the medium heterogeneities. In a further step we are going
to obtain a valuable tool for inversion and modeling. We briefly show how to derive
the statistical approximations and discuss their limitations.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic waves propagating in randomly multi-layered media are subjected to strati-
graphic filtering. The physical reason is the multiple scattering by 1-D inhomogeneities.
In random stationary media, explicit approximations for the transmissivities of obliquely
incident P- and SV-plane waves have been found by applying the second-order Rytov
approximation to the 1-D multiple scattering problem in the frequency domain. This
description is known as the generalized O' Doherty-Anstey formalism (Shapiro et al.
(1996a)). However, the earth, the lithosphere and especially reservoirs may have a very
complex structure. Therefore the concept of 2-D or 3-D random media can be a more
suitable and more general description. The random medium consists of a constant
background of a certain medium parameter and its corresponding fluctuations with
a given spatial correlation function. Amplitudes and phases of wavefields fluctuate
in random media. Furthermore, averaged wavefields are characterized by attenuation
and dispersion. The underlying motivation of understanding these wavefield charac-
teristics is the construction of Green's functions for heterogeneous media. The latter
is extremely useful in order to apply any kind of inversion technique, a fundamental
problem in exploration seismics. This study is based on two theoretical studies of
propagation of a compressional plane wavefield in 2-D or 3-D random media char-
acterized by isotropic stationary velocity fluctuations (see Shapiro and Kneib (1993)
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and Shapiro et al. (1996b)). Due to scattering by the inhomogeneities the wavefield
becomes distorted and can be described as a sum of coherent and incoherent wave-
field. Which part of the wavefield is actually measured in experiments depends on
the size of the used receiver. In geophysical applications the receivers are small com-
pared with the wavelength and the size of inhomogeneities, such that both parts of the
wavefield become significant. Therefore there may occur a discrepancy between the
recorded wavefield and the coherent wavefield (meanfield). The latter is described by
the so-called meanfield theory. Here we present a description of the wavefield in a
perturbation approximation.

ATTENUATION AND DISPERSION

The paper of Shapiro and Kneib (1993) deals with scattering attenuation. Starting point
for an analysis of acoustic scattering is the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, which is
a integral solution to the scattering problem. Unfortunately, this is not an analytical
closed representation and hence reduces its applications. One way to get around this
problem is the linearization by a smooth perturbation approximation, often referred to
as Rytov approximation (Ishimaru (1978)). The Rytov method describes the wavefield
u(r) asu(r) = exp(	(r)) and develops a series solution of the exponent	(r). The
real part of	(r) represents the fluctuations of the logarithm of the amplitude (log-
amplitude fluctuations); the imaginary part represents phase fluctuations. For not too
long travel distances, where the coherent part of the wavefield dominates, analytical
expressions are found for the mean logarithm of amplitude in the first Rytov approxi-
mation. That is, relations are established between the autocorrelation functions of the
velocity fluctuations and the autocorrelation functions of the amplitude fluctuations.
The paper of Shapiro et al. (1996b) follows along the same strategy: the averaged
phase can be described by the crosscorrelation functions of amplitude level and phase
fluctuations as well as the coherent phase obtained in the Bourret approximation which
is in fact an approximation to the Dyson equation (Rytov et al. (1987)). The phase
fluctuations cause traveltime fluctuations when considering wavefield registrations at
points of surfaces parallel to the wavefront of the initial plane wave. This results in
the so-called velocity shift and is physically explained by the fast-path effect (see e.g.
Samuelides and Mukerji (1998)). The validity range of these descriptions are weak
wavefield fluctuations and inhomogeneities with spatial sizes of the order or larger
than the wavelength. More precisely, weak fluctuations mean that the log-amplitude
variance is smaller than0:5.
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GREEN'S FUNCTION

We consider a time-harmonic plane wave vertically propagating in a 2-dimensional
random medium. The next step is to combine the results of the mean logarithm of
amplitude and phase fluctuations, as discussed in the previous section, in order to get
a Green's function of the medium as a function of travel-distance, variance of veloc-
ity fluctuations, correlation length of the assumed correlation function and frequency,
respectively. In the frequency domain we obtain the following results for the ensemble-
averaged exponenth	(L; �2v; a; k)i:

h	(L; �2v; a; k)i = h�i+ ih�i (1)

with

h�i = ��2�� ; (2)

h�i = �c � �0 � �2�� (3)

whereL means travel-distance in the vertical direction,�2v is the variance of the veloc-
ity fluctuations,a the spatial correlation length of the fluctuations andk is the back-
ground wavenumber (k = !

c
, when! denotes frequency andc the constant background

velocity), respectively. The amplitude level variance and crossvariance of amplitude
level and phase fluctuations read in the first Rytov approximation:
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Finally, the coherent phase can be written in the Bourret approximation as

�c � �0 = 4�k3L
Z 1

2k

�2D(�)p
�2 � 4k2

: (6)

The function�2D(�) is the 2-D Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the
velocity fluctuations. The corresponding results for 3-D random media read similar.
These are not analytical closed recipes, but they can be easily evaluated by numerical
integration. In the particular case of exponentially correlated velocity fluctuations, the
above expressions can be simplified to give
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where

b =
L

2a2k
r =

1p
1 + 4a2k2

: (9)

HereJ1 andY1 are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind,F , E are the
elliptic integrals of the first and second kind. In equation (8) only one integral remains
to be solved numerically. These relations also hold for isotropic elastic random media.
Gold (1997) discussed the generalizations of the Rytov as well as the Bourret approx-
imations to elastic media. Therefore the results obtained for acoustic waves should be
applicable in elastic media.
By means of the inverse Fourier transform, we obtain the time-dependent response
due to the initial plane wave. Currently we are working on the confirmation of the an-
alytical proceeding by finite difference simulations of wave propagation in 2-D elastic
random media with Gaussian, exponential and von Karman correlation functions. An
extension of these results to the case of anisotropic random media, characterized by
anisotropic spatial correlation functions, should generally be possible. Such models
are meaningful for investigations of wave propagation in the lithosphere as well as in
seismic exploration.

CONCLUSION

We consider a time-harmonic plane wave traveling through a random medium which
is assumed to be a realistic model of reservoirs and large regions of the lithosphere.
These media are characterized by stationary velocity fluctuations as well as a spatial
correlation function. With help of the Rytov approximation we obtain a description of
the wavefield which takes into account the multiple forward scattering. Applying the
inverse Fourier transform we get the wavefield due to a delta-pulse excitation. This
is nothing else but the Green's function. With that knowledge arbitrary waveforms
may be investigated. In other words, we are going to obtain the Green's functions of
statistical macro models of small-scale heterogeneities. The results can be useful for
modeling as well as inverse problems.
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ABSTRACT

The modeling of elastic waves with an explicit Finite Difference (FD) scheme on a
staggered grid can cause instability problems when the medium possesses high con-
trast discontinuities. We have derived a new rotated staggered grid where all medium
parameters are defined at appropriate positions within an elementary cell for the fol-
lowing operations. Using this grid it is possible to simulate the propagation of elastic
waves in a medium containing cracks, pores or free surfaces without applying bound-
ary conditions. In this report we show a synthetic example and compare the stability
limit and the dispersion error for the new rotated staggered grid with the results of the
standard staggered grid.

INTRODUCTION

An often used way of modeling the propagation of elastic waves are FD methods, dis-
cretizing the elastodynamic wave equation. They can be separated in time domain FD
methods [Dablain (1986); Kneib and Kerner (1993)], using the 2nd order wave equa-
tion, and velocity stress methods, solving two coupled first order equations [Virieux
(1986); Levander (1988)]. Using a staggered grid, where spatial derivatives are de-
fined halfway between two grid points, both methods have the same locations of the
modeling parameters within an elementary cell. A major disadvantage of a standard
staggered grid is the fact that some modeling parameters are defined on inter grid lo-
cations, such that they have to be averaged or the grid values halfway have to be used.
This leads to inaccurate results or instability problems when the propagation of waves
in media with strong fluctuations of the elastic parameters (cracks, pores) is simulated.
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DIFFERENT STAGGERED GRIDS

The FD modeling scheme bases on the discretization of the elastodynamic wave equa-
tion [Gubernatis et al. (1977)]:

�(r) �ui(r) = (Cijkl(r)uk;l(r));j + f(r)

Here,u denotes the displacement,Cijkl denotes the stiffness tensor and� is the den-
sity. In this equation we used standard tensor index convention. Indices that occur
twice imply summation. The subscript; j denotes differentiation with respect to the
coordinatej.
Neglecting outer forces and boundary conditions, we have the following operations to
calculate the acceleration�u, starting from the wavefield :

� We calculate�kl = uk;l.

� We calculate the stress�ij = Cijkluk;l.

� We calculate the divergence of the stress�ij;j.

� We calculate the acceleration�ui = 1
�
�ij;j.

The following step is the time update: calculating the wavefield at the next timestep
from acceleration and the wavefield at the previous timesteps. This requires accelera-
tion and the wavefield to be defined at the same position within the grid. On a staggered
grid, spatial derivatives are located between the original points. This has the effect of
much better results for numerical dispersion compared with centered grids, especially
for the case of high-order spatial derivation operators. Considering the above opera-
tions, necessary for calculating the acceleration and taking into account the definition
of a staggered grid, Virieux (1986) came up with the elementary cell for an isotropic
elastic medium given in Figure 1 .

Figure 1: Locations, where
strains, velocity (displacements),
and elastic parameters are defined
by Virieux (1986). Note, that the
velocity components are not de-
fined at the same location.� and
� denote the Lam´e parameters.
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We can see that within an elementary cell there are two density locations and two
locations where the Lam´e parameter� is defined. Hence, we have to interpolate den-
sity and shear modulus. The density is defined at the corners but are needed halfway
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each side of the cell. Therefore, they can be interpolated. The remaining problem is
the accurate averaging of the shear modulus at the corners of the cell, and we have
found no general solution of this problem in literature. An often used method [Kneib
and Kerner (1993)] is to take the medium parameters of the cell for the side and corner
locations, taking not into account that medium and wavefield parameters are multiplied
which are not located at exactly the same position. This results directly in instability
problems, if the medium contains very high contrasts.
The problems described above can be overcome if we find a grid, where all parameters
are defined at positions so that no averaging of modeling parameters is necessary and
no medium parameters from disadvantageous position have to be used. Starting with
the assumption that all stiffness tensor elements are located at the same position, we
arrive directly at the elementary cell of the new rotated staggered grid given in Figure
2 . In this grid, no averaging of elastic parameters is necessary. With this modified grid
we can model a medium that contains very high contrasts of the elastic parameters and
of the density.

Figure 2: Locations where strains,
displacements, density, and elastic
parameters are defined on the new
rotated staggered grid. Spatial
derivations are performed along
the~x- and~z-axes.
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Considering the grid in Figure 2, the next step is to give up the limitation of
isotropic media and of quadratic elementary cells. We find that all elements of the
stiffness tensor are located at the position of� and�, therefore the grid can be applied
to all kinds of anisotropy (up to triclinic).

DISCRETIZATION OF DERIVATIVES

Since the wave equation contains derivatives in x- and z- direction and the modeling
scheme contains derivatives along the~x- and ~z-axes, we have to express derivatives
along the old (x- and z-) axes in terms of derivatives along the new axes. For the new
rotated staggered grid we find (D~x andD~z are the differentiation operators along the
~x- and~z- directions):
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MODELING EXAMPLE

The modeling result given in Figure 3 we obtained using the new rotated staggered
grid. Using a standard staggered grid [eg. Kneib and Kerner (1993)], this simulation
could not be done because the modeling was unstable for high contrasts of the elastic
parameters.
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Figure 3: On theleft side a heterogeneous concrete model with a defect, i.e. the crack,
is shown. The ellipses represent gravel within cement. The concrete model is bounded
by a thin layer of air. Theright figure shows a Z-snapshot after a part of a plane wave
has been reflected by the crack.

As medium we used a concrete model with a crack. Such a sample was used for
non-destructive testing with ultrasound by other groups in our research project. At
the interfaces of air-concrete we have very high contrasts of the elastic parameters
and the density. The crack also consists of air. Modeling was done without applying
any boundary conditions. We use a modified version of the Finite Difference program
ULTIMOD [Karrenbach (1995)] to do the calculations with the new rotated staggered
grid.
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STABILITY AND DISPERSION

Since FD modeling approximates derivatives by numerical operators and uses Taylor
polynomials to perform the time update, inaccuracies occur, especially for coarse grids.
One can separate these numerical errors into amplitude and phase errors. In principle,
for a plane wave propagating through a homogeneous medium, the amplitude must be
conserved, and the velocity of propagation should not be frequency-dependent. In FD
modeling, it is possible that the amplitude increases exponentially with every timestep.
In this case, the modeling scheme is said to be unstable. Velocity errors, also called
numerical dispersion, can not be excluded completely but can be estimated and, there-
fore, reduced to a known and acceptable degree. The goal of this section is to give the
stability limit (von Neumann, for more details see eg. Crase (1990)), and to show the
dispersion error in the case of 8th order spatial derivatives and a 2nd order time update.
The results for the standard staggered grid [eg. Kneib and Kerner (1993)] and for the
new rotated staggered grid are given in order to compare in section and in section .
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Results for the standard staggered grid

The stability limit for thestandard staggered grid [eg. Kneib and Kerner (1993)] is
(2D, 2nd order in time, h := grid spacing,an := coefficients of the space operator):

vmax�t=h � 1=(
p
2
X
n

janj) (� = 100%)

Figure 4: Relative accuracy of
phase velocity for thestandard
staggered grid (2D). The propaga-
tion angle relative to the grid is0o.
Curves are computed with second
order in time and 8th order in space.
The value of� denotes the percent-
age of the respective stability limit.
The vertical dashed line shows the
limit of the dispersion criterion.
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Figure 5: Relative accuracy of
phase velocity for thestandard
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To avoid a relative error in phase velocity of more than 1%, when using thestan-
dard staggered grid, one has to satisfy the following two criteria (2D, 2nd order in
time, 8th order in space, Central Limit coefficients [Karrenbach (1995); Kindelan et al.
(1990)]):
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1. Stability criterion (standard staggered grid):

vmax�t=h < 0:25� 46%� 1=(
p
2
X
n

janj) () � = 46%)

2. Dispersion criterion (standard staggered grid):

vmin

fmax
=h > 3 (see the dashed line in F ig:4 and in F ig:5)
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Results for the new rotated staggered grid

The stability limit for the newrotated staggered grid is (2D, 2nd order in time, h :=
grid spacing,an := coefficients of the space operator):

vmax�t=h � 1=(
X
n

janj) (� = 100%)

Figure 6: Relative accuracy of
phase velocity for the newrotated
staggered grid (2D). The propaga-
tion angle relative to the grid is0o.
Curves are computed with second
order in time and 8th order in space.
The value of� denotes the percent-
age of the respective stability limit.
The vertical dashed line shows the
limit of the dispersion criterion.
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Figure 7: Relative accuracy of
phase velocity for the newrotated
staggered grid. The propagation
angle relative to the grid is45o. The
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To avoid a relative error in phase velocity of more than 1%, when using the new
rotated staggered grid, one has to satisfy the following two criteria (2D, 2nd order in
time, 8th order in space, Central Limit coefficients [Karrenbach (1995); Kindelan et al.
(1990)]):
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1. Stability criterion (newrotated staggered grid):

vmax�t=h < 0:25
p
2 � 46%� 1=(

X
n

janj) () � = 46%)

2. Dispersion criterion (newrotated staggered grid):

vmin

fmax
=h > 3

p
2 (see the dashed line in F ig:6 and in F ig:7)

CONCLUSION

The grid modifications shown in this report enable modeling of arbitrary inhomo-
geneities without boundary conditions in two and three dimensions, as well as in all
kinds of anisotropic media. The dispersion analysis shows that there is no essential
difference in phase velocity error between the standard staggered grid and the new
rotated grid. Until now, no limitations concerning applications of the modified grid
have been found by the authors. Thus, a major improvement of FD modeling has been
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Statistical characterization of fractured rocks by
seismic wavefield analysis

Stephan Bojinski, Sergei A. Shapiro, Norbert Gold, and Jochen Stanullo1

keywords:fractured rocks, random media, wavefield statistics

ABSTRACT

Seismic characterization of fractured media is an important task in teleseismics and
exploration seismology, as well as in non-destructive testing. The statistical properties
of the wavefield that propagates in a fractured material are employed to characterize
the material and to observe changes induced by external stress.

Ultrasonic wavefields records are obtained on fibre-reinforced composite samples that
were subject to different levels of externally applied loading. They serve as a model
for heterogeneous rocks with cracks.

The statistical wavefield fluctuation parameter" is introduced, defined as the ratio
of the incoherent to the coherent wavefield amplitude. Looking at intensities, we can
identify higher fluctuation levels with increasing scattering of the wavefield on inho-
mogeneities. These inhomogeneities, e. g. cracks, are partially induced by external
stress. The underlying theory is based on the Rytov approximation, assuming weak
scattering and wavelengths shorter than the characteristic size of inhomogeneities.

The results for the averaged square of", h"2i, show a clear dependence of the sta-
tistical wavefield fluctuation on the internal damage of the material. Different char-
acteristic levels of fluctuation can be identified, yielding a valuable method for non-
destructive testing as well as for the characterization of fractured zones in the Earth.

The quantitative analysis successfully reproduced theoretical predictions. It also pre-
sents the concept for a calculation of statistical medium parameters, such as the vari-
ance� and the correlation lengtha.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic signals are distorted by medium inhomogeneities due to, among other effects,
scattering. This is a commonly observed fact in various seismological applications,

1email: sbojinsk@gpiwap5.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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such as teleseismics or, for a different frequency range, non-destructive testing. Scat-
tering mechanisms are inherently dependent on the frequency of the wave, medium
contrasts and the size of inhomogeneities. What we desire is an inversion based on
wavefield characteristics that yields information on medium properties, i. e. the size
and kind of scattering objects. The effect of random inhomogeneities on the phase ve-
locity has been studied by Shapiro et al. (1996). A treatise on wave attenuation caused
by scattering can be found in Shapiro and Kneib (1993).
We present a new concept by defining a statistical parameter gained from the wave-
field that relates incoherent to coherent intensity. Based on the Rytov approximation
derived by Ishimaru (1978), a random acoustic medium is assumed, with parameters
fluctuating weakly and large-scale inhomogeneities compared to the wavelength.
Considering meanfield theory (Ishimaru (1978)), we then verify the significance of the
introduced statistical parameter with respect to the medium.

RANDOM MEDIA

Physical quantities that describe a random medium, such as density and the Lam´e pa-
rameters� and�, can be conceived as stationary random fields in space. These are
characterized by their statistical moments, which can be calculated by ensemble av-
eraging over a great number of realizations. A statistical ensemble contains a set of
realizations with identical moments. If the moments of an ensemble are equal to the
moments of the realizations for a given argument, i. e. space, the medium described
by the random field is called an ergodic medium.
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Figure 1: Example for a random medium created with an exponential correlation func-
tion. The correlation length isa=25 m.
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Common autocorrelation functions that describe a random medium are the Gaussian,
the exponential and the von-Karman function. An example for a random medium cre-
ated with an exponential law is shown in Fig. 1. The correlation lengtha follows
from the choice of autocorrelation function and is proportional to the size of inhomo-
geneities. It is a measure of how strongly the parameter varies in space. A complete
treatment of random process theory can be found in Rytov et al. (1987).

WAVE PROPAGATION IN RANDOM MEDIA

At a pointr in a random medium, the wavefield can be described as

u(r; t) = hu(r; t)i+ uf(r; t) : (1)

hui represents the coherent field (meanfield) anduf is the fluctuation ofu and
called the incoherent field. The angular bracketshi denote statistical averaging. It is
huf i = 0.
We also define coherent, incoherent and total intensity as

Ic = jhuij2
If = hjuf j2i
It = Ic + If :

In the validity range of the Rytov approximation (Ishimaru (1978)), we consider an
acoustic wavefield with neglected backscattering. This implies constant total intensity
(It = const:).

We now introduce the fluctuation parameter� by

� � ju� huij
jhuij =

juf j
jhuij (2)

or alternatively, in terms of intensities

h�2i = If
Ic

: (3)
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h�2i represents a measure for the wavefield fluctuation. It depends on frequency, as
higher frequencies are generally scattered more strongly than lower ones, and it is sub-
ject of interest what kind of scattering mechanism we have in the medium. Of course,
h�2i also depends on medium parameters, such as variance�2 and correlation length
a, as will be shown in the following.
The region whereh�2i � 1 is called the weak fluctuation region; forh�2i � 1, the
incoherent intensity dominates and the wave propagates in a region of strong fluctua-
tions (Shapiro and Kneib (1993)).
From (3), it follows forh�2i � 1

h�2i � 2�huiL (4)

with �hui being the meanfield scattering coefficient. For�hui, one obtains for har-
monic waves and by using the Born approximation

�hui � �2ak2 : (5)

Hence, combining (4) and (5), we get

h�2i = 2�2a(
2�

c
�)2L (6)

where� denotes frequency andL traveldistance of the wave. Taking the logarithm,
a simple linear expression follows

lnh�2i = ln(2�2a(
2�

c
�o)

2L) + 2 ln(
�

�o
) (7)

which relatesh�2i and� in an easily verifiable way (�o = 1 Hz).

APPLICATION TO REAL DATA

In the field of non-destructive testing, ultrasonic measurements represent a versatile
method for the investigation of materials with respect to their elastic properties. In
this work, real data from such an experiment serve as test input for the theory. The
measurement is carried out on a fibre-glass reinforced composite sample (see Fig. 2)
that finds widespread use in engineering and construction applications. Fig. 3 shows a
section comparable with a seismic zero-offset section.
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The experimental goal is to characterize and distinguish the sample in terms of
increasing degree of damage. Firstly, the measurement is carried out on the undamaged
sample with an induced mean frequency of 10 MHz.
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Figure 2: Enlarged photograph of a fibre-reinforced composite, a model for a rock with
cracks.

Then, a strain of 1% is applied perpendicular to the wave propagation direction.
Afterwards, the measurement is made on the released (presumably internally dam-
aged) sample, and the procedure gets repeated for strains of 2% and 3% .
The externally applied strain induces cracks within the sample, as displayed in Fig. 2,
and it is reasonable to assume that the number of cracks increases with strain. Micro-
scopical examinations confirm that the crack width does not exceed the order of10�5

m, as already suggested by Fig. 2. The mean wavelength of the signal is�� = 2:56�10�4
m with c = 2:56 km/s .
A good coupling between source (ultrasonic piezo transducer) and sample is guaran-
teed by putting the sample in water during the measurement. For the computation
of h�2i, we use the transmitted signal (one-way through the sample) for data quality
reasons rather than the reflected signal shown in the lower half of Fig. 3.

RESULTS FOR THE FLUCTUATION PARAMETER h�2i

We now utilize the supplied real data sets as input for the theoretical considerations
made above. We choose the transmitted signal and computeh�2i by the governing
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Figure 3: The early amplitude represents the input signal; the signal in the lower half
of the section is the reflection at the bottom of the sample.

equation (3). Theh�2i - frequency relation is being evaluated and discussed as follows:

Figure 4:lnh�2i dependence on frequency for different strains applied: 0% (solid), 1%
(large dashed), 2% (fine dashed), 3% (dotted).

Fig. 4 shows the overall dependence between lnh�2i and the frequency� for exper-
iments with different strains having been applied. The frequency ranges from 0 to 16
MHz, comprising the weak fluctuation region. For higher frequencies, the wavefield
fluctuation tends to a constant at high level (saturation occurs), which is not subject of
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Figure 5: Linear approximations to the curves in Fig. 4 for a) 0%, b) 1%, and c) 2%
maximum strain applied to the samples.

further interest here.
Qualitatively, a clear distinction can be made between different states of the sample,
depending on strain. In the range of 3.5 MHz to 12 MHz, the curves display a fairly
smooth behaviour. For lower frequencies (< 3 MHz), some highh�2i amplitudes oc-
cur, but they can be interpreted as artefacts due to the frequency content of the input
signal.

Taking a closer look at the smooth part of the curves and displaying it on double-
logarithmic axes, Fig. 5 shows single curves that are approximated by straight lines
following a least squares fit. According to equation (7), one expects a linear relation,
i. e. a straight line with a slope of 2, if the assumptions made on the medium are valid.
The slopes are betweenm = 2:16 andm = 2:40 with an average larger than 2 and
tending to increase with higher levels of fluctuation. We observe a rather good fit for
the 0% and 1% cases and less matching of the straight line for 2%, which might be
due to higher order scattering terms. Theory predicts a linear dependence ofh"2i on
the squared frequency. A deviation from this relationship, as expressed by the slopes
of the fitted straight lines, does not exceed 15%, if we restrict ourselves to the 0% and
1% cases.

As a result of the quantitative analysis of the statistical wavefield fluctuation, it is
possible to draw conclusions on the statistics of the medium in which the waves prop-
agate. It is necessary for this purpose to assume that the straight line approximation to
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Evaluation ofln(2�2aL(2��0
c0

)2) for m = 2

ln(�[Hz]=1[Hz]) lnh"2i �2a [m]

0% 16.1 -2.16 2:48 � 10�8

1% 16.1 -0.49 1:32 � 10�7

2% 16.1 0.49 3:52 � 10�7

c0 = 2:5 � 103m=s; L = 3:81 � 10�3m; �0 = 1Hz

Table 1: Calculation of statistical medium properties by evaluating the straight line fit from
Fig. 5, assuming a quadratic power law betweenh"2i and frequency�.

the fluctuation graphs is valid and matches real data aptly. This means relatively con-
stant slopes of lines within one configuration of parameters. We assume that for high
frequencies, the relation betweenh"2i and frequency approaches the quadratic power
law, as Rayleigh scattering reduces. So, a point on the respective curves is chosen
at the high frequency end, at 9.8 MHz (16.1 on thex-axis). Then a purely quadratic
power law is assumed, resulting in a slope of 2, and the values for�2a are calculated.
Table 1 displays the results.
Here, the tendency of the combination of statistical parameters�2a to increase with
degree of strain can be seen clearly, which is due to the significant shift of the curves
to highery-values. The change in�2a is in the order of a magnitude when going up
by one percent. It remains an open question though how to obtain�2 anda sepa-
rately. Furthermore, the validity range of the quadratic power law is not clear yet. This
requires larger frequencies to be investigated.

CONCLUSION

We have based our proceeding on the Rytov approximation for wavefields in random
media. This involves large-scale inhomogeneities (a > �) and smooth parameter vari-
ation. If, in our example, scattering happened at individual cracks, we should observe
Rayleigh scattering with a�4 dependence, as� � a. This is not confirmed by the
results. On the contrary, the Rytov approximation works remarkably well. As a con-
sequence, scattering must occur on large-scale objects. This observation gives rise to
the assumption that regions of increased crack density that are themselves fairly ho-
mogeneous and large compared to the wavelength cause the scattering of the wave.
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Since the wavefield fluctuation only depends on strain, other scattering mechanisms
can certainly be excluded. The size of those regions is determined by the evaluation of
�2a.

Similar investigations using teleseismic data have been made by Ritter et al. (1997) in
order to ascertain statistical inhomogeneities of the lithosphere.

To conclude, we have found a significant and robust parameter derived from the wave-
field that allows to distinguish media with different scattering properties and to char-
acterize media quantitatively by the computation of�2a.
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Elastic Waves in Random Media. Fundamentalsof
Seismic Stratigraphi c Filtering

S. A. Shapiro and P. Hubral1
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ABSTRACT

In August 1998 we finished our book with the title above. This book treats various
generalizations of the classical O' Doherty-Anstey formula in order to describe strati-
graphic filtering effects. These are the effects that can be observed when acoustic,
elastic and electromagnetic waves propagate through astack of thin layers. Below we
givea short description of the contentsof the book.

SUMMA RY OF THE BOOK

Stacksof thin layersare aphysical reality in any sedimentary basin. Typical sonic logs
(as well as shear-wave and density logs) show that sedimentary rocks are composed
of layers with thicknesses of the order of 0:1m to 10m. Sometimes a micro layering
of even smaller characteristic sizes can be observed. This means that to a reservoir
at 4km depth the wave field must transmit through hundreds or thousands of layers.
The influence of thinly layered structures on transmitted seismic wavefields is called
stratigraphic filtering. An understanding and a reliable description of this effect is of
importance for seismic exploration and seismology. Of course, there never exists a
perfectly parallel layered geological structure. However, in many cases this model,
also called 1-D model (note that all media under consideration are assumed to be het-
erogeneousalong onespatial axisonly) can beused asafirst and useful approximation
to describe thestratigraphic filtering.

On theother hand, multilayered stackscan beobserved not only in thesolid Earth.
Oceans, atmosphere, artificial composite materials and some biological media very
often have similar structures. Moreover, many real systems are 1-D or quasi 1-D just
due to their physical nature (like e.g., communication lines). Thus, the problems of
stratigraphic filtering areof moregeneral character than seismological only.

1email: shapiro@ensg.u-nancy.fr
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The attention of seismologists and exploration geophysicists has long been at-
tracted to the problem of seismic wave propagation in parallel layered 1-D elastic
media. There exists a number of books, which are entirely or partly devoted to seis-
mic waves in layered structures (Aki and Richards, 1980; Robinson and Treitel, 1980;
Brekhovskikh and Godin, 1989; Kennett, 1983; Tygel and Hubral, 1987, etc.), without
however, giving attention to the diverse aspects of stratigraphic filtering as done here.

Often an exact computation of the recorded wavefield (i.e., the synthetic seismo-
gram) in multilayered media is unwieldy and in fact not necessary. Moreover, the exact
information on the physical parameters of these layers is never known. The principal
task of this book is to provide a simple description of mean properties (like the attenu-
ation coefficient and the phase velocity) of the transmitted wavefield in terms of a very
restricted number of statistical properties of the medium (e.g., the correlation distance
and the variances of the density and velocity-log fluctuations). These statistics can
be expected to be more reliable than the details in the log measurements, which are
always influenced by the drilling- and logging techniques.

The so-called generalized O' Doherty-Anstey formulas, which are a central topic in
this book, fulfill the above mentioned task. In contrast to deterministic models and ap-
proaches discussed in the above mentioned books, here the seismic wave propagation
in sediments is considered as a problem of wave propagation in randomly multilayered
1-D media. Effects of non perfect 1-D multilayering are not considered. The attention
is mainly concentrated on properties of plane wavefields normally or obliquely trans-
mitted through a multilayered 1-D medium (i.e., transmissivity). An approximation
of wavefields being reflected from such a medium (i.e., reflectivity) is also discussed.
Effects of inelasticity are touched in the considerations of poroelastic media and AVO-
corrections.

The book is organized as follows:

In Chapter 1 we give a short description of the main assumptions, concepts and
results of this book and a historical introduction to the subject.

In Chapter 2 we review the basic and most important concepts of the theory of
random processes as well as some important statistical and physical terms related to
localization, random media, averaging and self-averaged quantities.

In Chapter 3 we discuss normal-incidence plane-wave propagation in the most sim-
ple and in seismic processing widely used 1-D model of sediments, i.e. the Goupillaud
model (Goupillaud, 1961) - where the stratification is represented by homogeneous
layers equidistantly spaced in traveltime. A plane wavefield propagates in such sys-
tems as a single mode. In spite of its very schematic character the Goupillaud model
is of great practical importance. Important signal processing steps, like e.g., deconvo-
lution have been designed for this model. It provides a good possibility to understand
the behavior of not only the main part of the transmitted wavefield following imme-
diately its first arrival, but its coda also. Additionally, a very clear description of the
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reflectivity is possible in the frame of this model.

In Chapter 4 we continue to consider wavefield propagation in the single-mode
regime. Now, however, the oblique incidence in general 1-D inhomogeneous structures
is under consideration. We obtain the attenuation coefficients and vertical phase incre-
ments (i.e., real parts of vertical components of the wave vectors) for transmissivities in
the case of scalar waves. These can be pressure waves in a fluid or SH-polarized shear
waves in a solid. The corresponding derivation is performed in a small-perturbation
approximation. This is valid up to the second order in the fluctuations of the density
and elastic modulus, i.e., the validity domain of the O' Doherty-Anstey approximation.
One can view the result as being a second-order Rytov approximation.

In Chapter 5 we consider multi-mode wavefields. The case of compression- (P) or
shear- (SV) waves (i.e., vector wavefields) obliquely propagating in a 1-D heteroge-
neous solid will be studied. Relatively simple explicit formulas are obtained for the
attenuation coefficients and phase increments of the transmitted waves. Finally, in this
chapter, an approach is presented which is based on the invariant-embedding method.
This provides an elegant and rather general way of solution for the reflected as well as
transmitted wavefields.

In Chapter 6 the solutions obtained for scalar and vector wavefields in elastic me-
dia are used to discuss the seismic time-harmonic transmissivity in more depth. Its
kinematic and dynamic properties like phase velocities and attenuation coefficients are
analyzed. Such effects like frequency-dependent anisotropy, shear-wave splitting and
angle-dependent attenuation are described.

In Chapter 7 these results are used to derive the transmissivity in the time domain
(i.e., the transient transmissivity). In this chapter we also give a number of numerical
illustrations to better understand the theory.

In Chapter 8 we discuss practical applications of the theory of stratigraphic filtering
for amplitude corrections in the amplitude-variation with offset (AVO) analysis.

In Chapter 9 we consider the multi-mode propagation of the wavefield in poroelas-
tic 1-D inhomogeneous media. We describe there an important mechanism of the
attenuation of seismic waves called the inter-layer flow. In addition, we approach the
question of seismic signatures of the permeability.

In Chapter 10 a short discussion of the reflectivity of elastic waves finalizes our
consideration.

In this book, which is dedicated to a very specialized topic of seismic-wave-propagation
theory, we must assume that the reader possesses certain backgrounds of wave propa-
gation, statistics, communication theory, etc. Depending on the individual background,
she or he would find access to the whole book by not necessarily starting with Chapter
1. One can start selecting the chapters with the subject one is most familiar with and
proceed from these to the less familiar topics in the other chapters.
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Traveltime computation for 3D anisotropic media

N. Ettrich1

ABSTRACT

We present a method for computing first-arrival traveltimes in three dimensional (3-
D) anisotropic media. The basic routine is a finite-difference (FD) eikonal solver for
elliptically anisotropic media. It allows for arbitrary orientation of the tensor ellip-
soid and for strong anisotropy. To achieve stability a wavefront expansion scheme is
applied. Second-order approximations of the eikonal equation make the FD eikonal
solver highly accurate with relative errors of the order of a few permille for homoge-
neous models. The method is stable also in models with strong velocity gradients. A
perturbation scheme for a first-order correction of traveltime is included. It allows to
consider media with general anisotropy.

INTRODUCTION

Since anisotropy has been recognized as an important feature of seismic wave propaga-
tion there is an interest of extending methods of exploration seismology to anisotropic
media. Prestack Kirchhoff-type migration and traveltime tomography require the fast
computation of traveltimes which is still a challenge in 3-D even for isotropic media.
For computational efficiency we develop a FD eikonal solver for which several strate-
gies were derived in the past (for 3-D isotropic media, e.g., Vidale (1988)). For 2-D
anisotropic media methods by, e.g., Lecomte (1993) and Dellinger and Symes (1997)
(with extension to 3-D) exist. Anisotropic wave propagation is a 3-D process. The
eikonal equation generally does not factorize into lower order eikonal equations for
different types of waves. In the framework of FD methods 6th-order polynomials for
components of slowness vectors have to be solved numerically which is slow and may
lead to instabilities. In contrast, in elliptically anisotropic media the eikonal equation
for the considered wave type is only slightly more complex compared to the isotropic
case, and all required relations are available in closed form. Elliptical anisotropy is
of limited physical significance. The FD code for elliptically anisotropic media can,
therefore, be understood as a basic routine for computation of traveltimes in arbitrarily
anisotropic media. If the deviation between an elliptically anisotropic model and the
model with given anisotropy allows for a linearization of traveltimes, a computation
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by a first-order perturbation method embedded into the FD scheme is possible Ettrich
and Gajewski (1998).

BASIC FORMULAS

An elliptically anisotropic medium is defined by phase velocities~vh and~vv in hori-
zontal and vertical direction and two angles1 and2 describing the orientation of the
crystal coordinate system with respect to the global Cartesian coordinate system. Here,
directions and all quantities marked with the�-sign refer to the crystal coordinate sys-
tem. The slowness surface (eikonal equation) for the slowness vector(~px; ~py; ~pz) reads

~v2h~p
2
x + ~v2h~p

2
y + ~v2v ~p

2
z = 1 (1)

and allows for the computation of one slowness vector component if the others are
known and for the computation of phase velocity for a given phase direction because
the absolute value of the slowness vector equals inverse phase velocity. In the crystal
coordinate system no azimuthal dependence upon rotation around the~z-axis exists.
Therefore, the angle of inclination~�ph = atan(

q
~p2x + ~p2y=~pz) is sufficient to describe

the position at the slowness surface. The corresponding direction~�gr and absolute
value~vgr of the group velocity vector are simply:

tan ~�gr =
~v2h
~v2v

tan ~�ph ; ~vgr =
~vph

cos (~�gr � ~�ph)
: (2)

However, some stencils of the program work on the eikonal equation in the global
Cartesian coordinates where eq. (1) is transformed to:

Ap2x +Bp2y + Cp2z + 2Dpxpy + 2Epxpz + 2Fpypz = 1: (3)

CoefficientsA toF are functions of1, 2, ~vh, and~vv.

FD APPROXIMATION OF THE EIKONAL EQUATION

In 3-D preferably a coarse grid should be used. Therefore, we are looking for a second-
order approximation of the eikonal equation. While in 2-D a second-order formula can
be derived by determining the first-order expressions for the slowness vector compo-
nents and inserting them into the 2-D eikonal equation (Vidale (1988)) we follow here
a different strategy. Similar to Vidale (1990) (his eq. 2) we make an ansatz for the
searched traveltimet9 at the corner point of a cubical cell (see Fig. 1, traveltimes
known at points3–8) where the squared difference(t9 � t0)2 is given by (Leidenfrost
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and Gajewski (1998))

(t9 � t0)2 = w0 + w1[(t5 � t3)2 + (t7 � t8)2]+
w2[(t5 � t4)2 + (t6 � t8)2]+
w3[(t6 � t3)2 + (t7 � t4)2]+
w4[(t3 � t4)2 + (t6 � t7)2]+
w5[(t6 � t5)2 + (t8 � t4)2]+
w6[(t7 � t5)2 + (t8 � t3)2] :

(4)

0 3

4 5

6

7

8

9

1

2

I II

IV III

x

y

z

Figure 1: Computation starting at point 0.

To determine the weightswi, i = 1; � � � ; 6, eq. (4) must be satisfied for plane waves
with normal vectors inx-, y-, andz-direction (directions 1,2,3) and in direction of the
diagonalsx-y, x-z, andy-z (directions 4, 5, 6). We, therefore, calculate traveltimestk
at points(xk; yk; zk), k = 3; � � � ; 9, using the plane wave formula

n(j)x (xk � x0) + n(j)y (yk � y0) + n(j)z (zk � z0) = vjtk (5)

for plane waves with normal vectors(n(j)x ; n(j)y ; n(j)z ) in each of these six directions
j, j = 1; � � � ; 6. The phase velocityvj for directionj is obtained by transforming
(n(j)x ; n(j)y ; n(j)z ) into the crystal coordinate system and solving eikonal equation (1).
Since eq. (4) is an approximation for the eikonal equation all quantities used here
refer to the phase velocity, not the group velocity vector. Inserting the plane wave
traveltimes for each of the six directions into ansatz (4) and solving the system of
linear equations for the six unknownswi we find:

w1 = 1:5� w0

4h2
(2v24 + 2v26 � v21 � v23)

w2 = 1:5� w0

4h2
(2v24 + 2v25 � v22 � v23)

w3 = 1:5� w0

4h2
(2v25 + 2v26 � v21 � v22)

w4 = w0

4h2
(2v24 � v21 � v22)� 0:5

w5 = w0

4h2
(2v26 � v22 � v23)� 0:5

w6 = w0

4h2
(2v25 � v21 � v23)� 0:5;

(6)

whereh denote grid spacing andw0 = 3h2=v27. Velocity v7 is the phase velocity in
direction of the big diagonal from point 0 to point 9.
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Formula (4) with coefficients (6), called stencil 1, is applied to the majority of grid
points. It is applicable if seven grid points of the actual grid cell are already timed.

SCHEME OF EXPANSION

To retain causality and to guarantee stability we expand wavefronts (Qin et al. (1992))
rather than cubes (Vidale (1990)). This is achieved by ordering the outer points of the
irregular volume of timed points with respect to traveltime from minimum to maxi-
mum. In each step, the first point of this ordered traveltime array is picked to compute
traveltimes to adjacent points. Actually timed points are inserted into the traveltime
array due to their traveltime, and in the next step this procedure is repeated. If point0
(see Fig. 1) is such a point of minimum traveltime and if points1, 2, 3, and4 are also
already timed the traveltime to point8 can be computed and consecutively to point
6. Formulas of Vidale (1990) (his formulas 3 and 4) are modified for this purpose to
solve the eikonal equation (3). To compute traveltimet8 slowness vector components
px andpy are approximated bypx = (t3 � t1)=(2h) andpy = (t4 � t2)=(2h), and the
eikonal equation (3) is solved for the remaining componentpz . Then,t8 is t0 + hpz ,
with grid spacingh. This is the formula with lowest accuracy (stencil 3). Traveltime
t6 is obtained by approximatingpy = (t4 � t2)=(2h), px = (t3 � t0 + t6 � t8)=(2h)
andpz = (t8 � t0 + t6 � t3)=(2h). With theses expressions for the slowness vector
components the eikonal equation (3) is solved for the searched traveltimet6 (stencil
2).

ACCURACY AND STABILITY OF THE METHOD

The FD approximation (4) together with (6) is based on a plane wave concept inside the
cubical cells of the grid. Using a homogeneous model we check accuracy for curved
wavefronts. Horizontal velocity is2 km/s, vertical velocity is2:4 km/s. The tensor
is rotated by30o in azimuth and30o in inclination. Grid spacing is 20 m. A cubical
region of five grid points in each direction around the source is initialized using for-
mulas (1), and (2). Fig. 2 (left-hand side) displays numerically computed wavefronts.
Accuracy is quantified in its right-hand side where the maximum relative error does
not exceed0:2%. While the error is largest close to vertical and horizontal direction of
propagation it considerably decreases towards the diagonals and big diagonals.

Further, a horizontally layered model is considered. Parameters of the upper layer
equal parameters of the homogeneous model considered above (anisotropy amounts to
20%). In a depth of0:66 km, both, horizontal and vertical velocity (with respect to the
crystal coordinate system) increase by1:2 km/s, and in a depth of1:0 km they increase
by 1:0 km/s, and0:8 km/s, respectively. Moreover, the tensor ellipsoid is rotated by
additional25o in azimuth here. Wavefronts in Fig. 3 demonstrate the stability of the
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method for such models with strong velocity contrasts. At both interfaces head waves
are generated. Weakly smoothing the model with a central operator of the width of the
grid spacing eliminates the small oscillations of the wavefronts.
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Figure 2: Left: Wavefronts in a homogeneous elliptically anisotropic model;x-z-slices
with offset y=0 km (upper), and1 km (lower) from source. Right: Corresponding
relative errors.

TRAVELTIME PERTURBATION

To compute traveltimes in arbitrarily anisotropic media a perturbation scheme is in-
troduced into the FD eikonal solver. We consider a model with arbitrary anisotropy
as a perturbed model with respect to an elliptically anisotropic reference model. To
first-order the difference of traveltime between two fixed pointsS andP between both
models is given by (Cerveny and Jech (1982)):

�t(P; S) = �1

2

Z t(P )

t(S)
�aijklpiplgjgkdt: (7)

All quantities, i.e., slowness vectorpi, polarization vectorgi and differences of elastic
parameters�aijkl between both models are taken along the ray betweenS andP in
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the elliptically anisotropic reference model where polarization vectors are available
in closed form. Since FD reference traveltimes are directly computed at grid points
rays must be approximated to carry out the integration. Following the local plane
wavefront assumption the associated ray segments inside the cells are straight. We,
therefore, simply multiply the integrand of eq. (7), which is constant for each cell, with
the traveltime difference between reference traveltimetref at point7 andtref at pointQ
(see Fig. 4) and add this contribution of the cell to�t atQ. PointQ is the intersection
of the straight ray segment with the boundary of the cubical cell. The direction of
the ray segment is given by eq. (2) with the angle of phase velocity obtained by finite
differencing reference traveltimes at points0�7. �t atQ is linearly interpolated from
�t at points0 � 3, and, finally, traveltimetpert at point7 in the anisotropic model is
simply tpert = tref +�t.
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Figure 3: Wavefronts in a 3-D elliptically anisotropic inhomogeneous model;x-z-
slices with offsety=0 km (left),0:5 km (middle) and1 km (right) from source.
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Figure 4: Cubical grid cell. Local straight ray segment reaching point7 intersects
boundary of cube in pointQ.

Accuracy of the 3-D FD perturbation method is demonstrated in Fig. 5. The model
consists of two orthorhombic layers with coefficientsA11=4:0, A12=1:5, A13=2:3,
A22=4:5,A23=1:9,A33=6:0,A44=1:0,A55=1:1,A66=1:4 (km2=s2) for the first layer and
A11=6:0, A12=1:3, A13=2:6, A22=6:5, A23=2:9, A33=8:0, A44=2:0, A55=2:2, A66=2:5
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(km2=s2) for the second layer. All other coefficients equal zero. Traveltime curves for
a surface source atx=y=0:5 km at three vertical receiver lines at 1.x=0:6 km, y=0:5
km, 2. x=1:0 km, y=0:5 km, and 3.x=1:0 km, y=1:0 km are displayed, reduced with
a velocity of3 km/s. The relative error for traveltimes computed with the FD per-
turbation method (short dashes, compare to traveltimes obtained with a ray tracer for
anisotropic media, Gajewski and Psencik (1990), solid lines) is everywhere less than
1%.
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Figure 5: Curves of traveltime in an orthorhombic medium, computed with a ray tracer
for anisotropic media (solid lines), and computed with the FD perturbation method
(short dashes); reference traveltimes for the elliptically anisotropic reference medium
(long dashes).

CONCLUSIONS

The presented algorithm provides a method for the efficient computation of first-arrival
traveltimes in 3-D elliptically anisotropic media. A first-order perturbation scheme is
included to consider arbitrarily anisotropic media. Future work should be devoted to
the determination of best-fitting elliptically anisotropic reference media.
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Numerical modeling of borehole effects in cross-well
seismics
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ABSTRACT

Wave propagation simulations of cross-well configurations commonly neglect the in-
fluences of both the source well and the receiver well on the wavefield recordings. This
is due to the fact that the modeling methods can not resolve two boreholes within com-
plex subsurface structures. Recent developments in finite-difference seismic forward
modeling overcome these restrictions. Grid refinement techniques are applied in order
to combine two different scales, the scale related to the size of the boreholes and the
scale related to the wavelengths commonly present in cross-well experiments.
Our numerical study shows that for correct interpretation of cross-well recordings one
has to consider very complex phenomena of wave scattering due to the presence of the
boreholes. There are strong events related to tube wave scattering at the source well
as well as tube wave generation due to the scattering of body waves and guided waves
at the receiver well.

INTRODUCTION

Field data sets like cross-well measurements contain much more information than just
primaries used for cross-well tomography. The increasing interest of exploration geo-
physicists in full waveform analysis encourages the research on modeling tools which
are able to take into account subsurface models of high complexity. If we focus on full
waveform modeling of borehole environments, nowadays there are commonly two dif-
ferent approaches used, boundary element methods, e.g., Bouchon and Schmitt (1989),
Bouchon (1993), Dong et al. (1995a), Dong and Toks¨oz (1995b), and grid methods like
the finite-difference (FD) method, e.g., Yoon and McMechan (1992), Cheng (1994).
Grid methods generally resolve more complex subsurface structure models.
The FD methods are commonly based on equidistantly spaced staggered grids, e.g.,

1email: falk@dkrz.de (now j.falk@ta.tudelft.nl)
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Virieux (1986). Because of the small scale of the borehole radius also the grid spac-
ing must be chosen at a small scale. This restricts the applicability of the FD method
based on equidistantly spaced grids to the modeling of high frequency borehole syn-
thetics (sonic log simulations). The method proposed here extends the conventional
FD method with respect to the applicability to the modeling of low frequency borehole
seismic data like synthetic cross-well sections or VSP sections. The limitations due
to the small scale in the borehole vicinity can be overcome by the application of grid
refinement techniques. We refer to Fornberg (1988) and Jastram and Tessmer (1994)
in order to explain the grid mapping method which has been used for our code in more
detail. Such techniques enable the variation of the grid spacing by large factors within
a transition zone between grid domains of fine and coarse regular spacing.
In the following we briefly review the grid mapping method. A 3-D modeling example
is discussed to explain the complex wave scattering phenomena occurring in cross-well
measurements even for very simple subsurface structures.

EXAMPLE

In the example we study the complex phenomena of wavefield scattering due to the
presence of fluid-filled cylindrical boreholes in cross-well configurations. The front
panel of the Figure 1 shows the model of a source well penetrating a thin dipping low-
velocity layer like a fault zone filled with fault gouge. The sketch is given in thex� z-
plane withy chosen at the borehole axes. The axes are aligned with thez-direction.
The receiver well is located at 24.5 m distance in the dip direction of the layer. The
layer thickness ish=2.4 m. The formation parameters arevp=3000 m/s,vs=1963 m/s
and�=2.7 g/cm3. The layer parameters arevpl=3000 m/s,vsl=1500 m/s and�l=1.6
g/cm3. Both wells are fluid-filled (vpf=1500 m/s,vsf=0 m/s and�f=1.0 g/cm3). The
radius isR=0.15 m for both wells, respectively. This yields a large difference in scale
between the borehole size and the wavelength of theS-wave in the embedding which is
of the order of approximately 10 m. The top panel of Figure 1 schematically outlines
the grid spacing in the horizontal directionsx andy, respectively. The grid spacing
has been refined towards the borehole locations in order to take into account the very
small scale. Grid spacing varies between�x=�y=0.9 m within the coarsely sampled
grid domains and�x=�y= 1

60
0.9 m = 1.5 cm in the finely sampled grid domains

where the boreholes are defined. The vertical grid spacing is�z=0.6 m throughout the
grid. Using such a Cartesian grid obviously results in some staircase approximation of
the borehole wall which is still accurate if the radius is approximated by a sufficient
number of grid points. The entire mesh consists ofNX�NY �NZ = 166�72�121
grid points. A single force point source is clamped at the borehole wall 9.6 m above the
layer. Receivers record the pressure at the center of the receiver well. Computations
are performed by a staggered grid FD scheme which is 6th order accurate in space
and 2nd order in time. Within the finely sampled grid domain we reduce the spatial
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approximation to 2nd order. The time step size counts�t=2�10�6 s. A maximum
propagation time oft=0.05 s then requires 25000 iteration cycles. The computations
have been performed on a Cray J90 vector machine using a single CPU. One run
took about 50 hours CPU-time. The computational effort can be reduced drastically
to about 33 percent by the application of locally adjustable time step sizes Falk et al.
(1998b). Figure 2 shows 4 snapshots of the vertical displacement component for a 2-D
plane in thex-z-plane fory chosen at the center of the boreholes. We can observe a
high energetic tube wave propagating downwards in the source well. The tube wave
becomes partly scattered and transmitted at the low-velocity layer. The transmitted
tube wave becomes partly reflected and scattered at the bottom of the source well.
The reflected part is partly scattered again at the low-velocity layer. This results (at
least) in three strong secondary wavefields radiated from the source well. In particular
we observe tube wave to shear wave scattering. These shear wave events denoted
by a,b andc are partly guided in the dipping layer. They become again scattered at
the point of intersection of the layer and the receiver well. Three tube wave events
related to this “re-scattering” (denoted byA, B, C) are generated in the receiver well
disturbing the recordings of the body waves (Figure 3). The interpretation of the wave
scattering phenomena is sketched in Figure 4. More complex subsurface structure
models, containing more then two boreholes for instance, certainly result in much
more complex wave scattering phenomena in cross-well configurations.

Figure 1: Simple cross-well con-
figuration with a receiver well in
direction of the dip of a thin low-
velocity layer (e.g., a fault). The
front panel shows thex-z-plane
wherebyy is taken as the well axes.
The top panel outlines schemati-
cally that the horizontal grid spac-
ing is variable in order to combine
different scales related to the wave-
lengths (large scale) and related to
the borehole radius (small scale).
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a 3-D seismic modeling scheme based on the staggered grid FD
approximation. The method enables the use of variable grid spacing to bridge the gap
between different scales related to the borehole size and to the wavelengths present in
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Figure 2: Four snapshots of the vertical displacement component. Three different sec-
ondary wavefields (S-waves) denoted bya,b andc are clearly observed. These events
have been generated by tube wave scattering at the source well.a andc originate at
the intersection of the borehole with the low-velocity layer butb is originated at the
bottom of the source well. The snapshots have been re-sampled to equidistant spacings
(�x=38 cm ;�z=40 cm).
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Figure 3: The secondary wavefields generated by tube wave scattering at the source
well generate tube waves in the receiver well interfering with recordings of the body
waves. Primaries are not observable at this amplitude scaling.

low frequency borehole seismics. An example of a synthetic cross-well configuration
shows that complex phenomena of tube wave scattering and tube wave generation
related to the presence of the boreholes have to be considered in the interpretation of
cross-well data.
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Figure 4: Tube wave generation at the receiver well (schematically).a,b andc denote
S-waves generated by tube wave scattering at the source well.a: tube wave in the
source well is partly scattered at the intersection with the layer. This yields a shear-
wave propagating towards the receiver well. It becomes “re-scattered” at the receiver
well inducing a tube waveA. b: shear wave generated by the tube wave scattering at
the bottom of the source well. This shear wave becomes scattered at the receiver well
generating the tube waveB. c: shear wave generated by scattering of the upwards trav-
eling tube wave at the intersection with the layer. This shear wave becomes scattered
at the receiver well generating the tube waveC.
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Determining the ray propagator from traveltimes
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ABSTRACT

3-D prestack migration of the Kirchhoff type is still a task of enormous computational
effort. Therefore, many implementations just compute traveltime tables and perform
an unweighted summation stack along diffraction curves. At best some simplified mi-
gration weights are applied to obtain a “true amplitude” migrated image. However,
to correctly determine reflection amplitudes, information on the wavefield dynamics
in 3-D media like the ray propagator is essential. The ray propagator depends on
the second derivative of traveltimes. It will be demonstrated in this paper, how these
derivatives are determined from traveltimes without numerical differentiation. The ray
propagator leads to important applications, since it provides an efficient technique
to compute migration weights, dynamic (NMO) and divergence corrections, Fresnel
zones or amplitudes. Another application of the ray propagator is the efficient and
accurate interpolation of traveltimes, resulting in great savings of computational time
and mass storage, since only coarse grid traveltime tables need to be computed and
saved. The presented numerical examples indicate that the storage requirements of
traveltime tables can be reduced by three orders of magnitude for 3-D data (i.e., in-
stead of 30 GBytes of travel time tables you store only 30 MBytes). Since migration
weights and the other above mentioned quantities can be computed “on the fly”, sav-
ings in mass storage are even considerably larger. It is sufficient to compute just coarse
grid traveltime tables to perform a true amplitude prestack depth migration.

INTRODUCTION

Using Finite Difference (FD) eikonal solvers (Vidale, 1988, e.g.,) or wave front con-
struction (Vinje et al., 1993; Ettrich and Gajewski, 1996) traveltime tables are com-
puted very efficiently. This is the foundation for the summation stack along diffrac-
tion surfaces for a Kirchhoff type migration. For a true amplitude migration, how-
ever, proper migration weights have to be applied in this summation (Schleicher et al.,
1993a). The determination of the migration weights require the knowledge of wave-

1email: gajewski@dkrz.de
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field dynamics, like the wavefront curvature, i.e., second derivatives of the traveltimes.
These derivatives build the foundation of the ray propagator, which can be used al-
ternatively to determine migration weights, geometrical spreading, Fresnel zones or
traveltime approximations (Hubral et al., 1992).

Numerical differentiation of traveltimes is a very unstable process and, therefore,
not practical in real applications. Obtaining2nd derivatives of traveltimes can be also
achieved by dynamic ray tracing. This, however, is restricted to the ray tracing tools
to generate traveltime tables and is involved with an increase in computational effort
as well as an increase in mass storage requirements, since these derivatives have to be
stored for later applications. Hubral et al. (1993) presented a procedure to compute
the complete ray propagator from traveltime measurements. Their technique is based
on the parabolic traveltime approximation. Two different experiments (zero-offset and
CMP) are necessary to determine the propagator. Sun and Gajewski (1997) presented
a procedure to compute migration weights from the kinematics of the wavefield, how-
ever, their technique is only applicable to the common source configuration.

In this paper we exploit the hyperbolic paraxial traveltime approximation to deter-
mine the complete propagator for any reflected ray in a arbitrary 3-D layered model
from traveltime tables of shot gathers (which is usually the configuration used when
traveltimes are computed). The knowledge of the propagator allows several applica-
tions important to exploration seismology, like divergence corrections, determination
of migration weights for any source-receiver configuration as well as Fresnel zones
and an efficient and accurate interpolation (up to the second order) of traveltimes.

METHOD

The technique to determine the2nd derivatives of traveltime can be considered as an
extension of the well knownT 2 � X2 method, however, for a 3-D model with het-
erogeneous layers, separated by curved interfaces. The2nd derivatives of traveltimes
are obtained by measuring slopes inT 2 �X2 data fields. It corresponds to the local
determination of linear moveout of squared traveltimes. The basic foundation for the
procedure is given by the hyperbolic paraxial traveltime.

Hyperbolic paraxial traveltimes

We consider an arbitrary 3-D inhomogeneous layered medium with curved interfaces.
A ray connecting the sourceS and the geophoneG is considered, were the sources
are located on a (curved) surface with coordinatessI (I=1,2) and the geophones are
located on a on surface with coordinatesgI (I=1,2). As mentioned above, we will
not use the parabolic version of the paraxial traveltime as in Hubral et al. (1993), but
its hyperbolic variant. This seems to be more appropriate, since it is known from the
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investigation of layered media, that near vertical reflections are better approximated by
hyperbolic rather than parabolic traveltime curves (for a systematic investigation see
also Ursin (1982)). The hyperbolic paraxial traveltime reads (Schleicher et al., 1993b)

T 2(sI ; gI) = [t0 � pIsI + qIgI ]
2 +

t0 [�2sINIJgJ + sI �NIJsJ + gI ~NIJgJ
i

(1)

wheret0 is the traveltime of the central ray (i.e.sI = 0 and gI = 0). pI and qI
are slowness vectors of the central ray at the source and geophone, respectively, were
two component notation is used (Bortfeld, 1989). The matricesNIJ , �NIJ and ~NIJ

represent second derivatives of traveltimes

NIJ =
@2t

@sI@gJ
�NIJ =

@2t

@sI@sJ
~NIJ =

@2t

@gI@gJ
;

where the derivatives are taken at the central ray. From these derivatives the com-
plete ray propagator can be constructed. These matrices are also the key ingredients
for migration weights of any source-receiver combination, for Fresnel zones and for
dynamic (NMO) and divergence corrections. The second derivatives also provide the
foundation for the interpolation of traveltimes (accurate up to the second order). Eq.
(1) is an approximation to the exact traveltime, which is valid in a “paraxial vicinity” of
the central ray. How large these vicinity might be, is investigated later in a numerical
example for the interpolation of traveltimes.

Determining 2nd derivatives of traveltimes

Let us assume, we have computed traveltime tables for a prestack-stack migration, i.e.,
traveltimes for many shots at every grid point of a discretized 3-D subsurface model are
available. The determination of second derivatives of traveltimes reduces to measuring
slopes similar to the well knownT 2 �X2 technique. To make this more obvious, we
reduce the hyperbolic paraxial traveltime equation into its 2-D form and for simplicity
we assume that sources and receivers are located on straight lines. All matrices and
vectors become scalars in this case, i.e.,

T 2(s; g) = [t0 � ps+ qg]2 + t0[�2sNg + s2 �N + g2 ~N ] : (2)

p andq correspond to the slowness projected onto the source and receiver line at the
source and at the geophone, respectively,s andg are the offsets of the paraxial ray
from the source and the geophone andN = @2t=@s@g, �N = @2t=@s2, ~N = @2t=@g2

are2nd derivatives of traveltime. If we further assume a laterally homogeneous layered
model (i.e., �N = � ~N ) and take a CMP gather, i.e.,s = �g with s = r=2 as half offset
and considering the zero offset ray we arrive at the known result

T 2(r) = t20 +
1

2
t0Nr2 = t20 +

r2

V 2
NMO
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wheret0 is the traveltime of the zero offset ray andVNMO is moveout velocity (as a
good approximation to the RMS-velocity of the Dix formula). From this equation it
is obvious that the second derivative of traveltime is determined by the slope of the
T 2 � r2 graph or, in other words, by the linear moveout of squared traveltimes for
the zero offset ray and the paraxial ray. The result also indicates, thatN leads to
a dynamic correction of the gather. The same conclusions apply to eqs. (1) and (2)
but, please note, that these equations are valid for laterally heterogeneous media with
curved interfaces and that they can be applied to any ray, not only the zero offset ray.
The technique corresponds to locally fitting segments of hyperbolas to the real travel-
time curve. In the following subsection we will describe the actual implementation of
the procedure.

Implementation

We are not really interested in computing paraxial rays but we want to determine
2nd derivatives of traveltimes using properties of paraxial rays expressed through eq.
(1) for the 3-D case or eq. (2) for the 2-D case. For simplicity we will explain
the implementation for the 2-D situation but the extension to 3-D is straight for-
ward. For prestack depth migration traveltime tables for many shots of a discretized
subsurface model are computed. Fig.1 shows schematically such a traveltime grid
where two shots are considered (S and Sx). Let us first fix the source position,
(i.e., s = 0) and move the geophone (i.e.,g = dx). Since we have directly com-
puted the traveltimest(SG) atG andt(SGx) atGx, we can solve for~N in (2), i.e.,
~N = (t2(SGx)� [t(SG)+ qdx]2)=t(SG)dx2. All quantities on the right hand side are

known. The traveltimes are taken from the tables,dx is given by the discretization of
the subsurface. If ray tracing is used to generate the traveltime table also the slowness
q is directly available. If FD eikonal solvers are used to generate the traveltimes, the
gradient (slope) of the traveltimes determines the slowness approximately.

To determine�N we have to consider the traveltimet(SxG) atG of the neighboring
shotSx and againt(SG) atG of shotS. The distance betweenS andSx is s = dx, and
the geophone position is fixed, i.e.,g = 0. We solve (2) for�N , i.e., �N = (t2(SxG) �
[t(SG)�pdx]2)=t(SG)dx2. To determine the remaining derivativeN , we consider the
traveltime t(SG) of shotS atG and the traveltimet(SxGx) of shotSx atGx. We solve
again (2) forN where we use the results for�N and ~N obtained above. The above
procedure is repeated for any grid point of the mesh except the boundaries. With
the derivativesN , �N and ~N we can compute the geometrical spreading, migration
weights or Fresnel zones, i.e., the ray propagator at any grid point of the discretized
subsurface model (for details see, e.g., Hubral et al., 1992). Another application is the
interpolation of traveltimes, which is demonstrated by a numerical example in the next
section. Since eq. (1) is an approximation to the exact traveltime, the results are valid
in a paraxial vicinity away from the central ray. How large this vicinity might be is
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Figure 1: Traveltimes of source-geophone combinations for shotsS andSx to deter-
mine the complete ray propagator atG.
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also discussed below.

APPLICATION: INTERPOLATION OF TRAVELTIMES

Eq. (1) and (2) can be used to interpolate traveltimes to any location between grid
points. As it was described above, we can interpolate only horizontally. However, the
same procedure to determine derivatives can be performed for vertical receiver lines.
This allows to interpolate to any position between the grid points. In a first test a
constant velocity model was investigated. Since both, diffraction and reflection curves
are hyperbolic in this case, a good performance of eq. (2) to interpolate traveltimes is
expected. Traveltimes computed on a coarse grid were interpolated onto a fine grid
(number of samples was increased by a factor of 10 for each spatial direction) and
compared with the exact results. The relative errors of exact and interpolated travel-
times were in the order of10�5%, i.e. in the order of machine accuracy for single
precision word length. Although it is an expected result, since exact traveltime curves
are hyperbolas it justifies the above described procedure.

The second numerical example of interpolating traveltimes is carried out for a
model with a constant vertical gradient, i.e.,@v=@z = 0:5s�1 where the velocity at
the surface is 3.0 km/s. Such a velocity model results in traveltime curves for diffrac-
tions and reflections which are non hyperbolic. The model dimensions are 2 km in
horizontal direction and 1 km in vertical direction. A source at a distance and depth of
1 km is considered. The fine grid has 201x101 grid points and the coarse grid 21x11
grid point, i.e., in each spatial direction the number of grid points was reduced by a
factor of 10. Traveltimes using a FD eikonal solver were computed to every grid point
of the fine grid. This grid was resampled to the coarse grid size.2nd derivatives of
traveltimes for the coarse grid were computed according to the above described proce-
dure. In the next step eq. (2) was used to interpolate traveltimes from the coarse grid
onto the fine grid.

Fig. 2 shows the relative errors between the traveltimes computed directly on the
fine grid and by interpolation from the coarse grid starting from a minimum distance
of 100m from the source. The maximum relative error is below 0.2%. The error
stays small (below 0.6%) even closer to the source were the wavefront curvature is
strongest. For comparison, in Fig. 3, the relative errors obtained with the popular
bilinear interpolation are shown (same gray scale, amplitudes greater than 0.2% are
clipped). Here the maximum error is greater than 7%, and it increases even further for
grid points more close to the source.

The performance of the hyperbolic paraxial interpolation using eq. (2) is consid-
erably better, even far away from the source. Reducing the grid density by a factor
of 10 in each spatial direction leads to tremendous savings in mass storage. However,
the sampling interval of the coarse grid must match the velocity model such that the
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Figure 2: Relative errors between interpolated traveltimes computed from the coarse
grid with the directly computed traveltimes of the fine grid. Maximum relative error is
below 0.2%.
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Figure 3: Relative errors between interpolated traveltimes computed from the coarse
grid using bilinear interpolation with the directly computed traveltimes of the fine grid.
Same grey scale as Fig. 2, amplitudes greater 0.2% are clipped. Maximum relative
error is more than 7%.
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smallest spatial variations of velocity are in the dimension of the coarse grid sampling.
This may lead to a smaller grid steps of the coarse model. If the actual receiver sam-
pling is, e.g., 20 m, a coarse grid model with a spatial sampling of 200 m might be to
large. Please note, that eq. (1) or (2) do not require a uniform sampling for all spatial
coordinates. The coarse grid might exhibit a faster sampling in the vertical direction,
since velocity varies fastest with depth for most earth models. It is interesting to note
that shots can be interpolated using eq. (1) or (2), i.e., traveltimes are computed only
for a few shots, which are completed by interpolation.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

A procedure to determine the complete ray propagator from traveltimes was presented.
The ray propagator has important applications in exploration seismology, like compu-
tation of migration weights, divergence corrections, and Fresnel zones. The ray prop-
agator was used here for the interpolation of traveltimes from a coarse grid to a fine
grid. It is quite common in prestack depth migration to generate traveltime maps on
a coarse grid and to perform the actual migration on a fine grid which is obtained by
interpolation. It was shown, that using an interpolation of traveltimes based on the
hyperbolic paraxial traveltime is by far superior to the popular bilinear interpolation
(and even paraxial approximation, not shown here), since the accuracy is higher. Using
eqs. (1) or (2) not only traveltimes between receivers can be interpolated but also shot
points. Since also the geometrical spreading can be derived from the ray propagator
complete high-frequency Green's function can be computed.

In the numerical example the coarse grid was reduced in size by a factor of 10 for
each spatial direction leading to tremendous savings in mass storage of the traveltime
tables. Since all other quantities for migration like migration weights, divergence cor-
rections or Fresnel zones are computed “on the fly” from the traveltime tables using
the ray propagator, there is no need to save anything else than traveltime tables, lead-
ing to even higher savings in mass storage. We conclude, that it needs only coarse grid
traveltime tables (and slownesses) to carry out a computationally efficient true ampli-
tude aperture optimized (Fresnel zone based) migration using minimized mass storage.
Introducing the eigenwave based traveltime expansion (Tygel et al., 1997), the number
of operations to generate the ray propagator can be reduced resulting in an even faster
procedure.
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ABSTRACT

Conventional finite-difference (FD) eikonal solvers work on a cubical grid, i.e., a grid
with identical spacing along each axis. This fact renders these methods inflexible with
respect to the grid spacing of the input velocity model. In addition, a carefully chosen
set of grid spacings can reduce the model size and thus save computational time, plus it
may even allow for stronger velocity contrasts to be handled without the appearance of
acausalities. We present a fast and accurate FD eikonal solver that operates on a non-
cubical grid. Consequently, it overcomes the limitations with respect to the spacing of
the input velocity model. Also, it can use the non-cubical grid to save computational
time by reducing the number of grid points and can handle stronger velocity contrasts
in certain situations.

INTRODUCTION

Efficient calculation of first arrival travel times in gridded 3-D volumes plays an im-
portant role in various areas of applied geophysics such as tomography, earth quake lo-
cation and also prestack Kirchhoff depth migration. The class of methods most widely
known and commonly accepted because of the combination of excellent speed and
good accuracy still is the FD eikonal solvers as originally developed by Vidale (1988,
1990). This is especially true for the 3-D case considered here because of the sheer
amount of computations that must be carried out to fill a 3-D volume with travel times
at each sampling point.

As already mentioned, conventional 3-D FD eikonal solvers operate on cubical
grids, i.e., rectangular grids, where the grid spacing is the same for each coordinate
axis.

The use of a cubical grid implies unwanted restrictions of the sampling of the input
velocity model. Often, the original model data is not equally spaced and thus has to
be resampled. But non-cubical grids offer other advantages, too. Depending on the

1email: leidenfrost@dkrz.de
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Figure 1: Minimum critical angles for cubical (left) and non-cubical (right) grids.

variation of the model one can resample it, making the grid as fine as necessary but as
coarse as possible to the model correctly on the one hand and minimize computational
time on the other.

Finally, by stretching the grid in the appropriate direction one can extend the max-
imum velocity contrast that can be treated without acausalities for this direction. This
is due to the fact that the minimum critical angle of incidence depends on the geometry
of the grid cell. For a cubical cell one gets (compare figure 1, left):

tan'1 =

s
2

3
or '1 � 39:23�; (1)

whereas when e.g.hy = hx and hz = 2hx the minimum critical angle becomes
(compare figure 1, right):

tan'2 =

s
2

6
or '1 = 30�: (2)

That means that in the first case a velocity contrast from, e. g., 2000 m/s to 2449 m/s
can be handled whereas this rises to 2000 m/s to 3464 m/s for the second case. When
hy = hx andhz = 4hx it even becomes 2000 m/s to 6000 m/s.

In this paper, we present a new implementation that allows for the use of non-
cubical grids, i.e., grids that can have different grid spacings along different axes. This
makes it possible to use all itemized advantages of non-cubical grids. The application
to two analytically solvable models demonstrates speed and accuracy of the algorithm.

METHODOLOGY

The formulae for the non-cubical scheme are not directly derived from the eikonal
equation by replacing the partial derivatives with finite difference expressions. They
are rather constructed by finding appropriate values for weightsw0 tow6 in a general
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formula by introducing certain constraints. As an example, the general formula for the
by far most frequent situation, where seven time samplest0 to t6 at the corners of a grid
box are known and the eightht7 has to be computed (for the geometry see figure 2):

t7 = t0 +

 
w0 � w1

(t1 � t2)2 + (t5 � t6)2

2
(3)

�w2
(t2 � t4)2 + (t3 � t5)2

2
� w3

(t4 � t1)2 + (t6 � t3)2

2

�w4
(t3 � t2)2 + (t5 � t4)2

2
� w5

(t3 � t1)2 + (t6 � t4)2

2

�w6
(t5 � t1)2 + (t6 � t2)2

2

! 1

2

To obtain correct and stable results also for fairly large differences between the grid
spacings, we switch from a model representation that uses different grid spacingshx,
hy andhz and an isotropic velocityv, to a formulation with a set of anisotropic veloc-
ities vx, vy andvz and a unique grid spacingh. With these velocities as given below
we use phase velocity rather than group velocity to compute travel times which makes
sure that travel times are computed in a correct way. The anisotropic velocities along
the axes are:

vx = v
hx
h
; vy = v hy

h
; vz = v

hz
h
: (4)

Accordingly, diagonal and big diagonal velocities read:

vxy =

s
v2x + v2y

2
(5)

vyz =

s
v2x + v2z

2

vyz =

s
v2y + v2z

2

vxyz =

s
v2x + v2y + v2z

3
:

With this formulation of the non-cubical grid as anisotropic velocities one can find the
following weights for the above travel time formula:

w0 =
3h2

vxyz
(6)

w1 = w2 = w3 = 1

w4 =
6h2 + (�2v2xy � 2v2yz + v2y + v2z)w0

4h2
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Figure 2: Cell of the scheme of computation.

w5 =
6h2 + (v2x � 2v2xy � 2v2yz + v2z)w0

4h2

w6 =
6h2 + (v2x � 2v2xz + v2y � 2v2yz)w0

4h2

The algorithm itself remains almost unchanged from the original by Vidale (1990):
After an initialization around the source, the scheme of computation proceeds at the
surface of an expanding box. First sides and then edges are computed subsequently
and independently for each surface, until the whole volume is filled with travel times.

APPLICATION

We apply our non-cubical FD eikonal solver to two 3-D models with identical dimen-
sions but different velocity distributions, a constant gradient and a two layers case.

The models are box-shaped with edge lengthsx = 500 m, y = 3000 m and
z = 2000 m in the respective directions. The corresponding grid spacings arehx = 10 m,
hy = 20 m andhz = 40 m giving a total number of 51� 151� 51= 392751 samples.

The computational time necessary for computing first arrival travel times for each
of the 392751 subsurface points is for both models about 1.75 s. This time was mea-
sured with the utilitygprof on a Sun Workstation with an Ultra2 processor running at
250 MHz. The code was compiled with maximum optimization and ran on one single
processor. The required time is about 80 % longer than for the same number of grid
points and a cubical-grid. However, with an equal grid spacing of 10 m in each direc-
tion, the number of grid points would be about ten fold of the current number resulting
in a computational time five times the one for the non-cubical grid.

The given errors are absolute values of relative errors between the numerically
computed and the analytically for the gradient model or semi-analytically for the two
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layers model travel times.

Constant Gradient Model

The gradient model's top velocity isvt = 2000 m/s, the gradient isg = 1.5 1/s yielding
a bottom velocityvb = 5000 m/s.

The time slices in figure 5 for the gradient model show a very good fit between
numerically computed and true travel times. This is also reflected by the small average
relative errorerrav = 0.0024 %. The maximum relative errorerrmax = 2.22 % appears
in the top left backpart of the model due to small angles of incidence of the expanding
wavefront relative to the model grid. These small angles can numerically not be treated
very well with the FD formulae.

Two Layers Model

The upper layer velocity of the two layer model isvu = 4000 m/s, the lower layer
velocityvl = 7000 m/s.

Figure 6 shows that also for the two layer model accuracy of the method is ex-
cellent. The average relative error is witherrav = 0.0004 % even half an order of
magnitude smaller than for the gradient model. Again the maximum relative error
errmax = 2.20 % appears in the top left backpart of the model for the reasons given
above. The interface region between the two layers as well as the head wave, however,
show no significant error, but are treated correctly.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We presented an efficient, i.e., fast and accurate, FD eikonal solver that does not op-
erate on the usual cubical but on a non-cubical grid. This allows for higher flexibility
with regard to the sampling of the input model and, more important, can save substan-
tial amounts of core memory because the model sampling can be adapted to the model
structure in such a way that least resources are used. Another advantage can be the
ability to handle stronger velocity contrasts without the occurrence of acausalities as
was shown in the second numerical example.

The non-cubical method is currently slower than the cubical-one. However, we
hope to be able to diminish the difference by better scooping the optimization potential
of the non-cubical method.
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Seismic finite-difference modeling with spatially
varying time steps

E. Tessmer1

keywords:finite-differences, time integration

ABSTRACT

Numerical seismic modeling by finite-difference methods usually work with a global
time step size. Due to stability considerations the time step size is essentially deter-
mined by the highest seismic velocity, i.e., the higher the highest velocity, the smaller
the time step needs to be. Therefore, domains of low velocity are temporally oversam-
pled, if large velocity contrasts exist within the numerical grid. Using different time
step sizes in different parts of the numerical grid can considerably reduce computa-
tional costs.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic modeling becomes increasingly popular for studying wave phenomena in
complex structures. With increasing computer power it is now easily possible to solve
the elastodynamic equations, whereas in the past merely the acoustic wave equation
was solved. Elastic modeling offers much more insight into the mechanisms of wave
propagation than acoustic modeling does. However, since in isotropic elastic modeling
two wave types are involved spatial and temporal sampling has to cope with both P-
and S-waves. Therefore, for elastic modeling the grid spacing needs to be smaller than
for acoustic modeling and consequently the time step size has to be smaller. This in
turn increases the computational effort.

Topics of interest are for example tube-wave interactions with cracks in order to
monitor crack growth in a hydro-frac cycle . In such situations seismic velocities dif-
fer greatly, were the steel casing has extremely high P-wave and the mud cake has
extremely low S-wave velocities. Another more common situation with large velocity
contrasts appears in ordinary field acquisitions. There, S-wave velocities in the weath-
ered zone can be extremely low, whereas the P-waves in the subsurface may have quite
high velocities.

1email: ekkehart.tessmer@dkrz.de
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In order to save computational costs one can think of optimizing spatial and tem-
poral sampling according to the local parameters. In domains were high velocities
imply long wavelengths the numerical grid can be made more coarse, or were low
seismic speeds result in short wavelengths the grid spacing can be made smaller. Such
techniques were applied by Jastram and Tessmer (1994) and Moczo (1989) in order to
refine the resolution of interfaces. Falk et al. (1996) used such a techni que for better
resolution of the borehole and its vicinity. The variation of grid size can be made in
sharp jumps or can be made smoothly by mapping functions (Fornberg, 1988). Differ-
ent temporal sampling in different parts of the numerical grid was introduced by Falk
et al. (1997). However, the method is restricted to ratios of time steps between the dif-
ferent domains of2n. The new method presented here can handle any positive integer
ratio. A further advantage is that the width of the transition zone between domains is
constant and does not depend on the time step ratio.

Numerical examples and comparisons with analytic solutions for two halfspaces in
juxtaposition demonstrate the accuracy of the method.

SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION OF MOTION

The equations of motion in compact notation reads

@2u

@t2
= �L2u + s; (1)

whereu is the displacement vector,s is the source term and the operator�L2 contains
the material parameters and spatial derivatives, e.g. (Kosloff et al., 1989).

The formal solution of equation (1) reads

u(x; t) =

"Z t

0

sinLt

L
h(t� � )d�

#
g(x); (2)

whereh(t) is the source time history function andg(x) is the spatial distribution of
sources.

After discretization in time and expanding into a Taylor series the well-known
leap-frog second order time integration scheme can be derived from this:

un+1 = �un�1 + 2un + (�t)2
�
�L2un + s

�
: (3)

The time stepping is done iteratively from one time level to the next, where the scheme
is symmetrically around time leveln�t.
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Figure 1: Domain of dependency of a 4th order FD operator.

SCHEME FOR TIME INTEGRATION

Finite-difference derivative operators depend on a few grid points usually located sym-
metrically around a central point for which the local derivative is to be computed
(Figure 1). The number of grid points involved depends on the order of the finite-
difference approximation. Difficulties are encountered if the FD operator approaches
domain boundaries, since field values, which do not exist at certain time levels, are
required by the operator scheme.

If time integration of different time step sizes in two domains is performed, these
missing values have to be provided. Within a zone beyond the domain boundary these
points can be calculated by the same time integration scheme like in the remainder of
the computational domain. The only difference is that the time step size is different.
The method for space dependent time integration is based on equation (3) . For the
sake of simplicity the procedure is demonstrated for the 1-D acoustic case, though in
the examples below it is implemented for the 2-D elastic case. Figure 2 shows the 1-D
grid at various time levels were time stepping in the right part is performed three times
as often than in the left part. Open circles and diamonds represent the gridpoints where
time integration has to be performed at extra time levels. The procedure is as follows:
Let us assume a base time step size�t. We start at time leveln�t. In Domain 1 and
Domain 2 time stepping is done with sizes3�t and1�t, respectively. This is done in
a conventional way, where values of the previous time level ((n�3)�t and(n�1)�t,
respectively) are incorporated. We then end up at time(n + 3)�t and(n + 1)�t for
Domain 1 and Domain 2, respectively. In order to step to(n+ 1)�t in Domain 2 field
variables at intermediate times in Domain 1 are required. These additional values can
be computed with time size1�t from time leveln�t and(n� 1)�t (open diamonds),
and with time size2�t from time leveln�t and(n� 2)�t (open circles).
There is almost no extra numerical effort, since the most expensive term in the compu-
tations�L2un is already available. Only extra memory locations need to be allocated
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for keeping the field variables at intermediate time levels near the domain boundary
(gray shaded area in Figure reftime).
If a staggered grid scheme is used the width of the transition zone needs to be do
doubled, since two first order spatial derivatives are applied per time step.

EXAMPLES

Two examples demonstrate that the method with domain dependent time step size
does not produce artifacts at the domain boundary and a comparison with an analytic
solution shows its accuracy. The models are based on the 2-dimensional elastodynamic
equations with 8th order staggered grid finite-difference derivative operators. The grid
spacing, both in the horizontal and the vertical direction is 5 m. The source has a
Ricker-like time history function with a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz.

Two halfspaces with large velocity contrast

The model is made up by two halfspaces (see Figure 3). The halfspaces are charac-
terized byvp=2000 m/s,vs=1155 m/s and�=1000 kg/m3 above the interface and by
vp=8000 m/s,vs=4620 m/s and�=2000 kg/m3 below the interface, respectively. This
is a very strong contrast of the impedances. The explosive point source is positioned
100 m above the interface. The receivers R1, R2, and R3 are placed 220 m above the
reflector. The horizontal distances against the source position are 300 m, 600 m, and
900 m. The time step size in the upper halfspace is 0.4 ms and in the lower halspace
0.1 ms, respectively. The ratio of the time step sizes reflect the contrast of the seismic
velocities. The savings of computational costs due to different time steps were 37.5
percent, since the two domains were of same sizes. Figure 4 shows the comparison
of the horizontal and vertical component of the displacements of the numerical and
the analytical solutions, respectively. The analytical solutions was computed by a pro-
gram of Berg et al. (1994). The comparison shows good agreement between the two
solutions. However, the vertical component appears not as accurate as the horizontal
component. Tests with a constant time step size of 0.25 ms throughout the entire model
(not shown here) gave the same results. Therefore these small inaccuracies in the pres-
ence of large velocity contrasts must be attributed to staggered-grid FD methods in
general.

Test for artificial reflections

In the second example the two halfspaces have exactly the same material parameters,
so that there should be no physical reflection from the numerical interface. The pa-
rameters arevp=2000 m/s,vs=1155 m/s and�=1000 kg/m3. The time steps in the
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Figure 3: Source-receiver geometry and model parameters for the comparison with the
analytic solution.
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tion (dotted line) with analytic solutions (solid line) at receiver positions R1, R2, and
R3 of Figure 3. All amplitudes are normalized.
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Figure 5: Vertical component snapshot of the displacement field in a homogeneous
model at t=600 ms. The amplitudes are clipped at 1 percent of the maximum ampli-
tude. Only a very small amount of artificial reflection/refraction from the numerical
interface at vertical grid point # 300 can be observed.

lower halfspace are eight times smaller than in the upper halfspace. In order to make
artifacts visible the gain was chosen such that amplitudes were clipped at 1 percent of
the maximum value. The wavefield snapshot of the vertical displacement component
shows that the wave front passes the numerical interface with only a negligible amount
of reflected and refracted energy (see arrows in Figure 5). The amplitudes of the re-
flected/refracted arrival is much smaller than the arrival of the direct wave (see arrow
in Figure 6). The reflection is caused by the different numerical behaviour of the two
domains: due to the different time step sizes, the dispersion!(k) in the two domains
differ and hence the numerical velocities are slightly different. Reflections from the
left side and the bottom are due to imperfectly absorbing boundary conditions.
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Figure 6: Vertical component of the displacement. The receiver position (compare
Figure 5) is at grid point (250,250). Only the direct arrival can be seen. Artifacts are
invisible.

CONCLUSIONS

Domain dependent time steps sizes in FD modeling can save computer time, if large
velocity contrasts are present in the subsurface model. Also, if parts of the computa-
tional domain are represented on a very fine grid, this technique can save a consider-
able amount of computational work. The savings depend on the relative sizes of the
computational domains and on the ratio of the respective time step sizes.
Comparisons with analytic solutions for two halfspaces have shown, that the technique
works very accurate and that numerical artifacts are negligible. More than two do-
mains with different time steps can be combined. The method can be extended straight
forward to 3-dimensional modeling.
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ABSTRACT

A generalization of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz approximation to anisotropic elastic me-
dia is achieved by replacing the unknown scattered field in the Kirchhoff integral rep-
resentation by the specular reflected field at the interface. The latter is represented by
the geometrical ray approximation of the incident field multiplied with the amplitude-
normalized plane-wave reflection coefficient and with an exchanged polarization vec-
tor according to a specular reflection obeying Snell's law. The stationary-phase eval-
uation shows that the high-frequency result of the obtained integral approximation of
the reflected field closely resembles the geometrical ray approximation. If the phase
velocities at the scattering point appearing in the integral are replaced by the respec-
tive group velocities, the correspondence is exact.

INTRODUCTION

Wave propagation is often qualitatively described using Huygen's principle, which
states that the superposition of secondary sources along the wavefront at a certain time
produces the next wavefront at a later time. Using the divergence theorem, this prin-
ciple can be quantified in the Kirchhoff integral (Sommerfeld, 1964). The wavefield
at the observation point is calculated by an integral over the field and its derivative
along a surface completely surrounding the observation point, provided the sources
are located outside that surface.

For anisotropic media, with suitable boundary conditions on the Green's function,
the reflected wavefield from a smooth interface can be expressed as a surface integral in
terms of the upgoing wavefield and its normal derivative at the interface. This integral,
which can be derived from Betti's theorem (see, e.g., Aki and Richards, 1980), is the
generalized Kirchhoff integral.

1email: js@ime.unicamp.br
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The Kirchhoff-Helmholtzapproximation, which is a generalization of the physical-
optics approximation (Bleistein, 1984) will be used in the Kirchhoff integral. The
unknown upgoing wavefield is approximated by the known specularly-reflected wave-
field from the source.

The geometric ray approximation (GRA) (Cerven´y, 1995, Chapman and Coates,
1994) will be used to approximate the Green's functions from the source to the inter-
face and from the interface to the receiver. The Green's function can represent any type
of wave, so that the results will be valid for multiply reflected and converted waves in
anisotropic media, to the extent in which the GRA is valid. The final result is a gener-
alization to anisotropic media of the standard Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral (Tygel et
al., 1994) and of the results of Fraser and Sen (1985) for isotropic media. In order to
check the the amplitude response of the new integral, a stationary-phase analysis will
be performed as in Ursin and Tygel (1998).

The new integral is non-reciprocal, so it would be interesting to compare it numer-
ically with the reciprocal formula derived by Ursin and Tygel (1998) using the Born
approximation.

THE KIRCHHOFF-HELMHOLTZ INTEGRAL

Wave propagation in an inhomogeneous anisotropic elastic solid, in the a absence of
sources, is governed by the equations of motion (Aki and Richards, 1980)

��ui � (cijkluk;l);j = 0 ; (1)

whereui = ui(x; t) is thei-th component of the displacement vectoru(x), � = �(x)
is the density andcijkl = cijkl(x) are the elastic parameters of the medium at the point
x = (x1; x2; x3). The elastic parameters satisfy the symmetry relationscijkl = cjikl =
cijlk = cklij. In equation (1) “_” stands for@=@t and\; j” for @=@xj. Also, a repeated
index implies summation with respect to this index.

The equation of motion for the Green's functiongin(x; t;xs) is

��gin � (cijklgkn;l);j = �in�(x� xs)�(t) ; (2)

with initial conditions

gin(x; t;x
s) = _gin(x; t;x

s) = 0 for t < 0 andx 6= xs : (3)

The Green's function also satisfies the reciprocity relation (Aki and Richards, 1980,
equation (2.39))

gin(x; t;x
s) = gni(x

s; t;x) : (4)
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The (temporal) Fourier transform of the Green's function,Gin(x; !;xs), satisfies the
elastic Helmholtz equation

� !2�Gin � (cijklGkn;l);j = �in�(x� xs) : (5)

The reciprocity relation (4) now becomes

G(x; !;xs) =GT (xs; !;x) : (6)

We shall use the geometric ray approximation (GRA) to obtain the approximate Green's
function. Using the results in Cerven´y (1995), we have for a specific ray connecting a
source pointxs to a scattering pointx, the GRA Green's function

Gij(x; !;x
s) = hsi (x)

a(x;xs) ei!T (x;x
s)

[�(x)vs(x)�(xs)v(xs)]1=2
hj(x

s) ; (7)

whereh(xs) andhs(x) are the unit polarization vectors,�(xs) and�(x) are the den-
sities andv(xs) andvs(x) the phase velocities in ray direction at the sourcexs and at
the pointx, respectively. Moreover,T (x;xs) is the traveltime along the ray fromx to
xs and

a(x;xs) =
e�i

�
2
sgn(!)�(x;xs)

4�jdetQ
�2(x;x

s)j1=2 (8)

is a complex amplitude function taking into account possible caustics and phase-shift
at the source. In this expression,jdetQ

�2(x;x
s)j1=2 denotes the relative geometric

spreading factor and�(x;xs) is the KMAH index for the ray that connects the source
xs to the pointx. We shall approximate the spatial derivatives by

Gij;k(x; !;x
s) � i! T;k(x;x

s)Gij(x; !;x
s)

= i! pskGij(x; !;x
s) (9)

wherepsk = psk(x) is thekth component of the slowness vectorps(x) at the pointx
(for the ray from the source).

We shall consider the wavefield from a source atxs that is being reflected from a
surface� and recorded at the pointxr, as shown in Figure 1. The wavefield atxr can be
expressed as a surface integral involving the displacement fieldu(x) at the surface�
by using a representation theorem that is given in Aki and Richards (1980), equation
(2.41). In the absence of body forces, and with a Green's function that satisfies the
reciprocity relation (4), this gives

um(x
r; !) =

Z
�

�
Gmi(x

r; !;x) cijkl(x)uk;l(x; !)

� Gmk;l(x
r; !;x) cijkl(x)ui(x; !)

�
nj d� : (10)
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We want to find an expression for the Green's function for the reflected field from
� due to a point sorce atxs. In order to this, we need an approximation for the upgoing
field at� which can then be substituted into the surface integral above. We propose to
use the generalized Kirchhoff approximation (see Bleistein, 1984)

Gref
ij (x; !; x

s) = h
spec
i (x)

R(x;ps) a(x;xs) ei!T (x;x
s)

[�(x) vs(x) �(xs) v(xs)]1=2
hj(x

s) ; (11)

wherehspec is the polarization vector corresponding to a specular reflected wave of
proper type at the pointx on �, due to the wave fromxs andR(x;ps) is the plane-
wave reflection coefficient (normalized with respect to displacement amplitude) for
our choice of incoming and outgoing type of wave.

The approximation of the derivative of this Green's function at the pointx is given
by

Gref
ij;k(x; !;x

s) � i!pspec
k Gref

ij (x
r; !;xs) ; (12)

wherepspec is the slowness vector of the specular reflected wave. The integral in
equation (10) now yields for the recorded field atxr

�Gmn(x
r; !;xs) =

Z
�

�
Gmi(x

r; !;x) cijkl(x)G
ref
kn;l(x; !;x

s)

� Gmk;l(x
r; !;x) cijkl(x)G

ref
in (x; !)

�
nj d� : (13)

Here, we shall use the GRA Green's function from the source atxs to the pointx for a
specified wave (given by a specific ray code) as represented by equation (7). We shall
also use the corresponding GRA Green's function from the pointx to the receiver at
xr for another specified wave (also given by a specified ray code). A possible wave-
mode conversion atx is taken care of by selecting the proper reflection coefficient in
equation (11). With the Kirchhoff approximations (11) and (12), equation (13) can be
approximated by

�Gmn(x
r; !;xs) = i!

Z
�

hm(xr) a(xr;x)

[�(xr) v(xr)]1=2
cijkl(x)nj

�(x)[vr(x) vs(x)]1=2

�
�
hri (x)h

spec
k (x)pspec

l (x) + hrk(x)h
spec
i (x)pl(x)

�
� ei![T (x

r;x)+T (x;xs)] R(x;x
s) a(x;xs)hn(xs)

[�(xs) v(xs)]1=2
d� : (14)

This is the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral for anisotropic elastic media. The phase ve-
locities atx with superscripts are taken in the direction of the downgoing ray from
xs to x, while the velocities with superscriptr at x are taken in the direction of the
upgoing ray formx to xr.

In the next section, stationary-phase analysis for this integral shows that replacing
the two phase velocitiesvr(x) andvs(x) in the scalar inner kernel above by the corre-
sponding group velocitiesV r(x) andV s(x) yields the GRA expression of the reflected
field from� due to point source atxs and observed atxr.
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THE STATIONARY-PHASE APPROXIMATION

We want to compute the stationary values of the surface scattering integral of the type

I = i!
Z
�
b(x) ei!T (x) d� ; (15)

assuming! to be a large number (j!j � 1).

The stationary points satisfy

@T

@�j
=

@T

@xk

@xk
@�j

=rT � tj = 0 ; i; j;= 1; 2 : (16)

wheretj, j = 1; 2 are the surface tangents. This condition is equivalent to Snell's law.
Assume now that the stationary point is regular, so thatdetH 6= 0, where the matrix
H has elements

Hij =
@2T

@�i@�j
=

@2T

@xn@xk

@xn
@�i

@xk
@�j

+
@T

@xk

@2xk
@�i@�j

; i; j = 1; 2 : (17)

Then the stationary value of the integral is (Bleistein, 1984, equation (2.8.23))

~I = i!

 
2�

j!j
!
jdetHj�1=2 ei

�
4
sgn(!) Sgn(H) b(~x) ei!T (~x) ; j!j � 1 ; (18)

where~x = x(~�) is the stationary point andSgn(H) is the signature of the matrixH,
i.e., the difference between the number of its positive and the number of its negative
eigenvalues.

The stationary point~x is a point of specular reflection, so thathspec(~x) = hr(~x)
andpspec(~x) = pr(~x). This gives rise to the following expression for the integral (14)
after stationary-phase evaluation

�Gmn(x
r; !;xs) ' 2� jdetHj�1=2 ei

�
4
sgn(!) [Sgn(H)+2] ei![T (~x;x

s)+T (~x;xr)

� hm(xr) a(xr; ~x)

[�(xr) v(xr)]1=2
M(~x)

R(x;xs) a(~x;xs)hn(xs)

[�(xs) v(xs)]1=2
d� : (19)

The nucleusM in equation (19) is given by

M(~x) =
2cijkl(~x)h

r
i (~x)h

r
n(~x) p

r
l nj

�(~x)[vs(~x) vr(~x)]1=2

=
2V r

j (~x)nj

[vs(~x) vr(~x)]1=2
= � 2V r cos �r

[vs(~x) vr(~x)]1=2
; (20)

where we have used that (see., e.g., Cerven´y, 1995)

cijkl(~x)h
r
i (~x)h

r
n(~x) p

r
l = V r

j (~x) (21)
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is thejth component of the group velocityVr(~x) of the reflected ray in direction to
the receiver. Also,V r = jVrj and�r is the angle between the normal and the ray from
xr to ~x, as shown in Figure 1.

Interestingly enough, if we replace the phase velocities with the corresponding
group velocities in the above expression, the result is

M = �
�
V r

V s

�1=2
cos �r : (22)

When this is used in the stationary-phase evaluation (19) of equation (14), we obtain
the expression

� ~G(xr; !;xs) =
h(xr)

[�(xr)v(xr)]1=2

�
~R(~x;xs)

e�i
�
2
sgn(!)�(xr ;~x;xs)

4�jdetQ
�

2(x
r; ~x;xs)j1=2

� ei!T (x
r;~x;xs)

�
hT (xs)

[�(xs)v(xs)]1=2
: (23)

which has the form of the GRA Green's function for the reflected wave with the
energy-normalized reflection coefficient

~R(~x;xs) = R(x;xs)

"
V r(~x) cos �r

V s(~x) cos �s

#1=2
; (24)

relative geometrical spreading factor

jdetQ
�2(x

r; ~x;xs)j1=2 =
������
detH detQ

�
2(~x;x

r) detQ
�

2(~x;x
s)

cos �r cos �s

������
1=2

; (25)

KMAH index

�(xr; ~x;xs) = �(~x;xr) + �(~x;xs) + [1� Sgn(H)=2] ; (26)

and reflection traveltime

T (xr; ~x;xs) = T (~x;xr) + T (~x;xs) : (27)

These expressions were also obtained in Ursin and Tygel (1998).

CONCLUSIONS

We have used a generalized Kirchhoff-Helmholtz approximation in the Kirchhoff inte-
gral for anisotropic media. The upgoing field at the interface was replaced by the spec-
ularly reflected field, as approximated by the GRA. Within the validity of the GRA, the
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new integral formula can be used to compute multiply reflected and converted waves
in anisotropic media. This also includes a possible wave-mode conversion at the inter-
face.

The stationary-phase analysis of the new integral resulted in an approximative
GRA Green's function. The amplitude at the receiver is given by a factor that includes
the correct geometrical-spreading factor and a close approximation to the energy-
normalized reflection coefficient. The exact GRA for the reflected wavefield is ob-
tained by replacing the phase velocities with the group velocities in the source and
receiver Green's functions at the scattering surface when computing the integral for
the reflected wavefield.
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Weak–Contrast Edge and Vertex Diffractions in
Anisotropic Elastic Media

Martin Tygel, and Bjørn Ursin1

ABSTRACT

Diffraction phenomena caused by edges and vertices are important in a number of
studies and applications of wave propagation methods. Diffractions play a fundamen-
tal role, for example, in the interpretation of seismic data from faults and other complex
geological structures in which petroleum reservoirs are located. The geometric theory
of diffraction provides a good description of the diffraction of scalar waves from an
edge in a homogeneous medium assuming free or rigid boundary conditions. The so-
lution becomes infinite at the shadow boundary between the illuminated zone and the
shadow zone, so that, within this region, a boundary layer solution must be used. This
can be achieved by analytic continuation of the geometrical ray solution or, equiva-
lently, using a one-dimensional or two-dimensional diffusion equation for modelling
the amplitude of the diffracted wave. An alternative, older method for obtaining as-
ymptotic expressions for different parts of the wavefield is by asymptotic expansion of
the Kirchhoff integral. The authors have developed a new reciprocal surface-scattering
integral by applying the divergence theorem to the Born volume integral. This new in-
tegral is called the Born-Kirchhoff (BK) integral. The scattering surface is a finite sum
of smooth surfaces separated by smooth curves with a finite number of corners. The
BK integral is now a sum of integrals over each smooth surface. These integrals are
evaluated by the method of stationary phase, resulting in specularly reflected waves
and boundary diffracted waves represented by a line integral along the boundary of
each surface. Further asymptotic evaluation of these line integrals results in expres-
sions for edge- and corner- diffracted waves. Smooth approximations of the wavefield
are given for the case that a reflection point and an edge-diffraction point are close to
each other, and when an edge-diffraction point and a corner-diffraction point are close
to each other. These formulas can be cascaded to provide asymptotic expressions for
multiple converted, reflected, transmitted and diffracted waves in anisotropic, inhomo-
geneous, elastic media. In the case that the rays are well separated from all shadow
zones, the new expressions satisfy reciprocity.

1email: tygel@ime.unicamp.br
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INTRODUCTION

Diffraction phenomena caused by edges and vertices are important in a number of
studies and applications of wave propagation methods. Diffractions play a fundamen-
tal role, for example, in the interpretation of seismic data from faults and other com-
plex geological structures in which petroleum reservoirs are located. Kanasewich and
Phadke (1988) discuss this problem and give references to earlier work.

The case of scalar wave edge diffractions under free or rigid boundary conditions in
homogeneous media is well described by the geometrical theory of diffractions (GTD)
(Keller, 1962). This theory is based on Keller's law of diffraction, which states that an
incident ray at a sharp edge generates a cone of diffracted rays. The amplitude of the
diffracted wave depends on a diffraction coefficient, which can only be computed in
special cases. These diffraction coefficients become infinitely large for diffracted rays
in the vicinity of a shadow boundary between the illuminated zone and a shadow of the
geometrical wavefield. This problem is overcome by using a shadow boundary layer
solution (Buchal and Keller, 1960) for the diffracted and reflected wavefields near the
shadow boundary. Achenbach and Gautesen (1977) have extended the GTD to the
diffraction of three-dimensional longitudinal waves by a crack in an isotropic elastic
medium.

Klem-Musatov and Aizenberg (1984) developed boundary-layer approximations
for edge and vertex diffractions in isotropic elastic media. By analytic continua-
tion, diffracted waves are derived which correct for the discontinuities in the geo-
metric wavefield at the geometric shadow boundaries. The amplitude of the edge-
diffracted wave can also be modelled by a one-dimensional transverse diffusion equa-
tion. The method has been used in the simulation of seismic waves in complex,
three-dimensional geological models by Klem-Musatov, Aizenberg, Helle, and Pa-
jchel (1995). Bakker (1990) has extended this theory by modelling the edge waves in
the boundary zone, as a solution of a two-dimensional parabolic differential equation
of transverse diffusion.

Van Kampen (1949) has given an asymptotic evaluation of the Kirchhoff integral
for the reflected wavefield using the method of stationary phase. The Kirchhoff surface
integral can be evaluated as a sum of contributions from stationary points in the interior
of the surface, which correspond to the specularly reflected rays, as predicted by the
geometric ray approximation (GRA) and an integral along the surface boundary, which
corresponds to a boundary diffracted wave (BDW) (Yarygin, 1970; Stamnes, 1986;
Hanyga, 1995). Van Kampen also showed that the surface boundary integral describing
the BDW can be evaluated asymptotically as a superposition of edge-diffracted waves,
corresponding to stationary points with respect to the boundary (critical points of the
second kind), and corner diffractions, corresponding to corners at the surface boundary
(critical points of the third kind).
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Ursin and Tygel (1997) have recently developed a new reciprocal surface scattering
integral, by applying the divergence theorem to the Born volume scattering integral in
the case that changes in the medium parameters are confined to a smooth surface.
Asymptotic evaluation of the surface integral resulted in the GRA for the reflected
wavefield with a weak-contrast approximation of the linearized reflection coefficient.
Our previous derivation can be easily extended to the case that the surface consists of
a finite number of smooth surfaces. Then the total surface integral consists of a sum of
integrals along the individual smooth surfaces. Following van Kampen (1949), each of
these surface integrals can be evaluated asymptotically, resulting in a sum of reflected
waves and BDWs, corresponding to integrating along the boundary contour of each
surface. Each contour integral can be further evaluated asymptotically, resulting in
edge- and corner-diffracted waves. Summing all individual contributions, results in an
asymptotic evaluation of the total backscattered field.

In the following, we shall use results in Stamnes (1986) to give expressions for
reflections, edge diffractions and corner diffractions when the critical points are well
separated. These results correspond to leading-order terms in the high-frequency as-
ymptotic expansions of standard, Fourier-type integrals. Stamnes (1986) also provides
higher-order terms of the expansions, which, in principle, may yield more exact ap-
proximations of the integrals.

When two or more critical points are close, the previous expressions cannot be
used and more general procedures must be applied (Stamnes, 1986; Hanyga, 1995).
We shall only give expressions for the case that a simple reflection point and an edge-
diffraction point coalesce, and the case that a simple edge-diffraction point and a
corner-diffraction point coalesce. In fact, for these complicated cases, a direct nu-
merical computation of the integral may be more advantageous.

We finally remark that, as GRA Green's functions are used in all derivations, the
obtained expressions are not expected to provide a good description of the wavefield
in the case the receiver lies within a caustic region.

The results can be cascaded to provide asymptotic expressions for multiple con-
verted, reflected, transmitted and diffracted waves in anisotropic elastic media. In the
case that all critical points are well separated (the rays are far away from any shadow
boundary zone), it can be seen that the new expressions satisfy reciprocity. This means
that by interchanging the source and receiver points, keeping all reflection, transmis-
sion and diffraction points at the boundaries, and having the same wave-mode in each
block, results in the transposed Green's function.
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THE SURFACE SCATTERING INTEGRAL

We consider the scattered wavefield in a medium where its parameters can be split
into two parts corresponding to a background or reference medium and a perturbed
medium. The parameters of the reference medium are usually smoothly varying func-
tions, while the perturbations are considered to act as point scatterers or reflecting or
refracting interfaces. In the background medium we shall use the GRA to obtain the
approximate Green's function. Using the results in Chapman and Coates (1994) and
Cervený (1995), we have for a specific ray connecting a source pointxs to a scattering
pointx, the GRA Green's function

G0
ij(x; !;x

s) =
hsi (x)

[�0(x)vs(x)]1=2

n
a(x;xs) ei!T (x;x

s)
o hj(x

s)

[�0(xs)v(xs)]1=2
; (1)

whereh(xs) andhs(x) are the unit polarization vectors,�0(x) and �0(xs) are the
densities andv(xs) andvs(x) the phase velocities at the source and at the scattering
point, respectively. Moreover,T (x;xs) is the traveltime and

a(x;xs) =
e�i

�
2
�(x;xs) sgn(!)

4�jdetQ2(x;xs)j1=2 (2)

is a complex amplitude function taking into account possible caustics. In this expres-
sion, jdetQ2(x;xs)j1=2 denotes the relative geometric spreading factor and�(x;xs)
is the KMAH index for the ray that connects the sourcexs to the scattering pointx.
Finally, sgn(�) is the usual signum function

sgn(!) =

( �1 ; (! < 0) ;
+1 ; (! � 0) :

(3)

In our previous paper Ursin and Tygel (1997), we investigated the single-scattering
or Born response of a weak-contrast, anisotropic elastic medium in which the medium
discontinuities were confined to a smooth interface. The main result is that this re-
sponse can be represented by a surface integral representation along the discontinuity
interface. Because of its resemblance to the Kirchhoff integral, we have designated
this alternative representation as the Born-Kirchhoff (BK) integral. Please note that
there is a formal error in our previous paper as corrected in Ursin and Tygel (1997).
In the representation of the Green's function for the scattered field, the polarization
vector and phase velocities at the source and receiver depend also on the direction of
the ray to the scattering point. Therefore, the summations in the scattering integrals
have to be made for each component of the Green's tensor.

In its original formulation, the discontinuity surface was supposed to be smooth and
unbounded. We readily verify, however, that the BK integral representation holds true
when the medium discontinuity surface is piecewise smooth, i.e., it is made up a finite
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number of smooth surfaces. Furthermore, each of these surfaces can be bounded by a
piecewise smooth curve, i.e., made up of a finite number of smooth curves separated
by corners. By linearity, the resulting BK representation will be simply the sum of
the BK integrals over the individual surfaces. For fixed source and receiver position
vectorsxs andxr, respectively , and for a given circular frequency!, we can write the
BK integral contribution from surface component� as

�G(xr; !;xs) = i!
Z
�

h(xr)

[�0(xr)v(xr)]1=2
b(x) ei!T (x)

hT (xs)

[�0(xs)v(xs)]1=2
d� ; (4)

where the functionb(x) is

b(x) = S(x)
rT (x) � n(x)
jrT (x)j2

a(x;xr) a(x;xs)

[vr(x)vs(x)]1=2
; (5)

in whichS(x) is the scattering function at the discontinuity surface given by

S(x) = hri (x)

"
�+(x)� ��(x)

�0(x)
�ik +

c+ijkl(x)� c�ijkl(x)

�0(x)
prjp

s
l

#
hsk(x) ; (6)

andcijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor and the indices� refer to the medium parameters
beneath and above the surface�. The vectorsps andpr are the slowness vectors at
the scattering point for the rays coming from the source and the receiver, respectively.
The total traveltime is

T (x) = T (x;xs) + T (x;xr) : (7)

In the scattering integral (4), the polarization vectorsh(xs) andh(xr) at the source
and receiver, respectively, depend on direction, so they also depend on the scattering
pointx. The same is the case for the phase velocitiesv(xs) andv(xr). For the sake of
simplicity, we have not written this dependency onx explicitly.

The geometry for surface scattering is shown in Figure 1, where�s is the angle
between the ray from the source and the surface normal,�r is the corresponding angle
for the ray from the receiver and�rs is the angle between the two rays at the surface.
Note that in the general, three-dimensional case,�rs 6= �r+ �s, except for the specular
reflection point, where Snell's law is satisfied. As shown in Ursin and Tygel (1997),
we have that

rT (x) � n(x) = cos �r

vr
+

cos �s

vs
; (8)

and

jrT (x)j2 = 1

(vr)2
+

1

(vs)2
+

2cos �rs

vrvs
; (9)

which gives

b(x) = S(x)
vs cos �r + vr cos �s

[vrvs]1=2[vs=vr + vr=vs + 2cos �rs]
a(x;xr)a(x;xs) : (10)
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DECOMPOSITION OF THE SCATTERED FIELD

The scattered field is computed from the surface integral given in equation (4) Classical
analysis of this integral Stamnes (1986) shows that the main contributions to its value
come from the singularities of the phase functionT (x) given in equation (7). These
may be classified into:

(i) Critical points of the first kind: These are points in the interior or on the
boundary of the surface� for which

@T

@�j
=rT � tj = 0 ; (11)

wheretj, j = 1; 2, denote independent unit surface vectors from the surface parame-
trization. This condition is Snell's law, so that the critical points of the first kind pro-
vide, asymptotically, the reflections as described by the GRA Cerven´y (1995); Stamnes
(1986).

(ii) Critical points of the second kind: These are points on the boundary� of the
surface� at which

@T

@
=rT � t = 0 ; (12)

wheret is the boundary tangent unit vector. In other words, the directional derivative
of the phase along the boundary vanishes. This condition can be recognized as the
well-known extension of Snell's law, which is appropriate for edge diffractions Keller
(1962). Critical points of the second kind give rise asymptotically to the contributions
to the total field coming from smooth edges, as predicted by the GTD.

(iii) Critical points of the third kind: These are points on the boundary� of the
surface� where

@T

@

�����
�

6= @T

@

�����
+

; (13)

i.e., the derivative along the boundary suffers a jump discontinuity. The typical situa-
tion is that of a corner. Critical points of the third kind are responsible, asymptotically,
for the contributions to the total field corresponding to corner or vertex diffractions.

In the following, we shall first give the contributions to the scattered field when the
singular points are well separated. When two or more critical points are close together,
this simple analysis is no longer valid, and the combined contribution to the scattered
field from these critical points must be evaluated.

SPECULAR REFLECTIONS

Critical points of the first kind give rise to specular reflections corresponding to the
GRA. Assuming that the critical points are well separated, we may write the BK sur-
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face integral as a sum of contributions from the interior stationary points, correspond-
ing to specular reflections, and a line integral along�, the boundary of�. For each
stationary interior pointxR where the condition (11) is fulfilled, and which is regular
so thatdetH(xR) 6= 0, where the matrixH has elements

Hij =
@2T

@�i@�j
=
@xn
@�i

@xk
@�j

+
@T

@xk

@2xk
@�i@�j

; i; j = 1; 2 ; (14)

the asymptotic evaluation of the integral (4) leads to the expression (Ursin and Tygel,
1997, equations (48)-(52))

�GR(x
r; !;xs) =

h(xr)

[�0(xr)v(xr)]1=2

(
R(xR) e�i

�
2
�R(x

R) sgn(!)

4�LR(xR) ei!T (x
R)

)

� hT (xs)

[�0(xs)v(xs)]1=2
: (15)

This is the GRA Green's function for the reflected wave with reflection coefficient

R(xR) = � S(xR)
[tan �r tan �s]1=2

2 sin(�r + �s)
; (16)

relative geometrical spreading factor

LR(xR) = jdetQ2(x
R)j1=2 =

�����detH(xR) detQ2(xR;xr) detQ2(xR;xs)

cos �r cos �s

�����
1=2

;

(17)
and KMAH index

�R(x
R) = �(xR;xr) + �(xR;xs) + [1� Sgn(H(xR))=2] : (18)

In the above formulas,SgnH(xR) is the signature of the matrixH(xR), i.e., the dif-
ference between the number of its positive and the number of its negative eigenvalues.
The negative sign in the expression for the reflection coefficient is due to the fact that
the scattering coefficient used in the surface integral relates to two down-going waves
(relative to the surface) while the reflection coefficient relates the down-going and up-
going wave. This means that in equation (4), the polarization vectorhr(x), related to
the ray from the receiver to the scattering point, must change sign for the reflected field
in equation (15).

EDGE DIFFRACTIONS

In the asymptotic evaluation of equation (4), there will also be a contribution from the
surface boundary�. This is given by the line integral Yarygin (1970); Stamnes (1986)

�GBDW (xr; !;xs) =
Z
�

h(xr)

[�0(xr) v(xr)]1=2
b(x)

rT (x) �m(x)

jrT (x)j2
hT (xs)

[�0(xs) v(xs)]1=2

� ei!T (x) d; (19)
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where the vectorm denotes the unit normal to the boundary� which is tangent to
the surface�. This normal is supposed to exist for all points of�, except for a finite
number of boundary corners. This boundary integral accounts for the BDW part of the
total wavefield, and it can also be asymptotically evaluated. As a result, the individual
contributions of the critical points of second and third kind can be singled out and
interpreted as edge and corner diffractions.

At the edge, we shall define a local coordinate system = (1; 2; 3), such that
1 points in the direction of the edge tangentt, 2 points in the direction of vector
m, which is normal to the edge and in the surface tangent plane, and3 points in the
direction of the surface normaln. The coordinate system is depicted in Figure 2.

We shall also use the notationTi;j =
@i+jT

@i1 @
j
2

.

At the critical points of the second kindxE, for which Keller's law of diffraction
(compare with equation (12))

T1;0 =
@T

@1
= 0 (20)

is fulfilled, and which are regular so that

T2;0 =
@2T

@21
=

@2T

@xi@xj

@xi
@1

@xj
@1

+
@T

@xi

@2xi
@21

(21)

is different from zero, we obtain an asymptotic contribution (Stamnes, 1986, equations
(9.47)) which corresponds to the edge-diffracted wave (see equations (4) and (5))

�GE(x
r; !;xs) =

h(xr)

[�0(xr)v(xr)]1=2

�
[rT (xE) � n(xE)][rT (xE) �m(xE)]

jT2;0(xE)j1=2jrT (xE)j4[vr(xE)vs(xE)]1=2 S(x
E)

(22)

�
����2�!

����1=2 ei�4 sgn(!T2;0(xE))a(xE;xr)a(xE;xs)ei!T (xE)� hT (xs)

[�0(xs)v(xs)]1=2
;

This result may be interpreted as

�GE(x
r; !;xs) =

h(xr)

[�0(xr)v(xr)]1=2

�
E(xE) e�i

�
2
�E(x

E)sgn(!)

4�LE(xE) ei!T (x
E)
�

hT (xs)

[�0(xs)v(xs)]1=2
;

(23)
where the edge-diffraction coefficient is

E(xE) = � 1q
8�j!j

[rT (xE) � n(xE)][rT (xE) �m(xE)]

jrT (xE)j4
S(xE)

jv(xr) v(xs) sin�r sin�sj1=2 ;
(24)

the relative geometrical spreading is

LE(xE) =
�����detQ2(xE;xr) detQ2(xE;xs) T2;0(xE)

sin�r sin�s

�����
1=2

; (25)
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and the corresponding KMAH-index is

�E(x
E) = �(xE;xr) + �(xE;xs) + [2� sgn(T2;0(x

E))=2] : (26)

In the above expressions,�r and�s are the angles between the tangent of the curve
� with the rays from the receiver pointxr and the source pointxs, respectively. Note
that this expression is very similar to the expression in equation (17) for the relative
spreading for the specular reflected wave. In the plane of reflection, we have that
j sin�r sin�sj = j cos �r cos �sj.

CORNER DIFFRACTIONS

For each cornerxC of the surface boundary�, which is regular so thatT1;0(xC) 6=
0, we obtain two asymptotic contributions to the line integral (19) (Stamnes, 1986,
equations (8.14)). These give rise to the corner diffracted wave (see equations (4) and
(5))

�GC(x
r; !;xs) =

h(xr)

[�0(xr)v(xr)]1=2

�
S(xC)

i!

[rT (xC) � n(xC)][rT (xC) �m(xC)]

T1;0(xC)jrT (xC)j4 [vr(xC)vs(xC)]1=2
(27)

� a(xC;xr) a(xC;xs) ei!T (x
C)
�

hT (xs)

[�0(xs)v(xs)]1=2
;

In the formulas above, the derivativeT 0(xC) is to be computed in the direction of the
corner. At a corner, there will be two such contributions coming from two different line
integrals. The sum of them is given in (Stamnes, 1986, equation (9.43)). As before,
this result above may be interpreted as

�GC(x
r; !;xs) =

h(xr)

[�0(xr)v(xr)]1=2

(
C(xC) e�i

�
2
�C(x

C) sgn(!)

4�LC(xC) ei!T (x
C)

)
hT (xs)

[�0(xs)v(xs)]1=2
;

(28)
where the corner-diffraction coefficient is

C(xC) = � 1

4�j!j
[rT (xC) � n(xC)][rT (xC) �m(xC)]

jrT (xC)j4
S(xC)

jv(xr) v(xs) sin�j1=2 ;
(29)

the relative geometrical spreading is

LC(xC) =
�����detQ2(xC;xr) detQ2(xC;xs) T 2

1;0(x
C)

sin�

�����
1=2

; (30)

and the corresponding KMAH-index is

�C(x
C) = �(xC;xr) + �(xC;xs)� sgn(T1;0(x

C)) : (31)
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In a practical situation when we are modelling an elastic solid, there may be several
surfaces sharing the same boundary�, and then the total edge diffraction will be a sum
of terms from the different surface integrals. In the same way, the diffraction from a
vertex will be a sum of corner diffractions from several boundaries.

SIMPLE REFLECTION BOUNDARY ZONE

The previous asymptotic expressions were derived under the assumption that all criti-
cal points are sufficiently separated from one another. Now we shall consider the case
when an interior stationary point is near a stationary point of the second kind on the
boundary. In other words, a reflection pointxR is near an edge-diffraction pointxE.
In that case, we can approximate the surface integral in equation (4) using equations
(9.58) in Stamnes (1986). This gives, in our notation,
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�GRE(x
r; !;xs) = �GR(x

r; !;xs)H(�2)
+ sgn(2)

h(xr)

[�0(xr)v(xr)]1=2

�
a(xE;xr)a(xE;xs)

� rT (xE) � n(xE)
jr(xE)j2

S(xE) �

[vr(xE) vs(xE)]1=2
ei

�
4
[Sgn(H(xE))+2]sgn(!)

jdetH(xE)j1=2

� ei!T (x
E) e�i!�Eerfc

h
j! �Ej1=2e�i �4 sgn(! �E)

i� hT (xs)

[�0(xs)v(xs)]1=2
;

(32)

where

�E =
[T0;1(xE)]2

2T0;2(xE)
(33)

andH(x) is the Heaviside function

H(x) =

(
0 ; (x < 0) ;
1 ; (x � 0) :

(34)

Finally, erfc(x) is the complementary error function given by

erfc(x) =
2p
�

Z 1

x
e�s

2

ds : (35)

This function is closely related to the Fresnel integrals that often appear in diffraction
problems (Stamnes, 1986, equations (8.24)). The parametersgn(2) is minus one in
the illuminated zone where there is a reflection, and it is equal to one in the shadow
zone of the reflection. In order to compare equation (9.58) in Stamnes (1986) with
equation (32) above, it is important to note that the variablesFij in Stamnes are mixed-
derivatives divided by(i+ j)! to simplify his expressions. Furthermore, the variables
X andY in Stamnes correspond to our variables�2 and1, respectively.

As shown in (Stamnes, 1986, section 9.2.2), this scattered wavefield has the proper
asymptotic behaviour. AsxR ! xE, we obtain the wavefield on the shadow boundary,
namely

�GRE ! 1

2
�GR : (36)

As the stationary pointxR moves away from the boundary, the complementary error
function can be replaced by its first term in its asymptotic expansion. This gives

�GRE � �GR H("R) + �GE ; (37)

where�GE is the contribution from the edge-diffracted wave given in equation (23).
The parameter"R equals one in the zone where there is a reflected wave, and equals
minus one in the shadow zone.
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SIMPLE DIFFRACTION BOUNDARY ZONE

When an edge diffraction pointxE is close to a cornerxC, the previous expressions
for the edge diffraction and corner diffraction can no longer be used. In that case, the
contribution to the line integral in equation (19) can be approximated using equation
(8.28) in Stamnes (1986). This provides, in our notation,

�GEC(x
r; !;xs) = �GE(x

r; !;xs)H(�1)

+ sgn(1)
h(xr)

[�0(xr)v(xr)]1=2

�
a(xC;xr)a(xC;xs)

����� �

2! T2;0(xC)

�����
1=2

� [rT (xC) � n(xC)][rT (xC) �m(xC)]

jrT (xC)j4
S(xC)

[vr(xC) vs(xC)]1=2
ei

�
4
sgn(�C!)

� ei! T (x
C) e�i!�C erfc

h
j! �C j1=2 e�i �4 sgn(! �C)

i� hT (xs)

[�0(xs)v(xs)]1=2
;

(38)

where

�C =
[T1;0(xC)]2

2T2;0(xC)
: (39)

The parametersgn(1) is minus one in the illuminated zone, where there is an edge
diffraction, and it is one in the shadow zone of the edge diffraction.

It is shown in (Stamnes, 1986, equation (8.31)) that this diffracted wavefield has
the correct asymptotic behaviour. AsxE ! xC, we obtain the diffracted wavefield on
the diffraction shadow boundary, as given by

�GEC ! 1

2
�GE : (40)

Furthermore, as the edge-diffraction point moves away from the corner point, the com-
plementary error function can be replaced by the first term in its asymptotic expansion.
This gives

�GEC � �GE H("E) + �GC ; (41)

where�GC is the contribution to the corner diffraction given in equation (28). The
parameter"E is now equal to one where there is an edge diffraction and equal to minus
one in the diffraction shadow zone.

SIMPLE REFLECTION AND DIFFRACTION BOUNDARY ZONE

We have now considered all simple cases for the critical points, except the one of a sim-
ple reflection and diffraction boundary zone. This occurs when two edge-diffraction
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points and a reflection point coalesce near a corner point. When all these points are
well separated, we can add our previous expressions. The scattered wavefield can then
be written as

�GD = �GR +�G1
E +�G1

C +�G2
E +�G2

C ; (42)

where�GR is the reflected wavefield in equation (15),�G1
E and�G2

E are the edge
diffractions, as given by equation (23), from the two parts of the boundary which
form the corner, and�G1

C and�G2
C are the two end-point contributions, as given by

equation (28). When the critical points are close together, there is a single reflected-
diffracted field, as given by Hanyga (1995).

CONCLUSIONS

Asymptotic evaluation of the BK surface integral resulted in the GRA for the re-
flected wave and a new line integral for the BDW. Further asymptotic evaluation of
the BDW integral, resulted in new expressions for the edge-diffracted and corner-
diffracted waves. Smooth approximations of the wavefield were given for the case
that a reflection point and an edge-diffraction point are close to each other, and when
an edge-diffraction point and a corner-diffraction point are close to each other.

These formulas can be cascaded to provide asymptotic expressions for multiple
converted, reflected, transmitted and diffracted waves in anisotropic, inhomogeneous,
elastic media. In the case that the rays are well separated from all shadow zones, the
new expressions satisfy reciprocity.
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Is Seismic Demigration Equivalent to Forward
Modeling?

L.T. Santos, J. Schleicher, P. Hubral, and M. Tygel1
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ABSTRACT

Kirchhoff-type, isochrone-stack demigration is the natural asymptotic inverse to clas-
sical Kirchhoff or diffraction-stack migration. Both stacking operations can be per-
formed in true amplitude by an appropriate selection of weight functions. As Kirch-
hoff migration is usually understood as the inverse process to Kirchhoff modeling, the
natural question arises whether Kirchhoff demigration is identical to seismic forward
modeling. The answer is that it is not, but these processes are closely enough related
to enable the use of demigration for modeling purposes. All that has to be done is
to implicitly construct a depth section as if obtained from a previous true-amplitude
Kirchhoff migration.

INTRODUCTION

To transform a given time section into a depth-migrated section in which the migrated
seismic pulses along the reflectors are free from geometrical-spreading losses, one may
employ true-amplitude Kirchhoff-type (or diffraction-stack) depth migration (see, e.g.,
Bleistein, 1987; Schleicher et al., 1993; Sun and Gajewski, 1997). Neglecting all other
factors that affect seismic amplitudes (Sheriff, 1975) and ignoring multiple arrivals, the
true-amplitude, depth-migration output at each point of a reflector is a measure of the
reflection coefficient. This coefficient pertains to the primary-reflection ray joining the
source to the receiver position in the given measurement configuration. The considered
point on the reflector is the specular reflection point of this ray.

The Kirchhoff migration integral is often understood, in an asymptotic sense, as
the inverse operation to the classical Kirchhoff integral. In the same way as the Kirch-
hoff integral can be used to propagate a given incident wavefield from the reflector
location to the receiver point, the Kirchhoff migration integral serves to reconstruct
the Huygens' secondary sources along the reflector in position and strength from the
measured wavefield at several receiver positions along the seismic line.

1email: lucio@ime.unicamp.br
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Most recently, a new process has been introduced in seismic reflection imaging
being calledseismic demigration.It has been discussed in more detail by Hubral et
al. (1996) and mathematically described by Tygel et al. (1996). It has been designed
as the inverse process to seismic migration and is, thus, easily confused withseismic
forward modeling. In this paper, we want to clarify in a simple way the similarities
and differences of modeling and demigration. All three processes cannot be com-
pletely understood without talking about “true amplitudes,” i.e., the correct treatment
of geometrical-spreading effects. We will see that there exists a close relationship be-
tween seismic modeling and demigration, which needs to be understood and which we
shortly want to elaborate.

For this purpose, we start by investigating in more detail the new process of seismic
demigration. Technically, it is given by a stack to be performed on a depth-migrated
section: In the same way as the Kirchhoff migrated section is constructed by stacking
the original seismic data along certain model-based stacking surfaces (or lines in 2D)
without the need to determine the location of the reflection traveltime surfaces in the
seismic section, its inverse can be realized by a similar stack along related surfaces
without knowing the location of the reflectors in the migrated section. The stacking
surfaces are simply the isochrones, i.e, the surfaces of equal reflection traveltime be-
tween a given source and the corresponding receiver. These are also constructed on
the given macrovelocity model without knowing the location of the reflectors in the
migrated section.

The fact that the Kirchhoff migration integral seems to have two inverse integrals
leads to the obvious question posed in the title of this paper: Are the two operations
represented by these integrals identical? The answer is that, although closely related,
the two processes are not identical. Let us elaborate on this in more detail in the next
section.

MODELING VERSUS DEMIGRATION

In this section, we will briefly discuss the terms “forward modeling” and “demigration”
so as to clarify their meaning. We will, then, immediately recognize the similarities
and differences between the concepts.

Modeling

Modeling, as we understand it, means the analytical or numerical simulation of a phys-
ical process given all the equations and parameters for its complete description. In our
case, the physical process to be simulated is seismic wave propagation. It is described,
e.g., by the elastic or acoustic wave equation. The parameters that govern this process
are the velocity and density distributions within the medium, the source and receiver
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locations, the source wavelet, as well as the appropriate boundary and initial condi-
tions. Seismic forward modeling is, then, realized by an implementation of a solution
to the appropriate wave equation or of a suitable approximation. In this way, one ob-
tains a synthetic equivalent of the seismic data that would have been recorded if the
very same experiment had been actually carried out in the field. For a layered model,
we need, in particular, the location of the all transmitting and reflecting interfaces.

For reasons of comparison, we choose the well-known Kirchhoff integral to repre-
sent a seismic forward modeling scheme. It can be written as (Frazer and Sen, 1985;
Tygel et al., 1994a)

K(�; t) =
1

2�

ZZ
�R

dS W (�; PR) R(PR) @tF [t� � (�; PR)] ; (1)

whereK(�; t) denotes the modeled synthetic seismogram andz = �R(x) is the re-
flector along which we have to integrate. Here,� denotes the so-called configuration
parameter (Bleistein, 1987; Schleicher et al., 1993) which locates the source-receiver
pair, andx is the horizontal coordinate of the depth points. Note that� andx are two-
dimensional vectors or simply scalars for three- or two-dimensional modeling, respec-
tively. In equation (1), the kernel or weight functionW (�; PR) consists of an obliquity
factor and two Green's function amplitudes. The latter pertain to the wave propagation
along the two paths from the sourceS(�) to the pointPR = (x; z = �R(x)) on the
reflector, and from there to the receiverG(�). Moreover,R(PR) denotes the specular
plane-wave reflection coefficient of the incident wave at the reflector pointPR. Finally,
F [t] is the analytic pulse that is chosen to represent the source signature and

� (�; PR) = T (S(�); PR) + T (G(�); PR) (2)

is the sum of traveltimes along the two paths of propagationSPR andGPR, where
S(�) andG(�) are fixed andPR varies along the reflector. We remind that for layered
media, an integral of the type of equation (1) has to be solved along each interface.

Demigration

Demigration, on the other hand, uses a conceptually different approach. The aim of
demigration is to reconstruct a seismic time section from a corresponding depth mi-
grated section. In other words, demigration aims to invert the process of migration. Of
course, as migration is aimed at inverting the wave propagation effects, it is related in
a strong way to the wave equation. Observe, however, that migration algorithms are
based on a wave equation that does not use the true velocity distribution in the Earth,
but an approximate macrovelocity model that may be much simpler. Correspondingly,
demigration, as the inverse process to migration, also uses, instead of the true, but
generally unknown velocity distribution, the same macrovelocity model as used in mi-
gration. As opposed to direct forward modeling, we do not have to precisely know
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all the true model parameters to actually perform the demigration process. Neither the
true velocity distribution in the earth, nor the source wavelet nor, above all, the position
of the reflecting interfaces have to be known in order to apply a demigration. All that
is needed, apart from the seismic image section to be demigrated, is the macroveloc-
ity model that has been used for the migration process which produced the migrated
section.

From corresponding arguments as for Kirchhoff migration, a structurally

equivalent integral can be set up for its inverse operation called demigration (Hubral
et al., 1996; Tygel et al., 1996). The idea is to stack along a certain surface in the depth-
migrated data volume in such a way that any migrated event that possibly pertains to
a certain, fixed data pointN = (�; t) in the unmigrated section is summed up. This
process is represented by the Kirchhoff demigration integral

D(�; t) =
1

2�

ZZ
E
d2x WD(x; �; t) @zM(x; z)jz=�(x;�;t) ; (3)

whereD(�; t) denotes thedemigrated dataandM(x; z) represents the depth-migrated
section as obtained from a previous true-amplitude migration, although not necessarily
of Kirchhoff-type. Moreover,WD(x; �; t) is again a true-amplitude weight function
to treat amplitudes correctly. Like the one in Kirchhoff forward modeling, also this
weight function consists of an obliquity factor and the Green's function amplitudes
along the two ray branches from the source and the receiver to the depth point under
consideration. Also,E is the spatial aperture of demigration. The stacking surface,
z = �(x; �; t), is implicitly given by

t = � (�; x; z = �(x; �; t)) = T (S(�); P ) + T (G(�); P ) ; (4)

i.e., again by the very same sum of traveltimes (2) as used in Kirchhoff forward mod-
eling (1). As in Kirchhoff modeling,S(�) andG(�) are the points of the fixed source-
receiver pair. Other than in that case, however,P = (x; z) does not vary along the
reflectorz = �R(x) but along the surfacez = �(x; �; t) defined by equation (4) under
the condition thatt is a given, fixed constant. In other words,z = �(x; �; t) describes
the surface of equal reflection time orisochronepertaining to the fixed source-receiver
pairS andG and a given timet. This isochrone plays the same role in Kirchhoff dem-
igration (3) as the diffraction-time surface does in Kirchhoff migration. In both cases,
the stacks sum up all contributions that come from the Fresnel zones surrounding the
specular reflection points.

Let us now assume that the depth-migrated sectionM(x; z) consists of the image
of one target reflector. As shown in Tygel et al. (1994b), this image can be represented
in the form

M(x; z) = R(P ) F [S(x)(z� �R(x))] (5)

whereR(P ) is the reflection coefficient of the specular reflection atP , F [t] is the
source pulse, andS(x) is the stretch the pulse suffers in a previous migration process.
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As we will see below, this stretch factor will play an important role when demigration
is used as a modeling algorithm. Using equation (5), the above demigration integral
(3) can be written as

D(�; t) =
1

2�

ZZ
E
d2x WD(x; �; t) R(P ) @zF [S(x)(z� �R(x))]jz=�(x;�;t) ; (6)

Note the obvious similarities and differences between this form of the Kirchhoff dem-
igration integral and the above Kirchhoff modeling integral (1).

Like Kirchhoff migration, also Kirchhoff demigration does not depend on the num-
ber and location of primary reflections or reflector images. The demigrated section
will thus be a superposition of all demigrated reflector images (i.e., primary reflection
events) in the same way as the final image after a Kirchhoff migration is the superpo-
sition of all migrated images of all reflectors.

Comparison

The comparison of the above two expressions (1) and (3) shows that they are very sim-
ilar. Apart from the different stacking surfaces, we observe, however, two additional
conceptual differences between the two integrals. First, there is a slight difference
between the two weight functions. The obliquity factor of the Kirchhoff modeling in-
tegral is computed with respect to the reflector normal and the one of the Kirchhoff
demigration integral with respect to the isochrone normal. This is not a major differ-
ence as at the stationary point of both integrals, i.e., at the specular reflection point on
the reflector, both obliquity factors are identical. However, there is another, more basic
difference. This is the stretch factorS(x) that appears in the argument of the source
pulse in the demigration integral, but does not appear at the corresponding position
in the modeling integral. It was shown by Tygel et al. (1995) that the pulse stretch
caused by demigration is the inverse to that introduced by migration. In other words,
Kirchhoff demigration needs this stretch factor to “unstretch” the seismic signal by the
same factorS(x) by which Kirchhoff migration stretches it. Hence, after Kirchhoff
migration and demigration, no overall stretch factor remains in the resulting recon-
structed data. On the other hand, Kirchhoff forward modeling need not incorporate a
stretch factor because it isnot an inverse to a migration process but an independent
(approximate) solution of the wave equation.

Asymptotic inverses

For a certain given laterally inhomogeneous velocity model, we may construct syn-
thetic seismic primary-reflection data using Kirchhoff forward modeling as described
by integral (1). If we apply Kirchhoff migration to these synthetic data using the true
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velocity model, then the migration result will correctly image all model reflectors to-
gether with their corresponding reflection coefficients. Ideally, we would like to have
Kirchhoff migration reconstruct the original model, i.e., we would like migration to be
an (asymptotic) inverse to forward modeling. However, this is not the case. To actually
reconstruct the physical model, we need toadd another process, usually called inver-
sion,to identify the reflector locations and extract the model parameters from the mi-
grated section. We may then say that only the combined process of migration/inversion
is a complete (asymptotic) inverse to modeling.

On the other hand, we may apply Kirchhoff migration to some given field data, and
then Kirchhoff demigration to the resulting migrated section, using the same macrov-
elocity model in both operations. Then, the demigration result can be expected to
closely reconstruct the primary reflections of the original field data, Thus, Kirchhoff
demigration can be conceived as an (asymptotic) inverse to Kirchhoff migration.

From the above observations and speaking in an asymptotic sense, we conclude
that Kirchhoff modeling and demigration are two processes that are closely related but
not identical. Whereas Kirchhoff demigration is the inverse process to Kirchhoff mi-
gration, Kirchhoff modeling is the inverse operation to Kirchhoff migration/inversion.
Nevertheless, the Kirchhoff demigration integral (3) can be employed for modeling
purposes. In order to use Kirchhoff demigration in a process equivalent to Kirchhoff
modeling, we obviously have to add another process, which has to be a kind of “in-
verse operation to seismic inversion.” How this can be done is investigated in detail in
the next section.

MODELING BY DEMIGRATION

After we have answered the question in the title of this paper, let us briefly address
another inherent question: Can we make use of the demigration procedure for model-
ing purposes? The answer is: Yes, we can. For a given subsurface model, we have to
appropriatelysimulatea corresponding depth-migrated sectionas if obtained from a
previously applied Kirchhoff migration. In other words, given the source and receiver
positions, the reflector location within the velocity model, as well as the source signal
to be employed, we have to construct anartificial migrated section. This is done by
placing thecorrectly amplified and stretchedsource pulse into a seismic image along
the reflector. Application of demigration to such an artificial migrated section leads
to a “demigrated” section that is, in the high-frequency approximation, completely
equivalent to the result of the Kirchhoff modeling integral.

For technical reasons, we have to distinguish between modeling for zero or finite
offsets. For zero-offset modeling, the above-explained idea of modeling by demigra-
tion can be directly applied. All necessary quantities to construct the migrated image
for each reflector are physical parameters directly available from the a-priori specified
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Earth model.

For nonzero offsets, the stretch factor as well as the reflection coefficient at the
specular reflection point depend on the reflection angle of the specular reflected ray
betweenS(�) andG(�). This means, of course, that for each different source-receiver
pair in the considered measurement configuration, a differently scaled and stretched
wavelet is to be used because the reflection angle differs. Although this angle is not
available without previously determining the reflection ray betweenS(�) andG(�), it
can be obtainedduring the demigration process using the already computed Green's
functions. In this way, the amplitude and stretch factors are correctly determined,
although the artificial migrated section is actually never explicitly constructed. Its
construction is realized implicitly by the use of the location and form of the true-
amplitude target reflector image and the source wavelet during the stack at each point
on the isochrone (for details, see Santos et al., 1998).

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

To demonstrate that seismic demigration is indeed different from seismic forward mod-
eling, but still can be used for modeling purposes, we have performed the following
numerical example. We consider a single seismic common-shot experiment performed
over the model depicted in Figure 1. This is a simple model in which a single trough-
shaped reflector separates two homogeneous acoustic media. The velocity above the
reflector is 2.5 km/s and below 2.8 km/s. The source is at a position with coordinate
x = �700 m and the receivers cover an offset range from 0 m to 3000 m. The source
pulse is a Ricker wavelet with an approximate duration of 128 ms, i.e., a dominant
frequency of about 16 Hz. Moreover, the model is assumed to be symmetric with re-
spect to the out-of-planey-direction. All sources and receivers lie in the planey = 0,
such that the wave propagation remains in-plane. In other words, we assume a 2.5-D
situation. The advantage of 2.5-D forward modeling is that actual 3-D wave propa-
gation effects can be modeled using fast and simple 2-D in-plane computations only.
Although simple, this trough model is interesting because the wave propagation in-
volves a caustic region which can be problematic for many modeling schemes. The
size of the caustic region can be estimated from the ray family pertaining to the chosen
acquisition geometry that is also shown in Figure 1.

The corresponding synthetic seismogram sections as obtained by different model-
ing schemes are depicted in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the synthetic seismograms as
obtained from conventional zero-order ray theory. We observe, as usual, good mod-
eling results for the specularly reflected events in any part of the model except of the
region close to the caustic. As expected, the amplitudes of the wavefield in the caustic
are overestimated and the diffractions at the tails of the bow-tie structure are not mod-
eled. In Figure 2b, we see the corresponding seismograms as obtained from Kirchhoff
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forward modeling using the above integral (1). The synthetic seismograms are quite
similar to those of ray theory where the latter is expected to provide good results. Note,
however, the significantly lower amplitudes in the post-critical region. Additionally,
the Kirchhoff seismograms provide a good approximation of the wavefield in the caus-
tic region and even a good first-order estimate of the diffraction tails.

We next consider the application of modeling by demigration, which requires the
construction of an artificial migrated section to replace the given model. If this artificial
migrated section is constructed by simply attaching an unstretched seismic pulse along
the reflector (as could be done for Kirchhoff forward modeling), then, the application
of the demigration operator leads to the seismogram of Figure 2c. Note the severe
discrepancies of the wavelet's shape for farther offsets in comparison to the correct
synthetic data of Figure 2b. However, the seismogram section of Figure 2c should be
identical to that of Figure 2b if demigration were equivalent to modeling, because here,
the same input was used, namely (i) the specular plane-wave reflection coefficient of
the incident field, (ii) the source wavelet, and (iii) the traveltime in the overburden. We
observe that, in order to use demigration for modeling purposes, one must not neglect
the stretch. Thus, indeed, seismic demigration is not equivalent to forward modeling.

Let us now construct the artificial migrated section by attaching to the reflector a
correctly varying stretched pulse as prescribed by the theory of demigration. Then,
the application of the demigration operator results in the synthetic seismogram section
depicted in Figure 2d. Note that the latter one is practically identical to the result of
Kirchhoff forward modeling in Figure 2b. Even the tail diffractions from the caustic
bow-tie structure are modeled with the same accuracy. However, in the post-critical
region, the amplitudes in Figure 2d follow more closely those in the ray-synthetic
seismograms (Figure 2a).

Figure 3 shows the input depth sections for Kirchhoff modeling and for modeling
by demigration. In Figure 3a, we see the seismic source pulse, scaled with the plane-
wave reflection coefficient, but without stretch, attached to the reflector. Note the
high amplitudes in the region of post-critical reflections. This is the effective input to
the Kirchhoff forward modeling integral (1). Kirchhoff modeling is then realized by
integrating along the reflector (indicated by a solid line) in order to construct the

synthetic seismograms of Figure 2b. If we use demigration on this depth section,
we get the synthetic seismograms of Figure 2c which do not exhibit correctly modeled
seismic reflection events. It is, in fact, theartificial migrated sectionshown in Fig-
ure 3b that is the correct input depth section for modeling by demigration. Observe the
wavelet with varying stretch attached to the reflector. Only using this artificial migrated
section, demigration can be used for modeling purposes. The synthetic reflection seis-
mograms are then obtained by stacking along isochrones like the three indicated ones
for a receiver at an offset of 2000 m.

Note that it is a section like the one of Figure 3b that would be obtained by a
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common-shot true-amplitude Kirchhoff depth migration applied to the synthetic data
of Figure 2b. The behavior of the pulse stretch is as described by Tygel et al. (1994b).
Let us stress once more that this artificial migrated section is never actually constructed
in the modeling-by-demigration process. It is shown here for didactical reasons only
and has been computed independently.

MODELING OR DEMIGRATION

Although the two integrals describing Kirchhoff forward modeling and Kirchhoff dem-
igration both appear to be inverses to Kirchhoff migration in an asymptotic sense, we
have seen that they do not exactly coincide. Their relationship was recently investi-
gated by Jaramillo and Bleistein (1997). By using high-frequency asymptotic argu-
ments, they have shown that the Kirchhoff modeling integral can be actually trans-
formed into the Kirchhoff demigration integral. To the leading order, one may, thus,
interpret the demigration integral as a nothing else but a “reorganized Kirchhoff mod-
eling integral.” However, apart from the practical realization, also the physical in-
terpretation of this new integral is different. Unlike the Huygens' secondary source
contributions in the Kirchhoff integral, it is now the individual Fresnel zone contribu-
tions to each primary reflection that are summed up by the integration (Schleicher et
al., 1997).

What are, then, the advantages of implementing a seismic modeling scheme us-
ing the Kirchhoff demigration integral instead of the conventional Kirchhoff modeling
integral? Well, in fact, there exist several reasons:

� The actual process of true-amplitude Kirchhoff demigration is, structurely, very
similar to true-amplitude Kirchhoff migration. Therefore, existing migration
programs (which are nowadays, of course, highly developed and very effective)
can be readily modified to include demigration. The latter, as we have seen
above, can then also be used for seismic forward modeling.

� Demigration is a process that becomes more and more important in the seismic
processing sequence. Its main objective is to verify and improve the macrove-
locity model. Thus, seismic modeling can be done with a software that is also
useful for reflection-imaging purposes and thus already available. There is no
need for an additional independent seismic forward modeling program.

� For an identical macrovelocity model, migration, demigration, and modeling by
demigration need the same Green's functions. This implies that, once any one
of the three processes has been applied to some data for a given macrovelocity
model, the remaining two will become significantly less expensive.
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� Modeling by demigration turns out to be particularly advantageous when the
effects of small reservoir changes are to be modeled, as is the case in 4-D or time-
lapse imaging. As only the reflector properties change, but not the overburden
macrovelocity model, the same Green's functions can be used several times, thus
making modeling by demigration less expensive than other schemes that have to
start all over again.

� As demigration is a stacking process, it “smoothes” the simulated reflection re-
sponses (in contrary to, e.g., standard ray theory that computes arrival times and
amplitudes along specular rays only and thus produces sharp shadow bound-
aries). Thus, there is no need for constructing smooth reflectors (e.g., by ap-
plying splines) or explicit two-point ray tracing. Modeling by demigration can
be directly applied to the conventionally picked reflectors that are usually a se-
quence of planar reflector elements. This will not cause any damage to the sim-
ulated reflection response.

� Whereas Kirchhoff modeling needs an integration along the reflector and, thus,
has to be applied to each reflector independently, demigration uses as its input a
depth-migrated section. Therefore, it needs just to be applied only once to model
primary reflections for a whole set of different subsurface reflectors.

� Due to the limited extent of an isochrone, the stacking aperture of modeling by
demigration will, in general, be smaller than that of Kirchhoff forward modeling.

� Because the demigration integral sums only contributions from the actual Fres-
nel zone surrounding each specular reflection point, the stacking aperture can be
even further reduced.

It should be kept in mind, however, that Kirchhoff demigration is a process as expen-
sive as Kirchhoff migration. It may, thus, be disadvantageous in comparison to other
seismic modeling schemes when applied only once for a given velocity model or for
a few reflectors only. Moreover, modeling by demigration can, at the present stage,
provide primary reflections only. The description of multiples by this process has not
been investigated yet.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed the properties of a new seismic imaging process called
demigration. Kirchhoff demigration is based on the same assumptions as Kirchhoff
migration. It is realized in a completely analogous way by a weighted stack of migrated
data along constant-reflection-time surfaces. This process has been introduced in the
seismic literature as the most natural inverse process to migration (Hubral et al., 1996;
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Tygel et al., 1996). We have shown that although closely related, seismic demigration
is not identical to seismic forward modeling.

With this in mind, we have to revise the widespread and commonly accepted belief
that “seismic migration is the inverse process to seismic forward modeling.” We have
seen that it is not forward modeling but seismic demigration that deserves to be called
the “inverse of seismic migration.” The true inverse to forward modeling is, in turn,
the process of migration/inversion.

Although not identical to modeling, seismic demigration can be very conveniently
used for this purpose. For a given subsurface model, the modeling process consists,
in principle, of two steps, namely (i) transforming the model into a fictitious, true-
amplitude depth-migrated section and of (ii) applying to this artificially generated mi-
grated section a true-amplitude demigration. In the actual implementation, the con-
struction of the artificial migrated section is done implicitly thus combining the two
steps. In this way, the new modeling technique called “modeling by demigration” is,
in fact, a one-step process.

Because the stacking procedure employed in modeling by demigration is inde-
pendent of the reflector shape, the new method will provide good-quality synthetic
primary-reflection data even for nonsmooth reflectors. Also, because of its structure
in the use of the macrovelocity model, modeling by demigration seems to be particu-
larly appropriate for 4-D or time-lapse applications. First tests for simple Earth models
confirm these observations (Santos et al., 1997).
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Figure 1: Model and ray family for the numerical common-shot experiment.
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Figure 2a: Synthetic seismograms as obtained by zero-order ray theory.
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Figure 2b: Synthetic seismograms as obtained by Kirchhoff forward modeling.
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Figure 2c: Synthetic seismograms as obtained by direct demigration applied to the
depth section in Figure 3a.
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Figure 2d: Synthetic seismograms as obtained by correct modeling by demigration
applied to the depth section in Figure 3b.
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Figure 3a: Input section for Kirchhoff forward modeling. Theunstretchedsource
wavelet is attached to the reflector.
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Figure 3b: Input section for modeling by demigration. Thecorrectly stretchedsource
wavelet is attached to the reflector.
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ABSTRACT

In this work, we study three-dimensional (3D) acoustic wave propagation in a vertical
plane representing a medium the properties of which do not depend on the orthogo-
nal direction to the plane. This problem arises from the need to describe seismic data
provenient from the standard acquisition geometry: the two-dimensional (2D) seismic
line. Any modeling or inversion method based on such data must rely on some hypoth-
esis permitting this geometric restriction. The simplest one is to consider the seismic
wave propagation to occur only in the vertical plane containing the seismic line. This
hypothesis implies the assumption that the medium parameters do not change in the
orthogonal direction to the plane. In practice, of course, this means that the medium
variations in the out-of-plane direction are so small that the resulting effects may be
neglected. Such a medium is, in effect, a 2D medium or, from the 3D point of view,
this medium has cylinder symmetry. The main goal of this thesis is to study the wave
propagation in this vertical plane which contains the seismic line.

Due to the high cost of 3D modeling, there is a major interest in making use of
the medium symmetry and applying a 2D modeling scheme to describe the situation.
However, as is well-known (Bleistein, 1986), modeling by the 2D wave equation is
not sufficient to describe the true 3D wave propagation, although the traveltimes of
the waves propagating within the plane of consideration can be modeled correctly.
The reason is that the geometrical spreading of a seismic wave generated by a point
source is a 3D quantity that cannot be modeled by the 2D wave equation. Therefore,
as the medium and the kinematics of the problem are 2D but the dynamics are 3D, the
problem is generally referred to as 2.5D (Bleistein, 1986).

Because of the problems described above, 3D modeling seems unavoidable for the
correct description of 2.5D wave propagation. However, several approaches exist in
the literature to overcome these difficulties. On the one hand, 3D methods can be
adapted to the 2.5D problem, i.e., they can be sped up making use of the medium
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symmetry analytically. Examples are ray theory and Kirchhoff modeling as described
by Bleistein (1986). On the other hand, 2D methods can be corrected for the wrong
amplitude treatment of 3D waves, as, e.g., the amplitude correction of the 2D finite
difference solution also suggested by Bleistein (1986).

There is another 2D concept which tries to overcome the difficulty of the 2.5D
problem. It is the concept of a partial differential equation called the 2.5-dimensional
wave equation. Such an equation would correctly model the in-plane wave propaga-
tion, taking advantage of the kinematic part of 2D propagation (which is correct) but
treating the amplitudes as required in 3D. From this ambivalence (2D traveltimes and
3D amplitudes) results the attribute 2.5D.

One can precisely define the 2.5D wave equation as a partial differential equation
with the following properties:

� The 2.5D wave equation is in fact 2D, i.e., it depends on two spatial (x,z) and
one temporal (t) coordinates;

� The equation has to simulate 3D in-plane waves, i.e., the waves propagating ex-
clusively within the plane vertically below the receivers, but with a 3D amplitude
behavior.

In short, we may say

“A 2.5D wave equation simulates 3D wave propagation with the cost
of 2D modeling.”

A 2.5-dimensional wave equation has the following advantage over other methods:
It is not necessary to consider elementary events separately. Reflected waves, refracted
waves, diffractions, multiples, among other events are all considered in the 2.5D sim-
ulation. The contrary is true in all other 2.5D methods mentioned above, where one
must define which events are to be modeled.

Note that the 2.5D wave equation describes wave propagation correctly in the 2.5D
situation only. This equation is not correct in any plane imbedded in space that is not
a symmetry plane.

To take advantage of the symmetry of the 2.5D problem, Liner (1991) devised
an approximate 2.5D wave equation suitable to the finite difference method. For the
derivation of his equation, Liner (1991) relies on two basic assumptions. He assumes
the medium to be homogeneous in the close vicinity of the source and he assumes the
source pulse to be short. Furthermore, he conjectures that the validity of the obtained
equation can be extrapolated to the region farther from the source, where the medium
is no longer homogeneous.
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Williamson and Pratt (1995) show that Liner's equation is mathematically not cor-
rect. In this thesis, we study its numerical validity, i.e., whether its modeling results,
although incorrect, remain a good approximation for the 3D waves in a 2D medium. In
other words, it is our aim to verify whether 2.5D modeling by Liner's equation is still
a worthwhile alternative to other 2.5D methods. A similar investigation was carried
out by Bording and Liner (1993).

The numerical analysis was divided into two parts, considering separately the mod-
eling of traveltimes and amplitudes. The dynamic comparison was restricted to peak
amplitudes letting aside possible differences between the modeled pulse forms. In
all cases, the traveltime analysis showed satisfactorial coincidence between all three
methods. All errors remained below0:5%.

Concerning amplitudes, Liner's equation yields good results in numerical experi-
ments for relatively simple models, in particular for constant velocity. The difference
between Liner's equation and ray theory varied between 3% for a planar reflector and
10% for a more complex one.

These results, although obtained for small models, can be without doubt extended
to more realistic models since the theoretical analysis shows that for this case Liner's
amplitudes are correct in the sense of a zero-order ray approximation.

For a constant vertical velocity gradient, the amplitude error went up to about 15%.
The theoretical discussion using asymptotic expansions (Stockwell, 1995) explains this
value as the ratio between the velocity near the source and the RMS-velocity along the
ray. These results are depicted in greater detail in the Figure 1. It shows the relative
error of modeling of a direct or a reflected vertical wave in a medium with a constant
vertical velocity gradient. We see that the errors for a negative and positive velocity
gradient are on opposite sides of the axis. This seems to suggest that the error of a
reflected wave should have canceling contribution from the upgoing and downgoing
ray. This is, however, not true. In fact, the error of the reflected wave is identical to
that of direct wave.

In all experiments, the difference between ray theory and Liner's equation was
greater than the one between the latter equation and the amplitude-corrected 2D wave
equation. This might be due to the fact the both equations are solved with an identical
FD scheme, thus giving rise to the same types of numerical errors.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Liner's equation is a worthwhile alternative for the modeling of 3D
wave propagation in 2.5D situations. Although slightly erroneous in the resulting am-
plitudes, it remains a good approximation for models not too complex. Its amplitudes
are an order of magnitude better approximations to the true 2.5D amplitudes than those
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Figure 1: Relative error of a vertical
wave in a medium with a constant
vertical velocity gradient. Direct
wave recorded at depthz or wave
reflected at depthz and recorded at
z = 0. Continuous line – gradi-
ent of�0:0005 ms�1; dashed line
– gradient of0:0005 ms�1; dot-
ted line – gradient of0:001 ms�1;
dashed-dotted line – gradient of
0:002 ms�1.
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of the 2D wave equation obtained with the same computational cost. If a good approx-
imation for the ray parameter� (Bleistein, 1986) can be obtained, the amplitudes of
Liner's equation can be further corrected, without the need for an additional pulse-
form correction as is necessary in the amplitude correction of the 2D wave equation.
Future research is suggested on possible improvements of Liner's equation for inho-
mogeneous media.
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ABSTRACT

In Geophysics measured seismic data sets need to be analyzed using numerical oper-
ators. Seismic data can be forward modeled from hypothetical earth models with high
levels of complexity. Both steps are necessary ingredients for seismic data inversion
procedures. The result of such inversion methods is a realistic description of the sub-
surface of the earth as derived from measured data. I show a distributed version of a
seismic utility package, called SEPLIB, that can be used in a parallel computer envi-
ronment such as the IBM SP-2. Modeling and processing applications for 2D seismic
data are shown, that use a high-level data and process distribution mechanism, called
Sepzilla and Parmod2d. This mechanism achieves coarse grain parallelism for 2D
seismic problems.

INTRODUCTION

The memory and time requirements of seismic calculations suggest parallel imple-
mentations. Geophysical experiments usually produce large data sets (Gigabytes and
Terabytes), when structure and material properties are to be analyzed in three dimen-
sions. Modeling of seismic data usually starts with an input earth model that is only
a few Gibgabytes of size, but on output it can produce as large data volumes as can
be found when carrying out measurements in reality. Seismic processing uses large
data volumes to extract information about the earth's material parameters. The next
two sections describe parallel application of two-dimensional seismic processing and
modeling algorithms.

SEISMIC DATA PROCESSING

Analysis of those data applies sequences of mathematical operations. Often these oper-
ations can be described by linear and non-linear operators, such as Fourier Transforms,
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convolutions and other integral or differential transforms. In the end, the seismic data
inversion produces a detailed description of the earth's interior. Figure 2 shows the
result of a two-dimensional acquisition geometry for a real experiment (Courtesy of
Mobil Oil Co., USA). The three faces of the three-dimensional data volume are pro-
jected on to two dimensions. The gray-scale amplitudes depict the signal strengths of
reflected and recorded signals from the subsurface. Several high contrast layers give
rise to strong reflection amplitudes.

Sepzilla: Distributed Processing Flow

Decon | Nmo | Mute | Stack | Decon
on processor 1

Decon | Nmo | Mute | Stack | Decon
on processor 2

Decon | Nmo | Mute | Stack | Decon
on processor 3

Decon | Nmo | Mute | Stack | Decon
on processor 4
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on processor 5

Input Data
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Processing SequenceAsynchronous Data Distribution Synchronous Data Collection

barrier

Figure 1: A seismic input data set is split along one of its axes. Data subsets and
processing sequences are distributed on various nodes asynchronously. Results are
collected after all processes are finished and the final output is assembled.

The Sepzilla data distributor splits the input data set across a user defined axis (of-
ten the third dimension). The data and process distribution is achieved by using the
DCE remote shelldce rsh . A suitable number of remote processes is started initi-
ating the user-defined processing sequence on a remote node. The remote processes
can retrieve the input data segments either via Socket communication or DFS file ac-
cess. The file access method is the preferred method if all processing nodes see the
identical file system spaces. This requirement is fulfilled on the IBM SP-2 with its
DFS and Parallel I/O file system. Sepzilla is then monitoring the processes for the
finish of computation. The remote processes typically write output data to local files
which are combined after the last process has finished. Alternatively output data could
be retrieved via a socket communication mechanism, but nearly always the local file
collection proved to be speedier. Sepzilla follows the Single Program Multiple Data
methodology. The Single Program is in fact a single sequence of piped processes that
is applied to a data subset. Load balancing is then automatically achieved by properly
partitioning the input and output data spaces.
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Figure 2: Input seismic data cube courtesy of Mobil Oil Co.
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Figure 3: Output seismic data section after processing.

A second data and process distributionPipe works in such a way that for a se-
quence of processes each single process is distributed on a individual node. Then the
input data is not subdivided but flows as a whole through each of the nodes. This
method of operation proofed to be too costly in data communication even with the
SP-2 high speed switch. Furthermore is the behavior of the sequence determined en-
tirely by the weakest link in the chain. If a single process requires a large subset of the
partially processed input data, it will block the chain until it has received all necessary
data. Only after that event the process flows again freely. A typical number of nodes
is 3 to 10 and a minimum of 10 MB of seismic data should be used for small seismic
processing tests. Due to these deficiencies we do not use this mode of operation.

In a related project coarse and fine grain parallel operators have been implemented
in the novel programming language Java. Java allows true remote object distribution by
using JavaParty – a Java software add on that provides tools to handle remote threads.
Some Java compilers can produce true native executable code, which achieves perfor-
mance comparable to HPF programs. Details about the results have been reported in
journals Jacob et al. (1998) and at various conferences. Those tests were carried out
not only on the SP-2, but on a multitude of shared- and distributed-memory comput-
ers. This work was supported by various international super-computing centers and
was carried out in cooperation with companies such as SUN Microsystems, Silicon
Graphics Inc. and IBM Research Labs.
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Seismic Data Modeling

Two-dimensional seismic modeling can be carried out in parallel. The most simple
strategy is to assign to each compute node a particular set of source points for which
the seismic wave field needs to be modeled. The subsurface model and the wavelet
is usually identical for all source points. Figure 4 illustrates the computing concept.
Since two-dimensional models usually fit entirely within the compute node memory,
costly inter-node communication is saved. For realistic three-dimensional models such
a simple concept is usually not applicable.

Model at Shot Location 1
on processor 1

on processor 2

Model at Shot Location 3
on processor 3

Model at Shot Location 4
on processor 4

on processor 5

Subsurface Model
Output Data

2D Modeling Sequence Synchronous Data Collection

Parmod2d: Distributed 2D Seismic Modeling

Replicate Subsurface Model

Replicate Source Wavelet

Model at Shot Location 5

Model at Shot Location 2

barrier

Source Wavelet

Figure 4: Parallel computation scheme for 2D seismic modeling.

Parmod2D is parallel Finite Difference modeling package, that exhibits nearly per-
fect scalability for two-dimensional modeling. The algorithm is suited to calculate en-
tire acoustic, elastic and anisotropic prestack seismic data volumes. Communication
is only necessary when the input model and source wavelet are distributed to the com-
pute node and when results (seismograms and snapshots) are combined into a central
output file. During computation no communication is necessary. The only communi-
cation bottleneck is at the beginning, where model and source wavelet are distributed
to the compute nodes and also at the end of the computation, where the resulting wave
field seismograms are collected into one output file for further processing. Thus we
reach nearly perfect scalability, due to the excellent load balancing.

Using this computational method we aim at generating seismic 2D benchmark data
for understanding wave propagation phenomena, testing newly developed processing
techniques, and finally use them for interpreting data pattern and events found in real
seismic data. This is similar to the original 2D Marmousi Project or the more recent
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3D modeling initiative by SEG and EAGE. In all those cases purely acoustic models
were used due to the limitations in compute power and available computation time. I
am going beyond the acoustic restriction in providing acoustic, elastic and more com-
plicated media type. Leaving the structural model identical during those simulations,
ensure that we get pure information about the influence of medium type choices. It is
important to model seismic data more realistically such that processing methods can
be truly tested with data that do not fulfill the underlying assumptions of the processing
algorithm – as is the case in the earth.

I am using a 2D slice take out of a 3D model, which has been generated before as
the official SEG/EAGE salt model. Figure 5 shows the structure of the 2D model. A
salt lens is dominating the geology with a high velocity contrast to the surrounding ma-
terial. The background velocity is smooth and given by gradual increases. Structural
complexity is added by including reflecting layers and faults. Varying source points
along the entire model on each discrete grid node produces a conventional fixed spread
seismic survey over this model. Figure 6 shows the entire prestack seismic data set as
a three dimensional rectangle, indicating time, receiver and shot axis.

The top panel shows a time slice cut through the data set a constant time. Am-
plitude variations indicate the presence of the salt body with its rugged topography.
The front panel shows a common shot gather while the side panel displays a common
receiver gather.

Figure 5: Subsurface input model: SEG/EAGE Salt.
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Figure 6: Example of an entire 2D prestack data volume generated from the
SEG/EAGE salt model: acoustic / elastic/ with / without freesurface.

Figure 7: Runtime measurements for a varying amount of parallel processing nodes.
Nearly perfect scalability of the total run time. Note the logarithmic scale of the timing
measurements. Computational Time dominates the problem, communication times as
indicated byuser andsys times play only a marginal role.
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DISCUSSION

Parmod2D is a practical software tool to model two-dimensional seismic data using
a Finite Difference technique. Figure 7 shows runtime measurements for a varying
amount of parallel processing nodes. Nearly perfect scalability of the total run time is
achieved. Note the logarithmic scale of the timing measurements. Computational time
dominates the problem, communication times as indicated byuser andsys times
play only a marginal role. Realistically it means, one 2D shot gather is computed in
nearly the same time as 1000 2D shot gathers provided the processors are available.

Sepzilla is a tool to distribute common seismic processing sequences that can be
command line specified, onto parallel compute nodes. Due to its simple nature only
coarse grain parallel computational methods can be distributed easily. Fortunately
standard seismic processing steps can in many cases be applied to distinct subsets of
the input or output data set. In such cases Sepzilla can be used for parallelizing the
operation on distributed-memory machines. It makes use of the already existing serial
SEPLIB software modules that implement standard processing steps.
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Seismic Modeling of Complex Fault Zones

A. Goertz, M. Karrenbach1

keywords:Finite Difference Modeling, Fault Zones

ABSTRACT

In this project we apply and develop seismic exploration technology in a complex fault
zone. We use tomographic velocity parameterizations to build a complex 3D model
using the GOCAD software and merge a variety of models obtained on different seis-
mic scales into one best fitting subsurface model. The model area is located along
the San Andreas Fault (SAF) which is one of the global locations destined for drilling
into an active fault zone. The proposed well through the SAF at Parkfield (Zoback
et al. (1998)) will, together with a three dimensional image of the seismogenic zone,
lead to insights into the physical and chemical properties of fracture zones. We use
3D finite difference techniques to compute full wave form responses of realistic extent
in the model and simulate a variety of experiments, such as 3D surface seismics, VSP
recordings, cross well recordings and downhole sources. Conclusions from our mod-
eling will currently flow directly into the planning of seismic acquisitions proposed
by Klemperer et al. (1998) in the target area. Potential processing algorithms can be
tested on their ability to image complex structure. By modeling the physical properties
of the fault zone itself, 4D seismic monitoring experiments can be simulated.

INTRODUCTION

The San Andreas Fault zone system in the Parkfield region has been investigated in var-
ious surveys in the past. Therefore this region is likely for the location of a fault zone
drilling project. The aim is to acquire definite information about chemical and phys-
ical properties as well as petrological composition of fault zones. In order to derive
a realistic model of the fault zone, several constraints were used and tested on their
consistency together with results from various geophysical experiments. A smooth
background velocity model was derived from two tomographic models of passive-
source surveys that have been carried out in the past (Michelini and McEvilly (1991),
Eberhardt-Phillips and Michael (1993)). The Fault Zone itself was constrained by seis-
micity and surface geology (Sims (1988)).

1email: agoertz@gpiwap5.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de, mkarren@ibm.net
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3-D seismic wave propagation in fault zone structures is simulated using a finite
difference method. This enables us to estimate the outcome of the real seismic experi-
ment and to optimize the acquisition layout. Synthetic data is used to select appropriate
processing sequences. The amplitude behavior of turning waves, which are critical for
imaging the fault zone, can be simulated in various environments.

CONSTRUCTION OF A MODEL

Figure 1: Horizontal interpolation of the velocity grid to five depth layers show the
main features of the velocity model. Thicker dots denote the initial tomographic grid.
The vertical plane denotes the discontinuous fault.

We tried to combine data from various geophysical disciplines focusing on differ-
ent inherent properties in one model of the area around the proposed drill site. Two
types of information were used in order to build a realistic model of the target area:

� Coarse-gridded velocity information from two tomographic models

� Constraints on the fault zone itself from seismicity and surface geology

Figure 1 shows the initial layers of a coarse-gridded velocity model obtained by to-
mographic inversion of local earthquake travel times (Michelini and McEvilly (1991)).
Thicker dots within the layers denote the initial grid of velocity information. The fault
plane is derived by vertically extending the surface trace of the SAF into depth. Inter-
polation was performed horizontally on either side of the fault thus leaving one faint
discontinuity in the smooth velocity model: the fault itself. The location of the pro-
posed drill site and the path of the well is denoted by the little derrick and the line
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Figure 2:Property model for the P-
wave velocity together with the sur-
face trace of the fault and the ver-
tical fault plane. The model con-
sists of 200� 200� 100 grid points
which refers to a physical extension
of 8 km� 8 km� 4 km, enclosing
a volume of 256km3. The der-
rick denotes the location of the pro-
posed well. The proposed drilling
will penetrate the fault zone in a
depth of 4 km at an angle of45o.

below.

In order to perform finite difference modeling, a densely and equally spaced (�x =
40m) velocity grid was created for a three dimensional volume around the proposed
drill site. Vertical linear interpolation between the different depth layers leads to a
smooth background velocity model. Due to the fact, that the interpolation was done
independently on either side, the fault zone remains as a discontinuity. Fig. 2 shows
the property model for the P-wave velocity. For elastic and isotropic seismic modeling,
at least three physical parameters have to be given. With GOCAD as a powerful tool
to create 3D models, other properties such as porosity or fluid saturation can be added
easily.

FINITE DIFFERENCE MODELING

Finite difference simulations were carried out for an active experiment along the sur-
face and within the borehole as well as for local shallow earthquakes. In a fine scale
modeling scenario the subsurface model can be probed with a relatively high source
frequency. A spatial sampling rate of the velocity grid of 40 m enables us to simulate
waveforms with a dominant frequency of 20 Hz. The wavefield was recorded both at
the surface with an aperture of 8 km and within the borehole for a VSP array. This will
be the approximate acquisition parameters of the 3D survey (Klemperer et al. (1998)).
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Figure 3:Snapshots of the seismic wavefield after 1.8 s (left) and 2.7s (right). A caustic
caused by a low-velocity body can be seen in both plots.

Simulations were carried out on a parallelized Vector computer Fujitsu VPP300 at
Karlsruhe University High Performance Computing Center.

Figure 3 shows snapshots of the seismic wavefield after 1.8 and 2.7 seconds pro-
duced by an isotropic compressional point source located on the left (southwestern)
side of the fault. We observe a high resolution wave field that is produced by fine
scale discontinuities, gradients and structures. Albeit the smooth background velocity,
the wavefield becomes rather complex after a short time already. P, S and converted
phases as well as reflections off the free surface make it difficult to trace individual
phases from seismograms alone. Both snapshots show a caustic which develops at a
low-velocity body near the fault at a depth of 5 km. Thin black lines denote the posi-
tion of the frames which are displayed on the faces of the cube.

Seismograms for a line across the fault (along the x direction) in the middle of
the cube (y = 0 km) are shown in Fig. 4. For this simulation, the source was located
also on the left side of the fault, but in a depth of 2 km, thus presenting a small local
earthquake or a source within the borehole. The fault, which is located at x = 0 km,
produces turning waves in the recordings which can be seen clearly in both, horizontal
and vertical components.

The left side of Fig. 5 shows a timeslice of the 3D synthetic prestack dataset at 1.2
s. The fault trace derived by surface geology is located around x = 0 km. Arrows de-
note turning P- and S-waves that evolve at the fault. Finally, a borehole seismogram of
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Figure 4:Seismograms for a line across the fault. The source is located in a depth of
2 km. Turning waves evolve near 0 km, the location of the vertical fault.

the proposed well is displayed on the right side of Fig. 5. The two turning waves that
are visible in the timeslice on the left side can as well be seen in the VSP recordings
and are again denoted by arrows.

CONCLUSION AND OUTREACH

We apply finite difference methods in three dimensions to get the full wave form seis-
mic response of a complex fault zone. The model volume is similar to a proposed
3D survey in the Parkfield region. We model realistic wave field recording geome-
tries, such as surface seismic surveys and Vertical Seismic Profiles, producing seismic
recordings as could be expected in experiments.

It is planned to extend the finite difference code for modeling of fluid flows within
the fault zone, thus enabling us to simulate 4D seismic monitoring experiments during
the drilling and coring phase of the project. Insights into time dependence of rock
properties will help in understanding the seismicity of active fault zones.
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Figure 5: Timeslice of the 3D prestack dataset at 1.2 s (left) and a VSP recording of
the proposed well (right). Arrows denote turning P- and S-waves.
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Wave propagation on irregular grids
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ABSTRACT

By solving the wave equation on regular or irregular grids wave propagation can be
studied in any complex model 2D and 3D. However, the model complexity is limited
by the computer capacity. Pseudospectral methods have the advantage of being exact
in terms of spatial derivatives and therefor require less grid points per wavelength
then finite difference methods. Models with curved layer boundaries, however, require
a dense grid spacing to avoid diffraction. By introducing curved grids with layer
boundaries aligned to the grid, this problem can be solved.

INTRODUCTION

Pseudospectral methods are useful tools for solving the wave equation on 2D and 3D
grids. Since the spatial derivatives are exact one can choose a coarser grid and there-
for larger time steps. Thus, one can speed up numerical simulation runs by several
times (Fornberg, 1987). Furthermore, no dispersion effects due to discretisation errors
occur. Interfaces not aligned with the grid, however, lead to other undesired effects.
The corners in the disc1retisation of a layer boundary not aligned with the grid act
as diffractors. To avoid this unphysical noise the grid spacing must be reduced. In
such cases the advantages of a coarser grid using pseudospectral methods can not be
used. We introduce a simple mapping scheme to a Chebyshev code and align the
layer boundaries with the grid. Similar schemes were applied by Fornberg (1988) and
Tessmer and Kosloff (1993).

METHOD

Our code is based on the Chebyshev Collocation method (Augenbaum, 1990; Carcione
and Wang, 1993). The solution of the wave equation is expanded in terms of Cheby-

1email: Melanie.Pohl@phys.uni-karlsruhe.de
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shev polynomials. In the computational domain the grid is defined by the Gauss–
Lobatto collocation points. Since this grid becomes very fine near the grid boundaries,
a one–dimensional stretching function is applied for each coordinate in order to in-
crease the time steps for the integration. For the forward integration in time we use a
fourth order Runge–Kutta scheme. Absorbing boundary conditions are imposed by a
characteristic treatment.

Layer topogrophy is introduced by mapping the stretched rectangular grid onto a
curved grid. All formulae are written for the 3D case. The physical curved grid has
the coordinatesX, Y andZ. The mapping functions are

X(x; y; z) = x

Y (x; y; z) = y

Z(x; y; z) = z + g(x; y; z)

with the topography functiong(x; y; z). In our case we requireg to be a continuous dif-
ferentiable function. By the mapping only the z–coordinates are altered. Additionally,
the topography function is tapered by a sinus function in z to obtain flat boundaries.

For the velocity–stress formulation we then yield:
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where� and� are the Lam�e parameters and� is the density. The termscx, cy andcz
denote products of derivatives of the topography function.
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EXAMPLES IN 2D

In order to test the accuracy we chose a homogeneous model (1000�1000m, 161�161
grid points) and located the explosive source in the center of the model volume. As
topography function we used a sinus function with an amplitude of 20m and a wave-
length of 500m. Figure 1 shows the wavefront after 80 ms.

Figure 1: Wavefront after 80 ms.
Every 5th gridline is displayed. The
wavefront is not altered by the
transformed grid. The star marks
the source location.

Another example studies the effect of layer topography up to subwavelength scale
onto the reflection amplitudes. Here, we chose a layer boundary with a syncline di-
rectly underneath the source. The halfwidth of the syncline varies from 4� to 0.5� with
� being the dominant wavelength of the source signal. For all four models we used the
same number of grid points. In order to avoid interference with the direct wave, source
and receivers are situated at the same depth. All boundaries are absorbing. Figure 2
and 3 show the corresponding snapshots and seismograms.

CONCLUSION

This technique enables us to simulate wave propagation in 2D and 3D in acceptable
time. It can be used to study the reflection properties of media with laterally varying
layer boundaries. The technique can be extended to include arbitrarely shaped topog-
raphy functions, e.g. by using spline functions.
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Figure 2: Snapshot after 240 ms. The amplitudes are normalized to the maximum of
all plots. Layer velocities are displayed in the upper left plot. The black line marks
the layer boundary, the star the source location and the crosses the receiver locations.
Above the layer boundary at 200m we see the reflected p–wavefront followed by the p–
t–s converted wavefront. Below the boundary we see the p–to–s converted transmitted
wavefront. In the lower right plot strong diffractions occur at the flanks of the through.
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Figure 3: Seismograms corresponding to figure 2. The amplitudes are normalized to
the maximum of all plots. The first arrival is the reflected p–wave followed by the
p–to–s conversion. The focussing effect is strongest for syncline 3.
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Green'sFunction computation with recursivecell
tracing
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ABSTRACT

A recursivecell wavefront tracing algorithmprovidesuswith amethod for generating
interpretable wave phases in 3D earth models. We developed the algorithm further,
such that it is capable of incorporating source radiation and receiver radiation pat-
terns, which are important ingredients for elastic modeling and imaging. Applications
of this algorithm include the computation of Green's Function and subsequent gen-
eration of synthetic prestack data sets. A parallel MPI based implementation is in
progress.

INT RODUCTION

The recursive cell wave front tracing algorithm, as described by Moser Moser and
Pachel (1997), provides us with a method for generating interpretablewave phases in
3D earth models. Using travel times and amplitudes in a smooth background model,
we are able to use this information for purposes of imaging as well as modeling. We
areableto computeGreensfunctionsin complex subsurfacemodels. Wedeveloped the
method further, such that it is capable of incorporating source radiation and receiver
radiation patterns, which are important ingredients for elastic modeling and imaging.
Using theSEG/EAGE salt model wegenerateprimary p-waveGreen's functionsfrom
various target areas. Using the computed travel time amplitude and phase informa-
tion, we synthesize entire prestack data sets. Thus we areable to to compare prestack
data sets that were modelled using full wave form techniques. Due to the potentially
heavy computational load the methods is well suited to analyses target oriented pri-
mary events. Such scenarios represent ideal test cases for multiple suppression tech-
niques and target-oriented imaging comparisons.

1email: martin.karrenbach@physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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APPLICATION TO THE SEG/EAGE SALT MODEL

We demonstrate the ability to compute complex subsurface responses by applying it
wave front tracking method to the SEG/EAGE salt model. This model had been use
previously (Karrenbach, 1998) to compute full wave form responses acoustically and
elastically using a Finite Difference method. The complexity of the seismic response in
this still simple model is not easily analyzed. Using this wave front tracking method we
can compute targeted responses that are ray-theoretically correct. Figure 1 shows the
2D slice that has been used to compute various responses. In this example we consider
p wave types only. Figure 2 shows the resulting zero offset section, which contains
only the p wave responses from the top of the salt. This section has been generated by
computing the Green's Function with source points at discrete grid locations at the top
of the salt and receiver locations at the top surface of the model.

Figure 1: Salt model 2D slice.
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Figure 2: Zero offset section containing p wave events originating from top of the salt
only.

Using the already computed Green's function information, we can generate an en-
tire prestack data set. Figures 3 and 4 show the prestack data set at various time slices.
The source location spacing was at a regular 40 meter interval. In contrast to the full
wave form response we obtain a much simpler response that shows the events of waves,
that emanated from the top of the salt and propagated in the complex overburden up to
the receivers. As starting angles only a cone of width +/- 90 degree from the vertical
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was allowed. Still many of the events are generated by multi-pathing rays, that get
refracted at the corners of the salt and at the upper interfaces.

Figure 3: Shotpoints are located
every 40 meters. We obtain a
prestack data set. The times lice is
placed at 1.776 seconds.
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Figure 4: Shotpoints are located
every 40 meters. We obtain a
prestack data set. The times lice is
placed at 2.472 seconds.
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In contrast to the partial wave field response in the previous figures, Figure 5 shows
the p-wave response obtained by including all subsurface scatterers. Reaching already
a complexity similar to the one obtained by full wave field modeling techniques.

Figure 5: Snapshot from seismo-
gram with shot point at 8 km off-
set at 2.59 seconds (filtered with a
bandpass filter 10 -80 Hz).
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The previous comparison all showed the application of the standard scalar wave
front tracing scheme. If we would like to compute a elastic response of the subsurface,
that is recorded at multi component receivers at the surface we need to augment the
algorithm to keep proper track of particle motions along a wave front path.

In the next section we briefly outline our scheme to propagate polarization vectors
through the medium using the recursive cell ray tracing.

SHEAR WAVE PARTICLE MOTIONS

The generic recursive cell ray tracing algorithm is based on Moser's method?), which
solves the ray equations in the following form

T =
dx

dt
= u(x)�2p (1)

dp

dt
= u(x)�15 u(x) (2)

whereu(x) is the slowness atx, u = 1
c
, p= the slowness vector,5u(x) is the gradi-

ent of the slowness atx andT is the tangent vector to the ray. This system of equations
is solved numerically by means of a Runge-Kutta scheme. Cartesian coordinates are
used throughout this formulation. In its original implementation calculations for the
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displacement vector are neglected since only single p-wave type were considered. The
p-wave polarization can be deduced directly from computed quantities, because its
displacement vector is tangent to the ray. In order to develop an algorithm which is
suitable for computing s-waves and their displacement vector Moser's algorithm needs
to be modified to use a source radiation pattern. The initial polarization vectorej at the
source defines a characteristic source strength for this radiation angle.

r(s)

e1

q1

q2

e2

t

Figure 6: A ray and its unit vectors/polarization vectors, after Popov and Psencik
(1976)

The displacement vectors are described by two perpendicular unit vectorsej , with
ranging fromj = 1; 2:

dej
ds

= �jT (3)

�j =
1

c

@c

@qj
jqj=0 (4)

wherec is velocity, andT is the tangent vector andqj are the ray centered coordinates
in theT;e1;e2system.ej andT are in unit length. We can solve this integral by a finite
difference approximation

ej(0 +4s) = �jT(0)4 s+ ej(0) (5)

whereq =ray centered coordinates and4s = step size for the calculations along the
ray.

We use Fermat's integral in the following form

F =
Z p

x02 + y02 + z02

c(x; y; z)
d�; (6)

where c is the velocity and
p
x02 + y02 + z02d� = ds is the arc length along a ray

r= r(s) = (x(s)i+ y(s)j+ z(s)k).
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Subsequently its Euler's equation take the form

d

ds
(
1

c

dr

ds
)�51

c
= 0: (7)

Taking the time t as a parameter along the ray instead of s then and using a slowness
vector equation 7 takes on the form of a system of two equations

) dr

dt
= c2p= u�2p (8)

dp

dt
= u�15 u: (9)

This system is solved numerically and for a practical implementation we consider
the computation of the polarization vector in Cartesian coordinates. In the following
(; ) denote inner products. From Fermat's integral

f(x; y; z) = f(x(s); y(s); z(s)) = F (s) (10)

dF

ds
=

@f

@x

dx

ds
+
@f

@y

dy

ds
+
@f

@z

dz

ds
= (5f;T) (11)

we obtain a different formulation for equation 4

�j = �1

u
(5u;ej); j = 1; 2 (12)

where(5u;ej) denotes a inner product between the gradient of the slowness and the
jth polarization vector.

Finally, approximating
dej
dt

=
1

u
�jT (13)

by a finite difference quotient

dej
dt

=
ej+1 � ej
4t

=
1

u
�jT (14)

we obtain the discretized equation

ej+1 = �jTdt+ ej (15)

wheredt =step is the step size for the numerical calculation.

Thus we can calculate the vectorsej+1 andT at the point given after a certain time
incrementdt from the source. Equation 15 is then solved for all 3 components. In
fact we perform the computation by a Runge-Kutta scheme. In isotropic media we
only need to track to independent polarization vectors namelye1 andT. The second
polarization vectore2 is obtained by computing the cross producte2 = e1xT.
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SOURCE AND RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

When modeling multi component seismic data one needs to pay particular attention to
the source and receiver characteristics. Multi component sources can display compli-
cated radiation patterns. A seismogram is then given by the combination the source
and receiver radiation patterns as well as the propagation effects through the medium.

We augmented the original method to handle exactly this kind of additional com-
plexity. These patterns describe the distribution of the amplitudes on a spherical wave
front. We are able to apply any desired source radiation pattern. Typically we use
the analytically given radiation field of a p, shear, dipole or double couple source as
illustrated in Figure 7 and 8.

z

Horizontal (x) component

x y

(a)

z

Horizontal (x) component

x
y

(b)

Figure 7: Horizontal (x) component for P-wave energy due to a) explosion source b)
double couple source.

CONCLUSION

We used Moser's original recursive cell ray tracing algorithm and augmented the
method to include source and receiver characteristics as well as the tracking of po-
larization vectors through a medium. We show some application of this wave front
tracking scheme by using the SEG/EAGE salt model, where we calculated partial and
full single wave type responses. Green's Functions as well as synthetic prestack data
are computed. The method is attractive since it uses a relatively low amount of mem-
ory and exhibits a natural amount or computational parallelism. Currently a Message
Passing Implementation is being investigated.
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Figure 8: The horizontal (x) com-
ponent of the radiation pattern of
the S-wave source.

Horizontal (x) component
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x
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What may happen if the velocities of qS waves
in an anisotropic inhomogeneous medium coincide at a

point ?

Popov, M.M., Schitov, I.N.1

keywords:anisotropy, ray method, wave propagation

ABSTRACT

Time domain equations for anisotropic inhomogeneous media form the complicated
hyperbolic system of partial differential equations, which possess some peculiarities
unknown in the elastodynamics of isotropic media. One of them appears when the ve-
locities of qS waves coincide at a point on a ray. It turns out that the corresponding
mathematical problem is rather complicated in the general case, so we study such a
phenomenon on a simplified model problem where rigorous mathematical treatment is
available. The main results are the following. The ray ansatz fails in a vicinity of the
point where the velocities of two possible waves coincide. The wave field is described
there by a more complicated mathematical expression. One wave, being incident at
this point, gives rise to both waves behind the point.

Ray tracing in anisotropic inhomogeneous media sometimes faces the situation
when the ray displays a directional jump. Thus it happens at a point where the veloci-
ties of qS waves coincide.

Let us dwell on the mathematical peculiarities of such points. If we deal with the
ray ansatz for the displacement vectorU(x; t):

U(x; t) =
1X
k=0

uk(x)Fk(t� � (x)) (1)

d

d�
Fk+1(�) = Fk(�) ;

then the following sequence of recurrent equations has to be resolved:

1email: mpopov@gpiwap2.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de, mpopov@pdmi.ras.ru
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Nu0 = 0

Nu1 +Mu0 = 0 (2)

Nuk+2 +Muk+1 + Luk = 0 ; k = 0; 1; 2; :::

where we use the notations commonly accepted in geophysical literature. Note, the
first equation in (2) is the system of linear algebraic equations with a certain symmet-
rical 3� 3 matrixN = N(�;x), while both M and L are matrix differential operators.
The eikonal equations come out from the conditiondetN = 0. They are closely related
to the eigenvalues of N. The eigenvectors of N are called the polarization vectors.

Suppose now that the velocity of the qP wave is separated from the velocities of
qS waves and never coincides with them. Then by means of a smooth linear transfor-
mation we can split the eigen-subspace of N corresponding to the qP wave and for the
remaining two eigenvalues�1 and�2 we obtain the following analytical expressions:

�1;2 = A�
p
D ; (3)

with A andD both being smooth functions of positionx . Thus,�1 = �2 at points
whereD = 0, but exactly at these points the partial derivatives of the eigenvalues
become singular. Apparently, the corresponding eigenvectors, or the polarization vec-
tors, will not be differentiable functions of the position, whereD = 0 (see eq. (3)), and
already the second equation in (2), where the transport equation comes from, becomes
singular. Therefore the ray method technique faces serious problems already with the
amplitude of the leading termu0(x; t). Clearly, no need to add that this technique can-
not be employed for higher order terms.

From the mathematical point of view, the problem we face here for the general case
of anisotropic inhomogeneous media is rather complicated. To develop a physical in-
sight to the processes in a vicinity of the points under consideration, we study, from
one side, a simplified model problem but, from the other side, we treat it in mathemati-
cally rigorous way. Therefore the results are reliable and do not contain any additional
heuristic assumptions.

The model can be interpreted as two elastic inhomogeneous strings which are finite
from one side,x = 0, infinite from the other side and interacting via a potential. The
velocity of the first string (channel 1) and the second one (channel 2) are denoted by
a1(x) anda2(x), respectively. At the end point,x = 0 , one of the possible two waves
is generated by a source at the time t=0 and we follow its propagation in space-time
x > 0, t > 0.
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If the velocities are different everywhere, i.e.a1(x) 6= a2(x) for x � 0 , then the
ray ansatz (1) is valid everywhere forx � 0. The corresponding wave-train propa-
gates with velocitya1(x) only. It is depicted schematically in Fig.1, left part, for the
following set of functionsFk in (1):

F0(�) = �(�) ; (� is the delta� function)

F1(�) = H(�) ; (H is the Heaviside� step function) (4)

F2(�) = �+ etc:

If a1 = a2, but da1
dx
6= da2

dx
at a pointx = x�, thenuk(x�) starting withk = 2; 3; :::

become singular and we cannot use them in some vicinity of this point anymore. In this
vicinity, we obtain a more complicated representation for the wave field via the sum of
iterations to a certain system of integral equations (see middle part in Fig.1). But then,
on some distance behind the pointx = x� we get, apart from the initial wave, a new
wave propagating in channel 2 with velocity a2(x) and having specific discontinuities
on its wave front

t = �2(x) =
Z x�

0

d�

a1(�)
+
Z x

x�

d�

a2(�)
;

which cannot be described by the initial set of functionsFk (see eq.(4)). So-called
derivatives of non-integer order appear behind the pointx = x�. Using another ter-
minology we can say that the shape of that new wave, or the wavelet, is different
from what we have for the incident wave. The corresponding wave-picture is depicted
schematically on the right part of Fig.1 for the casea2(x) > a1(x) for x > x�.

ray ansatz

0 x

0 0

0k=1

k=0

k=1

k=0

complicated
expression

for the wave 
field

chan. 1

chan. 2

x*

ray ansatz

Figure 1:

Based on the results obtained for the simplified model problem we could anticipate
that in the general case of anisotropic inhomogeneous media i) the ray ansatz fails in
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a vicinity of such points and it should be replaced by some mathematically more com-
plicated formula, and ii) starting with only one incident qS wave before the point we
will get both of them behind this pointx = x� and the second one may be of the same
order as the initial wave.

In conclusion we would like to pay attention to an analogy between the problem
of caustics, for instance, in isotropic inhomogeneous media and the problem of coin-
ciding qS wave velocities in anisotropic inhomogeneous media. When we deal with
a separate ray, both problems arise as local problems, singularities appear at a point
and can stop numerical calculations. If, nevertheless, we jump over the point in the
computational process, we will loose the phase-shift in the first problem and another
qS wave in the second one. But at the same time both problems, in fact, are not local
because the same difficulties will take place for the other rays from a ray tube around
the initial one. Note, that the conditionD = 0 describes a manifold in 3D and not only
a point.
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Coherency Analysis and Correlation Procedures

Robert Mauch1

keywords:coherence measures, crosscorrelation, random processes

ABSTRACT

Coherency measures are widely used in the analysis of seismic data. The founda-
tions of many coherency measures are the concepts of linear correlation and stochas-
tic processes. These concepts are briefly reviewed and, based on them, a standard
coherency measure, the statistically normalized crosscorrelation measure, is derived.
The possible uses of coherency measures in seismic data processing are various. Each
time, however, the input data, a theoretical moveout model and a coherency measure
are combined to analyze the data. With a synthetic example it is shown how coherency
analysis can be used to detect multiple reflections in CSP gathers.

INTRODUCTION

With the use of multichannel data coherency analysis was introduced to the standard
processing sequence of seismic data. With it, statistical concepts were applied to mul-
tiple channels (Schneider and Backus, 1968; Taner and Koehler, 1969). The formula-
tions of early coherence functions constitute generalizations to existing statistical cor-
relation coefficients (Bendat and Piersol, 1986). With a brief review, the underlying
statistical concepts are explained. Based on these concepts the statistical normalized
crosscorrelation measure is derived. As a second important utility the formulation of
a theoretical traveltime model goes into the examination. The combination of input
data, moveout model and coherency measure constitutes the framework of coherency
analysis. One possible combination is applied to detect multiple reflections in CSP
gathers. Various other possible applications are mentioned.

BASIC CONCEPTS

In the next three sections I give a brief review of the concepts oflinear correlation, sto-
chastic processesandtime-series analysiswhich are fundamental in the development

1email: robert.mauch@phys.uni-karlsruhe.de
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of coherency measures, such asnormalized crosscorrelationor semblance.

Linear Correlation

In probability the concept ofrandom variablesis introduced. A random variable is a
function that assigns a real number to each outcome of arandom experiment. A ran-
dom experiment is characterized by the fact that its possible output is not predictable.
Themeanor expected valueof a discrete random variableX is

�X = E(X) =
X
x

x pX(x)

where
P

x is the sum over the set of all possible values of the random variable and
pX(x) is theprobability mass functionfrom this set.
Thevariance�2 of a random variableX is defined as

�2X = E(X � �X)
2 =

X
x

(x� �X)
2 pX(x)

If we consider two random variables a measure of the possible relationship between
them is thecovariance:

�XY = E[(X � �X)(Y � �Y )]

whereas
E[(X � �X)(Y � �Y )] =

X
R

(x� �X)(y � �Y ) pXY (x; y)

is the weighted average of the product of the deviations of the two random vari-
ables from their mean values. The weight is here thejoint probability mass function
pXY (x; y).
Another measure of the relationship between two random variables is thecorrelation
coefficient�XY . It is just a scaled version of the covariance.

�XY =
�XY

�X�Y
� 1 � �XY � +1

Two random variables with nonzero correlation are said to becorrelated. Note that
both covariance and correlation are measures of thelinear relationshipbetween ran-
dom variables.

In practical situations where a finite sample of measurements is observed the accu-
racy of a linear relationship can be estimated by thesample correlation coefficient

R =
SXYp
SXXSY Y

� 1 � R � +1 (1)

with SXY =
Pn

i=1(xi� x)yi, SXX =
Pn

i=1(xi� x)2 andSY Y =
Pn

i=1(yi� y)2, where
n is the sample size.
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In the next section the concept ofstochastic processesis introduced which con-
stitutes the statistical basis fortime-series analysisand makes it possible to apply the
concept of linear correlation to time series.

Stochastic Processes

The concept of stochastic or random processes is used to describe data representing
random physical phenomena. The hypothetical structure of the data of a stochastic
processfX(t)g consists of a infinitely large ensemble of time-history records or time
functions. The continuous time functions reach from minus infinity to plus infinity
in time. At any instant of time the values over the ensemble represent all possible
outcomes of a random experiment. Thus, at any instant of time(ti) a random variable
X(ti) can be defined. The statistical properties of each random variable are computed
by constituting the average over the ensemble of time functions.

For example, suppose the ensemble values of the random variableX(t1) at time
t1 arex1(t1); x2(t1); : : : ; xN(t1). Then theexpected valueor mean valueis obtained
computing theensemble average

�X(t1) = E(X(t1)) = lim
N!1

1

N

NX
k=1

xk(t1)

assuming the ensemble values to be equally likely.

In general, the ensemble values may come from a continuous sample space with
infinite extension and may also be weighted by aprobability density functionp(x).
In this case we define theexpected valueof a random variableX(t) at arbitrary fixed
values oft in the form

�X(t) = E(X(t)) =
Z 1

�1
x(t) pX(x(t)) dx(t) (2)

A stochastic processis completely defined by constituting all available statistical quan-
tities over the ensemble. In general, the values of these quantities are different at dif-
ferent times. In the case where the statistical quantities do not vary with time the
stochastic processes are calledstationary.

In the case of stationarity there exists a subclass of stochastic processes for which
the statistical quantities computed astime averagesare equal to the corresponding
ensemble averages. Theseergodic processesconstitute the statistical foundation to
analyze time series in seismic applications.

The time averageof a stochastic process is performed by computing the average
over the time range of a single realization from the ensemble of time functions. That
is, only one time record is necessary to describe the statistical structure of the whole
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process. For example, in Equation 2 the mean value of the stationary stochastic process
fX(t)g, �1 � t � 1, was defined as ensemble average. For ergodic processes this
definition is equivalent to thetime average definitionof themean

�x = lim
T!1

1

2T + 1

Z T

�T
x(t) dt (3)

Note that the statistical quantities are now subscribed by lower-case letters to denote
that they are resulted from averaging one possible value of all random variablesX(t),
�1 � t � 1, instead of averaging all possible values of one random variableX(t),
t fixed.

Time-Series Analysis

In time-series analysis we refer to astationary time seriesto be a realization of a
discrete time-history record coming from a ergodic stationary random process. That
is, one single stationary time series implies all underlying probabilistic properties of
the stochastic process it comes from.

For example, themean valueof a random process is computed as in Equation 3
defined, but in discrete form:

�x = lim
T!1

1

2T + 1

TX
t=�T

xt

In practical situations only values over a finite time interval are obtainable. Such a
limited section of a stationary time series is called asample of a stationary time series.
We use atime gateor time window, N + 1 time samples wide, to define a sample of a
stationary time series. The sequence of signal values within a time gate may be given
by

xk�(N=2); xk�(N=2)+1; : : : ; xk; : : : ; xk+(N=2)�1; xk+(N=2)

wherek denotes the center of the time gate. Themean valueover this time gate is
computed by

�̂x =
1

N + 1

k+N
2X

t=k�N
2

xt

The mean valuê� is now regarded as anestimateof the mean value of the random
process since only a finite sample of observations is used to determine this quantity.
That is, using samples of stationary time series yields to statistical errors in all statisti-
cal quantities describing the structure of the stochastic process.

Now, equivalent to thesample correlation coefficient(Equation 1) in correlation
analysis, a statistical estimator may be introduced to judge the linear relationship be-
tween the values of two traces. To do so, we first define thesample crosscorrelation
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functionfor a pair of samples of stationary time series:

R̂xy(� ) =

8>><>>:
1

N+1��

Pk+N
2
��

t=k�N
2

xtyt+� for � = 0; 1; : : : ; k + N
2

R̂xy(�� ) for � = �1;�2; : : : ;�(k + N
2
)

0 for � < �(k + N
2
) and � > k + N

2

(4)

Note that� denotes thelag numberin this definition, i.e. the number of time sample
points recordy is shifted with respect to recordx.

This estimate provides us with an estimate for thenormalized crosscorrelation
functionwhich is defined by

�̂xy(� ) =
R̂xy(� )q

R̂xx(0)R̂yy(0)
� 1 � �̂xy(� ) � +1 (5)

Thezero-lag valueof this function is equivalent to thesample correlation coefficient.
This means, a value of zero indicates no correlation between the values of two traces
and a value of one indicates a perfect linear correlation.

COHERENCY MEASURES

So far, we only have analyzed the correlation betweentwo seismic traces. To analyze
the coherent signal content within particular time gates ofmultiple channelsthere is
nothing more to do than to calculate the two-trace correlation for each combination
of the channels and to average the sum of the correlation values by the number of
combinations. The position of each time window is defined by themoveout model,
that is, we parameterize the center positions of the time windows by the time values
coming from the moveout formula of interest.

For example, we consider the case of a multichannel CMP gather. We want to
analyze this gather for coherent signals following the theoretical lag trajectory

tk(i) =

s
t2k +

x2i
v2

wheretk(i) are the calculated two-way times for discrete offsetsxi at zero-offset time
tk, wherek denotes the time sample of the center of the time gate, and velocityv.

For a time gateN + 1 time samples wide we get a set ofN + 1 symmetrically
disposed trajectories

tj(i) = tk(i) + (j � k)�t k �N=2 � j � k +N=2

wheretk is the trajectory laying along the centers of the time gates and�t is the
sampling rate.
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So defined, the zero-lag value of the crosscorrelation function (Equation 4) for two
channelsi andi0 is calculated by

Rii0 =
1

N + 1

k+N
2X

j=k�N
2

uxi;tj(i)uxi0 ;tj(i0) (6)

when we denote the signal values on the traces withu. The multichannel equivalent to
the normalized crosscorrelation function (Equation 5) is

NCC =
2

(M � 1)M

MX
i=1

X
i0>i

Rii0p
RiiRi0i0

� 1 � NCC � +1 (7)

whereM is the number of channels. This coherency measure is the(statistically)
normalized crosscorrelation measure. Its value reaches unity if the phase and shapes
of the signal within the time gates are identical. In other words, if the corresponding
signal values of different channels take a fixed linear combination over the entire time
window the linear correlation is a maximum (comp. with the two-trace correlation of
Equation 5).

Further coherency measures base on this statistical concepts, e.g.,unnormalized
crosscorrelation(Schneider and Backus, 1968) orsemblance(Taner and Koehler, 1969;
Neidell and Taner, 1971). Other coherency measures were designed in different do-
mains or with different normalization schemes and differ in their ability to record vari-
ations in the alignment of signals or their sensitivity to amplitude or sign changes
(Garotta and Michon, 1967; Taner and Koehler, 1969; Neidell and Taner, 1971; Moro-
zov and Smithson, 1996; Mauch, 1999).

Whichever measure one chose, they must always be considered in connection with
the type of data set and the traveltime model they shall applied to.

MOVEOUT MODELS

In seismic moveout models are traveltime functions. A whole of theoretical traveltime
models exists for every type of gathered data. The models differ in their theoretical
concepts and in the set of parameters used to parameterize the model.

For example, for Common Shot Point gathers (CSP) a moveout model based on the
Homeomorphic Image theory (HI) (Gelchinsky, 1989) was proposed by Keydar et al.
(1996). In their description the moveout is parameterized by theradius of curvatureof
the wave frontr0 and theangle of emergenceof the central ray�0

t(x) = t0 +
(r20 + 2r0x sin �0 + x2)1=2 � r0

v0
(8)
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where the near surface velocityv0 is mostly assumed to be known and therefore no
additional parameter. Once, a set of parameters is chosen and a zero-offset time (t0)
is fixed, the traveltimet(x) can be calculated in dependence of the receiver distance
x. The result of a coherency analysis may be a set of coherency values computed for
a range of radii, angles and zero-offset times. In the next section such a data cube is
shown for this moveout model (see Figure 3).

In general, coherency analysis aims to extract that parameter combinations for
which the chosen model fits best to the data. The parameters may then be used to
stack the data or to analyze the structure of a coherency spectrum to detect primary
and multiple reflections. In addition, if there were multiple gathers to analyze, the
parameter values itself may be plotted in a simulated zero-offset section to reveal the
structure of the subsurface.

To illustrate the application of the coherency technique two simulated shot gathers
are analyzed in the next section.

EXAMPLE OF A COHERENCY ANALYSIS

In this section I use the above mentioned traveltime model (Equation 8) to analyze two
shot gathers. The shot gathers were generated with an elastic FD algorithm — one with
a free surface producing surface multiples and one with a surface having absorbing
properties (see Figure 2). The shots were generated for the SEG/EAGE Salt Model
(Figure 1) at a distance of 5,960 meters. For coherency analysis the above derived
normalized crosscorrelation measure (Equation 7) was used. A coherency value was
calculated for every zero-offset timet0 over a range of radii from 0 to 10,000 meters
and a range of angles from -80 to 80 degree. The calculation was performed in a

Figure 1: SEG/EAGE Salt Model.
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parallel environment using a HPF coded program. The results can be visualized by
data cubes which are best examined in a virtual environment.
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Figure 2: Synthetic CSP-gathers: Absorbing Surface (left) and Free Surface (right).

Figure 3 shows three slices of this cube at zero-offset timet0 = 1:67 s, angle
�0 = 1:6 deg and radiusr0 = 5; 300 m. This is the parameter combination which
yielded the highest coherency value. Comparing this result with the figures of the
salt model and the seismogram it can be observed that it corresponds with the strong
primary reflection from the top of the salt lens (indicated by an arrow in Figure 2, left).

Figure 3: Result of a coherency
analysis: This section through the
coherency cube shows the focused
high coherency value of the pri-
mary reflection from the top of the
salt lens.
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Figure 4 shows a comparison of the two data cubes at zero-offset timet0 = 2:87 s,
angle�0 = 3:2 deg and radiusr0 = 5; 900m. Since the values for angle and radius are
only slightly different from the values of the primary reflection and the zero-offset time
is approximately doubled, this parameter combination corresponds with the surface
multiple of the reflection from the salt top (see arrow in Figure 2, right). As expected,
this multiple can be detected at a high coherency value in the data of the Free Surface
Seismogram (Figure 4, right) while it is not visible in the data of the Non-Free Surface
Seismogram (Figure 4, left).
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Figure 4: Comparison at the parameter combination of the multiple: Absorbing Sur-
face Data (left) and Free Surface Data (right).

This qualitative example points out only one application of coherency analysis
from a multiplicity of possible applications in seismic data processing. For further
examples see, e.g., Gelchinsky et al. (1985), Marfurt et al. (1998) or Mauch (1999).
Also, it should be noted here that in the macro-model-independent imaging process
coherency analysis plays a crucial role concerning the evaluation time and the accuracy
of the final stack (for CRS Stack see the other publications in this report).

CONCLUSION

Many coherency measures are based on the statistical concept of linear correlation.
The statistically normalized crosscorrelation measure was derived in this paper. In
seismic data processing there exists a wealth of possible applications of coherency
analysis. The performance of coherency analysis mainly depends on four factors: The
type of data to be to analyzed, the proper moveout model, the ability of the coherency
measure to reveal coherent signals and the performance of the chosen computer algo-
rithm in connection with the appropriate hardware. Since the use of coherency mea-
sures will increase it is worth to further develop these techniques.
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ABSTRACT

The multifocus moveout of Gelchinsky and coworkers is a powerful tool for stack-
ing multicoverage data in arbitrary configurations. Based on general ray theoreti-
cal assumptions and on attractively simple geometrical considerations, the multifocus
moveout is designed to express the traveltimes of neighboring rays arbitrarily located
around a fixed central, primary reflected or even diffracted, ray. In this work, the
basic derivations and results concerning the multifocus approach are reviewed. A
higher-order multifocus moveout expression that generalizes the corresponding one
of Gelchinsky is obtained from slight modifications of the original derivation. An al-
ternative form of the obtained multifocus expression that is best suited for numerical
implementation is also provided.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate and reliable traveltime moveout expressions are of prime importance in seis-
mic pocessing and imaging because of their use in producing stacked sections. The
most famous moveout expression is the normal and dip moveout (NMO/DMO) de-
signed to describe the traveltime of primary reflections of common-midpoint (CMP)
data. In many seismically relevant situations, the NMO/DMO process has been able to
produce stacked sections with significant reduction of noise, also attenuating multiples
and other undesirable events. Although CMP stacking under NMO/DMO is a routine
step in practically all seismic processing sequences in the oil industry, also a number
of shortcomings of the method have been recognized. Being designed for gently dip-
ping reflectors and small lateral velocity variations in the overburden, and moreover,
for not too large offsets, the NMO/DMO moveout expression are no longer accurate
when these conditions are severely violated. A second shortcoming is its dependence
of the CMP configuration. In modern acquisition surveys, CMP data represents a frac-
tion of the acquired data. As a consequence, moveout expressions that use arbitrary

1email: tygel@ime.unicamp.br
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locations of source and receiver pairs around a fixed central point (that may even be a
CMP point) are able to make a much better use of the available date and to profit from
the signifantly greater redundancy that is offered.

Several traveltime moveout formulas already exist in the literature that describe
traveltimes along neighboring rays of a fixed central normal, zero-offset ray, with arbi-
trary locations of the source and receiver around the central point. These are the classi-
calparabolic/hyperbolicmoveouts (see, e.g., Ursin, 1982; Cerven´y, 1985; Schleicher
et al., 1993), theoptical stackmoveout of de Bazelaire (1988), themultifocusmove-
out of Gelchinsky (1988) and the recentcommon reflection surface (CRS)moveout
of Höcht (1998). All the above traveltime moveout formulas are coincident in the
second-order approximation of source and receiver offsets. An actual and objective
comparison between them is not an easy task and remains a challenging problem and
some research in this topic would be certainly welcome. With the exception of the
classical hyperbolic and parabolic moveouts, all the other formulas are, up to now,
two-dimensional, which means that sources and receivers are located on a single seis-
mic line and the medium does not vary in the out-of-plane direction.

In this note, we concentrate on the geometric appealling multifocus moveout of
Gelchinsky and coworkers. We feel it has not attracted the attention it deserves in the
seismic literature and, perhaps, a great deal of its potential has not being sufficiently
exploited. By reviewing the multifocus original derivations and results, as provided in
several publications since the first presentation of Gelchinsky (1988), and summarized
in Gelchinsky et al. (1997), we introduce a new expression of Gelchinsky's multifo-
cus parameter that is not only slightly more general but also implementationally more
stable. Substitution into the original multifocus moveout formula leads to a higher-
order approximation expression in terms of source and receiver offsets. The new pa-
rameter reduces to its previous counterpart by natural approximations. As a second
contribution of the present analysis, we introduced a modification in the definition of
Gelchinsky's asymmetry parameter, so as to have it dimensionless. Moreover, working
with the reciprocal of the newly introduced multifocus parameter led to an alternative,
mathematically equivalent moveout formula, which is more amenable for numerical
implementation.

GELCHINSKY'S MULTIFOCUS MOVEOUT

We assume that the actual subsurface, although unknown, can be described by a 2-
D laterally inhomogeneous isotropic layered earth model. In this model, we further
assume that the kinematics of body waves is well described by zero-order ray theory
(see, e.g., Cerven´y, 1985). We use Cartesian coordinates(x; z) and suppose that a
dense multi-coverage seismic experiment has been carried out on a single seismic line
along thex-axis. This implies that each point of the seismic line is surrounded by a set
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of shot-receiver pairs (within a certain range of offsets). The discreteness of real-world
data may require trace interpolation to replace missing traces.

Referring to Figure 1, we consider a fixed target reflector� in depth, as well as a
fixedcentralpointX0 on the seismic line, considered to be the location of a coincident
source-receiver pairS0 = G0 = X0. Also shown in Figure 1 is the two-way normal,
zero-offset reflection ray, called from now on thecentral ray. It hits the reflector at
pointR0, known as the normal-incident-point (NIP). Figure 1 finally shows a pair of
source and receiver points(S;G) together with its corresponding primary reflected
raySRG, relative to the target reflector�. The source and receiver pair(S;G) will be
consider a generical description of all source-receiver pairs in the vicinity of the central
point. We note incidently that the central ray, as well as the reflection raySRG focus
at pointP in depth. This fact will be of importance later on. We use the horizontal
coordinatesx0, xS andxG to specify the location of the central pointX0, the sourceS
and the receiverG, respectively.

The relative distances from a given source-receiver pair(S;G) to the fixed central
pointX0

�xS = xS � x0 and �xG = xG � x0 ; (1)

are called the source and receiver offsets, respectively.

Referring again to Figure 1, it is our aim to find an approximation of the travel-
time of the reflection raySRG in the vicinity of the central, zero-offset reflection ray
X0R0X0. We assume that the traveltime of latter, as well as the medium velocity at
the central point are given by the quantitiesT0 andv0, respectively. Suppose, as de-
picted in Figure 1, that the two raysSRG andX0R0X0 cross at the unknown point
P . Without loss of generality, we assumeP to be on the source ray segmentSR. The
multifocus approach makes use of a hypothetical wave that originates at pointP . This
hypothetical wave is depicted in Figure 1 by two of its wavefronts. One, denoted by
�S , containsX0 and has traveled up fromP to the source pointS. The other, denoted
by �G, also containsX0 and has traveled fromP down to the reflector� and from
there to the receiver pointG. We denote the curvatures of these two wavefronts byKS

andKG, respectively. Note that a true wave originating atS with an initial curvature
of �KS focuses atP and emerges atG with curvatureKG. We will refer to this wave
as thefocusing wave.

By construction, the traveltime of the focusing wave from one wavefront�S to the
other,�G, is the given zero-offset traveltimeT0. As a consequence, we can express the
traveltime for the raySRG in the form

T = T0 +�TS +�TG ; (2)

in which �TS and�TG are themultifocussource and receiver moveouts. Let the
medium velocity in the neighborhood of the central pointX0 be constant and denoted
by v0. Upon the assumption that the wavefronts�S and�G can be approximated by
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circles with radiiRS = 1=KS andRG = 1=KG and centersCS andCG, respectively,
it can be shown by simple geometrical considerations (see Figure 2) that the above
multifocus moveouts can be easily determined as follows.

In Figure 2, the situation is explained at the source pointS. An analogous con-
struction is valid at the receiver pointG. The multifocus moveout�TS is the travel-
time fromS to S 0, assuming the segmentSS 0 to be a straigth line. Within the triangledSCSX0 we have by the law of cosines that

SCS
2
= SX0

2
+ CSX0

2 � 2SX0CSX0 cos(
�

2
+ �0) : (3)

Identifying SX0 = �xS, CSS0 = CSX0 = RS = 1=KS , andSCS = RS + SS0,
solving equation (3) forSS 0, and dividing byv0, we arrive at

�TS =
1

v0KS

�q
1 + 2KS sin�0�xS + (KS �xS)2 � 1

�
; (4)

where we have chosen the sign of the square root according to the physical condition
that�TS has to be positive for positive curvatureKS . The same formula with all
indicesS changed toG holds for�TG.

The two fundamental eigenwaves

As shown by Gelchinsky et al. (1997) using basic dynamic ray tracing arguments (see
Appendix), the curvaturesKS = 1=RS andKG = 1=RG of the down- and upgoing
wavefronts of the hypothetical focusing wave are not independent. In our notation,
they satisfy the relationships

KS =
KNIP � �KN

1� �
and KG =

KNIP + �KN

1 + �
: (5)

In the above formula,KN andKNIP are the curvatures of the classicalnormal (N)
wave and thenormal-incidence-point(NIP) wave introduced by Hubral (1983) in con-
nection with true-amplitude migration. Moreover,� is a modified version of thefocus-
ing parameterof Gelchinsky et al. (1997). It is defined as the reciprocal of the original
focusing parameter introduced by Gelchinsky, i.e.,� = 1=. The involvedN and
NIP waves are two hypothetical waves defined as follows: (a) theN wave starts as
a wavefront that coincides with the target reflector�, propagates upwards with half
the medium velocity and arrives at the central pointX0 at timeT0 and (b) theNIP
wave starts at the target reflector� as a point source at theNIP pointR0, propagates
upwards with half the medium velocity and arrives at the central pointX0 also at time
T0. As is well known (Hubral, 1983) both these waves areeigenwavesin the follow-
ing sense: if their wavefronts atX0 propagate downwards, reflect at� and propagate
upwards to the surface, their arriving wavefronts at the central pointX0 coincide with
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their corresponding initial wavefronts. Moreover, the relative geometrical-spreading
factors of theN andNIP waves are plus or minus unity atX0, respectively.

The modified focusing parameter� controls the location along the central ray (or
along its continuation) of the focusing pointP which is determined by the central ray
and the neighboring reflecting raySRG. In other words, for neighboring reflecting
rays, we have a one-to-one correspondence between the value of the focusing parame-
ter and the location of the focusing point. This is the reason why the present approxi-
mation formulas are called multifocus. Let us see how this applies to the just discussed
N andNIP waves. Up to second-order approximation of the traveltime with respect
to the source and receiver offsets, theN wave can be considered as a wave focus-
ing at the center of curvature of the reflector, because neighboring rays to the central
ray are also normal rays. This wave is described by setting the focusing parameter
� = �N = 1. Substitution into equation (5) yieldsKS = KG = KN as expected.
In the same approximation, theNIP wave can be considered as wave focusing at the
NIP pointR0. The focusing parameter for this wave is� = �NIP = 0. We find from
equation (5),KS = KG = KNIP , as required. With the introduction of the modified
focusing parameter�, the physical interpretation for theN andNIP waves are much
more appealing. For instance, one can directly observe from the above that for positive
�, the focus pointP falls below the reflector – or, in other words, onto the upgoing ray
segmentRG – and for negative�, P is above the reflector or on segmentSR.

For the relationship between the multifocus parameter and any actual source and
receiver offsets�xS and�xG, Gelchinsky et al. (1997) obtained the approximation
[see their eq. (17), here corrected for a wrong sign and a factor of 2]

 =
�xG ��xS

�xG +�xS �KNIP sin�0�xG�xS
: (6)

This formula is valid to second-order approximation in�xS and�xG. Up to first-
order in the source-receiver offsets, the simpler expression is obtained

 = 0 =
�xG ��xS
�xG +�xS

: (7)

The above formula has been also obtained by Tygel et al. (1997) by an independent
method, but following the same multifocusing principles.

ALTERNATIVE MULTIFOCUS EXPRESSIONS

In this section, we introduce some alternative definitions and expressions that relate to
the multifocus moveout. The main objective of the new formulas is to have them in
a most accurate and useful form, especially for direct numerical implementation. The
obtained results followed upon slight modifications of the derivations of the original
multifocus expressions, as presented in Gelchinsky et al. (1997).
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The modified focusing parameter

The alternative multifocus moveout expression to be presented below, will be given in
terms of the modified focusing parameter,� = 1. As shown in the Appendix, we find
for the modified focusing parameter, the expression

� = �0 +
�

2
(1 + �) (1� �2

0) ; (8)

in which�0 is the reciprocal of the zero-order approximation of the original multifocus
parameter (see equation (7))

�0 =
1

0
=

�xG +�xS
�xG ��xS

; (9)

and� is themodified asymmetry parametergiven by

� =
1

2
(�xG ��xS)KNIP sin �0 : (10)

The modified asymmetry parameter defined above is nothing else than a dimension-
less counterpart of the original asymmetry parameter� = KNIP sin �0 introduced
by Gelchinsky (1988) in the description of the Common Reflection Element (CRE)
Method. The asymmetry parameter plays a significant role in the selection of a source-
receiver gather for which all its corresponding reflection rays reflect on a single point.
The modification of the asymmetry parameter deserves an explanation. In the deriva-
tion of the formula for the traveltime, we have to perform some Taylor expansions for
small values of the asymmetry parameter. Therefore, it is necessary to have it dimen-
sionless in order to have a well-defined meaning for “small”.

Reduction to previous formulas

We consider the approximation of the modified focusing parameter� when the modi-
fied asymmetry parameter� becomes small. Comparing formulas (7) and (6) with the
new approximation (8), we readily recognize that the former ones are the zero-order
(� � 0) and first-order (�2 � 0) approximations, respectively, of the latter.

Proposed multifocus formula

To present the multifocus traveltime expression suitable for numerical implementation,
we start by rewriting formula (4) for the multifocus moveout�Tj as

�Tj =
�xj
v0 kj

hq
1 + 2kj sin�0 + k2j � 1

i
; j = S;G ; (11)
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where we have introduced thedimensioneless curvatures

kj = �xjKj ; j = S;G : (12)

The proposed alternative, mathematically equivalent multifocus traveltime expression
(compare with equations (2) and (4)) is

T = T0 +
1

v0
[MS�xS +MG�xG] ; (13)

where

Mj =
kj + 2 sin�0

1 +
q
1 + kj(kj + 2 sin�0)

; (14)

and

kj =
�xG ��xS

2� �(1 + �)(�0 � 1)
[�KN �KNIP ] ; (15)

in which the upper sign holds forj = S and the lower one forj = G. In zero-order
approximation (� = 0) the above expression (15) forkj reduces to

kj =
(�xG +�xS)

2
KN � (�xG ��xS)

2
KNIP : (16)

The motivation behind the above formulas is that in numerical computations di-
mensioneless quantities and large positive denominators are welcome, in order to pre-
vent for overflow or underflow problems. Moreover, forKj � 0, the original multifo-
cus formulas (2) to (4) are more prone to loss of significant digits, whereas in the new
ones this problem is overcome.

CONCLUSIONS

We have taken a closer look at the derivations and expressions for the multifocus move-
out as elaborated in the last ten years by Gelchinsky and his coworkers and summarized
in Gelchinsky et al. (1997). The original derivations were reviewed so as to make them
more accessible to a broader audience and to put them into best implementable form.
In the process, we obtained a slightly more general multifocus moveout formulas that
reduces to the original when approximations for small source and receiver offsets are
taken. We also introduced some modifications in the original asymmetry and multifo-
cus parameters of Gelchinsky with the aim of having the final formulas more amenable
to numerical implementation. At this stage, we make no claims the alternative formu-
las being better approximations than the original ones. Which are better will be seen
only after application of the results to concrete examples. In our opinion, the present
study should contribute to a better understanding of the fundamental as well as geo-
metrical appealling and attractive multifocus idea, which deserves a better recognition
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in the seismic literature. As a final observation, we mention that a multifocus move-
out formula in three-dimensions is still not available. This is a topic of undergoing
research.
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Figure 1: Shown are the normal rayX0R0X0 and a pair of source and receiver points
(S;G) together with its corresponding primary reflected raySRG, relative to the target
reflector�. The normal ray and the reflection ray focus at pointP in depth. Also
depicted are two wavefronts of the focusing wave: one travels on its way down to the
reflector (�S) and another travels on its way up to the surface (�G). The emergence
angle of the normal ray is denoted by�0.
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Figure 2: Geometrical construction of multifocus moveout�TS. For details see text.
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APPENDIX A

*

Multifocus Parameter

In this Appendix we derive the expression (8) for the modified multifocus parame-
ter� introduced in equations (5). This derivation follows closely the one provided by
Gelchinsky et al. (1997) using the basic concepts of ray theory. For the terminology
and results to be used below, the reader is referred to Cerven´y (1985).

Let us fist show how equations (5) follow from standard ray-theoretical arguments.
We start by considering a selected planar ray path in a two-dimensional isotropic
model. We assume that the ray is parameterized by the arclengths. Points in the vicin-
ity of this central ray will be described in ray-centered coordinates(s; q), in which q
is the transversal coordinate along the ray. The dynamic description of this ray is pro-
vided by the scalar quantitiesP = P (s) andQ = Q(s) computed along the ray, which
satisfy the dynamic ray tracing system

d

ds

"
P
Q

#
=

24 0 � vqq
v

v 0

35 " P
Q

#
(A-1)

Here,vqq = vqq(s) denotes the second derivative of the medium velocity with respect to
the transversal coordinateq, evaluated at the point of the ray determined bys. As well
known, the quantityQ = Q(s) is the square of the point-source, relative geometrical
spreading along the ray.

The central ray under consideration is the zero-offset primary reflection ray intro-
duced in the text (see Figure 1). This ray starts and ends at the central pointX0. For
definitness, the (coincident) source and receiver points will be parametrized bys = 0
ands = `, respectively. We have, of course, thatv(0) = v(`) = v0.

In terms of quantitiesP (s) andQ(s), the wavefront curvatureK(s) along the ray
can be expressed by

K(s) = v(s)
P (s)

Q(s)
: (A-2)

From general properties of linear systems, the general solution of the dynamic ray
system (A-1) can be written as a linear combination"

P
Q

#
= a

"
P 1

Q1

#
+ b

"
P 2

Q2

#
; (A-3)

of two independent, arbitrarily fixed solutions(P 1; Q1) and(P 2; Q2), a andb being
constants. Each basic solution pair(P i(s); Qi(s)) (i = 1; 2) defines an elementary
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wave that propagates in the vicinity of the central ray. It turns out that, within the
validity of the paraxial ray theory, any elementary wave that propagates in the vicinity
of the central ray and is of the same type as the elementary wave propagating along
that ray is described by a solution pair(P (s); Q(s)) of the form (A-3). Using equation
(A-3) we can rewrite equation (A-2) for the curvature at each point of the ray as

K(s) =
q(s)K1(s) +K2(s)

1 + q(s)
; (A-4)

where

K i(s) = v(s)
P i(s)

Qi(s)
; i = 1; 2 and q(s) =

a

b

Q1(s)

Q2(s)
: (A-5)

Let us now consider the particularfocusing wavethat starts atS with wavefront
curvatureK(0) = �KS and emerges atG with wavefront curvatureK(`) = KG (see
Figure 1). From equation (A-4) we find

KS = �K(0) = �q(0)K
1(0) +K2(0)

1 + q(0)
(A-6)

and

KG = K(`) =
q(`)K1(`) +K2(`)

1 + q(`)
; (A-7)

in which

q(0) =
a

b

Q1(0)

Q2(0)
and q(`) =

a

b

Q1(`)

Q2(`)
: (A-8)

As natural choice for the basic solutions, we select the pairs(PN ; QN ) and(PNIP ; QNIP )
that correspond to theN andNIP eigenwavesintroduced by Hubral (1983). These
very special elementary waves are characterized by the following two properties:

1. Both waves start and end at the central pointX0, their final wavefronts being
coincident with the respective initial ones. Because of the opposite direction of
propagation at the initial and endpoints, each eigenwave has curvatures of equal
modulus but opposite signs at the coincident source and receiver points;

2. The relative geometrical-spreading factors of theN andNIP waves at the end
pointX0 are plus or minus one, respectively.

For a more detailed description and application of theN andNIP eigenwaves, the
reader is referred to Hubral (1983). The above-described properties of theN and
NIP eigenwaves translate mathematically into the relationships

KN (`) =
PN (`)

QN (`)
= � PN (0)

QN(0)
= � KN (0) ; (A-9)
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and
QN(`)

QN(0)
= 1 ; (A-10)

as well as

KNIP (`) =
PNIP (`)

QNIP (`)
= � PNIP (0)

QNIP (0)
= � KNIP (0) ; (A-11)

and
QNIP (`)

QNIP (0)
= �1 : (A-12)

In accordance with equations (A-9) and (A-11), we introduce the notations

KN = KN (`) = �KN (0) and KNIP = KNIP (`) = �KNIP (0) : (A-13)

In accordance with equations (A-10) and (A-12) inserted into equation (A-8), we also
introduce themodified focusing parameter,

� = q(`) =
a

b

QN(`)

QNIP (`)
= � a

b

QN (0)

QNIP (0)
= � q(0) : (A-14)

Substituting notations (A-13) and (A-14) into the curvature equations (A-6) and (A-7),
we find the following expressions for the source and receiver wavefront curvatures

KS = �K(0) =
KNIP � �KN

1� �
and KG = K(`) =

KNIP + �KN

1 + �
: (A-15)

The multifocus condition

The condition that an elementary wave traveling in the vicinity of the central ray fo-
cuses at a pointP along the ray (see Figure 1)) can be very simply translated into
mathematically terms as themultifocus conditionGelchinsky et al. (1997)

d�G
d�S

=
QG

QS

: (A-16)

Here,d�S andd�G are the arc elements of the wavefront at the source and receiver,
respectively. The above condition follows from the definition of the dynamical quan-
tity Q(s) as the square of the relative geometrical spreading computed at the point of
the ray specified bys for a point source at the focus pointP . The consideration of the
relative spreadings at the initial and end points of the central ray relative to the same
point source at the focusing pointP , leads after a simple algebra to equation (A-16).
We now observe that the above ratio between theQ variables at source and receiver
can be readily computed as

QG

QS
� Q(`)

Q(0)
=

aQN(`) + bQNIP (`)

aQN(0) + bQNIP (0)
=

aQN + bQNIP

aQN � bQNIP
=

� + 1

�� 1
: (A-17)
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As a consequence, the multifocus condition assumes the form

d�G
d�S

=
�+ 1

�� 1
: (A-18)

From geometrical considerations (see Figure 2), we have the relationship

dxS
d�S

=
1

cos�S
: (A-19)

Substituting this expression and the corresponding equation fordxG=d�G into equation
(A-18) we obtain

dxG
dxS

=
�+ 1

�� 1
� cos�S
cos�G

: (A-20)

The above differential equation cannot be solved exactly. Therefore, we will approxi-
mate the solution by its Taylor series up to the second-order, i.e.,

�xG =
dxG
dxS

�����
x0

�xS +
1

2

d2xG
dx2S

�����
x0

�x2S ; (A-21)

where he second coefficient can be determined by the derivative of equation (A-20).
Thus, we need to determine the derivatives ofcos�S andcos�G with respect toxS .
Again from Figure 2 we see that

cos�S =
RS

LS
cos�0 ; (A-22)

whereLS = SCS . Therefore, the derivative with respect toxS is

d

dxS
[cos�S] = �cos�S

LS

dLS

dxS
: (A-23)

Using that
dLS

dxS
=

dSS0

dxS
= � sin�S ; (A-24)

we find
d

dxS
[cos�S] =

sin�S cos�S
LS

: (A-25)

An analogous equation holds ford cos�G=dxG. Moreover,

d

dxS
[cos�G] =

d

dxG
[cos�G] � dxG

dxS
=

sin�G cos�S
LG

� � + 1

�� 1
: (A-26)

where we have used equation (A-20). The above results readily lead to the relation

d

dxS

"
cos�S
cos�G

#
=

sin �S
LS

� cos�S
cos�G

� sin�G
LG

�
 
cos�S
cos�G

!2

� �+ 1

�� 1
: (A-27)
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Computing the above expression on the central ray, i.e.,�S = �G = �0 as well as
LS = RS = 1=KS andLG = RG = 1=KG, we obtain

d

dxS

"
cos�S
cos�G

#
=

2KNIP sin�0
1� �

: (A-28)

Hence, in second-order approximation, the solution (A-21) of equation (A-20) reads

�xG =
� + 1

�� 1
�xS

"
1 + �xS

KNIP sin �0
1� �

#
: (A-29)

This equation describes the relationship between the source and receiver locations of
all rays that cut the central ray at the same pointP . SinceKNIP and�0 are parameters
of the chosen central ray, the relation between�xS and�xG for a given focus point
P is solely determined by the value of�.

Conversely, equation (A-29) can be used to determine value of� for any given ray
with source atS and receiver atG. Solving equation (A-29) for� we find

� = �0 + �
�xS

�xG ��xS
(A-30)

where�0 is given by equation (9) in the text and

� =
q
(1 + ��xS=2)2 � 2��xG � (1 + ��xS=2) : (A-31)

Here,� is Gelchinsky's asymmetry paramter, i.e.,

� = KNIP sin �0 : (A-32)

Equation (A-30) is, in fact valid, up to second-order only. Thus, for consistency we
have to replace equation (A-31) by its second-order Taylor series. We obtain

� = ��xG�
�
1 + �

�xG ��xS
2

�
= ��(1 + �)

2�xS
�xG ��xS

; (A-33)

where we have introduced themodified asymmetry parameter

� = �
�xG ��xS

2
: (A-34)

Substituting expression (A-33) into formula (A-30), our final result for the multifocus
parameter� is equation (8) in the text, namely

� = �0 +
�

2
(1 + �) (1� �2

0) : (A-35)
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Seismic Java Applications

M. Karrenbach and M. Jacob1

keywords:Java, seismic, utility

ABSTRACT

The ongoing computational project between the Geophysical Institute and Computer
Science at Karlsruhe continued throughout the year. Parallel Java applications were
tested on new platforms and with new releases of the Java Virtual Machine. Java nu-
merical performance is still slower compared to Fortran. In addition, we designed new
tools in Java for displaying the Stanford Exploration Projects plotting and animation
file format.

PARALLEL SEISMIC PROCESSING IN JAVA

During the previous year we continued to evaluate the programming language Java as
a potential candidate for writing seismic algorithms. As a standard benchmark we use
the Mobil AVO data set and apply conventional prestack processing flows, including
Velocity Analysis, Stacking and Kirchhoff Migration.

The programming language Java exhibits some attractive features for the compu-
tational scientists. These are, among others, object orientation and platform indepen-
dence. However, when we are dealing with realistic sized seismic problems an ideal
programming language should exhibit other important characteristics as well. Granted
that portability of source and executable code is highly desirable, efficiency is of equal
importance. Object orientation helps in developing, maintaining and extending soft-
ware libraries and applications. Given the size of seismic processing problems, lan-
guage constructs for parallelism should be included in such a language. In the end a
multi processor application should scale well in a multi-processor environment.

We use the ”JavaParty” package to hide explicit remote communication. It provides
a mechanism to place objects on remote processors and start remote threads. Thus,
the code we write, is Java Party code which is converted by the JavaParty compiler
into standard Java code consisting of pure Java code and calls to Remote Method
Invocations.

1email: martin.karrenbach@physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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The following two code fragments compare the the expressions of parallelism in
High Performance and Java for the example of a simple velocity analysis:

High Performance Code Fragment: Velocity Analysis

!hpf$ align data(*,*,i) with model(*,*,i)
!hpf$ distribute model (*,*,block)

!hpf$independent,new(is,s,ix,x,iz,z,tt,sx,it,wt)
do ip= 1, np {
do is= 1, ns { s = s0 + (is-1)*ds ; if(vel==1) s=1./s
do ix= 1, nx { x = x0 + (ix-1)*dx ; sx = abs( s * x )
do iz= 1, nz { z = t0 + (iz-1)*dz

tt = z * z + sx * sx
if(tt>0) { t = sqrt( tt ) }
else {t = 0 }
it = 1.5 + (t-t0)/dt

modl(iz,is,ip) = modl(iz,is,ip) + data(it,ix,ip) *sx

}}}}}
return; end

Java Code Fragment: Velocity Analysis

new DataDistributor(source, numThreads, EQUAL)
...
public void run() { float wt, sx, s, x, z, t; int it;

dataF= new float[us-ls][nt]
for (int is= ls; is < us; is++) { s+=ds ; x= x0 + (float)nx*dx;

for (int ix= nx-1; ix>=0; ix--) { x-=dx ; sx= Math.abs(s*x);
z= t0 +(float)nt*dt;
for(int iz=nt-1; iz>=0 ; iz--) { z-=dt;

t= (float)math.sqrt((double)(z*z+sx*sx));
it= (int)(0.5+ t-t0) /dt )
if (it<nt)

modelF[is][iz] +=(dataF[ix][it] *sx);
}}}
veltran.putDest(modelF,currentIndex, this.number);

}
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These code fragments are representative for our benchmark examples which im-
plement the integral transformations for velocity analysis

D(�; v) =
Z
S
f(seismic(t = m(�; h; v); h))dh (1)

and for subsurface imaging

D(z; x) =
Z
S
f(seismic(t = n(z; x; x0; v); x0))dx0; (2)

wherem(�; h; v) andn(z; x; x0; v) are trajectories of surfaces in the seismic data over
which values or functionals are computed.

We performed the entire seismic processing sequence from Velocity Analysis to
Stacking and Kirchhoff Imaging on the Mobil AVO data set.

BENCHMARK FINDINGS

The programming language Java achieves parallelism by using a threaded execution
model and by using a Remote Method Invocation mechanism. Java was not designed
for speedy floating point arithmetic calculations, yet seismic processing problems
mostly use floating point arithmetic on large data sets.

We tested on a variety of parallel computers, including Sun SparcServer, SGI Ori-
gin2000, IBM SP-2 and clusters of workstations. The Java Virtual Machine was avail-
able on all parallel machine which we tested, however, the release number of the Java
Developer Kit level was variable. Most of the machines provided a Just-In-Time com-
piler which speeded up execution considerably. In addition, on the IBM SP-2 a Java
compiler which produces native optimized code was available and worked very well.
For the Fortran comparisons we used the Portland Group High Performance Fortran
compiler and the MIPS Power Fortran 90 compiler. We found that expressing par-
allelism via multi-threading constructs was convenient in Java and that Java is truly
portable across all the tested machines on the byte code level. Thus recompilation is
not necessary in a heterogeneous compute environment.

Java still exhibits the following deficiencies, which concern mainly the efficiency
of code execution: The Remote Method Invocation is slow and there is no efficient
support for Input/Output of floating point arrays. There is also no efficient support for
complex numbers. Sophisticated numerical libraries written in pure Java are very rare.

Based on our benchmark we conclude that on most parallel machines the Java
parallel byte code is up to 4 times slower than the equivalent parallel implementation
in Fortran 90. However, if we forgo the advantages of having truly portable executable
code by using a Java Native compiler, we achieve close to Fortran 90 performance. We
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can obtain such a good speed up by compiling the Java language into native optimized
code. On the IBM SP-2 we obtained a factor of 1.3 runtime difference for velocity
analysis as well as Kirchhoff migration.

Results were published and presented at the SIAM meeting on Mathematical and
Numerical Aspects of Wave Propagation in Golden, Colorado, 1998, as one of only
two papers tackling the problem of parallel object oriented numerical computing in
Java or C++. The Java Grande workshop plans to institute basic real-world compu-
tational benchmarks and we have been asked to contribute our source code for public
distribution within that forum. Seismic processing continues to push the limits of nu-
merical computational efforts.

JAVA DISPLAY TOOL

At WIT we continue to use the Stanford Exploration Project seismic processing pack-
age SEPLIB together with Colorado School of Mines' Seismic Unix system. The
Stanford package produces device independent plot files that can be used on any com-
putational platform.

We developed a display program in Java to view such plot and animation files.
Thus we have the opportunity to distribute Java executables which will automatically
run on any hardware platform and are able to present our research efficiently on the
Web.

The tool allows to step through animated files and interprets the plot file on the fly.
Right now this program is a stand-alone Java application. A web-centric Java applet
version is planned to be available soon.

Figure 1 shows a screen snapshot of a single seismogram display done using the
Java Utility. The functionality resembles the SEPlib program ”Tube”. Internally the
utility contains a Java object that interprets the Vplot-specific plotting commands. The
Java application relies only on the Java Virtual Machine and is thus platform indepen-
dent. No recompilation is necessary. The executable byte code can be run anywhere.

CONCLUSION

We cooperate with interested research groups on parallel portable object oriented as-
pects of seismic computing. The programming language Java has many advantages
compared to other programming languages, yet efficiency of floating point compu-
tations is still inferior to Fortran implementations. However with new Java native
compiler the speed gap between Java and Fortran is closing, as we showed by using a
realistic sized 2D conventional processing example. We develop tools that can be used
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Figure 1: Screen snapshot of the display and animation utility written in the platform
independent programming language Java.
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“anywhere and anytime” (according to the Java philosophy).
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Large-Scale Computation and Visualization
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ABSTRACT

The visualisation facility at the High-Performance Computing Center in Stuttgart of-
fers new possibilities in visualising large 3D and 4D seismic data sets. We explore
visual computational steering from within a immersive virtual reality facility.

LARGE-SCALE COMPUTATIONS AND VISUALIZATION

Karlsruhe and Stuttgart University are part of the National Supercomputer Infrastruc-
ture which gives access to the High Performance Computer Center located in Stuttgart.
Besides a variety of fast large-scale parallel machines, such as Cray T3E, IBM-SP and
NEC-SX5, the Computing Center also employs a 3D visualization facility.

This facility is state-of-the-art and uses a CAVE-like environment in which a 3D
projection and tracking systems is employed. The environment, termed CUBE, easily
accommodates a small group of people. Data to be examined are prepared on a Onyx2
multi-processor system with 3 graphic pipelines, each feeding stereo-scopic images
into the projection system. Each viewer has to wear 3D stereo-scopic glasses to give
the impression of moving in 3D space.

The movement of one person is tracked and the graphic scene newly computed and
displayed at every move. A 3D menu is available and interaction with the display or
the computation is possible via moving a 3D mouse over menu bars.

It is easily possible to walk through a huge seismic data set and comprehend com-
plex 3D features. The rendering of seismic volume data is the main computational
burden. Figure 1 shows snapshots of a wave field propagating within the earth. The
entire volume is lit by a light source and the rendering proceeds by tracing the light
rays from the source to the observer taking into account the specular reflection of ob-
jects. Using this techniques we have visualized synthetically computed elastic wave
fields. Figure 1 shows merely a 2D view of the wave field without any of the velocity
model information. In the CUBE environment different data sets and volumes can be

1email: martin.karrenbach@physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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project at the same time. In our particular case, we overlaid isosurfaces of the veloc-
ity model with the displacement vector of the wave field. We could easily see how
the wave field followed some of the large scale velocity features and which velocity
variations were dominating.

We plan to use this facility more often in the future and hope to find a way to guide
large-scale computations interactively from within the 3D immersive virtual reality
environment.

This environment seems particularly useful for a combined interactive processing
and interpretation scheme where, during the interpretation, processing of 3D seismic
volumes could be initiated and where locally target oriented refined processing of 3D
seismic volumes could take place. At the same time target oriented modeling of 3D
seismic features could be carried out to validate the results or demonstrate feasibility.

CONCLUSION

The immersive 3D virtual reality facility is continuing to gather momentum in the
petroleum industry. Some oil companies have opted to install such facilities in-house
for 3D seismic interpretation and fluid flow modeling. The data can be visualized
for a group of people immersed in the same environment leading to a group dynamic
interaction between viewers, while observing the complex seismic objects naturally in
3D space.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 1: A sequence of wave field snaphots generated during a seismic simulation,
visualized using a volume rendering package and displayed using 3D stereo-graphic
mode in the immersive CUBE environment.
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The Wave Inversion
Technology
Consortium 

The Wave Inversion Technology Consortium (WIT) was established in 1997
and is organized by the Geophysical Institute of the Karlsruhe University.
Together with its five working groups at UNICAMP, Campinas, Brasil the
Computer Science Department at Nancy, France, the FU Berlin and the Applied
Geophysics Group of the University of Hamburg (AGG) it offers the following
services to its sponsors. 

Research as described in the topic "Research aims" below and on the page
" Research. " 
Deliverables. 
Technology transfer / training. 

Research aims 

The ultimate goal of the WIT Consortium is a most accurate and efficient
target-oriented modeling and seismic imaging using seismic and acoustic
methods. 

Traditionally, exploration seismics aims at the delineation of geological
structures that constrain and confine reservoirs. It then extrapolates the coarse
structural features of logs into space. Today an understanding is emerging on
how sub-wavelength features such as small-scale disorder, porosity,
permeability, fluid saturation etc. influence elastic wave propagation and how
these properties can be recovered in the sense of effective media. 

The WIT consortium plans to have the following main research directions,
which aim at characterizing and extrapolating fine grained properties of targets: 

Forward and inverse scattering in disordered media and composite materials. 
Seismic and acoustic methods in porous media. 
333
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True-amplitude imaging, migration and inversion.  
Seismic image and configuration transformations. (Data mappings)  
Macromodel-independent multicoverage zero-offset simulations.  
Macromodel determination.  
Fast and accurate seismic forward modeling  

Click here for a more detailed description of our research aims. 

Steering committee 

Internal steering committee: 

Robert Essenreiter 
Dirk Gajewski 
Peter Hubral 
Martin Karrenbach 
Andreas Kirchner 
Thilo Müller 
Claudia Payne 
Jörg Schleicher 
Sergei Shapiro 
Ekkehart Tessmer 
Martin Tygel 
Friedemann Wenzel 

External steering committee (company
representatives):  

Paolo Marchetti, AGIP  
Heinz-Jürgen Brink, BEB  
Josef Paffenholz, BHP 
Glyn M. Jones, Chevron  
Twain Dopkin, Cogniseis  
Claude Lafond, Elf  
Ralf Ferber, Geco Prakla  
David L. Hinkley, Mobil   
Paul Krajewski, Preussag  
Martin Widmaier, PGS Seres  
Wolfgang Apel, RWE-DEA  

WIT public relations committee 

  

Peter Hubral 

Claudia Payne 

Robert Essenreiter WIT Report and WIT Meeting Organization   
Contact to other WIT groups 

Matthias Riede WIT Report and WIT Meeting Organization   
Contact to other WIT groups 

Andreas Kirchner WIT Homepage Manager 

Tobias Müller WIT Seminar Organizer 

Jürgen Mann WIT Poster Organizer 

Kai-Uwe Vieth WIT Poster Organizer 

Thilo Müller Seminar Organizer 
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Research groups  

Research Group Karlsruhe (Hubral) 

Macro-Model Independent Reflection Imaging   
 

Group leader: 

Peter Hubral  

Boris Gelchinsky.  
Alexander von Humboldt prize
winner, visiting professor.

Teaching and developping the   
Homeomorphic Imaging method   
and new High-Resolution coherency
measures

M.Popov.Visiting professor. Teaching and developping the  
ray theory in complex media.

Thilo Müller.  Ph.D. student. Developping the Common Reflection Surface
Stacking (CRS) method; assisting Prof.
Hubral in giving lectures; supervising master
students; 

Rainer Jäger. Master student. Special aspects of the CRS method  

German Höcht. Ph.D.
student. 

Imaging with the CRP and the CRS Stack  

Patrick Majer.  Research
student. 

Kai-Uwe Vieth. Ph.D.
student. 

Application and development of imaging and
inversion techniques. Non-destructive
localization of macroscopic cracks in fibre-
reinforced composite materials 

Matthias Riede. Ph.D.
student. 

Modeling by Demigration 

Thomas Hertweck. Research
student.

Jürgen Mann. Ph.D. student. Derivation and implementation of the Image
Wave Theory and its application to seismic
data 

Robert Essenreiter.
Ph.D.student.

Development of multiple identification and
suppression techniques on the basis of neural
networks.

German Garabito Callapino. Zero Offset Imaging - responsible for
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p
Ph.D. student. FOCUS/Disco based processing 

Norcirio Pantoja Queiroz.
Master student.

True amplitude time migration without
knowledge of velocities 

Research Group Karlsruhe (Wenzel) 

Full Wave Form Modeling and  Imaging with Fast Marching
Schemes   
  

Group leaders: 

Martin Karrenbach   
Friedemann Wenzel  

Alexander Goertz.  Ph.D.
student.

3D velocity model building using GOCAD
and 3D Finite Difference seismic modeling
in complex fault zones 

Linus Pasasa.  Ph.D. student. High-resolution seismic imaging in waste
disposal sites and applications of dynamic
wave front tracing in prestack migration 

Melanie Pohl.  Ph.D. student. Modelling of anisotropic features in the
earth’s crust and development of Finite
Difference methods on irregular grids 

Robert Mauch. Master
student.

Coherency analysis of seismic data (Skills:
SEPLIB, Fortran90) 

Bärbel Traub. Master
student. 

3D Asymptotic Raytracing with a Wave
Front Construction Method   
(Skills: SEPlib, Moser’s recursive
raytracing) 

Maren Scheidhauer. Research
student.

Testing of processing seismic algorithms
(Processing Packages: FOCUS, SEPlib, SU,
GMT) 

Robert Essenreiter.
Ph.D.student.

Development of multiple identification and
suppression techniques on the basis of neural
networks.

Ingo Koglin. Research student.Computation and analysis of seismic
attributes (skills: SEPLIB, Fortran90)

Research Group Hamburg (Gajewski)

Applied Geophysics Group (AGG)   
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Group leader: 

Dirk Gajewski  High frequency asymptotics for imaging and
modeling

Research associates: 

Ekkehart Tessmer Full wave form modeling.

Tim Bergmann Effects of nonlinear elastic behaviour on
wave propagation.

N.N. Prestack migration and material parameter
estimation in anisotropic media

Ph.D. students: 

Andree Leidenfrost Finite-Difference traveltime computation

Claudia Vanelle Model independent time processing

Elive Menyoli Prestack depth migration of converted waves

Master students: 

Maximilian Krüger  AVO modeling of gas hydrates

Sebastian Barth Processing and migration of wide angle
observations

Tina Kaschwich 3D Wave front construction 

Nicol Linke 3D Wave front construction 

Research Group Campinas (Tygel)

Modeling by Demigration, Kirchhoff Migration, Traveltime
Inversion, Configuration Transforms, Edge Diffractions, 2.5-D
Wave Propagation   
 

Group leaders: 

Martin Tygel,   
Jörg Schleicher,   
Lúcio Tunes Santos 

PostDoc Researchers:

Ernesto Goldberg Birgin

Ph.D.Students: 

João Luis Martins. Migration and Demigration in 2.5
Dimensions 
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Maria Amélia Novais
Schleicher. 

Modeling of Reflections and Diffractions by
a unified Born-Kirchhoff approximation.

Ricardo Biloti. Multiparameter Velocity Analysis 

Rodrigo Portugal. The 2.5D Acoustic Wave Equation 

Carlos Piedrahita. Multiparameter Inversion by Optimization 

Matthias Riede. Modeling by Demigration

Master Sudents:

Angela Maria Vasquez True-amplitude MZO

Claudio Guerra Kirchhoff-type multiple elimination.

Research Students:

Thorvald Wetlesen. 

Thomas Hertweck. 

Vanessa Giuriati

Guliana Nascimento

Research Group Nancy/Karlsruhe/Berlin
(Shapiro)

Permeability, Seismic Inversion,  Random Media Wave
Propagation   
 

Group leader: 

Sergei A. Shapiro 

Andreas Kirchner. Ph.D.
student.

Forward and Inverse Born modelling.
Stochastic characteriziation of faults and
fractured zones.

Micha Bahmann. Research
student.

Finite Difference modeling of  elastic wave
propagation. 

Tobias Müller.Ph.D.student Green Functions in statistically  isotropic
random media.  
Poroelasticity.

Kai-Uwe Vieth. Ph.D.
student. 

Application and development of imaging and
inversion techniques. Non-destructive
localization of macroscopic cracks in fibre
reinforced composite materials. 
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Erik Saenger. Ph.D. student. Simulation of  elastic wave propagtion
through heterogeneous and fractured media.
Application of parallel computing devices.  
 

Pascal Audigane. Ph.D.
student.

3D inversion and modeling of permeability
tensor.   
Affiliation: CRPG-CNRS, Nancy, France.

Karlsruhe External Ph.D. students 

Jörg Zaske. Ph.D. student, Tel
Aviv 

Prediction and attenuation of multiples using
wave-front characteristics of primary
reflections 

Wolfgang Velten. Ph.D.
student, Nancy

Development of ray tracing algorithms in 3D
blocked media with triangulated surfaces

 

Computer facilities

The research project uses computer facilities that consist of mainly
Hewlett-Packard and Silicon Graphics workstations. These are networked with
a local computer server, a multi-processor SGI PowerChallenge. For large-scale
computational tasks a 100-node IBM SP-2 is available on Campus.
Additionally, we have access via ATM networks to the nearby German
National Supercomputer Center with primarily a Cray T3e and NEC SX-4.  

The Hamburg group has direct access to the German Computer Center for
Climate Research (Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum, DKRZ). A Cray 916 and a
Cray T3D (128 processors) are used for computationally intensive tasks. 
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BEB Erdgas und Erdl GmbH
Postfach 51 03 60
D-30633 Hannover
Contact: Mr. Heinz J¨urgen Brink
Tel. 49-511-641-2164
Fax: 49-511-641-2403

BHP Petroleum
10810 Old Katy Road 205
Houston, TX 77043
USA
Contact: Mr. Josef Paffenholz
Tel. 1-713-465362
Fax. 1-713-465 2938

Chevron Petroleum Technology Co.
1300 Beach Blvd.
La Habra, CA 90631-6374
USA
Contact: Dr. Glyn M. Jones
Tel. 1-562-694-7137
Fax: 1-562-694-7063

Elf Exploration UK plc
30 Buckingham Gate
London SW1E 6NN
UK
Contact: Mr. Claude Lafond
Tel. +44 171 963 5005
Fax. +44 171 963 5061
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ENI S.p.A.
AGIP Division
20097 San Donato Milanese MI
Italy
Contact: Mr. Serafino Gemelli
Tel. 39-02-520 63441
Fax: 39-02-520 63741

Geco Prakla UK Ltd.
Schlumberger House,
Buckingham Gate
Gatwick Airport
Gatwick, West Sussex RH6 0NZ
UK
Contact: Dr. Ralf Ferber
Tel: 44-1293-556802
Fax: 44-1293-556800

Mobil Technology Co.
P.O. Box 650232
Dallas, TX 75265-0232
USA
Contact: Mr. David L. Hinkley
Tel: 1-214-951-2839
Fax: 1-214-951-2098

PGS Seres AS
P.O. Box 354
Strandveien 4
1324 Lysaker
Norway
Contact: Mr. Martin Widmaier
Tel. 47-67526643
Fax: 47-67526640
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Preussag Energie GmbH
Waldstr. 39
D-49808 Lingen
Contact: Mr. Paul Krajewski
Tel: 49-591-612-381
Fax: 49-1-591-6127000

RWE-DEA AG fuer Minerall und Chemie
Postfach 600449
D-22204 Hamburg
Contact: Mr. Wolfgang Apel
Tel: 49-40-6375-2349
Fax: 49-40-6375-3590
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Research Personnel

Stephan Bojinski received his diploma in geophysics (1998)
from Karlsruhe University. His research interests include wave
propagation in random media, statistical wave inversion, and
numerical modeling of elastic waves. He is also interested in
smoothing methods of inhomogeneous media. Stephan passed
a B.Sc.(geophysics) from Edinburgh University, and improved
his knowledge of parallel programming during a research visit
at CINECA Supercomputing Centre, Bologna. He is soon to
start his PhD.

Robert Essenreiter received his M.Sc. in Geophysics from
the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, in August 1996. His
master thesis was on Geophysical Deconvolution and Inversion
with Neural Networks. Currently he is a Ph.D. Student at the
Geophysical Institute, University of Karlsruhe, Germany. His
research interests include signal processing and artificial intel-
ligence. In his current project he is working on a new approach
for multiple attenuation using neural networks.

Norman Ettrich received his Diploma (1993) in geophysics
from the Technical University of Clausthal and a PhD (1997)
in geophysics from the University of Hamburg. Since 1996, he
has been a research assistant at the University of Hamburg. His
interests are ray tracing and seismic migration/inversion. He
received EAEG's Van Weelden Award in 1995. He is a member
of EAGE.

Joachim Falk received his Diploma (1994) in geophysics from
the University of Hamburg. From 1994 to 1998 he has been
a research associate at the University of Hamburg working on
finite difference algorithms using adapted grids for the numer-
ical modeling of acoustic, seismic and electro-magnetic wave
propagation problems in complex media. In summer 1998 he
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received his PhD from the University of Hamburg. He left Ham-
burg (and WIT) and started his postdoc at the Delft University
of Technology (Applied Geophysics Group of Prof Fokkema)
where he is now working on inversion of time-lapse data. He is
a member of the EAGE.

Dirk Gajewski received a diploma in geophysics in 1981 from
Clausthal Technical University and a PhD from Karlsruhe Uni-
versity in 1987. Since 1993, he has been associate Professor
(Applied Geophysics) at Hamburg University. After his PhD,
he spent two years at Stanford University and at the Center
for Computational Seismology at the Lawrence Berkeley Lab
in Berkeley, California. From 1990 until 1992, he worked as
an assistant professor at Clausthal Technical University. His re-
search interests include high-frequency assymptotics, seismic
modeling, and processing of seismic data from isotropic and
anisotropic media. Together with Ivan Psenck, he developed
the ANRAY program package. He is a member of AGU, DGG,
EAGE, and SEG, and serves as an Associate Editor for Geo-
physical Prospecting (section anisotropy).

Alexander Goertz received his diploma in geophysics in 1998
from Karlsruhe University. Since 1998 he is a research asso-
ciate with Karlsruhe University. His research interests include
4D modeling of geophysical systems with finite differences,
imaging of complex fault zone structures and seismic sounding
of lithospheric heterogeneities.

German Höcht received his diploma in geophysics in 1998
from Karlsruhe University. Since 1998 he is a research asso-
ciate at Karlsruhe University. His interests are macro veloc-
ity model independent imaging methods. He is member of the
SEG.

Peter Hubral received an M.Sc. in 1967 in geophysics from
Clausthal Technical University and a Ph.D. in 1969 from Im-
perial College, London University. Since 1986, he has been a
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full Professor of Applied Geophysics at Karlsruhe University
specialising in Seismic Wave Field Inversion. During 1970-73
he was with Burmah Oil of Australia and from 1974 to 1985
he was with the German Geological Survey in Hannover. He
was a consultant in 1979 with AMOCO Research and, during
1983-1984, a PETROBRAS-sponsored visiting professor in the
PPPG project at the Universidade Federal da Bahia in Brazil. In
1995-1996 he was an ELF- and IFP sponsored visiting professor
at the University of Pau, France. He received EAEG's Conrad
Schlumberger Award in 1978 and SEG's Reginald Fessenden
Award in 1979. He is a member of DGG, EAEG and SEG.
Peter Hubral is involved in most of WIT's activities, in particu-
lar those including research on image resolution, image refine-
ment, image attributes, multiple suppression, incoherent noise
suppression, true-amplitude imaging, interpretative processing,
and image animation.

Martin Karrenbach received his “Vordiplom” in physics in
1985 from the University of Karlsruhe, West Germany, and his
M.S. in geophysics from the University of Houston in 1988.
He was with SEP from September 1988 through February 1995
when he received his Ph.D. in geophysics from Stanford Uni-
versity. He had summer employment with Siemens, BEB, Cog-
niseis and most recently with Chevron Oilfield Research Co.
He is currently an Assistant Professor at Karlsruhe University,
Germany. He is a member of the AGU and SEG.

Andree Leidenfrost received his Diploma (1995) in geophysics
from the University of Hamburg. Since 1995 he has been a re-
search associate at the University of Hamburg. His interests are
travel time computation and seismic migration. He is a member
of EAGE.

Thilo M üller received his diploma (1996) in geophysics from
Karlsruhe University. Since then he is working as a research sci-
entist on imaging techniques. He is particularly involved in the
development of the Common Reflection Surface (CRS) Stack-
ing Method. This is an imaging process that does not need any
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explicit knowledge of the velocity field and uses stacking sur-
faces that match the reflection response better than the ones of
conventional methods.

M. Amélia Novais investigates the different aspects of Born
and Kirchhoff forward modeling schemes, in particular with re-
spect to amplitudes. She is also working on a combined scheme
that incorporates the advantages of both methods.

Claudia Payne has been Peter Hubral's secretary for 8 years.
She is in charge of all WIT administrative tasks, including ad-
vertising, arranging meetings, etc.

Linus Pasasa received his Drs (1989) and MS (1993) degree
in geophysics from Bandung Institute of Technology (ITB), In-
donesia. ¿From 1989 to 1994 he was a research geophysicist
at ITB. Since 1995 he has been working towards a Ph.D. in
geophysics at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany. His main
research interests are related to prestack depth migration, trav-
eltime calculation and shallow seismic.

Melanie Pohl is dealing with wave propagation in generally
anisotropic 3D media. She is applying these schemes in lower
crustal structure studies and in reservoir simulations.

Matthias Riede received his M.Sc. in Geophysics from the
University of Karlsruhe, Germany, in 1997. Currently he is a
Ph.D. Student at the Geophysical Institute, University of Karl-
sruhe, Germany. His research interests include signal process-
ing, seismic imaging and modeling.

Erik Saenger received his diploma in Physics in 1998 from the
University of Karlsruhe in March 1998. Since April 1998 he is
a Ph.D. student at the Geophysical Institute at Karlsruhe Uni-
versity. Currently, he focuses on Finite Difference modeling.
He is member of the EAGE.
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Lúcio Tunes Santos received his BS (1982) and MS (1985)
in Applied Mathematics from the State University of Campinas
(UNICAMP), Brazil. In 1991 he earned his Ph.D. in Electri-
cal Engineering also from UNICAMP. From 1985 to 1988 he
was employed as a Teaching Assistant at the University of So
Paulo (USP). Since 1988 he has been working for UNICAMP,
first as a Teaching Assistant and since 1991 as an Assistant Pro-
fessor. Between August 1994 and August 1995, he visited Rice
University as a postdoc researcher. His professional interests
include seismic modeling and imaging as well as nonlinear op-
timization. He is a member of SIAM and SBMAC (Brazilian
Society of Applied Mathematics). His main areas of research
are seismic modeling and true-amplitude imaging. He's also in-
terested in nonlinear optimization algorithms and fractals. His
present activities include MZO for variable velocity and mod-
eling by demigration. Moreover, he's also working on exact
penalty methods in nonlinear programming.

Jörg Schleicher received his ”Diplom” (MSc equivalent) in
Physics in 1990 and his ”Dr. rer. nat.” (Ph.D. equivalent) in
Geophysics in 1993 from Karlsruhe University, Germany. Af-
ter employment as a research fellow at the Geophysical Institute
from February 1990 to September 1995, he became a visiting
scientist at the Institute for Mathematics, Statistics, and Scien-
tific Computing of the State University of Campinas (IMECC/
UNICAMP), Brazil, with a joint grant from the Brazilian Na-
tional Council for Scientific and Technological Development
(CNPq) and Alexander von Humboldt foundation. Since Oc-
tober 1996, he has been employed as an Associate Professor for
Applied Mathematics at IMECC/UNICAMP. His research in-
terests include almost all forward and inverse seismic methods.
He is a member of SEG, EAGE, DGG, SBGf, and SBMAC. His
main areas of research include true-amplitude imaging and ray
tracing. He's also interested in any kind of seismic modeling
or imaging theories and algorithms. His present activities in-
clude research on how to control amplitudes in different kinds
of seismic imaging methods and on how to efficiently perform
the true-amplitude imaging. Moreover, part of his research is
directed towards the extraction of more useful image attributes
from seismic data. In 1998, he received SEG's J. Clarence
Karcher Award.
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Sergei Shapiro received his M.Sc. in 1982 from Moscow Uni-
versity and the Ph.D. in 1987 from All Union Research Insti-
tute of Geoinformsystem (AURIG) in Moscow, both in Geo-
physics. During 1982-90 he worked for AURIG as a research
geophysicist. Since 1991 he has been a senior research scien-
tist at the Geophysical Institute of Karlsruhe University, Ger-
many, the first two years as an Alexander von Humboldt fellow.
From January to August 1997, he was a Heisenberg associate-
research professor in Karlsruhe. Since September 1997, he has
been a full professor in Applied Geophysics at the Nancy School
of Geology, France, where he is cooperating with GOCAD con-
sortium. His interests include exploration seismology, rock
physics, and forward and inverse scattering problems. He is a
member of SEG, EAGE, AGU, and DGG.

Ekkehart Tessmer received an MSc in 1983 in geophysics
from Hamburg University and a PhD in 1990 from Hamburg
university. Since 1990, he has been senior research scientist
at the Institute of Geophysics at Hamburg university. Since
1994, he has a university staff position. His research interests
include exploration seismology, seismic and electromagnetic
wave propagation simulation, and migration. He is a member
of DGG, EAGE, and SEG.

Baerbel Traub is dealing with calculation of traveltimes and
greens functions in 3 dimensions. Her research interests include
implementation and processing of large geophysical algorithms
on massively parallel computers.

Martin Tygel received his BSc in physics from Rio de Janeiro
State University in 1969, his M.Sc. in 1976 and Ph.D. in 1979
from Stanford University, both in Mathematics. He was a visit-
ing professor at the Federal University of Bahia (PPPG/UFBa),
Brazil, from 1981 to 1983 and at the Geophysical Institute of
Karlsruhe University, Germany, in 1990. In 1984, he joined
Campinas State University (UNICAMP) as an associate profes-
sor and since 1992 as a full professor in Applied Mathematics.
Professor Tygel has been an Alexander von Humboldt fellow
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from 1985 to 1987. In that period, he conducted research at the
German Geological Survey (BGR) in Hannover. Since 1995,
he has been president of the Brazilian Society of Applied Math-
ematics (SBMAC). His research interests are in seismic wave
propagation and processing, including imaging, migration and
inversion. He is a member of SEG, SBGf, and SBMAC. His
research combines wave propagation and seismic processing.
This includes the development of imaging, migration and inver-
sion algorithms, that possess a sound wave theoretical basis and
can as well be applied to practical problems. His recent publi-
cations have been in the study of amplitude aspects of seismic
data, namely true-amplitude depth migration and migration to
zero offset (MZO). He is also working in kinematical imaging
by stacking multi-coverage data, as for example by the common
reflection element (CRE) method.

Kai-Uwe Vieth received his diploma in Geophysics in 1998
from the University of Karlsruhe in March 1998. Since April
1998 he is a Ph.D. student at the Geophysical Institute at Karl-
sruhe University. Currently, he focuses on imaging cracks/ re-
flections in heterogeneous media and on new applications using
the CRS stack. He is member of the EAGE.

Friedemann Wenzelreceived a Ph.D. in geophysics from Karl-
sruhe University in 1985. Until 1988 he worked as research
scientist in Karlsruhe and at Columbia University (U.S.), until
1990 as Associate Professor in Karlsruhe, until 1992 as Princi-
pal Research Scientist of CSIRO Division of Exploration Geo-
sciences in Sydney (Australia), until 1994 as Director of the
department ' Structure of the Earth' at GeoForschungs Zentrum
Potsdam, and Professor of Geophysics at Potsdam University,
since 1994 as Professor at the Geophysical Institute, Karlsruhe
University. He is currently head of the Collaborative Research
Center 461 (Sonderforschungsbereich) ' Strong Earthquakes - A
Challenge for Geosciences and Civil Engineering' at Karlsruhe
University. His research interests are in seismology, modeling
of wave propagation, and seismic hazard assessment. He is a
member of AGU, SEG, EGS, EUG, and SSA.
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